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ElTigre 
Doesn't Live Here Anymore 

by Dan Dagget 

A Jaguar has been sighted in Arizona 
again, but don't scratch the word "ex
tinct" from their page in your "Mammals 
of the Southwest" guidebook just yet . 
The sight ing may be a prelude to a 
familiar tragedy. 

This time, a couple of J avelina hunters 
and some people attending a family re
union reported seeing one of the big cats 
the Mexicans call el ti,gre in late February 
about 15 miles north of the Mexican 
border. According to the Arizona Game 
and Fish Department (AGFD), such re
ports still are made occasionally in this 
area Felis onca once called home, but 
the number of sightings has dropped 
sharply in recent years. Today most are 
viewed with skepticism. 

"About the only way we consider a • 
sighting confirmed is if we see. the car
cass," one official said. Nevertheless, 
this latest report is being treated more 
seriously than most because the depart
ment considers those who turned it in 
to be credible witnesses. In spite of 

that, and in spite of the Jaguar's status 
as an Endangered species, wildlife man
agers have taken no steps to protect the 
animal. As Jerry Perry, an AGFD law 
enforcement specialist, put it, "We have 
no idea where that animal is by now." 

Jaguars are the largest wild cats in 
the Americas, and globally are surpassed 
in size only by Tigers and African Lions. 
They are the pit bulls of the cat world, 
possessing extremely strong jaws with 
heavy bones and massive teeth which 
allow them to kill their prey by crushing 
the skull. Short-limbed and compact, 
Jaguars grow as large as 250 pounds in 
the Brazilian rain forest, though they 
rarely reach half that size along the 
northern limits of their range. 

Although these cats were once widely 
dispersed residents of the American 
Southwest, they are now considered ex
tirpated from that part of their range. 
Still, young males searching for a territ
ory not already claimed by another 
Jaguar, or made too hazardous by Mex
ican vaqueros, occasionally extend their 

continued on page 8 
The largest cat in the Western Hemisphere, the Jaguar recently ranged from Central 
America north to the Grand Canyon. Photo by C. Allan Morgan. 

UNDEVELOPED LANDS IN 
NEW ENGLAND FOR SALE, 

CHEAP 

the NY, VT, and NH Diamond holdings 
says that likely candidates are large in
stitutional investors, pension funds, and 
investment syndicates. The favorable ex
change rate makes this land especially 
attractive to foreign investors. Other 
possibilities include hated land develop
ers like Patten Corporation, or the 
owners of the ski resort on Mt. Sugarloaf 
(elev. 3701). 

New Hampshire politicians and "en
vironmentalists" are attempting to buy 
the land with public funds to preserve 
recreational and logging abuses of the 
present. In contrast, Maine millionaire 
Charles Fitzgerald, a passionate en
vironmentalist, has already lost $1 mil
lion of his own funds in an attempt to 
buy 61,000 acres of Diamond lands. Now, 
he is trying to put together a group to 
buy the entire 800,000 acres. Fitzgerald 
endorses PAW's call for vast wilderness 
areas in the Northeast. He shares our 
vision of Caribou, Wolverine, Cougar, 
Lynx, Pine Marten, Peregrine Falcon 
and healthy soil microbes. 

by Jamie Sayen 

Over 1.3 million acres of forest lands 
are for sale in northern Maine, New 
Hampshire, Vennont and New York. 
Using only one half of the money wasted 
annually on below-cost timber sales in 
our National Forests, this land could be 
bought by the federal government and 
designated a Wilderness Recovery Area. 
PAW (Preserve Appalachian Wilderness, 
an EF! task force) and New England 
Earth First!ers are working feverishly 
to save the land from the twin curses of 
development and the status quo (abusive 
logging, ORV s, and other ecosystem-de
stroying uses). Before presenting our 
ecologically realistic proposal for saving 
these wonderful lands, a little back
ground information is due: 

In late February, the Coos County 
Democrat broke the story that 90,000 
acres owned by Diamond Occidentale in 
northern New Hampshire and Vermont 
were for sale for $19 million, or $211 an 
acre. The story was picked up by the 

AP and the WallStreetJournal, and Sen
ator Gordon Humphrey (R-NH) made it 
a national issue by calling for an 

· "emergency summit meeting" of en
vironmentalists and politicians to dis
cuss strategy to save the Diamond lands 
from development. 

These lands are just the tip of the 
iceberg. In Maine, Diamond is selling 
800,000 acres for $170 . million and 
another 95,000 in New York for $18.5 mil
lion. That's a million acres for a little 
more than $200 million! In addition, 
Champion International has over 
300,000 acres in northern New Hamp
shire and Vermont on the market. 

A study done last year (''.A Challenge 
for New England: Changes in Large 
Forest Holdings," by Perry Hagenstein, 
$3 from Fund for New England, 200 Lin
coln St, Boston, MA 02111) predicts that 
there will be more large holdings coming 
on the market in coming years because 
of changes in the strategy of the timber 
industry and because of pressures from 
developers. In the past, the paper com-

Mild-mannered bureaucrat Fred E. Coronado is confronted by an angry 
Earth First!er and forest residents at the Muir Day protest in Tucson. 

panies have traded large holdings 
amongst themselves. The Diamond 
lands were owned by the Groveton (NH) 
Paper Company until the company was 
bought by Diamond in 1968. In the early 
1980s, British takeover artist, Sir James 
Goldsmith, purchased Diamond. He sold 
the Groveton Mill to the James River 
Corporation and created Diamond Oc
cidentale as a landholding company. Re
cently, a French conglomerate, General 
Occidentale, bought Diamond's hold
ings. Now the head of the French outfit 
wants to unload all Diamond lands in the 
us. 

Oddly enough, this time, the timber 
corporations are not rushing to buy the 
land. The local mills now have a strategy 
of minimizing their own holdings. They. 
have chosen to concentrate on manufac
turing and marketing, and it is a poorly 
kept secret that their long-term strategy 
is to abandon the Northeast in favor of 
the Southeast and Northwest. 

Who will buy the Diamond and Cham
pion holdings? LandVest, the realtor for 

The New Hampshire-Vermont Dia
mond lands for sale consist of 67,000 
acres in NH and 22,000 acres in VT 
spread over 30 townships. The largest 
single piece is a 46,000-acre tract which 
lies in Stratford, Stark and Odell (popu
lation: zero). It contains the entire Nash 
Stream watershed and three of the 
loveliest peaks north of the White Moun
tain Nation~! Forest: Sugarloaf and the 
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DAY OF OUTRAGE 
A NATIONWIDE SUCCESS! 

Our National Day of Outrage Against 
the Forest Service was a resounding suc
cess. With at least 75 actions from the 
Eastern Seaboard to the Pacific North
west, it became Earth First!'s largest 
coordinated effort yet. 

Events included banner hanging, 
paper monkeywrenching, and Muir 
birthday parties complete with cake and 
balloons. They ranged from huge rallies 
with music and speakers to tiny groups 
outside small-town offices. Smokey the 
Bear turned in his resignation in several 
cities, and at least once was led away in 
handcuffs. 

According to coordinator Karen Pickett, 
"The whole thing was one big monkey
wrench." Forest Service officials around 
the country had their doors locked, 
security guards posted, and anti-media 

barricades in place. 
To the Freddies' dismay, media cover

age was outstanding, getting the truth 
about the National Forest Disservice out 
to a huge audience. Credit goes both to 
the courage and cleverness of individual 
organizers and to all who participated 
to make this such a large and widespread 
event. · 

We will run a detailed article in the 
next issue, so be sure to let us know 
what happened in your ·area. Send 
storie5, photos, press clippings, and 
what-have-you to Earth First!, POB 
5871, Tucson, AZ 85703. We will devote 
at least two pages to a photo spread 
representing the flavor of actions around 
the land. 

And now that we've got their attention, 
keep up the pressure! 
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Around the Campfire 

Congratulations, buckaroos! On April 
21, you pulled off the most widespread 
and disruptive series of demonstrations 
ever held against the United States 
Forest Service. By early reckoning, at 
least 75 separate incidents at Freddie 
offices occurred on our Day of Outrage. 
We'll have a complete report with lots 
of photos in our June issue (Organizers! 
be sure to send in your plwtos and reports 
to us as soon as possible). Thanks to all 
of you who participated and a special 
thanks to Karen Pickett for coordinating 
the whole enchilada. 

. I'm back at the computer here in the 
cactus after an exhilarating and exhaust
ing Earth Week giving speeches at St. 
Lawrence University in Canton, NY; 
Brockport SUNY in Rochester NY· 
~eed College and Lewis & Clark Colleg~ 
~Portland, OR; the University of Oregon 
m Eugene; and the University of Montana 
in Missoula. I also had the pleasure of 
participating in the impassioned Eugene 
march & protest on John Muir Day. I 
have ~hree i~pressions from my trip: 
there is a maJor resurgence of EF ! activ
ity in Oregon and Montana after a couple 
of relatively quiet years; there is an im
pressive level of EF! bustle on campus 
and among the mid-20s and younger 
crowd (us old farts are going to have our 
h~nds more than full trying to keep up 
with t~em); and the Northeast is rapidly 
becommg a new focal point ofEF! interest 
and action. 

All three of these trends presage 
change in the Earth First! movement. 
We are in perhaps the most dynamic 
phase of our relatively short history, and 
the next year will be busy, to say the 
least. John, Dale and I have been discus
sing this, and the responsibility of this 
newspaper in providing a forum for dis
cussion within the EF ! movement of such 
issues as continued growth (both in sheer 
numbers and in complexity of organization 
- which seems to grow exponentially as 
our number increases arithmetically). We 
are sure that such questions will be high 
on the agenda at the Rendezvous this 
summer, but we would like to present a 
special discussion ofEF! growth, organi
~ation and related topics in an upcoming 
issue - say, August. This is an invitation 
for concise, well thought-out, articulate 
commentary on such questions. Since we 
will likely be deluged, we as editors will 
have to be selective in what is printed. 
Nonetheless, we will endeavor to show
case as wide a range of views as possible. 
The quality of thought and writing, as 
well as succinctness, will otherwise 
determine our selections. 

Earth First! sprang forth initially in 
the Southwest and Rockies and then 
spread to the West Coast. During the 
last few years, we have made tentative 
forays east of the Rockies, most success
fully in Texas. It appears very likely to 
me that a primary new arena for EF! 
is developing in the Northeast. This issue 
of Earth First!, for example, spotlights 
New England and nearby areas in Canada 
and the States. A puissant new EF! group 
is forming throughout New England and 
there is growing activity in adjacent New 
York state. 

A relat~d develo~ment is the whopping 
opportunity for wilderness recovery in 
New England as Jamie Sayen discusses 
in his front page article this issue. I'll 
go so far as to say that New England and 
upstate New York could become a fore
most locus for wilderness preservation 
nationally during the next ten years: 
single blocks of half a million to several 
million acres of northern forests could be 
acquired and put on the road to restoration 
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'ri.J.f-1' ~ 
of their wilderness qualities which would 
i~clude reintroduction of native species 
hke Wolf, Cougar, Caribou, Wolverine, 
Lynx and Moose. In fact, we chauvinistic 
Westerners, so proud of our "big" Wilder
.ness Areas and "abundant" wildlife could 
be trekking east in 20 years to experi
ence "real" wilderness. That is we could 
if mainstream conservation gr'.oups and 
state, local and federal governments take 
up the vision and challenge of the oppor
tunities Jamie discusses. 

But let's not forget the Wild West 
either. Our other lead article demon~ 
str~t~s _the equally excellent oppor
tunities m the Southwest for significant 
recovery of wilderness denizens of that 
area - like the big spotted cat, the Jaguar. 
Mitch Freedman takes us to the other 
corner of the West with a well-researched 
yet visionary, call for restoration of th~ 
North Cascades. 

Other major articles on wilderness and 
restoration in this issue or in the June 
issue deal with the Three-peckered Land 
Snail (or something like that) in West 
Virginia (another of Jasper Carlton's little 
friends), and the back of beyond in Nevada 
(and we're not talking about the Cottontail 
Ranch). 

Also in this issue is the prelnier install
ment of an irregular philosophy section put 
together by Associate Editor Christoph 
Manes. Each future edition of "Nerthus" 
will deal with a particular topic and 
approach it from several angles. 

Well, some good news and some bad 

,, 
ry 

news about this newspaper. I'll give you 
the good news first in the traditional way 
to soften you up for the bad. The addition 
of Dale Turner to our editorial staff is 
not only freeing me up to work more on 
books (more on that later) and saving John 
from early burnout, it is also allowing 
us to develop a better concept of the 
theme of each issue as well as the time 
and resources to seek out articles and 
~ssays instead of just using what comes 
m. Moreover, Dale will be taking over 
some of the layout chores from me so 
the whole package should start loohlng 
better as well (but not slick, never slick!). 

The bad news is that we're going to 
start charging you more for it. No, not 
because of any improvements in the con
tent or look of The Earth First! Journal. 
That's on the house. Our expenses -
printing, graphics, paper, postage, etc. 
- have been steadily climbing over the 
last five years or so since we last raised 
our subscription rates and we just aren't 
breaking even. Sales ofEcodefense have 
been carrying us over the shortfall up until 
now, but we gotta jack up the rates like 
it or not. Beginning after this sum~er's 
Rendezvous, base subscription rates will 
zoom to $20 a year, first class delivery 
to $35. y;e are still working out foreign 
rates. Smee we aren't greedy capitalists 
b~t simply dedicated propagandists, we 
will, of course, continue our old policy 
of allowing you to plead poverty and pay 
less or nothing if necessary. 

Seriously, we are sorry to have to raise 
our subscription rates, but there is just 
n~ alte.rnative. We think this newspaper 
will still be a bargain at $20; we hope 
you do, too. 

Since we're on that grand topic of 
money, let me mention that several of 
the articles in this issue, including Dan 
Dagget's on Jaguars and Jamie Sayen's 
on the Restoration Conference, were 
funded by the Earth· First! Foundation's 
Journal Research Fund. If you'd like to 
see more in-depth articles like these, you 
can make a tax-deductible contribution 
to the EF! Foundation earmarked for the 
Research Fund which will then pay ex
penses for such articles. Send such con
tributions to the Earth First! Foundation, 
POB 50681, Tucson, AZ 85703. 

Our tabloids have been so popular (we 
had to do a rush printing of 5,000 more 
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Le~+ers 
to the 
Editor 

Letters to the editor are weicomed. Le~gth~ letters may be 
edited for space requirement. Letters should be typed or care
fully printed and double-spaced, using only one side of a sh~et 
of paper. Be sure to indicate if you want your name and location -
to appear or if you wish to remain nonymous. Send letters to 
POB 5871, Tucson, AZ 85703. _ 

' Dear Earth First!ers, 
This is a request to all photogTaphers 

and film and video people for photos 
and videos of Earth First! actions for 
use in my Cable TV show - ANIMAL 
RIGHTS. There are 55 shows in distri
bution that run on Public Access Chan
nels in 25 states. Each show is an inter
view with a prominent figure in the 
movement. The shows address the is
sues we must solve if Earth is to sur
vive. 

I operate on a slender budget, but if 
I use your photo or video clip, I promise 
credit on the show. I can be contacted 
as follows: Mary de La Valette, 154 New
bury St, #24, Peabody, MA 01960 (617-
535-4203). 

Earth First! Foundation, 
Sooner or later, you're sure to get a 

$1 000 000 donation. Such an outstand
in~, ~orthwhile entity as the EF! 
Foundation cannot avoid attracting such 
support. Realizing this, you would be 
wise to devise and publish a plan for 
what to do with a major financial cor_i
tribution. By undertaking this task, not 
only will you be prepared when the time 
comes, but you will also be more likely 
to receive money sooner. How about 
that! 

-Strawberry 

j"'7 n lefo~l-k-: ~--~~~~ 

Just a note to let you know, in case 
~ you didn't already, that one of your 

anonymous cowards smashed a bottle 
of'oil in my driveway to demonstrate -

Continued from page 2 

Forest Service tabs for Muir Day), that 
we are considering other topics for the 
tabloid treatment next fall and winter. If 
you want bulk copies of our three current 
tabloids - Basic EF!, Forest Service, 
Grizzly - for distribution, drop us a note 
with your street address (for UPS) and 
we'll ship them out. But don't let them 
gather dust in your garage (even if stacks 
of them make suitable habitat for Black 
Widows). Get 'em out in people's hands. 
If you received too many Forest Service 
tabloids, for example, let us know how 
many you have in excess. We are very low 
on these and may need to ask those of 
you with an overabundance to drop ship 
them to where they are more urgently 
needed. We expect to reprint both the 
Forest Service and Basic EF! tabloids this 
year. If you have additions, constructive 
criticism, etc. to include in the reprints, 
let us know and we will carefully entertain 
your suggestions. 
· As I mentioned above - books. With 

Dale taking some of my chores on the 
newspaper, I am steaming full speed 
ahead on The Big Outside - the inven
tory. of large remaining roadless areas in 

Beyond the Slab 
AND LO, UNTO A NEPlllTE DEAL: 
ER OF AUTOS IN ARIZONA 
CA.ME A GREAT REVELATION/ 

opposition to my views on oil drilling.\ 
Please be informed that I am neither ' 
corporation nor government, therefore 

1 

I am not bound by their constraints. 
Pass the word to your Brownshirts that 
such tactics are counterproductive, and 
send someone to clean up my driveway. 

Walter E Wallis, 2844 Waverly St, 
Palo Alto, CA 94306 

Greetings from Hell's Canyon. 
I'm writing to ask for help to stop 

the construction of two damns on the 
~ke Rivet The Asotin Hydro Com
pany, a subsidiary of Consolidated 
Hydro of Greenwich, Connecticut, 
wants to build two dams impounding 
33 river miles of the Snake River above 
the town of Aso · ·n o~:-ni"e 
. a 10na ar ervice studied this same 

stretch of river in the late 1970s. The 
study recommended protection of the 
entire 33-mile stretch as a scenic or re
creational river. 

The Reagan administration delayed 
the report's release until March 1984. 
By that time, the hue and cry for legis
lative protection of the river had 
quieted. The dams would inundate ar
cheological sites. They would devastate 
salmon and Steelhead runs. Spawning 
beds would be choked by silt. They 
would further limit the range of the 
giant White Sturgeon on the Snake. 
They would further limit the range of 
the endangered plant, MacFarlane's 
Four O'Clock (Mirabilis MacFarlanei), 
which is found only on an 80-mile stretch 
of the Snake River. They would cut off 

the United States that Howie Wolke and 
I have been working on for five years. 
Ned Ludd Books will be publishing it 
sometime by fall. We are also finishing 
up Doug Peacock's delightful guide to 
surviving a trip to the land of the dreaded 
GRIZ: Fear & Loathing in Griz Coun
try: Hayduke's Guide to Staying Alive. 
This inexpensive little book should be 
hot off the press in a couple of months. 
And Bill Haywood-and I are planning a 
Supplement to Ecodefense next winter. 
If any of you terrible monkeywrenchers 
or other vandals and wilderness diesel 
mechanics have revisions, elaborations, 
additions, refinements, improvements, 
etc. for the sneaking-around-in-the
night crowd, send them to me in Tucson. 
Contributors of material we use will re
ceive a complimentary copy of the Sup
plement when it is done. 

Well, enough. About the time most of 
you are reading this inspiring, infuriating, 
depressing, hilarious mass of verbiage, 
all of us here at the Tucson office along 
with a bunch of friends will be drifting 
down the Green River in Utah, eating 
catfish and drinking beer. It's a sacrifice, 
we know, but someone's got to do it. 

See you at the Rendezvous. (Details 
in this issue!) 

-Dave Foreman 

~AM
r;10Nf- £VER 
A?KME..FOR. -
A !RUE ?IATE
MENT N:iAIN ! 

Don Oberlin 
The passing 
of a warrior 

A few weeks ago, I received devastating 
news. On January 11, David Gaines and 
Don Oberlin were killed in an auto acci
dent. Many of you knew or had heard of 
David and the wonders he accomplished 
for Mono Lake. However, few were for
tunate enough to know Don, except as 
David's intern for the Mono Lake Com
mittee. I can attempt to convey who 
he was, but my words can never do him 
justice. 

Today we find a deep canyon dividing 
the environmental and animal rights 
movements. Although we all preach 
~'dE'._ep _ ec~lo~," few of us live it. Don 

access of Hell's Canyon National Recre
ation Area from the communities of 
Lewiston, ID; Clarkston, WA; and Aso
tin, WA. 

This region already has a power 
surplus, so most of the 530 megawatts 
produced by these dams would be sold 
to California. 11P.$opie would go to the 
company in Greenwich, Connecticut. 

Please write your federal representa
tives urging protection of the ~ 
River as mentioned by the Nat10nal 
~eryice report o.£March 19§1,__Also 
write the l<'edel'll.1~gy Regulatory 
Commission to oppose Asotin Hydro's 
proposal to kill yet another river. 

-Edward F. Watters, Lewiston, ID 

Dear EF! 
There is now an ad running in national 

magazines for Lake Powell boasting of 
"the nearby vacation spot that's so far 
from the ordinary." Myself, I just can't 
wait to fire up the houseboat and get 
in some serious waterskiing. If fellow 
Earth First!ers feel the same way1;..~tl 

-JWe.bl> Recreational Properties Inc. as 
a special toll-free reservation line set 
up for your convenience. The number 
isJ;;a_QQ;.~~JiL,It is answered by hu
mans between 8:30 AM and 5 PM 
Arizona time and by a machine at other 
times. Be sure not to place unnecessary 
calls, since incoming WATS lines are 
generally billed on the basis of usage, 
and since that would tend to prevent 
fellow house boaters from booking their 
reservations. You know, you can't be too 
careful. A friend of mine who's an avid 
fan of silt-pond recreation put the 
number in his computer communica
tions software, leaned on the wTOng but
ton, and do you know that thing dialed 
up the folks at Lake Powell hundreds 
of times before he noticed? Enough to 
ruin your whole day. 

-The Ergot Armadillo Monster 

Dear Dave, 
This is in response to the piece enti

tled "Habitual Ritual" by Penelope 
Rosemont in the Brigid Edition. 

If one adopted her definition ofritual 
as something rigidly repeated over and 

- - Oberlin Wa.s the epitome of deep ecoIOgJ. 
He was one of the few people able to 
encompass the true meaning of "respect 
for all life" in his lifestyle. 

I met Don in December, 1986, at the 
Los Angeles zoo condor protest. For 
hours, we spoke of the battle that 
loomed ahead. Never have I known such 
a committed individual from the peace 
to the animal rights and environmental 
movements. His dreams for a world of 
peace, equality and respect for all life 
have not died - they live on within my
self and hopefully in others whose lives 
he touched. He is now one with the 
earth and the skies and the seas. We 
must work even harder now that Gaia 
has lost one more warrior. She lost one 
of the best, this time, and he will be 
sorely missed. 

-Sue Rodrig:!"ez__-Pr:st~r . . _. 
-- -.._. -- --- --

ritual may be a "spontaneous wild dance 
in the morning sun," an example that 
Penelope gives as a non-ritual. 

Like it or not, we two-leggeds are 
different from "trees, rocks, birds, and 
wolves" in some respects. One of the 
most important differences - with the 
most tragic consequences for all species 
- is that we have developed, then over
developed, then become enslaved by our 
powerful, intellectual, linear, analyti
cal, cause-and-effect left brains. We 
identify totally with our intellectual 
mind, and we identify our mind only 
with the space inside our skull. We have 
lost our relationship with the rest of 
ourselves and our world - even as our 
minds have developed the technology 
to destroy both ourselves and the world. 

I believe that ritual is the number 
one way to transcend the dangerous 
(and boring!) limitations of our mind as 
presently conceived. Ritual enables us 
to perceive, think, and act out of our 
larger, ecological self, the self that is 
at-one with all of creation. Chief Seattle 
said, "humans did not weave the great 
web of life, they are merely strands in 
it. Whatever they do to the web, they 

continued on page 29 

Please send any newspaper clippings 
mentioning Earth First! or dealing 
with subjects of interests to us at POB 
5871, Tucson, AZ 85703. ·Clippings 
about monkeywrenching of any kind 
would also be appreciated. Thank you! 

The Post Office does not forward 
Third Class Mail but they do charge 
us 30 cents apiece to to send us your 
change of address. Please send us your 
change of address promptly so you do 
not miss an issue of Earth First! and 
we do not have to pay the Post Office 
to receive it. Some people using clever 
aliases are not receiving their copies 
of Earth First! . Be sure to notify your 
postperson that "Attila the Hun" or ''The 
Animal" receives mail at your address. 

SCHEDULE 
over, empty of meaning, perpetrated by Earth First! The Radical Environ-
priesthoods to control their followers, mental Journal is published 8 times a 
of course one would reject any ritualistic year on the old pagan European nature 
practice. It is ironic, however, that her holidays: Samhain (November 1), Yule 
definition seems to be from the modern (December 21 or 22), Brigid (February 
civilized human-centered perspective 2), Eostar (March 21 or 22), Beltane 
that we deplore. (May 1), Litha (June 21 or 22), 

Rituals are among the most effective Lughnasadh (August 1), and Mabon 
ways to get us humans back into balance (September 21 or 22). Deadlines for 
with the planet and our non~human re- articles are three weeks before the 
latives. Real rituals do not come out of cover date: October 10, December 1, 
our heads, or out of books, or even January 10, March 1, April 10, June 1, 
necessarily out of ancient traditions. July 10, and September 1. ThP news-
They emerge from a vital, ongoing re~ paper is mailed Third Class on the cover 
lationship with the here and now; they date. First Class delivery is available 
give voice to both the human and non- for $10 extra a year. Surface delivery 
human "players"; they work in concert outside the USA is available for $25; 
with the earth energies in that place airmail delivery overseas is available 
at that moment. Indeed, an appropn::· a::..:t..:.e_....L_fo_r-.:..$4_0_a...::Y''-e-a_r._-'----'---------' 

BUT NAY, THE ?ODOM!TE.S AND 
Ll8ERAUTES DOTH WA&E UNHOLY 
BARBARIC \,VAR AGAIN5T THE 
&REAT ONE.. FR.OM GLENDALE. ... · 

PCN!K.oW?Kl 
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New England ... 
Continued from page 1 

~win Percy Peaks. It also contains signif
icant tracts of bog lands which are ideal 
for the imperiled Northern Bog Lem
ming. It is 54% hardwood, has 58 miles 
of logging roads and 151 sportsmen's 
leases (hunting and fishing camps). 

Henry Whittemore, the local land 
agent of the Trust for NH Lands (a "con
servation" organization controlled by 
foresters) says that the ledges and out
crops in the 46,000-acre tract are excel
lent potential nesting sites for Peregrine 
Falcons and Golden Eagles. He de
scribes the high country softwood forests 
as "ideal" for the Snowshoe Hare which 
is a staple in the diets of the Eastern 
Cougar, an Endangered species, and the 
equally rare Canada Lynx. There have 
been six Cougar sightings in this area 
in the past year. 

The Nature Conservancy of New 
Hampshire has identified 50 ecologically 
fragile . areas where Endangered plant 
and ammal species reside. The Conser
vancy hopes to buy the land, protect the 
islands containing rare an<l Endangered 
speci~s, and then sell the lands to a pub
hc-pnvate consortium which will main
t~in recreational use (ORVs) and log
gmg. The "environmentalists" of the 
state have "consensed" around the pro
posal of the Conservancy, even though 
there is little likelihood that Diamond 
will sell for less than $19 million. The 
Conservancy offer is unknown, but it is 
clearly well below the asking price. 

Conservation biologist Jeff Elliott has 
po~nted out that the land in New Hamp
shire represents about 1 % of the entire 
s~at~, and that, though economically in
s1gmficant, especially as the timber cor
porations continue their exodus from the 
Northeast, it is very important biologi
ca~ly. Jeff has stated that New Hamp
shire forests are still in the early stages 
of succession: "The forest is trying to 
make a comeback against obstacles of 
abused soils, acid deposition and de
velopment. Any place the wood makes 
it past the pioneer stage it comes back 
up for rotational cutting." The Diamond 
land sale offers a chance to restore a 
healthy, mature, large ecosystem in the 

. state, so that old growth species like the 
Saw-whet Owl, Spruce Grouse, Pileated 
Woodpecker, Moose, Lynx and Cougar 
can return in viable numbers. Presently 
in the Northeast, there are no matur~ 
healthy forest ecosystems with a full 
complement of native species. 

On March 10, Senator Humphrey con
vened a meeting of leading NH "environ
mentalists" (see Al Pine's discussion of 
NH "environmentalists" in Brigid 88 
issue) at the Society for the Prevention 
oops, Protection of NH Forests (hereaf
ter the Forest Society) to discuss the 
Nature Conservancy plan. With the ex
ception of wilderness diehards Elliott 
and Sayen, the meeting was a love fest 
of consensus-makers. One member of 
this group had been quoted as saying: 
"The deal we envision is where a public 
agency owns the land outright and pri
vate industry owns the timber rights." 
(NH is a conservative state. Welfare and 
socialism are about as popular as AIDS.) 
"Environmentalists" and politicians 
spoke in favor of the Conservancy plan 
and in favor of protecting logging jobs. 

Our hosts provided a slide show of the 
46,000-acre tract. There were spectacu
ta~ winter vie.vs from North Percy Peak, 
pnme habitat for Cougar and Lynx. One 
picture showed a large Yellow Birch. We 
were told that this was part of a "re
mnant old growth stand." Jeff and I 
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pointed out that the pictures also showed 
evidence of serious gully erosion from 
abusive logging. Jeff observed that this 
one-tree old growth stand was probably 
a . seed tree left from a previous cut. 

State Representative Fred Foss of Co
lumbia, NH, has proposed the creation 
of a· 69,000-acre state park on lands 
owned by Diamond and Boise-Cascade. 
He .noted that there has been heavy tim
bermg on the "well-managed" Diamond 
l~nds during the last five years (that is, 
smce the takeover by Goldsmith). His 
bill isn't likely to go far in a state which 
takes pride in refusing to pass a "bottle 
bill," despite a mounting solid waste 
crisis. 

As a resident of the town which would 
lose the most in taxes (over 20 000 acres 
of Diamond lands are in Stratford) I ob
jected strenuously to a tax system ~hich 
punishes ecologically responsible be
havior. There should be a way to protect 
an impoverished town like Stratford 
while still preserving wildlands. I also 
suggested that federal funding could be 
obtained by the elimination of below-cost 
timber sales in the National Forests. 
Amazingly, Senator Humphrey and Rep
resentative Judd Gregg (R-NH) said 
they agreed. 

As the meeting wound down, Jeff El
liott broke his silence: "We have a chance 
to preserve a unique watershed which 
has not been too severely mismanaged. 
There is no land in New Hampshire that 
is not mismanaged through either de
velopment or forest mismanagement. 
Existing wilderness areas are far too 
small to protect big species." 

The meeting ended with·a representa
tive of the Forest Society volunteering 
to con~a?t all interests, "including 
economic mterests," to devise a consen
sus strategy for the purchase and man
agement of the Diamond lands. I have 
no doubt that all economic interests were 
contac~ed and that the Forest S0ciety 
has gamed consensus around their plan. 
Neither Jeff nor I was contacted. It 
seems that "consensus" among NH "en
vironmentalists" means: "exclude 
everyone who disagrees." 

Two days after the meeting I received 
a phone call from a state senator con
cerned that I was jeopardizing my "cre
dibility" by my fail,ure to hop aboard the 
consensus bandwagon. Noting that sev
eral participants at the meeting had told 
me "off-the-record" that they agreed 
with me but would not say so publicly 
I asked him what can be said about ~ 
political system which requires honora
ble people to compromise their values 
to retain their credibility in that system. 

That phone call reassured us. We had 
feared that no one was listening to us. 

Maine 
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Now, we know our message was heard. 
' . Since the meeting, debate has raged 
m local papers over what to do with the 
lands. Meanwhile, the Congressional de
legation has said there is little or no fed
eral money available for land purchases. 
Wilderness opponents are effectively 
using hysteria about jobs and taxes. "En
:Vironmentalists" have put all their eggs 
m one unpromising basket: the plan pro
posed by the Nature Conservancy and 
the Forest Society. 

PAW and Earth First! vow to make 
the sales of timberlands in the Northeast 
a national issue. We will work with any 
groups or - individuals who support 
wilderness restoration and protection for 
these lands. At a press conference on 
April 21, the Day of Outrage Against the 
Forest Service, we presented a longer 
version of the following proposal: 
PROPOSAL FORA THREE MILLION 

ACRE NATIONAL BIOLOGICAL 
PRESERVE IN THE NORTHEAST 

Preserve Appalachian Wilderness 
(PAW) and Earth First! call for the cre
ation of a three million acre National 
Biological Preserve in northern Maine 
New Hampshire, Vermont, and New York 
to be located on and around 1.3 million 
acres being offered for sale by Diamond 
Occidentale and Champion International, 
and other lands which are expected to 
come on the market in the next decade. 

. We propose that the Diamond, Cham
p~on 8:nd other lands be managed by 
b10log1cal and ecological criteria only. 
Specifically, we propose that these lands 
be managed as a maturing natural suc
cessional ecosystem so that in time 
they will recover their natur~l stabilit; 
as evidenced by the full complement of 
native species. This includes the protec
tion, and, where necessary, the rein
troduction of rare, sensitive, 
Threatened, Endangered and extirpated 
species including Canada Lynx, Pine 
Marten, Northern Bog Lemming, Gray 
Wolf, Caribou, Moose, Wolverine and 
Eastern Cougar. ' 

· More large holdings will likely come 
on the market in the next few years. It 
is imperative that we devise a strategy 
to deal with this opportunity. 

FUNDING: We call for inspired 

\ 

leadership from regional Congressional 
delegations to raise $600 million for cur
rent and future purchases. At approxi
mately $200 per acre, this would pur
chase about three million acres. The Dia
mond and Champion lands could be 
bought today for about $275 million. 
They would form the core preserve to 
which other lands would be added as they 
came on the market. 

There are various ways to raise this 
money, but all require the imaginative 
leadership of senators and representa
tives from the Northeast. Recently, the 
President's Commission on Americans 
Outdoors recommended that the Land 
and Water Conservation Fund (with as
sets now totaling $7 billion) be succeeded 
by a trust which provides a minimum of 
$1 billion a year to help pay for federal, 
state, and local land acquisitions. 

The General Accounting Office esti
mates that below cost timber sales in 
our National Forests cost taxpayers $400 
to $600 million per year. Instead of sub
sidizing destruction of our National 
Forests, that money should be used to 
purchase lands like the Diamond and 
Champion holdings. 

Other funds could be obtained through 
the curtailment of the annual $200 mil
lion in subsidies (a conservative esti
mate) to public lands ranchers, the elimi
nation of boondoggle water projects, and 
the elimination of waste and illegal cost 
overruns in Pentagon contracts. In 
short, if our Congressional leaders ac
cept the challenge, the money will be 
found. 

MANAGEMENT: Immediate protec
tion of all rare, sensitive, Threatened, 
and Endangered species and ecosystems 
must be the top priority. These lands 
have been damaged by logging practices, 
including the use of pesticides, and log
ging roads and bridges. There will be a 
need for active, labor-intensiye healing 
work. Any jobs lost by the elimination 
of ecologically abusive practices will be 
more than offset by the creation.of resto
ration jobs. 

Wilderness restoration is especially 
feasible in the well-watered Northeast. 
The climate and soils of this re~on pro
mote rapid recovery from disturbance~c 
Instead of the customary tourist-trap 
exhibits, there could be exhibits 
throughout the preserve illustrating 
various methods of wilderness recovery. 
These would help people from other re
gions learn how to begin the healing pro
cess in their own regions. 

Wilderness recovery will be incom
, plete until viable populations of all native 
species are restored. Prior to reintroduc
tion of extirpated native carnivores, 
much habitat restoration work must be 
done. 

OBJECTIONS: The problem with 
_ taxes must be addressed. Currently, our 

tax system punishes local communities 
for ecologically responsible behavior 
such as we are proposing here (i.e. , there 
are no taxes paid on wilderness lands). 
We must devise a method of compensat
ing impoverished rural towns which will 
lose taxes on these lands. A system of 
payments in lieu of taxes for National 
Forest lands is needed. 

VISION: Some day the North Woods 
will again teem with life. From my~orrhi
zal fungi to the Eastern Cougar, the land 
will again pulse with wildlife. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 
Currently, there is no support for 

big wilderness within the New Hamp
shire Congressional delegation. Write 
senators and representatives from the 
Northeast and urge them to support 
this proposal and to pressure NH Con
gresspersons to support this proposal. 
Ask them to find ways to fund it. (Sen
ators are at US Senate, Washington, 
DC 20510; representatives are at House 
of Representatives, DC 20515.) PAW 
and New England EF!ers need financial 
support and grassroots participation 
to make this a national issue. This is 
a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity for 
the Northeast. Please make checks pay
able to PAW, RR 1, Box 132-A, North 

. Stratford, NH 03590. 



Connecticut River Of Salmon Return 
CONNECTICUT VALLEY 
EARTH FIRST! 
PRESENTS THE SALMON 
REVIVAL RUN 

Earth First!ers dressed as Atlantic 
Salmon, Osprey, and other wild natives 
will launch a canoe and kayak flotilla at 
the mouth of the Connecticut River on 
Memorial Day weekend. We will make 
a spawning run up the river to celebrate 
the river and its watershed and to . 
dramatize the plight of our totem, the 
Atlantic Salmon, which must negotiate 
15 dams on the river and hundreds of 
smaller dams throughout the watershed 
to reach its spawning grounds. Each 
weekend there will be actions at nuclear 
power stations, dams and other locations 
where there are threats to the water
shed. Our schedule is as follows: 
May 30-31 - Launch under the full moon 
from Old Saybrook, CT. 
June 3-4-Protest near the Connecticut 
Yankee nuclear power station. 
June 10-11- Protest near Holyoke Dam. 
June 17-18-Rally at Turners Falls, MA. 
The first dam to stop the salmon migration 
up the river was built here in 1798. Shortly 
thereafter, the species disappeared from 
the upper 300 miles of the river. At 
Turners Falls a group of terrestrial crea
tures will split off from the salmon flotilla 
and, with the aid of a shaman, will be 
transported to the headwaters of the 

river. The salmon flotilla will continue 
upstream. The terrestrials will assume 
Black Bear, Gray Wolf, Cougar, Wol
verine, Moose, Caribou and Pine Marten 
garb and proceed downstream. 
June 24-25 - The salmon flotilla will be 
in the Bellows Falls region. 
June 28 - Rally at Comerford Station, 
a facility of Quebec Hydro, the destroyer 
of Caribou habitat and native cultures 
in northern Quebec. 
July 4 weekend -The two flotillas will 
converge on the White River Junction/ 
Hanover region to hold our climactic 
event: a Salmon and Wolverine Patriots 
Rally. There will be an ecological Passion 
Play and a rally to celebrate the return 
of natives. If you can't attend the Round 
River Rendezvous in Washington, come 
to the Connecticut River. Invite friends 
and presidential candidates. 

We need your help. We need canoeists 
to join us for the entire trip or part of it. 
We need costumes and costume makers. 
We need help from folks living along the 
river. We need musicians, artists, re
storationists. We need money to cover 
expenses while on the river. The Earth 
First! Foundation has provided us with 
a generous grant to help us organize. 

We are putting out a fortnightly news
letter and holding meetings every other 
Sunday afternoon in Greenfield, MA. 
For more information, and to send con
tributions, write: Connecticut Valley 
EF!, POB 324, Rowe, MA 01367. 

Atlantic Salmon 
by Zapus Sylvester 

ATLANTIC SALMON: 
A LIFE HISTORY 

As the autumn sun rises, its rays pen
etrating the thick forest canopy to a 
moist carpet of ferns and mosses, a boy 
squats beside a riffle of a clear mountain 
streaJn. Surrounded by frost leaves and 
fronds, he has been watching a fish for 
several hours. Above, a Pileated Wood
pecker drums its message through the 
standing remains of a dystrophied patri
arch. The sun's rays reach the fish. The 
fish's dark back is olive green, vermicu
lated with bronze and silver. Its sides are 
highlighted with punctuations of brilliant 
blue and red. 

From the pool below, appears another 
fish of similar form. This fish, though 

. thinner, is even more brightly colored. 
This male salmon's snout and lower jaw 
terminate in a curved kype. He darts 
back and forth in the riffle, from the head 
of the lower pool to the tall race of the 
upper pool, then back. This generates a 
flurry of activity among the other salmon 
of the riffle, and many smaller fish scat
ter. Now the female rolls to her side and 
waves her tail weakly, then uprights. 
The Indian rises; this is what he has been 
awaiting. The fish again rolls to her side 
and with three or four waves of her tail 
washes a basin out of the medium fine 
gravel. This attracts several other males. 
The first male chases them a short dis
tance, but he dares not leave his mate, 
knowing she is about to release eggs. 

She drifts downstream until her vent 
is at the head of the small basin she has 
just constructed. The flurry of activity 
quiets and the magic of propagation com
mences. She quivers, spewing hundreds 
of pale orange eggs into the basin. The 
male has moved to her side and also 
quivers, exereting a white cloud of milt. 

. Another male mshes forward and quickly 
adds his milt to the cloud of sperm in 
the nest. 

The female now moves upstream and 
again fans out a 30 centimeter deep pocket 
in the pea-sized gravel and buries most 
of the fertilized eggs. Several small salmon 
rush to the lower edge of the nest and 
join dace, sculpins, and Brook Trout to 
feed on unburied salmon eggs. 

This scene is repeated several times at 
this site, creating a series of egg pockets 
containing about 800 eggs for every pound 
of the hen's flesh. This nest area is now 
referred to as a redd. 

The salmon swims upstream to select 
another site to construct a new redd. 
The fish searches for a bottom type that 
is generally 70% gravel larger than 0. 6cm 
in diameter and 16-17% sand with less 
than 0.5% silt or clay. This type of sub
strate allows oxygenated water to reach 
the developing eggs. Silt blocks inter
substrate flow and reduces egg survival; 

15% silt so limits the flow of oxygen 
through the redd that few eggs will · 
hatch. 

For several nights the salmon continue 
their dance of propagation until the hen 
has released most of her eggs, The few 
left in her body cavity will be reabsorbed. 

When the boy returns to the stream 
a few days later, he finds a large salmon 
lingering at the tail-race of the pool 
downstream of the redds. She is a large 
fish and reminds the boy of the beautiful 
fish he had seen earlier, but she has lost 
her sheen and the roundness of her belly. 
She now has dark skin showing the out
line of scales. She is now a kelt. 

The fish allows herself to be gently 
moved downstream toward the ocean. She 
is barely alive because she has invested 
most of her energy in reproduction and 
has eaten very little in the months she 
has spent in fresh water. The transition 
from freshwater to saltwater and back 
to fresh has strained her kidney, forcing 
it to reverse the osmotic flow within her 
body. Her chances of survival are low. 
If this were her first spawning run, her 
chances would be better. Approximately 
12% of salmon live to spawn a second 
time, as she just did, but very few live 
to spawn a third time. A male salmon 

. almost never survives spawning. 
As autumn progresses, stream tem

peratures approach fi:eezing. In the cold 
gravel the eggs develop slowly. If the redd 
was made in November, the fishes' back
bones will be discernible in December. 

When spring arrives, the fish locked 
in the egg can be seen. After a certain 
number of degree days, the egg shell 
opens, releasing the baby salmon, the 
alevin, to its gravel crypt. Each fish is 
now about the size of a paper match with 
a large yolk sac hanging from its ventral 
side. This will be its source of nutrients 
until it starts to feed. The fish will absorb 
the yolk sac before it swims up out of 
the redd. The absorption rate, like the 
rates of most bodily processes of cold
blooded animals (ectotherms), is control
led by water temperature. By the time 

. , the fish frees itself of the subterranean 
home where it has spent the first six 

Adult Male 

Smolt 
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Loren Evarts, 481 .Country Club Rd, Cheshire, CT 
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Herb Bryan, POB 497, Amherst, MA 01002; 413-
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months of life, the mouth and other or
gans are formed. 

Thus far, the process has been very 
efficient, allowing 92% of the eggs in the 
redd to hatch to the fry stage. Now, how
ever, the young salmon become prey to 
everything with fins, predaceous insect 
larvae, and semiaquatic birds. The fry 
prey upon tiny insects and other zoop
lankton. 

Insects in . their stage of metamor
phosis between the aquatic larva and the 
winged adult comprise a large propor
tion .of the young salmon's diet. As the 
fry grows from this rich diet of insects, 
it forms thick vertical bars along its 
sides. Due to these parr marks, the fish 
is now referred to as a parr. 

The parr is a sleek and aggressive 
feeder. When feeding on hatching insects 
pinioned to the underside of the surface . 
film, the leaping parr demonstrates how 
he earned the name Salmo salar. As a 
parr, Salmo salar, places increased pres
sure on his biological surroundings. 
Therefore, he must m·ove to an area 
where his kind are less concentrated. 
The parr have now outgrown predation 
by small fish like the sculpin, but still 
are eaten by trout, eel, cusk, and several 
bird species. The survivors grow steadily 
through their first summer, such that by . 
fall they are firm, silver and red spotted, 
10 centimeter-long miniatures of the 
adults. ' 

The following spring, the little salmon 
again starts to grow rapidly. By his sec
ond fall he has doubled his length and 
can feel yet another change occurring. 
He spends his second winter feeding on 
the abundant aquatic insects that 
winter-over as larvae. When spring ar
rives his metabolism again accelerates 
and the spring insect hatches leave him 
plump. But suddenly the desire to swim 
up against the current as he has done 
for two years is lost. His bright silver 
becomes clouded with a whitish hue. He 
turns for the sea. He has become a smolt. 

As part of the smoltification process 
the nares on his snout have become acute 
sensors, able to detect traces of elements 
measurable in parts per million. His tiny 
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brain is predominated by optic lobes, yet 
the small portion of cerebral matter 
permanently records the chemical de
tails of the water where smoltification 
has taken place. 

After a few weeks of transition in brac
kish water, the smolt swims to the open 
ocean. Taking a circuitous route, he fi
nal~y resides at the edge of the sea ice 
in the North Atlantic, spending a couple 
years with his kind. 

There, feeding on zooplankton, young 
herring, smelt, caplin, and more, the At
lantic Salmo.n grow fast. Having reached 
almost a meter in length, millions of sal
mon head southwest for the coast. Each 
turns in to the estuary where it entered 
the ocean, then swims upriver to the 
place where it smolted. 

This year the Indian is a teenager with 
his own thoughts of propagation, but he 
must work to gather food for his clan. 
He stands knee-deep in the cold water, 
waiting for salmon bound for the upper 
reaches of his river. He leans on a three 
pronged wooden spear he made while 
standing guard at the end of a fish weir 
made of rock and brush. He has been 
standing here for several hours. As the 
salmon pass through the narrow opening 
by his feet, he spears at them. Usually 
he misses, but there are so many·that 
he has a pile on the bank. A young girl 
collects the fish and carries them up to 
the lodges where they are split then 

- smoked. 

ATLANTIC SALMON: 
A DEATH HISTORY 

Generations of salmon and humans 
have passed since the aboriginal peoples 
of Vermont and New Hampshire hunted 
and gathered in the primordial forest. 
The Indian was one of the first to fall 
victim to white man's biocide. As Europe 
and North America gearec;l up in the In
dustrial Revolution, the features which 
attracted Europeans to these shores 
came under attack. The European im
migrants over-harvested the seas for 
food and for oils to fuel and lubricate 

continued on page 6 
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Quebec Ski Area Slides Over Local 
and Environmental Concerns .stomavay Lac-Drolet-

by Roger Sansterre 

Mont Gosford, on Crown land in the 
extreme southeast corner of the Eastern 
Townships near Woburn, in the Lac
Megantic area of Quebec, Canada, is 
threatened by ski development. The 
Megantic Regional Tourist Bureau has 
proposed a downhill ski area on the 
largely untouched Gosford massif, whose 
pe,ak reaches to 3880 feet. 

The Tourist Bureau has approached 
the town of Lac-Megantic, the Granite 
County Regional Municipality, and other 
area bodies for their approval. The ruling 
Liberal Party Township caucus has re
quested provincial and federal grants of 
$7.5 million each to develop Mont Gosford. 
They also seek a total of $150 million in 
investments for the ski project. 

In April of 1987, the Tourist Bureau 
informed Transportation Minister Marc
Yvan Cote that it expected the Minister 
to "start building a paved road to the 
top" of Mont Gosford . Cote agreed on 
condition that studies show that ski 
areas in other Townships would not be 
hurt by a 70% increase in the region's 
downhill trails. 

Studies showed that ski equipment 
sales were up but that skiers from Sher
brooke, Quebec, Montreal, Toronto, and 
Boston considered distance an important 
factor in their choice of ski areas and 
would need to be offered something spe
cial on Gosford. Accordingly, the Tourist 
Bureau released a plan for a 3000-acre 
ski complex including 63 trails, 9 chair
lifts, condominiums, an amusement 
park, tropical gardens, and a monorail 
connecting Gosford summit with Sugar
loaf Mountain in Maine, dozens of miles 
away. 

Since last spring, the proposed project 
has bloated into a projected investment 
of $200 million. Developers have begun 
to talk of someday developing the US 
side of the massif as well. 

Also since last spring, nqmes of inves
tors have been made public. Two Euro
pean millionaires, using the name 
Stuart-Mills-Cher Holding Company, 
have announced their $24 million invest
ment in the year-round tourist village, 
to be called "Mont Malamute," featuring 
dogsled riding trails, complete with im
itation Alaskan Inuit sled dogs. The 
Holding Company hopes to attract, with 
its sled dogs and its sales of "Malamute" 
products, at least half of the hoped for 
15,000 daily skiers from the US and 
foreign countries. Due to the huge sub-

Atlantic Salmon 
Continued from page 5 

their lights and machines. They cleared 
the forests and dammed the rivers. The 
Connecticut River, its tributaries, and 
the other New England rivers and 
tributaries which once were home to At
lantic Salmon have been dammed in hun
dreds of places. 

Removal of the forest canopy results 
in absorption of the sun's energy by 
ground and surface waters. The in
creased ground water (springs) and river 
temperatures exceed the maxima for 
production of the organisms on which 
young Atlantic Salmon feed. Tempera
ture increases also cause outbreaks of 
pathogens which are present but not a 
problem in a healthy-ecosystem. 

Higher water temperatures acceler
ate the metabolic rates of young salmon, 
so that they grow much faster. The 
largest smolts are not the ones most apt 
to return to spawn. The maximum size 
is not the optimum size. 

Tree removal exposes the forest duff 
to a much harsher environment than that 
in which it evolved. The top soil is ex
posed to colder winters, hotter sum
mers, and stronger winds. Increased 
mechanical weathering results in tons of 
topsoil being eroded from each cleared 
acre, each year. Erosion is the breaking 
up and removal of substrate. In the rainy 
Northeast, that removal is accomplished 
primarily by water. The resulting silta
tion of waterways stresses and often kills 
gill breathing organisms such as dace, 
Stonefly, Mayfly, and Atlantic Salmon. 

As settlers cleared the forest, they 
floated logs down streams to the mills. 
The accumulation of bark and other de
tritus in the bottom substrate destroyed 
many organisms, including salmon in the 
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sidy the Holding Company expects from 
the government ($96 million), the 
Megantic Regional Tourist Bureau has 
formed an investment company to raise 
from $5 to $8 million of the funds not 
forthcoming from the government. 

Critics of the project are alarmed at 
the amount of public funds sought by 
promoters. Other ski areas in Quebec 
have not been so heavily subsidized. The 
ski development Pare du Mont-Sainte
Anne, near Quebec, must receive at least 
60% of the total investment of $150 mil
lion over ten years from the private sec
tor. 

Ski development is afflicting much of 
northern New England, including 
nearby Saddleback, and many areas in 
Quebec, including four in the Eastern 
Townships: Mont Orford, Bromont, 
Owl's Head, and Sutton. Additionally, 
the Massif de la Petite-Riviere-Saint
Francois, 60 miles east of Quebec, with 
one of the longest vertical drops east of . 
the Rockies, may · S~~n ,"become <\'the·• 
seventh largest ski area on the conti
nent," due to $300 million in investments 
over the next few years by the consor
tium of Roche-Doppelmayer-Bombar
dier-Les-Arcs. Here, the provincial gov
ernment will supply one-half million dol
lars to the development. 

If Gosford succeeds in attracting 
hordes of the young affluent to Woburn, 
they will build and buy out homes, be
cause Americans can gain tax breaks for 
second residences. This will aid new 
businesses at the expense of the low-in
come local residE:nts. 

If built, the ski development will be 
ecologically ruinous for Mont Gosford. 
Due to a loophole in the law, "recrea
tional" development is exempt from the 
provincial requirement to produce an en
vironmental impact statement before 
starting major construction activities. 
Local streams, the Chaudiere River, Ar
nold River, and Lake Megantic - al
ready suffering from pollution - will be
come increasingly polluted as secondary 
development, road building and mainte-. 
nance, and increased traffic lead to 
runoff of salt, sediments, herbicides 
(sprayed on road embankments), lead, 
and oil. Waste water produced by 
tourists and new residents will not be 
accommodated by the shallow rocky soil 
at the base of the mountain. 

The chairlifts, summit restaurants, 
service roads, sewer drains and water 
pipes for swimming pools, living quar
ters, and snow-making, will all necessi-

egg and alevin stages. If a salmon sur
vived in this silted gravel and survived 
the oxygen depleted warm water (warm 
water holds less oxygen than cold), it 
headed downstream, as salmon were 
wont to do. 

Today, because the tributaries carry 
their poisons to the main branch, the 
Connecticut River is a moving cauldron 
of pollutants. Silt from farms and raped 
forest land, tannins from log drives and 
tanneries, warmed water from mill 
ponds, manufacturing by-products, and 
human waste are all added to the brew. 
Each of these alone can kill salmor.-, but 
the synergistic effects are disastrous. 

Formerly, one of the few energy 
sources available to humans was the 
kinetic energy of flowing waters, harnes
sed by building dams. These present 
smolt with an oft-fatal obstacle. If it is 
not chewed up in the turbines, a smolt 
may ~urvive the drop to the rocks below 
a small dam. Large dams add the hazards 
of severe drops and sudden pressure 
changes from the containment pond to 
the outflow. Each dam destroys a large 
percentage of the smolt. 

Even if the salmon survives the rigors 
of stream life and reaches the estuary, 
its problems are far from over. In fact, 
the coastal salt marshes were the first 
areas to be altered. Dikes, drainage, and 
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tate clearing of much of the forest of the 
massif, which is now wooded all the way 
to the summit. As has happened at Mont 
Orford, clearing of trees will likely lead 
to mudslides and silting up of water
ways. 

Mont Gosford features rare stands of 
Red Spruce on the north slope where 
most of the 63 ski trails will be carved. 
It also includes two types of plant asso
ciations and several plant species rare 
in Quebec. Populations of fish , reptiles-, 
and amphibians (such as the bullfrog, not 
usually found in elevated parts of this 
region) will be severely reduced by the 
pollution and siltation of waterways. 
With tree removal, high-altitude con
,struction, and massive year-round con
sumer-society human presence, the 
Gray-cheeked Thrush, Spruce Grouse, 
Blackpoll Warbler, Gray Jay, and other 
arctic/alpine bird species will likely be 
forced out of one of their few breeding 
sites in southern Quebec. The now-rare 
Lynx, Bobcat, Fisher, Marten, Beaver, 
Moose and perhaps even the White
tailed Deer will also be driven out. Pre
sently, Moose appear to use the Gosford 
zone as a corridor for leaving protected 
Maine to enter the Townships. 

Before the Tourist Bureau promoters 
came on the scene, the Ministry of the 
Environment's Ecological Heritage pro
gram was suggesting inclusion of Gos
ford in the provincial network of ecolog-

pollutants damaged these delicate sys
tems. Estuaries became the open sewer 
of the developing nation, sending many 
species to the brink of extinction. 

Reaching the ocean, the salmon is in 
relatively clean water, for there the pol
lution is more diluted. Like its ancestors, 
it heads for the central North Atlantic. 
Today, the ocean, though still rich in vari
ety of life, does not even hint at the 
bounty once there. With humans' discov
ery this century of the salmon fishing 
grounds, salmon were exploited at a 
point in their lives when they previously 
had been free from human predation. '°' 
The over-fishing in this hold-out for al
most all Atlantic Salmon had no effect 

_ on the Connecticut River salmon, for 
they had long ago become regionally ex
tinct. 

In centuries past, so many salmon 
were harvested from the Connecticut 
River that salmon were used as stock 
feed and manure. By the late 18th cen
tury, however, dams, overfishing and 
other factors explained above had all but 
exterminated the salmon of the Connec
ticut River as well as most other North
eastern rivers. The death knell for the 
Connecticut River Atlantic Salmon·was 
sounded in 1798, with the construction 
of the dam at Turners Falls, Mas
sachusetts. \since this date there have 

\ 

ical reserves. Recently, however, the 
Ministry proposed a circumscribed por
tion of nearby Mont Megan tic - a mere 
fraction of a _watershed - as a future 
reserve. This meager proposal might 
prevent any future attempt to designate 
the Gosford massif a reserve, because 
the logic of the Heritage program may 
exclude having two reserves protecting 
similar habitats. 

Gosford's disappearance as wild 
habitat will come .at a time when pro
posals in the bordering American states 
for large wildemess reserves along the 
Appalachian Trail (Preserve Appalac
hian Wilderness) and in northeast Ver
mont (Northeast Kingdom National Park 
or Wilderness Park) are gaining support 
(see recent issues of EF!). Maine has 
started a Caribou reintroduction pro
gram. Quebec would help ensure the suc
cess of the reintroductions simply by pro
tecting existing undeveloped land in the . 
Townships and by creating larger pro
tected zones. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Send letters 
opposing the Mont Gosford ski develop
ment and urging preservation of the 
massif to: Monsieur Leon Ducharme, 
prefet, Municipalite Regionale de 
Comte du Granit, 5090, rue Frontenac, 
Lac-Megantic, Quebec, G6B 1H3 
CANADA. For more information, 
write: Les Amis de la Terre de l'Estrie, 
CP 353, Sherbrooke, QuebecJlH 5Jl. 

been no naturally occurring salmon in 
the upper reaches of the river. 

Today, the salmon restoration pro
gram has affected some improvements 
for the Connecticut River and its salmon. 
Many pollutants have been reduced. Log
ging has become unprofitable or re
stricted near open water. Dams are 
being modified to allow fish passage, 
though ignorance and economics limit 
the effectiveness of these passages. Reg
ulated commercial salmon fishing is mar
ginally profitable, supplying the wealthy 
with a novelty dish. 

Unfortunately, however, the substrate 
used by salmon for spawning retains the 
history of abuses. The Connecticut River 
bottom is contaminated with chemicals 
that . become concentrated in the food 
chain through biomagnification. The 
gravels, covered and mixed with dis
placed topsoil and the bark of many log 
drives, no longer provide spawning sites. 

On top of all this, the population 
composition in the historical waters of 
the Atlantic Salmon has been changed. 
Sevetal species of bait fish have become 
established in the headwaters arid main 
branch of the Connecticut River. Land
locked salmon have been introduced into 
the river. In the 1880s, New Hampshire 
helped bring the Brown Trout (Sa.lmo 
trutta) to the New World. These were 
stocked in - the northern Connecticut 
watershed. Brown Trout are closely re
lated to the Atlantic Salmon and therefore 
occupy similar niches. A basic rule of ecol
ogy is that two organisms cannot occupy 
the same niche at the same time without 
one being much reduced. Northern Pike 
and Walleye have also been introduced. 
These are efficient piscivorous predators. 

Zapus Sylvester is a New England 
conservation biologist. 



IDAHO WILDERNESS GETS THE AXE! 
by Somerset 

Don't let the name confuse you, the 
"Idaho Wilderness Bill" has little to do 
with Wilderness and even less to do with 
Idaho. This bill, concocted secretly as a 
compromise by Senator James McClure 
and Governor Cecil Andrus and officially 
titled "The Idaho Forest Management 
Act of 1988 (S 2055)," is an affront to all 
environmentalists and, more importantly, 
a blow against the National Wilderness 
Preservation System on a national level. 
This bill attempts to permanently elimi
nate most of the remaining roadless areas 
in Idaho from Wilderness consideration 
and even attempts to negate many rights 
and restrictions protecting existing 
Wilderness through the use of "special 
management language." Under this bill. 
Idaho Wilderness Areas would no longer 
~ve water rights, they coula nave 10?.:_ 
foot-wide banasgouged througfi rneir 
·~ers at any fame because of a new 
dehrufaon of a "road," and would not be 
allowed to have buffer zonesa:Foinrd"theil
borders. In add1faon, . the bill mandates _ 
timber sale levels fai:..above market de- .. 
mands mandates cutting in prime 
~ Bear ar and desi ates trails 

or ORV s onlx (no hikers!). The language 
in this bill is so insidious that its full 
implications will not be apparent for 
many years, but ifit passes, it will surely 
be catastrophic for the entire National 
Forest System. 

Only 5 of the 27 pages in the bill relate 
to Wilderness designation. The areas 
specified as new Wilderness are sur
rounded by "special management areas," 
that is, areas marked for logging. The 
net effect will be to form tiny islands of 
Wilderness awash in a sea of clearcuts. 
The bill desig!IBtes evenn le_§s newWilder=.. 
ness than the Forest Service has pro
posed and half what Idaho's fonner Go:v
ernor Evans proposed. A few token areas 
are iJven W1raerness status, such as 
Long Canyon and Salmo-Priest in north 
Idaho, part of the Payette Completions 
in central Idaho, and a portion of the 
White Clouds to the south. Even in these 
areas, the exclusion of prime logging 
lands from Wilderness consideration is 
painfully obvious. In the Bonner Ranger 
district of the Idaho Panhandle National 
Forests, for example, environmentalists 
were offered Long Canyon, one of the 
few old growth forests in the region, in 
exchange for prime Grizzly and Caribou 
territory. 

In total, the McClure/Andrus anti
Wilderness bill would designate as 
Wilderness 1.4 million out of over 9.3 mil
lion roadless acres. The proposed Wilder
ness boundaries have Been drawn with 
total disregardtorp ysical features -
leaping canyons and cuftmg~:a,tfililieds _ = making enforcement of the bound
aries nearly impossible. On top of this, 
a particularly sickening section oft~bill = 

defines a road as "any two parallel tracks 
aJOn"iWft i ty feet to eac - s1de''regard--
fess of its cofil:If(10n: "Tfiis aer1rnfaon, ill 
effect, precludes Wilderness designation 
for many wild areas crossed by tracks 

James Bay Project 

which certainly are not permanent 
enough to justify the denial of Wilder
ness designation for such areas. [In this 
way, the McClure/Andrus bill harkens 
back to the much abused "purity doc
trine," which .officials with the Forest 
Service (and BLM) have long used to 
refuse to protect slightly scarred areas 
as Wilderness.] 

The list of roadless areas not even con
sidered for Wilderness designation is un
believably long, so I will only highlight 
some of the grosser omissions. In south
ern Idaho, the North Lemhis, with over 

Cheap American Power Means 
the End of Canadian Wilderness 

American support has given another 
boost to the Canadian environmental dis
aster called the James Ba,y_ Project. In 
January, New ~R governor Mario 
Cuomo signed an agreement to buy $17 
billion worth of hydropower from the 
Quebec government project. New York 
joined Maine ($15 billion) and Vermont 
($18.6 billion) in supporting Premier 
Robert Bourassa's plan to "conquer 
James Bay." 

Phase I of the Project flooded 4000 
square miles of forested back-country be
hind eight large dams. In the process, 
it damaged fish habitat by changing 
water temperature and salinity. Fluc
tuating shorelines made many areas un
inhabitable for Beaver and drastically 
reduced the area of eel grass marshland, 
vital habitat for migratory ducks and 
geese. Rising water blocked many tradi
tional movement corridors for . Caribou 
herds and Moose, and drowned 10,000 
Caribou in one widely publicized event . 

The Project has also radically disrupted 
the local Cree and Inuit communities, 

which are largely dependent on hunting 
and fishing. Besides suffering the gen
eral loss ofland and the decline of wildlife 
populations, they are being poisoned. 
Rising water has dramatically increased 
the level of (naturally occurring) methyl 
mercury in the region's water, and thus 
in the fish they eat. 

Quebec has begun work on the second 
of three phases, but still refuses to con
duct a significant environmental analysis 
of the Project. The one minimal study 
done in the 1970s ignored many issues 
or called them "impossible to measure." 

If fully completed, the James Bay 
Project will provide cheap electricity to 
much of the Northeastern U.S. It will 
flood over 10,000 square miles in Canada 
and will directly affect the environment 
of at least 130,000 square miles. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO: If you live in 
the Northeast, unhook from the elec
tricity grid. (If you don't live in the 
Northeast, unhook from the electricity 
grid.) For more information, write or 
call one of the Salmon Revival Run 
contacts (see accompanying article). 

AMERICANS FOR 
WILDERNESS COALITION 

WILD ROCKIES 
PROPOSAL 

Outlines indicate RARE II areas 
Gray shows areas included in McClure
Andrus bill 
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300,000 acres roadless, have been totally 
abandoned. The Boulder Mountains, 
part of the Boulder-White Cloud com
plex (and site of the 1986 RRR), are not 
mentioned at all, even though the Boul
der-White Clouds constitute the largest 
unprotected Forest Service Roadless 
Area [about 500,000 acres] in the lower 
48 states. Most of the roadless lands sur
rounding the Sawtooth Wilderness are 
left out, with some - such as Lime 
Creek and the Smokey Mountains -
specifically designated for "special man
agement," which in this case.Jeseryes 
the area for ORV abuse and makeIL!Lik:_ 
i ng illegal. The vast majority of the re
mammg Roadless Areas throughout 
southern and central Idaho are simply 
not mentioned in the bill. 

To the north, t:h'~ Mallard-Larkins, 
Great Burn, and Fish and Hungrey 
Creek Roadless Areas would be reduced 
to less than one-third their present size. 
Mallard-Larkins, the largest Roadless 
Area in the north of the state, is in par
ticularly great danger because of roads 
currently under construction or planned 
within the next five years. The land rap
ers are eager to get into these regions 
to remove young toothpick timber. 
McClure and Andrus have obliged by de
signating special management areas in 
the . Buck and Foehl Creek drainages 
which actually mandate the construction 
of logging roads in some of the most pris
tine areas. Similar exploitative prescrip
tions are ordered for the boundary of 
Mallard-Larkins and the Fish and Hun
grey Creek area, the last remaining 
wilderness section of the Lewis and 
Clark Trail. Another vital area left out 
of the bill is Grandmother Mountain, a 
small roadless remnant slated for clear
cutting by the Bureau of Land Manage
ment (BLM). 

As already noted, the worst part of 
this bill is its destructive special manage
ment language which would weaken 
legislative protection of Wilderness and 

further diminish opportunities for public 
input concerning future public land man
agement decisions. Probably the most 
legally dubious part of the bill is expres
sed in the phrase "not withstanding any 
other provision of law." This phrase 
means that the stipulations of this bill, 
should it become law, will be instituted 
regardless of violations of any other 
laws, including Native American 
treaties, the Endangered Species Act, 
the National Forest Management Act 
and the Wilderness Act. Clearly, such 
language has national implications. One 
ramification is that roads would be built 
and timber harvested from prime Grizzly 
territory and we could do nothing about 
it (legally), despite the Grizzly's ostensi
ble protection under the Endangered 
Species Act. The bill sidesteps the pro
visions for public review specified in the 
National Forest Management Act and 
overrules the forest planning process. 
This is a particularly important point 
now, considering that six of Idaho's ten 
National Forest plans are under appeal 
with more appeals on the way. 

Not only are the locations of the man
dated cuts particularly bad, the sizes of 
the cuts are thoroughly unreasonable. 
On the Panhandle National Forest alone 
the bill orders the FS to sell 283.5 million 
board feet (mmbf) per year. This is espe
cially ridiculous in view of the fact that 
on the average they have only been able 
to sell 233 mmbf per year and that over 
700 mmbf have been sold but remain 
uncut. Even the Society of American 
Foresters has stated . that the bill's pro-

7 

· Jected annual11mber narvests are "inde=
fens1ble from a biological standpoint." 

·~ a large ordered cut would result 
in disasters similar to the mandated cuts 
on the Tongass National Forest in 
Alaska, which several Congresspersons 
are currently trying to repeal. 

continued on page 9 
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El Tigre ... 
Continued from page 1 

search for a home north into one of the 
southwestern states. 

That decision is generally fatal. 
The previous sighting of el tigre was 

reported in late 1986 in the Chiricahua 
Mountains of southeastern Arizona. 
Two bird watchers on a Christmas bird 
count were the first to report seeing 
this cat. The biologist coordinating t he 
count was so taken aback she forgot to 
get the volunteers' names. 

The next person to encounter the cat 
was not so harmless. 

There are many versions of the story. 
According to the one most frequently 
related, a rancher/hunting guide from 
Bowie, near Willcox, Arizona, trailed 
the Chiricahua Jaguar with his hounds. 
Some say the rancher thought he was 
after the world's largest Mountain Lion. 
Others point out that Jaguar and Moun
tain Lion sign are easily distinguishable 
for an expert and this man is an expert. 
In any case, after three days and one 
or two fresh packs of hounds, the 
rancher and. his dogs finally bayed el 
tigre. Some say it was dark and the 
Jaguar wreaked havoc on the man's 
hounds as he waded in to shoot it, but 
there were no reports of anyone running 
up a large bill at any area vet clinic. 

To celebrate his success, the killer re
portedly took the Jaguar's carcass to 
town to show it off. Several people came 
to see the dead beast and some took 
pictures of it. What took place was the 
sort of celebration that might have oc
curred 30 years ago when the general 
consensus favored killing animals like 
this. Then again, many would say those 
30 years have never passed in Willcox, 
a town where people say they still live 
by the code of the old West . 

Despite all the witnesses who repor
tedly saw evidence of this crime, the 
Game and Fish Department has been 
unable to press charges. As yet, no one 
has stepped forward to claim the $4000 
reward offered for information leading 
to a conviction. By all reports, the per
petrator belongs to a close-knit family 
with a reputation for vengeance. 
"They're real wild west," a Game and 
Fish Commissioner said. "The fear is 
genuine." 

Besides frustration with the non
cooperative townsfolk, wildlife inves
tigator Perry says he is especially 
bothered that no professional guides or 
houndsmen were sufficiently offended 
by the killing to police their own ranks 
and help with the investigation. 

Steve Johnson, Southwest represen
tative for Defenders of Wildlife, went 
a step further, expressing outrage that 
the ranching community has not disav
owed this sort of action by cooperating 
with the investigation. "What this 
shows is that most of them really sup
port this sort of thing," said Johnson. 

Indeed, at an Earth First! demonstra
tion outside a cattle-growers' meeting 
in Willcox last fall, the person whom 
many have identified (off the record) as 
the killer of the Jaguar roughed up one 
of the anti-grazing demonstrators. 

John Holcumb, the AGFD inves
tigator responsible for the case, denies 
that he is intimidated by the family's 
reputation. Holcumb says he even met 
with the main suspect and negotiated 
with him to turn himself in. 

The suspect made it clear that, in his 
opinion, anyone who had shot a Jaguar 
would be stupid to tum himself in unless 
he could be sure of keeping the animal's 
hide for a trophy and of not being heav
ily fined. A call to AGFD headquarters 
confirmed that all parts of the animal 
would be confiscated and that the act, 
a Class II misdemeanor in Arizona, 
would bring a fine in the neighborhood 
of $750. On top of that, if the animal 
had been illegally transported across 
state lines, it would have been a viola
tion of the federal Lacey Act, which 
could bring an additional $10,000 pen
alty. Negotiations fell through at that 
point. 

Since then, the case has been on hold. 
"We can't proceed without a corpus de
lecti," Perry noted. 

The department refuses to issue sub
poenas without physical evidence be
cause it contends that it is impossible 
to win such a case. Tom Britt, Region 
2 Supervisor for AGFD in Flagstaff, de
scribed another recent case where the 
department had an eyewitness, who 
saw a person shoot a Mule Deer doe 
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out of season, but still couldn't get a 
conviction because they couldn't pro
duce a body. 

The Jaguar case remains open, how
ever, since the department has one year 
to prosecute after the discovery of evi
dence, even iflong after the crime. Dave 
West, another AGFD investigator, says, 
"I still think that in the long run, maybe 
five years down the road, something is 
going to turn up so we can prosecute 
this guy." 

Ironically, whoever shot the 
Chiricahua Jaguar could not be prose
cuted under the federal Endangered 
Species Act. The ESA lists the Jaguar 
as an Endangered species "from Mexico 
southward." In the United States it is 
considered extinct, not Endangered. 
While it would be illegal under the ESA 
to bring a Jaguar into the US that had 
been killed in Mexico, or bring it across 
the border and then kill it, if el tigre 
walks across under its own power, it 
loses its protection under the ESA. 

Why the listing was written this way, 
despite several Jaguars having been 
killed in Arizona just before the animal 
was deemed Endangered in 1972, could 
not be explained by Rick Leach, the 
senior resident agent of the US Fish 
and Wildlife Service (FWS) who re
vealed the looph~\e. It is especially 
puzzling given that sightings had been 
almost uninterrupted right up to the 
time of listing. Partly as a result of that 
lack ·of protection, cats who try to recol
onize the northern limits of their territ
ory are invariably killed. 

Arizona, like the federal government, 
has failed to list the big cat as en
dangered, or even threatened. Sources 
familiar with state policies toward pred
ators lay this anomaly at the doorstep 
of the livestock industry. Endangered 
status for the animal, they say, could 
entail restrictions on habitat destruc
tion or even pressure for reintroduction, 
measures that would prove extremely 
unpopular with the politically powerful 
cattlemen who worked so hard to exter
minate the animal. Pressure from ran
chers has blocked any protection possi
ble from either the .state or federal gov
ernment. 

While prosecution under the En
dangered Species Act may be precluded 
by the loophole in the cat's listing, Leach 
contended that prosecution might be 
possible under the Lacey Act. This act 
forbids interstate transport and posses
sion of wildlife taken in violation of state 
law. 

Nonetheless, the person who refused 
to tum himself in to John Holcumb may 
have missed a good bet. Convictions are 
hard to get when the case pits a human 
against an animal which people consider 
a terror, and this remains a common 
perception of the Jaguar despite the ex
treme rarity of Jaguar attacks on hu
mans. 

The last Jaguar killed in Arizona be
fore the Chiricahua incident was shot 
near Nogales in 1971 by two youngsters 
hunting ducks. First they blinded the 
animal by shooting it with birdshot, 
then finished it off as it cowered in a 
shallow cave. 

Before that incident, "confirmed 
sightings" happened with much greater 

. frequency. Three were killed in the 
1960s, including one caught in 1965 by 
a trapper working for the same US gov
ernment which would list the animal as 
Endangered in Mexico. 

In the 1950s, the situation was too 
muddled by a phenomenon called 
"canned hunts" to yield reliable figures. 
In these staged slaughters enterprising 
guides would trap animals in Mexico to 
bring them north, turn them loose and 
pursue them with dogs for well-heeled 
hunters. Some suspect that other re
cent sightings have been animals that 
escaped such sporting extravaganzas. 
Inspections of the hides (when avail
able) have shown no signs of captivity, 
however. 

Before the 1950s, the record of kills 
was: six in the 1940s, five in the '30s, 
eight in the '20s, and 15 and 23 in the 
two previous decades. (Over the same 
half-century, six Jaguars were repor
tedly killed in New Mexico and about 
a dozen in Texas.) According to David 
Brown, former head of AGFD's Game 
Branch and author of books on the Mex
ican Gray Wolf and the Grizzly Bear in 
the Southwest, this steady decline rep
resents a classic curve of a population 
being over-exploited, rather than iso
lated en·counters with visiting individu
als from Mexico. 

Some still dispute that the Southwest 
ever had a viable population of Jaguars. 
But, according to Ron Nowak of FWS, 
the fossil record shows that the Jaguar 
roamed the entire southern half of the 
United States before the mass extinc
tions of 10,000 years ago reduced its 
range to the extreme southwest. They 
were still residents from Texas· to 
California when European cultures ar
rived. Sin\~_ that time, kills of females 
with cubs ~1ave been reported as far 
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north as the south rim of the Grand 
Canyon (sometime between 1890 and 
'95). A male was killed at the Grand 
Canyon near the south rim tourist vil
lage as late as 1932. The last female 
known to have lived in Arizona was shot 
in the White Mountains of eastern 
Arizona in 1963. 

What was most responsible for the 
abrupt extermination of this magnifi
cent animal that had survived here for 
tens of thousands of years? "To put it 
simply," says Brown, "the Jaguar was 
incompatible with the livestock indus
try." As proof, he points out that, "Sev
eral of the Jaguars reported taken . . . 
were poisoned by US predator control 
agents," who worked on behalf of the 
cattle-growers. "Most of the rest were 
taken by ranchers and their employ
ees. . . . Jaguars disappeared from 
Arizona concomitant with the intense 
predator control programs in effect be
tween 1880 and 1965." And today, where 
once you could hope to see the fleeting, 
spotted shadow, el tigre, or ohshad in 
language of the Tohono O'odham, you 
see instead cows. 

The same forces that exterminated 
the Jaguar are still at work, trying to 
kill off the Southwest 's other large cat , 
the Mountain Lion. The Department of 
Agriculture's Animal Damage Control 
Unit is currently lobbying county gov
ernments in the Southwest for local 
funds, to be matched by federal funds, 
to mount "pre-emptive" campaigns 
against lions that may become cattle 
killers. 

But what about the occasional Jaguar 
visitors that still come? Where do they 
come from? Do they provide evidence 
that just south of the border is a reser
voir of spotted gold that could once 
again supply northern outposts if only 
the obstacles were removed? 

The answers are not encouraging. 
Dave Brown tells of following the big 
cat's trail into northern Mexico and 
learning-of the same steadily decreasing 
numbers of sightings and kills that 
characterized their decline in the US. 
Rapid development and the disappear
ance of the Mexican wilderness are tak
ing their toll. "The parallels are all too 
clear," he says. "It appears that el 
tigre's fate is as sealed in Sonora as it 
was in Arizona." Visitors like the 
Chiricahua Jaguar may be battle-weary 
refugees from a war zone instead of 
emissaries from a still secure strong
hold. (Dave Foreman noted this in his 
article, "The Return of the Wolf: The 



Dark Side" in EF! vol VII, no VI.) 
For Brown and others who look for 

encouraging signs in the dark clouds 
over the Jaguar's future, a small glim
mer of hope still shines from deep in 
southern Sonora. There, among the 
thornscrub and barrancas of the Yaqui 
reservation, is an area where popula
tions of all the central American wild 
cats (Jaguar, Mountain Lion, Ocelot, 
and Jaguarundi) are said to be holding 
out. 

Although over 140 miles from the bor
der, this rugged mountain range could 
be the source of the animals that have 
appeared in southern Arizona, accord
ing to Peter Siminski, curator of mam
mals for the Arizona Sonoran Desert 
Museum .. "Jaguars have been known to 
travel up to 500 miles from their home 
range," says Siminski, "and natural 
migration routes lead north from this 
area along the Rio Yaqui." 

The Rio Yaqui flows from just below 
the Mexico/US border to the Sea of Cor
tez south of Guaymas. It offers a direct 
route from the Jaguar habitat of south
ern Sonora virtually to the back door 
of the rancher who allegedly killed the 
Chiricahua Jaguar. 

Siminski also speaks of areas in north
ern Sinaloa state just south of Sonora 
that have been made off-limits to hunt
ing by the activities of drug lords. Such 
areas may be serving as impromptu pre
serves for these cats who are fugitives 
in their own right. 

Peter Warren, an ecologist for the "Na
ture Conservancy, believes that the 
Jaguar's presence in Sonora may cover 
a broader area than just the extreme 
southern mountains. "Actually some 
riparian areas and foothills along the 
Rio Yaqui are more remote and better 
habitat than the southern mountains," 
says Warren. Areas along the Yaqui 
were pointed out to Warren as the best 
remaining Jaguar habitat in Mexico's 
northern provinces by Dale Lee, 
perhaps the most famous of all the 
houndsmen who have dogged the big 
cat's tracks. "Lee has killed several 
jaguars along the Yaqui in areas which 
he says remain much as they were when 
he hunted there," Wan·en said. 

Warren considers the Yaqui as a pos
sible area for a series of preserves simi
lar to those the Nature Conservancy 
maintains in the US. The presence of 
Jaguars would be an important consid- . 
eration in the location of those pre
serves. "But we have to move carefully 
down there," he said. "We can't just go 
barging in as a bunch of gringos trying 
to do it our way." According to Warren, 
it is illegal to purchase land in Mexico 
for the purpose of removing it from de
velopment. Instead, the Nature Conser
vancy is trying to help Mexican citizens 
create an indigenous preservation pro-

IDAHO 
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As stated earlier, in addition to pro
hibiting buffer zones around new and 
pre-existing' Wilderness Areas, the bill 
would explicitly remove water rights 
from all Idaho Wilderness Areas. Since 
the areas designated in this bill all con
tain headwaters, and thus would proba
bly not be greatly affected by such lan
guage [i.e., having the headwaters, 
these areas would, per force, be insured 
adequate water flows, despite not having 
water rights], it appears that McClure 
intends to rewrite Western water law 
and extend such provisions to other 
states in the future. [In a potentially pre
cedent-setting decision reached in court 
recently, a judge ruled, on behalf of per
sons seeking to protect a Colorado 
Wilderness Area, that water rights are 
assumed under the Wilderness Act. The 
judge stated that denying adequate 
water flows to a Wilderness Area would 
contravene the purposes for which the 
area was designated Wilderness.] 

One of the many other problems with 
the bill is its mandate for the permanent 
maintenance of all landing strips in 
Wilderness Areas. No landing strip could 
be closed in any of Idaho's Wilderness 
Areas, including previously designated 
Wildernesses such as the Frank Church 
River of No Return, which has many ac
tive air strips used by hunting guides 
and their clients. 

Thus far, the only public input concern
ing this bill has been a series of three 
hearings in March, in Idaho Falls, Boise, 
and Coeur d'Alene, overseen by the two 
co-conspirators. These hearings were a 

gram and to assist them in identifying . 
areas of critical value. Adding to the · 
value of any preserves along the Yaqui 
is its identification as possible range for 
a population of Mexican Gray Wolves. 
(See The Wolf in the Southwest: The 
Making of an Endangered Species by 
David Brown, available from Earth 
First! Books in Tucson.) 

Currently the Jaguar is unprotected 
in Mexico, as it is throughout the rest 
of its range, with the exception of Be
lize. There, biologist Alan Rabinowitz 
set up the first preserve for the world's 
third largest cat in 1984. He chronicled 
his struggle to form that preserve in 
the book Jaguar (available from EF! 
Books), an account of the intimidating 
obstacles that must be overcome to af
fect wildlife policy in the Third World. 

With so many difficulties facing 
Jaguar protection in Latin America, 
why not form a preserve in the United 
States instead? The cat seems to be try
ing to come back on its own anyway. 

The obstacles may be even more in
surmountable here than they are in 
Latin America, because in the US those 
obstacles are natural as well as political. 
"There's just not enough undisturbed, 
isolated habitat where such a large pred- · 
ator could exist without running into 
fatal conflicts with man," says Harley 
Shaw, AGFD authority on Mountain 
Lions. 

Dave Foreman disagrees, pointing 
out that areas of the Galiuro mountains 
and the Blue Range, in southeastern 
Arizona and western New Mexico, 
would be more than sufficient to harbor 
a Jaguar population. "What we lack is 
not the habitat but the political will to 
bring the cat back," says Foreman. 

Even though there may be areas large 
enough to contain viable populations of 
Jaguars, Shaw claims that large cats do 
not transplant well. Rabinowitz's re
search in Belize confirmed that. "They 
have a tendency to just take off and 
end up very far away," said Shaw. There 
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are accounts of el tigre traveling up to 
500 miles in search of whatever it is for 
which such a wandering cat searches. 
In cattle- and people-crowded Arizona, 
that would be a sure ticket to the big 
barranca in the sky. 

The big cats are so controversial that 
just talking about bringing them back 
makes some conservationists nervous. 
"I would rather that no one start push
ing for jaguar reintroduction because 
of what the controversy could do to ef
forts to bring back the Mexican gray 
wolf," Siminski said. In his opinion, op
ponents of Mexican Wolf reintroduction 
would use the Jaguar to stir up hysteria 
by saying that after wolves conser
vationists would be asking for Grizzlies, 
Jaguars ... God knows what else. 

Many conservationists think the best 
tactic would be to work for protection 
of el tigre in places inside Mexico that 
still contain viable popula,tions and wait 
for them to recolonize areas in the 
states. In light of the current economic 
situation south of the border, which has 
caused the Yaquis to begin selling con
cessions to guides to take hunters into 
areas the tribe once protected, that 
could be a Herculean task. 

In any case, protection will not be 
given until it is known where there are 
sufficient numbers of the cats to pro
tect. That would require an intense 
study for Sonora, like the one 
Rabinowitz conducted in Belize. Yet 
without the cooperation of the Mexican 
government, such a project would do 
nothing more than provide scouting in
formation for those wanting to decorate 
their houses with dead Jaguar parts. 

Until help comes, if ever it does, this 
majestic predator must rely on its own 
strength and cunning to hold out. But 
help must come if the great spotted 
shadow is to exist in the Southwest as 
anything more than a musty memory pre
served in a few stodgy museums or a 
tawdry testimonial to the shaky manhood 
of a few greedy "sportsmen." 

Dan Dagget is a environmental jour
nalist based in Flagstaff. His research 
for this article was paid for by the 
EF! Journal Research Fund, an EF ! 
Foundation project. Tax-deductible con
tributions to help support more articles 
like this should be sent to the Earth 
-First! Foundation, POB 50681, Tucson, 
AZ 85703, earmarked for the Journal 
Research Fund. 

EDITORIAL NOTE 
Perhaps the most overlooked wildlife 

issue in the United States is that of the 
Endangered fauna of the Southwestern 
border states. Far more attention has 
been given to the Rocky Mountain 
Gray Wolf, Grizzly Bear, Wolverine, 
Woodland Caribou, Fisher and Lynx 
along the northern border than to the 
equally impressive and rare denizens 
of southern Arizona, New Mexico 
and Texas - the Mexican Wolf, 
Mexican Grizzly, Jaguar, Ocelot and 
Jaguarundi. 

That oversight may be about to 
change. The chicken-hearted decision 
of the US Fish & Wildlife Service to 
shelve Mexican Wolf recovery plans in 
the face of opposition by the welfare 
ranchers 'has led to increased agitation 
and organization by supporters of the 
Mexican Wolf among Earth First!ers, 
mainstream environmentalists in the 
Sierra Club and Defenders of Wildlife, 
and wildlife professionals in the three 
border states. An Arizona Bear Society, 
with some of the most prestigious wild
life biologists in that state, has formed 
with the publicly announced goal of 
reintroducing the Grizzly Bear to the 
Blue Range country. This would have 
been unheard of a few short years ago. 

It is time also to see the border cats 
- Jaguar, Ocelot and Jaguarundi -
not as tropical exotics who in
frequently visit north of the Rio 
Grande or the Gadsden Purchase line, 
but as integral and proper resident 
members of the natural community 
of Arizona, New Mexico, Texas and 
even California. 

An important first step is for citizens 
to demand that the US Fish & Wildlife 
Service list the Jaguar, Ocelot and 
Jaguarundi as Endangered Species in 
the United States. Write them in sup
port of such listing. Send copies of your 
letter to your members of Congress 
(particularly if you live in the South
west): House of Representatives, 
Washington, DC 20515; US Senate, 
Washington, DC 20510. 

U.S. distribution of the Jaguar, circa 1880. 

A second step would be the forma
tion of a Border Wildlife Coalition to 
bring professional biologists and citi
zen activists together to insure that 
recovery of Mexican Wolf, Grizzly and 
border cats is not forgotten. 

farce from the beginning, as both Andrus 
and McClure said that they would not 
tolerate any changes in the bill. Accord
ing to McClure, hearings were simply 
held to "see if we overlooked something." 
Fortunately, the people of Idaho turned 
out, with over 100 testifying at each hear
ing, to tell him that he had overlooked 
a great deal, namely 9.3 million acres of 
roadless lands. The beginning of each 
hearing was reserved for . panels of 
timber beasts and their ilk. Afternoon 
sessions, however, were set aside for in
dividuals to speak. At the Coeur d'Alene 
hearing, over seven times as many 
people called for more Wilderness as 
called for less. The other two hearings 
had similar distributions. Earth 
First!ers from Idaho and Montana tes
tified in support of Wilderness for all re
maining roadless lands, and for the initi
ation of a review process to determine 
which areas should be reclaimed as 
Wilderness. 

While this bill may appear to be even 
too extreme to pass Congress, we must 
anticipate the worst since both Senator 
McClure and Governor Andrus are 
shrewd politicians with many friends in 
the wrong places. The fact that the bill 
is a bipartisan compromise coming out 
ofldaho will no doubt make it more palat
able to the Washington, DC, crowd. We 
must not underrate either politician's lob
bying experience either. McClure knows 
that the sooner he can push the bill 
through Congress, the better its chances 
for passage. The latest inside informa
tion indicates that he has arranged to 
have Senate hearings near the end of 
April. Thus, we must reach our Con
gresspersons fast. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO 
Call or write to your senators and 

representatives asking them to reject 
bill S 2055. Particularly emphasize the 
dangerous nature of the special man
agement language and the inadequacy 
of the Wilderness proposal. Demand in
stead that all 9.3 million roadless acres 
be preserved as Wilderness and any ad
ditional special management language 
must strengthen rather than weaken 
the protection of Wilderness. Send 
copies of your letter to Senators Patrick 
Leahy, Tim Wirth, JeffBingamen, Bill 
Bradley, Lowell Weicker, Wyche Fowler, 

-Dave Foreman 

John Melcher, Kent Conrad, and -
most importantly - Dale Bumpers. 
On the House side, send a copy to 
Representative Bruce Vento, who is 
supposedly following this issue, and to 
Richard Stallings, the only potentially 
reachable Idaho Congressperson. All 
senators are at US Senate, Washington, 
DC 20510; all representatives are at 
House of Representatives, DC 20515. 

Somerset is a wilderness and anti
nuclear activist, and a former member 
of Arizona EF ! naw living in north 
Idaho. 

Deep Ecology and the New 
Civi hts Movement 

Part I: Rights for All Species 
On November 3, 1987, two women 

climbed on the pedestal of the Lincoln 
Memorial in Washington, DC, and quietly 
unfurled a banner at the foot of Abraham 
Lincoln's statue that declared "EQUAL 

·RIGHTS FOR ALL SPECIES-SAVE 
THE RAINFOREST!" A small army of 
National Park police quickly surrounded 
them and hauled them away under arrest 
as hundreds of shocked tourists watched. 
The point was lost on many of the spec
tators, but the photo of the protesters 
juxtaposed with the hallowed shrine to 
civil rights and freedom appearing in 
the next morning's Washington Post did 
carry a powerful message: that we must 
recognize and protect nature's inherent 

right to exist, or it will soon be crushed 
to dust by the bulldozers of industrial 
civilization. 

Of course, the anthropocentric ideal
ogues who run this government refuse 
to pay homage to nature, or the right of 
the natural world to continue 3.5 billion 
years of uninterrupted biological evolu
tion without senseless interference. But 
even many ecologists have expressed con
cern over the concept of giving legal 
rights to other species, because such 
thinking seems to buy into the same old 
anthropocentric world view that has got
ten us into this mess iri the first place. 
Also, some seemingly reasonable ecolo
gists have a difficult enough time coming 
to grips with the concept that they are 
no better than the cockroach and the 
flu virus, without the additional burden 

continued on page 14 
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FWS Proposes Condor 
Introduction 

As most of us know, shortly after the 
last wild California Condor was taken into 
captivity, the US Forest Service proposed 
allowing further oil and gas exploration in 
habitat of that Endangered species. Now 
comes another heavy-handed proposal re
lating to the condor, this time from the 
US Fish & Wildlife Service. The Federal 
Register of 1-27-88 issued the following 
Notice of Intent: 

Fish & Wildlife Service proposes to 
release 16 to 20 female captive-born 
Andean Condors (3 to 9 months of age) 
within the recent historical range of the 
California Condor in Ventura County, 
California. After 2 to 3 years, the birds 
would be recaptured. One proposed re
lease site is within Hopper Mountain 
National Wildlife Refuge; a second, 
within Sespe Condor Sanctuary, Los 
Padres National Forest. The Service 
intends to prepare an Environmental 
Assessment . ... 

GRIZZLIES IN CABINETS 
NEED HELP 

The small Grizzly Bear population in 
the Cabinet Mountains has been struggl
ing for survival for more than 30 years. 
It is currently estimated that less than 
15 Grizzlies still reside in the Cabinets 
south of the Kootenai River. State and 
federal agencies now predict the Cabinet 
Grizzlies will become extinct within the 
next few decades unless the population 
is artificially assisted. The US Fish 
and Wildlife Service (FWS) has proposed 
augmenting the Cabinet Grizzly popula
tion by introducing as many as eight new 
female bears to the ecosystem. But at 
public meetings held in February, some 
citizens from towns near the Cabinets 
voiced strong opposition to the proposal. 
Unless this opposition is balanced by sup-

' portive letters, the plan may die. 
The FWS Grizzly augmentation pro

posal includes both a standard wildlife 
management technique and an innova
tive one. The first method involves trans
planting four sub-adult female Grizzlies 
from another area. This . technique has 
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been successfully used to replenish Elk, 
Bighorn Sheep, River Otter, and Moun
tain Lions in many areas. These bears 
would have radio collars, making control 
easy if a problem developed. 

The second part of the proposal calls 
for augmentation through cross-foster
ing of Grizzly Bear cubs with Black Bear 
mothers. This would involve the place
ment of up to four captive-born Grizzly 
cubs with separate Black Bear mothers 
in their dens in appropriate areas of the 
Cabinets. Since Grizzly Bears and Black 
Bears have similar habits, it's hoped the 
Black Bear mothers can teach the young 
Grizzlies how to forage and how to avoid 
humans. Although this technique is un
tested, orphaned Black Bear cubs have 
frequently been successfully placed with 
Black Bears in the den. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Send letters 
in support of the FWS augmentation 
proposal to: Dr. Chris Servheen, 
USFWS, HS105D, U of Montana, Mis
soula, MT 59812. The comment dead
line was March 31, but letters could 
still influence the outcome. Send 
copies of letters to the Montana Cone 
gressional delegation: Senator John 
Melcher, US Senate, Washington, DC 
20510; Senator Max Baucus, same; 
Representative Pat Williams, House of 
Representatives, DC 20515. 

-adapted from Defenders of Wildlife 
alert 

' 
BRIDGER-TETON 
PROPOSES MASSIVE OIL 
LEASE 

Wyoming's Bridger-Teton National 
Forest is the third largest in the nation. 
Much of it has been designated Wilder
ness. Wilderness Areas on the Forest 
include the Teton, Gros Ventre, and 
Bridger. But a large percentage of the 
Forest's best wildlife habitat is in the 
Forest's undesignated southern reaches, 
which include the Grayback Ridge and 
Salt River Range Roadless Areas. Now 
the Bridger-Teton management, having 
completed only a weak environmental as
sessment (EA), recommends leasing for 
oil and gas nearly a million acres of this 

Oil exploration helicopter in the Gros Ventre Wilderness, Bridger-Teton National Forest. 
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wildlands heritage- virtually the entire 
Forest south of Highway 189 and the 
Snake River. 

Oil drilling is already occurring in 
parts of this region. Roads now lead to 
high alpine ridges at 9-10,000 feet, and 
frequently public· access is denied to 
these areas. Howie Wolke's now-famous 
encounter with the oil industry occurred 
in the Cabin Creek area - part of the 
Grayback Ridge Roadless Area. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Write Bridger
Teton Forest Supervisor Brian Stout, 
Box 1888, Jackson, WY 83001. Demand 
that the Forest Service prepare a full 
environmental impact statement 
(EIS) that considers full field develop
ment and analyzes impacts from road
ing these roadless areas. Urge Stout 
to stop all leasing on the Forest. 

-George Wuerthner 

Candidate Darryl Cherney 

DARRYL CHERNEY RUNS 
FOR CONGRESS 

EF! bard Darryl Cherney is running 
for a seat in the US House of Represen
tatives with a platform, "Take the Syrup 
Out of Politics." His stands include the 
usual enviro-liberal stuff, spiced with a 
"no compromise" flavor but made palat
able to the public by his ability to sing 
his own radio spots. 

Cherney also has the distinction of 
being the only candidate sued for plan
ting trees. MAXXAM's Pacific Lumber 
Co. alleges that Cherney and others not 
only planted trees in PUs private forest, 
but that they did it badly. The suit also 
claims that on one occasion Cherney was 
"wearing a tree costume and holding an 
Earth First! tee shirt." 

MARBLE QUARRY 
PLANNED IN COLORADO 
WILDERNESS 

A Colorado miner is trying to revive 
an old marble quarry within the Snow
mass/Maroon Bells Wilderness. Despite 
heavy local opposition, the Forest Ser
vice gave him permission last fall to take 
a bulldozer and six-wheel-drive truck in 
to the quarry, inactive since 1912. County 
officials have temporarily blocked his 
plans, but have stated they too will even
tually provide the permit he needs. 

Senator Tim Wirth and Congressman 
Ben Campbell have asked the Forest Ser
vice to assess the quarry's value, looking 
at the possibility of buying, exchanging 
or condemning the miner's claim. Con
cerned readers should write Wirth, 
Campbell and others in the Colorado 
Congressional delegation, urging them 
to do their utmost to prevent the quarry 
from being reopened. 

BACKCOUNTRY SPOKES 
COUNCIL HELD AT NTS 

We were scarcely able to control our 
overpacked bikes as we pedaled down 
the road toward Nellis Air Force Base 
on the Nevada Nuclear Weapons Test 
Site. There, our way lit by the massive 
strobe lights that remind Air Force per
sonnel not to bomb the facility, we 
climbed onto a microwave radar dish unit 
overlooking a bombing range and hung 
our banner, which said, "DANCING IN 
THE DESERT FOR OUR LIVES -
Abilene Joshua Tree." (Abilene is the 
name of a bombing test.) We laid low 
that day watching fighter planes play 
war games above us, only to come out 
that night and\ hear that the US govern-
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ment had just sent 3200 troops to 
Honduras. 

It felt great to. emerge undetected and 
yet to be open about our action during 
the March protests at the Nevada Test 
Site, knowing that we were on the land 
legally, with permits from the Shoshone. 
We hope our action will encourage others 
to take creative ideas into the backcoun
try at nuclear facilities across the US. 
Send a SASE and 25 cents to cover copy
ing for our pamphlet on going backcoun
try on mountain bikes: Abilene Joshua 
Tree, c/o POE 10061, Berkeley, CA 
94709. 

- Maxina Ventura and Adam Kinsey 

OPPONENTS PACK 
HEARING ON OFFSHORE 
OIL DRILLING 

Oil drilling off the Northern California 
Coast was the subject of a public hearing 
on February 2. Most of the over 300 
people that attended were adamantly 
against the proposed sale of offshore 
lands to the petroleum industry, which 
could begin as early as February of 1989. 

The Department of Interior released 
a 1200-page "Draft Environmental Im
pact Statement" on Lease Sale #91 
which outlines possible impacts of dril
ling off the North Coast of California. 
Representatives from the Minerals Man
agement Service (MMS) of the US De
partment of Interior heard testimony 
from over 200 people. The comments will 
be incorporated into the final environ
mental impact statement, scheduled for 
publication this July. At that time, Sec
retary of Interior Don Hodel will decide 
whether oil companies will start explor
atory drilling as early as 1990 off the 
Northern California Coast. 

Ida Honorhoff, chairperson of People 
for Clean Air and Clear Water, a Hum
boldt County environmental group, 
noted: "Exxon, Arco, Chevron, Coneco, 
Western Oil. . . will reap the benefits 
while we take the risks. This lease sale 
will not only damage one of the richest 
fish producing areas in the United 
States, it will also compound our local 
pollution problem .... The EIS predicts 
a 94% chance that oil spills greater than 
1000 barrels will occur as a result of the 
drilling operation .... " 

If oil and gas is discovered off the 
coast, the US government stands to 
profit handsomely. Alex Watt of MMS 
said that royalties can reach as high as 
$333 million per block. Lease sale 91 con
tains 223 blocks. 

The ultimate decision whether to turn 
the unspoiled coast into a blighted seas
cape of monstrous oil platforms rests 
with Secretary Hodel. Hodel recently 
made this disheartening statement: 
"The offshore plan will go forward .. . no 
matter which party is elected!" 

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Express your 
opposition to offshore oil drilling to: 
Governor George Deukmejian, State 
Capitol, Sacramento, CA 95814; and 
Secretary Don Hodel, Dept oflnterior, 
C St between 18th & 19th NW, 
Washington, DC 20240; and Senator 
Pete Wilson, US Senate, DC 20510. 

-Joe Cempa · 

WILDERNESS 
ADVOCATES BLOCK 
BULLDOZERS IN 
ALBERTA 

Members of the Alberta Wilderness 
Association put their bodies on the line 
last November to block construction of 
a road up the sheer sides of Prairie Bluff. 
Once protected as part of Waterton 
Lakes National Park, the 7000-foot high 
plateau is now targeted by Shell Canada 
for natural gas wells. 

The area provides winter range for a 
herd of Bighorn Sheep, as well as habitat 
for Wolverines, deer, and assorted other 
life. Cold and windswept, the bluff has 
only scarce and slow-growing plant 
cover. Because of its fragile alpine 
meadows, the Canadian federal govern
ment designated the higher portions of 
Prairie Bluff as a "prime protection 
zone." 

Despite that, the combined energies 
of Shell and the Alberta provincial gov
ernment overcame those ·opposing the 
road to the top. AWA members had been 
unsuccessfully requesting an environ
mental impact assessment on develop
ment of the bluff for over a year, but 
Shell's application for a mineral lease was 
approved in three days. Prompted by 



AWA concerns, the government did hold 
public hearings, but only after approving 
Shell's road, powerline and drilling pad 
construction plans. 

When Shell began work on the road, 
AWA members spent a week in daily con
frontations with construction workers, 
lawyers and Mounties, blocking 'dozers 
and blast crews. That ended when Shell 
won a court order banning protesters 
from the work area. As is the case too 
often, several scraps of paper were used 
to doom the life of a mountain. 

HERE'S ONE FOR THE 
GIFFORD 

It was spring equinox. Our gathering 
in the southern Washington Cascades 
was to be in the old growth forest south 
of Mt. St. Helens - low elevation, prime 
·Pacific Northwest wildlife habitat. 

What we saw distressed us, as we 
moved up the Lewis River, past damns 
and clearcuts. Weyerhaeuser had_ ob
tained the land from the Forest Service 
following the eruption of St. Helens in 
1983. When ·the volcano erupted, trees 
sold by Burlington Northern---ul' 

Occupation forces amidforest litter 

We erhaeuser were blown down. 
'Weyerhaeuser au e out t etrees, and~ 
theri - because the area cquldn't Ee re
]Jarrted1 and was~orth_ mo~s a NaZ 
tional Monument than as a tree farm -
t raded acrea e-witntneForest serYTCe. 

eyerhaeuser is now Clearcutting..a - ~ 
m:n- 1 obtained. The state Department 
OIR"atural Re!iou:f'ces gave Weyerhaeuser 
permits to cut the slopes above the river. 
The DNR, never, or almost never, denies 
a permit to cut. 

We hiked up into the Dark Divide, 
which some say is the largest unpro
tected roadless area in the southern 
Washington Cascades. But the first 
three miles of the trail now lead through 
clearcuts and across roads that 
Weyerhaueser has recently cut into the 
wilderness. 

We were ready to do something for 
the Gifford Pinchot National Forest 
(GPNF). On Monday morning, EF!ers 
and followers of the splinter group, 
Stumps Suck, gathered at the GPNF 
headquarters in Vancouver. The group 

·converged en masse upon the office and 
quickly covered the carpet with piles of 
Forest Service refuse - survey stakes, 
sawdust, chunks ofasphalt. We told them 
we'd found this stuff in the National 
Forest and that we thought they'd want 
it back. 

Greg and Peter secured themselves to 
the doors with chain, then lay down 
under two Stumps Suck banners. They 
needed a nap. 

As the Freddies would not have us ar
rested for shutting down their office, we 
filled the time by covering the walls with 
agitators and inflammatory posters 
("Wreck Bulldozers, Not Forests"). We 
ground asphalt into the carpet with our 
heels, agitated every table and Rolodex 
. . . we did it all. The first sign of their 
displeasure came when they wouldn't let 
us use their phone to call the Chief in 
DC or the Forester in Region 6. 

As the office was closing for the day, 
we stood guard_over Peter and Greg. The 
press left after the 5:00 news. Suddenly, 
in swooped six Clark County sheriffs' 
cars. Twenty ,officers moved in to arrest 
two Earth First! "evil doers." 

Bail was arranged by a recent test site 
invader. The bail bondswoman, who had 
heard about us on the news, updated the 
media on our release and arraignment 

date. 
· The next morning, seven earth defen- . 

ders went back to the Pinchot headquar
ters. Upon arriving, a Freddie locked the ' 
doors. Not to be denied a good time, we 
carried signs and accosted people with -
illegitimate business. Satisfied for the : 
moment, we left. After an hour we re- . 
turned. Armed Freddies guarded the : 
doors and escorted people in and out. ; 
The highlight was when we performed · 
"Smokey voodoo" in front of the Freddie 
lunchroom with a Smokey the Bear doll ; 
stuck with pins. After this, we departed, ' 
only to return and confront the Freddie , 
lies again. · 

April 21 is of concern to all critters, 
and Freddies big and small. Gifford Fred
dies asked us not to come back. We 
explained that with a name like Gifford 
Pinchot, there were serious historical , 
considerations for John Muir Day ac- : 
tivities that just couldn't be ignored. 

- written by a few participants in a 
bar, after the Journal deadline (hence 
the merciless slashing of the article by 
Journal editors; write WAEF! for the 
complete version) "· .)"'t<i 

Photo by Gila Trout 

TEXANS RENDEZVOUS 
IN THE PINEY, PINEY 
WOODS 

Driving through east Texas with two 
avid birders can be dangerous, involving 
thrilling stops and U-turns. The avian 
fauna is multitudinous and diverse. The 
landscape is amazing, changing from the ' 
Edwards Plateau of central Texas, with 
its open and brushy savanna and scat
tered oak prairies, to piney and mixed 
hardwood forests of east Texas. 

Upon arrival on Friday, February 19, 
at the Rendezvous site in the Angelina 
National Forest, we established base 
camp beside a creek draining into 
Bouton -Lake. Saturday, we hiked along 
the nearby Neches River, through old 
groves of bottomland hardwoods in the 
proposed Wilderness Area, Longleaf 
Ridge. Many of these are doomed to 
clearcutting by the Freds. Longleaf had 
found a state champion magnolia tree in 
one of the areas up for sale. It took five 
of us to stretch our arms around it. 

We also visited some of the most spec
tacular Longleaf uplands, home of the 
Red-cockaded Woodpecker (RCW), an 
Endangered species. These mature 
Longleaf Pine stands are the closest 
thing to a cathedral forest in Texas. We 
saw areas where the Freds had carried 
out "understory thinning" in the name 
of "habitat enhancement" for the wood
pecker. The theory that all Red-cockaded 
Woodpeckers need open understory for 
nesting habitats is much debated. Al
though it may be true that the birds can 
thrive in cathedral-like Longleaf forest 
stands, many old and successful RCW 
colonies live in places with a significant 
amount of young understory. Earth 
First! insists that, before the Freds cut 
more RCW habitat, they document that 
this thinning indeed helps the bird. We 
are asking that the entire Longleaf 
Ridge (21,000 acres) be designated as a 
Wilderness, so tpat the birds have the 
entire area for undisturbed habitat. 

Back at the camp, Redwolf organized 
letter writing on behalf of the wood
pecker. The Freddies are proposing an 
environmental assessment (EA) to jus
tify the wholesale harvesting of trees 
from Red-cockaded Woodpecker sites. To 
share your sentiments on this issue, 
write the Texas National Forests, Will-

iam Lannan, Supervisor, 701 N 1st St, 
Lufkin, TX 75901. Recommend the "no 
action" alternative and suggest that they 
designate all RCW sites as "no commer
cial. sale areas," allowing long-term 
studies. 

Saturday night, as Bill Oliver and Todd 
Samusson led the ·revival around the 
campfire, Billy Ball Freddie (known for 
his verbal and physical attacks on en
vironmentalists) paid us a visit. We 
would never have known this, had one 
of us not decided to take a night walk. 
Billy and another local law officer had 
surreptitiously parked on the other side 
of the lake. Our walking friend, Forest, 
discovered that Billy had a little prob
lem. His car would not start! 

Forest offered to jump-start the car, 
but no, they had radioed a tow truck 
and it was on its way. Hospitably, Forest 
invited Billy and friend over to the 
campfire while they waited. But no, they 
did not desire our company. Upon hear
ing of poor Billy's plight, the Earth 
First!lirigs went to serenade him. As Bill 
Oliver played his famous "Bugis and the 
Beast" song, EF!ers danced merrily 
around the dead car. We offered to push 
it into the lake for him, but Billy again 
declined the offer. 

We then sang Billy his own song, about 
the time he chopped James Jackson down 
out of a tree. Billy seemed relieved when 
his wrecker arrived to carry"him and the 
stink-mobile away from the mob. 

After workshops on Sunday, ten 
people stayed, and on Monday morning 
headed into Lufkin to protest the Forest 
Service RCW environmental :i,ssessment 
proposal. There, we paraded in front of 
Forest Service headquarters with ban
ners, while Longleafwas interviewed by 
media crews. A smaller delegation went 
inside and delivered the letters written 
around the campfire. 

The letters demanded a cessation of 
all logging in old growth RCW habitat, 
and requested an extension of the EA 
comment period. (It had been a mere 17 
days.) Since all of the top Freds were 
taking an extended lunch break that day, 
Billy Ball was forced to accept the let
ters, and reluctantly offered us an exten
sion on the comment period. 

Being involved with the Ten-Year 
Forest Plan (which we have appealed), 
the forthcoming EIS on vegetation man
ipulation, and the EIS on the Southern 
Pine Bark Beetle, we hesitate to become 
mired in more paperwork, which in all 
likelihood is pulp made from woodpecker 
habitat. It may soon be necessary to 
move this battle off paper and back into 
the Piney Woods. 

--Savanna Bareass & Friends 

SIXTH ANNUAL PUBLIC 
INTEREST LAW 
CONFERENCE HELD 
MARCH 3-5 

The Western Public Interest Law Con
ference "brings together attorneys, citi
zens, and law students from around the 
nation to learn and share information 
about the West's natural resources and 
environment." The hosts, Michael Ax
line and John Bonine, co-directors of the 
Western Natural Resources Law Clinic, 
are two of the most successful environ
mental plaintiffs' lawyers in the West. 

One of the first panels was on the US 
Forest Service Columbia River Gorge 
National Scenic Area. The director of the 
Columbia River Gorge Commission 

spoke on the purpose of the act which 
created the scenic area: to protect the 
scenic, cultural, recreational resources 
of the gorge and td' enhance the economy 
of the gorge, consistent With the first 
purpose. Of course, there are major 
loopholes for developers: There is no reg
ulation in existing urban areas. There 
is no regulation of,forestry practices on 
private land in the Scenic Area. There 
are no monies set aside to buy 
threatened sites in so-called general 
management areas. 

Perhaps the major loophole is one not 
intended under the act but well 
documented by Friends of the Gorge -
under the Reagan Administration, the 
FS has consistently failed to enforce the 
federal laws regarding the development 
of private estates in the Scenic Area, so 
far denying none of over 100 applications 
for residential permits. Furthermore, al
though Congress authorized the expen
diture of $40 million to buy lands in the 
Scenic Area, the FS (under Reagan's 
henchmen Assistant Secretary George 
Dunlop and Deputy Assistant Doug Mac
Leary, both avowedly anti-protectionist) 
has set an arbitrary liinit of five years 
and $17 million, thus excluding some val
uable tracts of land not now available. 

Although this was a convention of 
lawyers - some of the more conserva
tive of citizens - the radical wing of . 
the environmental movement was to be 
heard as well. Both Paul Watson and 
Mike Roselle were to be featured in panel 
discussions. 

Coincidentally, one night during the 
weekend of the conference, ecop
ranksters vandalized a Freddie billboard 
up in mill town. Their work yielded a mes
sage reading, "HELP PREVENT 
CLEARCUTS." 

Unfortunately, Mike was in jail up in 
Oglalla Sioux territory for a crime 
against Mt. Rushmore (itself an act of 
egregious vandalism). His incisive reply 
to the judge who sentenced him was read 
in a panel on civil disobedience by Doug 
Norlen and in the panel on international 
action by David Brower. Both times, 
there were standing ovations. Brower 
prefaced his reading of Mike's statement 
with a call for action. He embraced CD 
and peaceful tampering with the wheels 
of industry. 

Repeatedly during the weekend, 
Brower took chalk and drew Chris 
Mazer's bar graph of successive forest 
harvests. Thus did he dramatically dem
onstrate the unappreciated plight of the 
world's forests - a depletion of soils that 
pushes restoration forward into geologic 
time. And restoring the Earth is 
Brower's work these days. In Earth Is
land Institute, Brower has brought to-

Photo by HaroldWingshot. 

gether young people of radical and ac
tivist bent. Now in his 70s, he remains 
a tireless activist and a continued source 
of discomfort to his more pedestrian con
temporaries. 

At a panel called "Battle on the High 
Seas: Protecting Marine Mammals," a 
group of lawyers explained the inten
tional subversion of the Marine Mammal 
Protection Act (MMPA) by the Secretary 
of Commerce, who has failed to enforce 
it against the Japanese drift-net fisher
men. Lauri Adams of the Sierra Club 
Legal Defense Fund (SCLDF) explained · 
the act's provision mandating protection 
of sustainable populations of marine 
mammals. In keeping with the Com
merce Department's disregard for the 

continued on page 12 
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MMPA, the Secretary of Commerce in 
1986 regranted a permit to the Japanese 
for the inadvertent taking of 500 Dahl 
Porpoises, despite his knowledge that 
Fur Seals (now depleted) would be taken 
as well. Arguing this case in the DC Cir
cuit Court of Appeals, Adams has won 
an injunction against the Secretary and 
the Japanese drift-netters. 

Dean Reichman of Greenpeace, now 
coordinating environmental groups' ef
forts to reauthorize the MMPA, de
scribed the opposition to the act by com
mercial fishing lobbies and the state of 
Alaska. He outlined Greenpeace's pro
posal for ecosystem protection zones. 

Paul Watson told of his personal ac
countability plan for whalers, mention
ing Sea Shepherd's past sinkings of whal
ing ships. Then, explaining that 100,000 
mammals and one million sea birds per 
year are being killed by Japanese drift
netters, Watson announced his plan for 
1988: destruction of the Japanese drift
net fleet. He called the Japanese the 
world's leading environmental ter
rorists. 

A question to the panel brought an 
interesting footnote: 100 million large 
plastic garbage bags are dumped into 
the oceans each year, despite recent 
legislation to prevent intentional dump
ing of non-degradable garbage. Turtles 
in particular are vulnerable to these 
bags, in which they get caught and die. 
The US Navy is responsible for a goodly 
share of this desecration, having 5000 
ships not covered by the new law. The 
basic component of styrofoam cups, the 
styrofoam pellet, is ingested· by fish 
world-wide, causing acute bowel 
obstruction and death. 

At another panel, Randy Hayes of the 
Rainforest Action Network and Monica 
Moore of the Pesticide Action Network 
talked about some of the battles against 
the multinational devils. Hayes outlined 
RAN's multi-pronged plan for increasing 
accountability of institutions like the 
World Bank, through actions ranging 
from symbolically putting it on trial (the 
Greens in Germany), to adopting a Free
dom of Information Act applicable to in
ternational institutions, to supporting di
rect action groups world-wide. Monica 
Moore described how the globalization 
of our food system has not been accom
panied by the globalization of 
mechanisms for insuring food safety and 
food worker safety. She discussed PAN's 
efforts to gain export controls on toxic 
chemicals. 

Later, Paul Watson spoke again: "40 
million dollars has been spent to stop 
whaling so far. I just need one million 
to outfit a ship. With that I will stop 
the Japanese, Norwegian and Icelandic 
whaling fleets - this year." This brought 
a standing ovation from the lawyers, law 
students, and government bureaucrats. 

In the closing session, the heads of 
The Wilderness Society and SCLDF and 
an attorney from Natural Resources De
fense Council outlined litigious goals for 
the future. Then Brower was crowned 
as the retiring "dean of the environmen
tal movement." Brower called again for 
restoration, quoting an article in the Jan
uary 1988 issue of Science on tropical 
rainforest restoration. John Bonine 
called for the next David Brower. 

-Harold Wingshot 

CA POLLUTERS FACE 
TOUGH LAW 

Since February, California has a new 
program to support itinerant environ
mentalists. Under Proposition 65, 
passed in 1986, anyone who successfully 
sues a corporate polluter will receive 
25% of the fines assessed. A business 
can be fined up to $2500 per day for every · 
individual exposed to a toxic chemical, 
and the burden of proof is on the_ 
business. 

Mainstream environmental groups 
have been making plans to use the new 
law, and recently held a two-day confer
ence to teach lawyers about it. The con
ference also drew lawyers from dozens 
of companies including one, Kerr-McGee 
Corp., which requested a group rate for 
its representatives. 

The potential for hundreds of lawsuits 
involving millions of doliars has polluters 
running scared. A manufacturer's lob
byist said, "It certainly puts a tool in 
the hands of some people who want to 
abuse it." 
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G-0 ROAD DECISION 
RESTS WITH SUPREME 
COURT 

Ed. note: Earth First! was heavily in
volved in plans to use civil disobedience 
to block construction of the G-0 Road 
several years ago until a lawsuit stopped 
it. See past issues of the Journal. 

For centuries, Yurok, Toluwa and 
Karok Indian tribes have trekked into 
the heavily forested northern California 
mountains, seeking medicine for their 
ills and communion with ancient spirits. 
Surrounded by Ponderosa and Sugar 
Pine, Douglas Fir, Western Cedar and 
oaks, they performed ceremonies that 
were - and still are - a part of their 
religion. 

In a case the US Supreme Court is 
expected to decide within days, the 
tribes are trying to preserve forever 
what they call sacred "high country," 
keeping it closed to loggers and tourists. 
This is the first time a Native American 
religious issue has made it all of the way 
to the Supreme Court. It stands to be 
a precedent-setting decision affecting fu
ture First Amendment r~ljgious fre~.d<?m, _ '" 
d

. t i'1i J.1 •. :)(Il9 , 01fl 1"1 1spu es. . · 
Lower courts have agreed with the In

dians' claim that increased traffic of log-

Vicinity of the proposed G-0 Road. 

ging trucks and tourists through the area 
they hold as sacred would violate their 
First Amendment constitutional right of 
free exercise of religion. Through a 
series oflegal challenges, the tribes have 
thus far blocked the US Forest Service 
from completing the last 6.2-mile stretch 
of the 75-mile road that would ease ac
cess through a remote land of 3000 to 
5000 foot peaks in Six Rivers National 
Forest. 

Completion of the "G-0 Road," so 
named because it would link the small 
towns of Gasquet and Orleans, would 
open up a 76,000-acre area to loggers. 
"It would be like building an interstate 
through the Vatican," said Marilyn 
Miles, an attorney with the California 
Indian Legal Services. Miles argued the 
issue before the Supreme Court in late 
November, 1987. 

The original suit filed in United States 
District Court was won by the tribes and 
upheld by the 9th US Circuit Court of 
Appeals. The US Department of Agricul
ture, the Forest Service's parent agency, 
then appealed to the US Supreme Court. 

Jim Davis, supervisor of Six Rivers Na
tional Forest, maintains that the area 
should be opened to logging and recre
ation. This, despite the fact that in 1982, 
the FS effected a study of the religious 
uses of the area that found that "intru
sions on the sanctity of the Blue Creek 
High Country are . . . potentially de
structive of the very core of the North
west Indian beliefs and practices." Al
though the US Department of the In
terior had placed a 13,500-acre area that 
included the tribe's sacred land on the 
National Register of Historic Places, the 
Forest Service said, in March of 1982, 
that it would build the road as planned. 

National groups siding with the tribes 
include the American Civil Liberties 
Union, the Congress of American In
dians, the Christian Legal Society, and 
the American Jewish Committee. The 
state of California also agrees with the 
Indians' claim to the wilderness. 

-Joe Cempa 

Last-minute editor's note: the Su
preme Court reversed the lower court rul
ings, stating that First Amendment re
ligious rights do not protect /ndi,an 
tribes from disruption of their sacred 
land. This may set a dangerous prece
dent. Details in the next issue. 

Photo by Joe Cempa. 

GUERRILLAS PLANT 
REDWOODS 

On March 6, 17 Earth First!ers trek
ked to All Species Grove, among the 
world's largest and most threatened un
protected primeval redwood stands, and 
planted 400 Coast Redwood and Douglas 
Fir seedlings on a clearcut. The 750-acre 
stand is likely the most hotly contested 
single grove in the United States, site 
of two aerial redwood occupations, 
numerous de-flaggings, clandestine field 
trips by ecology experts and ecoteurs, 
and increased surveillance by Pacific 
Lumber's security forces. Pacific 
Lumber, taken over in 1985 by Houston-

. based MAXXAM Corporation, is in the 
peginning stages of cutting 263 acres 
from the middle of All Species Grove. 

The tree planting was Humboldt 
County Earth First!'s 23rd public anti
MAXXAM direct action since October, 
1986. The large group traveled with an 
NBC National News crew to the drop 
site, 15 miles southeast of Eureka. 

We planted carefully in the compacted 

\ 
I 

mud, constructing barriers from slash to 
block the hot sun on the south facing 
slope. As per California's weak logging 
laws, the entire 47-acre clearcut at the 
northeast corner of All Species Grove 
had been replanted by PL. However, all 
seedlings on the tract were already dead, 
victims of uncaring conformance. 

A successful planting finished, the 
group moved into the adjacent, un
touched forest. Walking down the ridge 
we came to All Species Creek and a mas
sive .13-foot diameter redwood with a 
piece of nylon webbing hanging from the 
first branch 150 feet above the ground. 
This was the tree Greg King sat in · for 
a week in September. Across the creek 
was Jane Cope's tree, 10 feet in diameter. 
Both tre':!s are nearly 300 feet tall. 

Soon Carl Anderson, PL's security 
chief, appeared. Three of us were at the 
time wanted for other "crimes" and 
might have been recognized by Ander
son. Thus we fled into the forest as the 
"clean" planters departed through the 
clearcut. 

Creeper, the Lorax and I moved 
quickly up the drainage, now clogged 
with scores of giant trees blown over 
after the clearcut took their protection. 
Safety - non-PL land - lay a slow half
mile away. Lorax led the way toward the 
property line at the ridge top. 

The Lorax is an inspiration. At six
foot-five, 250 muscular pounds, Lorax 
is the ultimate ecoteur. In L.A. he 
worked evenings as a security guard at 
rock concerts, busting heads and tossing 
punk rock fans off stage. Days he worked 
with children at a day-care center. Now 
a four-point student at a university, 
Lorax spends summers restoring 
streams in California wildlands. ("I've 
just got to bust rock," he'll say over a 
six-pack.) 

We were eager to reach neutral 
ground, as getting ~ caught probably 
would mean 30 days or more in jail. My 
confidence waned, however, when, while 
moving through thick. undergrowth lis
tening for adversarie!', Lorax turned to 
me, pointing at a short and then a tall 
plant that looked similar, and said: 
"Short Oregon Grape and Tall Oregon 
Grape - Berberis nervose." 

"Oh, so that's what that is," said 
Creeper, his interest sparked as if tour
ing a county flower show rather than 
California's hottest forest grove, possibly 
surrounded by security or large angry 
loggers. 
"What?" I asked, bewildered. Could they 
really be talking plants? 

"Short Oregon Grape, Tall Oregon 
Grape," Lorax repeated matter-of
factly. "Same genus, different species." 

Finally we came to the ridge top and 
to the safety of a public road. Around 
the corner, 14 guerrilla restorationists 
stood. There were no arrests. 

Shortly after the above action, EF! 
staged two other direct actions. On April 
4, EF!ers climbed two giant redwood 
trees on either side of US Highway 101, 
in Humboldt County, and hung a 20' X 
50' bannerreading: "SAVE,PRIMEVAL 
FOREST/AXE MAXXAM/ EARTH 
FIRST!" Four climbers ascended to 150 
feet in trees in Humboldt Redwoods 
State Park to protest the destruction of 
similar trees owned by Pacific Lumber. 

On April 13, one hundred folk from 
Humboldt County EF! and the Acorn 
Alliance returned to All Species Grove 
in response to the start of logging oper
ations by Pacific Lumber. Despite heavy 
security by a force of hired goons, 60 
demonstrators infiltrated the grove and 
20 were eventually arrested. 

Earth First!'s campaign to save the 
last redwood wilderness is in its most 
crucial stages. MAXXAM Corporation 
must this year level massive amounts of 
forest to meet annual debt payments that 
next year double to $83 million, and to 
continue financing its attempted take
over of Kaiser Aluminum Corporation. 
Clearcutting could this year destroy the 
remaining habitat viability of Pacific 
Lumber's primeval redwood islands, an 
act that State Fish and Game now says 
could bring extinction to certain old 
growth dependent species . 

If acquisition mechanisms are not in 
place by the end of this year, then it will 
probably be too late. EF! will continue 
to intervene with direct action and edu
cation campaigns. This year we will con
duct as many direct actions as money 
allows. We have the people, places, and 
drive. Help us slam MAXXAM out of 
the redwoods. Please send donations to 
EF!, POB 368, Bayside, CA 95524. 

-Berberis nervose 

• 
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LIONS AND TIGERS AND 
BEARS ... HELL NO! 

Many restaurants are beginning to 
serve exotic animals for their patrons' 
dining status. To fight this nation-wide 
trend, Earth First! protested in Feb
ruary in Santa Cruz at Castagnola's, a 
restaurant which featured a "Wild Game 
Night" every Friday. Such dubious de
licacies as African Lion, Alligator and 
rattlesnake were offered ... that is, until 
the 100 raucous protesters brought 
promises from the restaurant owner to 
cease serving exotic animals. 

The "Take Back the Meat" night action 
was an instant victory. The crowd, dres
sed in black with aboriginal masks, car
ried candles and howled and chanted to 
drums and maracas. The din was heard 
and the crowd and banners seen from 
within the restaurant. Customers out
side were leafletted '. and directed to 
Eric's Deli. After an hour of intensifying 
protest, owner Fred Manie made a state
ment to the press and then to the entire 
crowd outside that he would never serve 
exotic animals again - and that he was 
sorry and wouldn't we please have dinner 
at his restaurant?° 

Earth First! Santa Cruz opposes the 
sale of exotic animals for food for several 
reasons: 1) Selling unusual animals fos
ters customers' desires for ever more un
usual supper items, including rare 
species. A distributing company in San · 
Francisco, called Nightbird, claims that 
these are animals farmed for this pur
pose, but this isn't really so. When a foun
der of Nightbird was questioned by a 
reporter for The Sun, he told her that 
Alligators weren't exactly farmed; they 
were taken from an area designated by 
the government for hunting. Recently, 
Nightbird has been in the news as part 
of an illegal operation involved in Black 
Bear poaching. 2) Eating exotic animals 
as a status symbol is akin to wearing 
furs. It is ethically revolting. These ani
mals live horrible lives on "farms" or are 
taken from the wild. 3) Eating animals, 
such as lions, which are at the top of 
the food chain, is ecologically unsound. 
Many cows are needed to feed a captive 
lion. Nothing need be said here about 
the destructiveness of the cattle 
industry. 

EF!SC plans to pressure other restau
rants in the Bay Area to stop the sale 
of exotic animal dinners. EF!SC also 
plans to ·stop distributors from selling 
exotic meat. Information on how you can 
help, here or in your town, and a list of 
Bay Area restaurant addresses are avail
able from Earth First! Santa Cruz, Box 
344, Santa Cruz, CA 95018. 

-Karen DeBraal 

GRANITE MOUNTAINS 
GATHERING - WOMEN 
SPIRITS ONLY 

Wild women. Redneck Women. Quiet 
Women. Crazy Women. Earth First! 
Women. Witch Women. Frontlines 
Felines. Biker Bitches. Girlillas, Sha
mans, Women Full of Piss and Vinegar, 
Women Emerging in Wisdom, Pissed Off 
Women ... 

Singers and dancers, seers and doers, 
healers of ourselves, each other, Earth. 
Remembering women, rediscovering 
woman. Magic, sex, power from within 
to act, spiritual women, pragmatic 
women. Loving women, teaching and 
studenting women. Bold and strong; gen
tle and kind. Gossiping, laughing, cele-

brating. 
For three days in the desert, we.' 

gathered, without a plan, to be with each . 
other and our non-human neighbors. Lis
tening to calling owls, feeling the wind's 
breath on bare breasts, watching lizards 
in the throes of spring's passion, tasting 
leaves, smelling flowers, dust, life in the 
desert. What happened? It's hard to 
measure in words. We would gather 
spontaneously, exchange photos from 
past rendezvous, gossip about who was 
in love with whom, and who wasn't. 
Drum, chant and sing around a fire. Tell 
the sagas of our campaigns. 

At first, I missed the men, but as more 
women arrived, the feeling was so deli
cious, I forgot to miss the men! Yes sis
ters, let your hair down! Take off your 
clothes. Recreate a culture among us to 
bring wherever we go. Paint smeared 
over bodies, no reason for embarrass
ment. We weren't excluding men; we 
were INCLUDING WOMEN so we can 
be more present! What a novel idea! 
Does this make sense? No matter . . . 
can't wait for the next Earth First! 
Women's Rendezvous! 

"What!?" s9me may exclaim. "Earth 
First! is a macho eco-brutalist male 
movement!" 

You must be joking! The Goddess rules 
this movement, though not without her 
consort. Modern culture/society cannot 
even see woman's power, much less ac
knowledge it, for it comes from within. 
It is not visible to the media, to "ego
feminists," or to many who still view the 
world through the lenses of only one gen
der. 

No, no... We caught a glimpse of 
much, much more! 

-Ringtail Woman 

NORTH DAKOTA 
BIGHORNS 
THREATENED BY OIL 
DRILLING 

North Dakota's Magpie Creek herd of 
Bighorn Sheep may soon be wiped out 
by a Houston oil company. Enron Oil and 
Gas plans to drill a well in the middle 
of the herd's lambing area, part of the 
Little Missouri National Grassland, and 
the well site and access road would affect 
90% of the herd's principal range. The 
herd is one of only six in the Dakota 
Badlands. 

North Dakota Game and Fish Commis
sioners have worked, without success, 
to change the corporate minds at Enron. 
As a final resort, ·they are asking officials 
of the National Forest Service, managers 
of the area, to stop the development. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Write the 
Supervisor, Custer National Forest, 
Box 2566, Billings, MT 59103. Request 
that they support Bighorns instead of 
private profit. 

BAN DAMNS IN NATIONAL 
PARKS! 

A bill to ban construction of damns 
in National Parks and Monuments, HR 
1173, passed the House last year but lan
guishes in the Senate. The bill, which 
would also prohibit expansion of existing 
reservoirs in Yosemite, has bipartisan 
support but sits on a back burner due 
to a heavy Senate workload. 

A recent Congressional Research Ser
vice report found that the Park Service 
has very little legal authority to prevent 
new dam construction. Currently,108 
dams exist within National Parks and 

Monuments, and at least 14 more have 
been proposed. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Write Senator 
Dale Bumpers, Chairman of the Se
nate Subcommittee for Public Lands, 
National Parks and Forests (US Se
nate, Washington, DC 20510). Ask him 
to support the bill and to place it high 
on his subcommittee's agenda. 

DEFENSE FUND FOR 
UTAH ACTIVIST 

A fund has been created to meet the 
legal costs of ~n, a long-time 
Utah environmentalist charge.j;l with 
monkeywrenching road-building equip
ment along the controversial~ 
He has been charged with four counts 
of malicious mischief and three drug-re
lated offenses, and the court required a 
$250,000 bond for his release. His attor
neys are attempting to get a change of 
venue, as chances of a fair ,trial for him 
in Garfield County seem virtually 
nonexistent. 

While Grant has pied innocent to all 
charges and has not requested Earth 
First! s~pport, his legal battle will be 
expens~yi.,and ~as implications for the 
EF! m0Vemerit. Irrepresents a clear at
tempt by Utah authorities to intimidate 
wilderness advocates in general and po
tential ecoteurs in particular. Contribu
tions can be sent to: Grant Johnson Legal 
Defense Fund, 333 S. 200 East, Salt 
Lake City, UT 84111. 

(We apologize to Grant for a mistake 
in our previous report on the monkey
wrenching of equipment on the Burr 
Trail (Brigid, 1988). We were told, and 
we reported, that Grant admitted having 
left footprints in the area. In truth, Grant 
has made no such admission.) 

AEROJET LAND SWAP 
APPROVED 

The controversial exchange of Nevada 
BLM land for Florida lands owned by 
Aerojet General Corporation (Mabon, 
1987) passed through Congress and was 
signed by Reagan. Conservationists had 
opposed the whole package, but suc
ceeded only in deleting BLM's Arrow 
Canyon Range Wilderness Study Area 
and US Fish & Wildlife's Desert Game 
Range. Concern still centers on the 
effects of Aerojets operations on the 
Coyote Springs Valley, home to 14 
protected, Threatened, or Endangered 
species. 

USUAL DISGUSTING 
PLEA FOR MONEY 

The Earth First! movement runs on 
your financial support. We don't need 
as much as other groups since we are 
grassroots, volunteer, decentralized 
and have low overhead. Moreover, you 
get to select where your hard-earned 
money goes. Don't send your contribu
tions to this newspaper, send them 
directly to one of these hard working 
groups: 

*Earth First! Foundation, POB 
50681, Tucson, AZ 85703 

(contributions to the Foundation are 
tax-deductible) 

*Arizona Earth First!, POB 5871, 
Tucson, AZ 85703 

*Bay Area Earth First!, POB 83, 
Canyon, CA 94516 

*Biodiversity Task Force, Jasper 
Carlton, Rt 1, Box 232, Parkersburg, 
WV 26101 

*Colorado Earth First!, Box 1166, 
Boulder, CO 80306 

*Florida Earth First!, 6820 SW 78th 
St., Gainesville, FL 32608 

*Grazing Task Force, POB 5784, 
Tucson, AZ 85703 

*Humboldt County Earth First!, 
POB 34, Garberville, CA 95440 

*Los Angeles Earth First!, 13110 
Bloomfield St, Sherman Oaks, CA 
91423 

*Midwest Headwaters Earth First!, 
POB 516, Ste\tens Point, WI 54481 

*Montana Earth. First!, Box 6151, 
Bozeman, MT 59715 

*New Mexico Earth First!, 456 
Amado St, Santa Fe, NM 87501 . 

*Nomadic Action Group, POB 210, 
Canyon, CA 94516 

*Oregon Earth First!, POB 1437, 
Merlin, OR 97532 

*PAW (Preserve Appalachian Wilder
ness), RR 1, Box 132-A, North Stratford, 
NH 03590 

*Santa Cruz Earth First!, POB 344, 
Santa Cruz, CA95061 

*Texas Earth First!, POB 7292, Uni
versity Station, Austin, TX 78713 

*Washington Earth First!, POB 
2962, Bellingham, WA 98227 

*Wolf Action Network, POB 272, 
Yosemite, CA 95389 
This fundraising appeal is placed as a 
service to the Earth First! rrwvement. 
THANK YOU for your support! 

Montana Wilderness Association 
Should Be Defending the Wild 

by Howie Wolke 

After reading the article by R.C. 
(Brigid EF !) and the replies by Elaine 
Snyder and Paul Richards (Eostar), I 
have a couple of thoughts to offer con
cerning recent actions by the Montana 
Wilderness Association (MWA). 

RC made a couple of nebulous state
ments that I'll take the liberty to clarify. 
(Make no mistake, though. I am not RC. 
I've never written anything under an 
assumed name.) First, there really isn't 
any particular "Gang of Four" Helena 
politicos who control the organization. 
There are, however, a handful of long
time MWA members (not elected council 
members) who exert a substantial meas
ure of de facto control over the organi
zation. Second, RC may have misled us 
in claiming that the MWA had made a 
deal with Senator Pat Williams. None
theless, while the "gang" may have 
struck no official deal with Pat Williams, 
RC is correct in implying that MWA 
continues to abrogate its responsibility 
by refusing to strongly criticize Williams' 
and Baucus' terrible 1.3 million acre 
Wilderness bills. Third, it was some
what misleading for RC to claim that 
at the recent MWA convention, "in the 
heated race for vice-president, the 
Gang decided that candidates would not 
be allowed to give their speeches until 
after all ballots had been turned in!" I 
was at the convention, and various 
MWA members turned in their ballots 
after the speeches, despite any stated 
ground rules to the contrary. 

Nonetheless, most of RC's charges 
ring true. J ohri Gatchell, Elaine Snyder, 
and perhaps other "Gang" members 
have indeed overturned a number of re
solutions adopted by the elected coun
cil. (Personal communication with 
elected council members has confirmed 
this.) In each instance, Gatchell and 
company have, as RC correctly pointed 

out, acted to prevent MWA from taking 
a strong position in defense of the nearly 
5 million acres of National Forest road
less lands that will be released to the 
insanity of the Forest Service, should 
either the Williams or the Baucus bills 
be enacted. Furthermore, although his 
choice of words may be a bit careless, 
RC is essentially correct in charging 
that MWA's support for its own "Alter
native W" has been anything but stead
fast. Furthermore, even Alternative W 
is far too weak. It would sell out over 
3.5 million acres of wildlands. MWA 
should have abandoned that proposal 
long ago, and instead, should have pub
licly stated its intent to protect all re
maining roadless lands in the state. 
Then, it would have been in a tenable 
position to "talk turkey" on an interim 
Wilderness bill. Assuming that the goal 
of MWA is to protect as much wilder
ness as possible, Alt. W was and is a 
foolish strategy. The refusal to support 
even that, reveals MWA's tragic impo
tence. John Melcher, arch-enemy of 
wilderness, must love MWA. 

I agree with Snyder, though, in one 
respect. This kind of squabbling takes 
time and energy that could best be 
applied elsewhere - fighting the Forest 
Service, for instance. So, when can we 
get beyond this crap? When groups such 
as MWA realize that their job is to ad
vocate wilderness, not compromise, and 
when they learn that a subservient re
lationship to their elected officials is in
effective, then and only then will people 
such as RC and myself let them off the 
hook. In this light, I hope MWA can 
once again become the advocate for the 
wilderness (all wilderness!) that it once 
was. 

Howie Wolke is one of the more experi
enced wilderness activists in the North
ern Rockies and a resident cf Montana. 
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EF! Directory 
The Earth First! Directory lists the contact points 

for the international Earth First! movement. It is divided into four sections: 
1) National EF! offices in the United States; 2) International contacts; 3) 
Acth•e EF! Chapters or Groups; and 4) Contact persons where there is as yet 
no active EF! group. If you are interested in becoming active with the Earth 
First! ffiO\'ement, reach the 'folks listed for your area. 

Eart.h First! The Radical Environment.al Juu:rnal is an independent entity 
within the international Earth First! movement, and is not the newsletter of the 
Earth First! movement. It does, however, provide a forum for Earth First!ers 
around the world. This directory is provided as a service to independent EF! 
groups. If you would like to be listed as a contact or as a group, please contact 
Bob Kaspar (305 N. Sixth St. , Madison, WI 5370-l (608)241-9426). Please send 
address changes or correct ions to him also. If you do not have a phone number 
listed, please send it to him. Bob acts as coordinator for local EF! groups for 
the EF! movement. 

LOCAL NEWSLETTERS: Addresses marked with 
a "*" produce either an Earth First! newsletter or 
regular mailings for their area or issue. Contact 
them directly to receive their newsletter or otherwise 
be on their mailing list. 

NATIONAL EF! 
EARTH FIRST! JOURNAL 
SUBSCRIPTIONS & TRINKETS 
Earth l<"irst! 
POB 58il 
Tucson, AZ 85703 
(602)622-1371 

EARTH FIRST! FOUNDATION 
POB 50681 
Tucson, AZ 8570~ 

EF! RAINFOREST ACTION • 
B~y Area Earth First! 
POB 8.1 
Canyon, CA 94516 
(415)376-7329 

EF! GRIZZLY BEAR TASK FORCE 
Western Office 
POB 6151 
Bozeman, MT 59715 

Eastern Office 
Rt l, Box 232 
Parkersburg, WV 26101 

EF! BIODIVERSITYTASK FORCE* 
Jasper Carlton 
Rt 1, Box 232 
Parkersburg, WV 26101 

PAW (PRESERVE APPALACHIAN 
WILDERNESS) 
Jamie Sayen 
RR 1, POB 132-A 
North Stratford, NH 03590 
(603)636-2624 

EF! DIRECT ACTION FUND • 
Mike Roselle 
POB 210 
Canyon, CA 945I6 
(415)376-7329 

Roger Featherstone 
Box DB 
Bisbee, AZ 85603 
(602)432-4145 

EF! WOLF ACTION NETWORK * 
Tom Skeele 
POB 272 
Yosemite, CA 95389 
(209)379-2801 

INTERNATIONAL 
EF!GROUPS 
AUSTRALIA 
John Seed 
Rainforest Information Centre 
POB 368, Lismore 
New South Wales 2480 
Australia 

Marianne Heynemann 
PO Box 256 
Mitchem, 3132 
AUSTRALIA 

BRITISH COLUMBIA 
Paul Watson 
POB 48446 
Van~ouver, BC 
V7X 1A2 CANADA 
<604)688-SEAL 

ENGLAND 
Chris Laughton 
do 57 Wood Lane 
Greasby, Wirral , 
IA9 ZPU 
ENGLAND, 1513187 
(051)606-0207 

JAPAN 
Rick Davis 
400 Yamanashi-ken, Kofu-shi 
Saiwai-cho, 18-11 
Kofu, Japan 
(0552) 28-5386 

SCOTLAND 
Grant Collie 
6 Mansfield Place 
Edinburgh, EH3 6LE 
Scotland 
UNITED KINGDOM 

SPAIN 
Marta Maranon 
Espalter 10 
Madrid 28014 
Spain 
91-239-5423 

LOCAL GROUPS 
ARIZONA EARTH FIRST! * 
Ned Powell 
POB 5871 
Tucson, AZ 85703 
(602)745-3907 

Prescott Earth First! 
POB 25510 
Prescott Valley, AZ 86312 
(602)776-1335 

Gristle 
POB 1525 
Prescott, AZ 86302 

CALIFORNIA EARTH FIRST! 
GROUPS 

CHICO EARTH FIRST! 
Michele Miller 

EASTERN SIERRA EF! 
Sally Miller 
POB 22 
Leo Vining, CA 93541 
(619)647-6360 

LOS ANGELES EARTH FIRST! 
POB 3811 
S Pasadena, CA 91030-6811 
(818)784-6176/905-0583 

Wide Network Environmental 
Think Tank (WNET'l') 
13110 Bloomfield St. 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423 

NORTHCOAST EF! GROUPS 

Northcoast EF! • 
POB 368 
Bayside, CA 95524 
Greg King (707)826-162119557 
Bill Devall (707)822-8136 

UKIAH EF! 
Sequoia/Gary & Bette Ball 
POB 1415 
Ukiah, CA 95482 
(707)468-1660/468-1355 

South Humboldt EF! 
Darryl Cherney 
c/o POB 34 
Garberville, CA 95440 
(707)923-2931/2913 

PENINSULA EARTH FIRST! 
Madeleine von Laue 
1020 Bryant St. 
Palo Alto, CA 94301 
(415)323-3843 

SAN DIEGO EARTH FIRST! 
Van Clothier 
POB 674 
Del Mar, CA 92014 
(619)481-6784 

SAN FRANCISCO BAY EF! • 
Karen Pickett 
POB 83 
Canyon, CA 94516 
(415)376-7329 

SANTA BARBARA EF! 
Tom Dudley 
POB 14124 
Santa Barbara, CA 93107 
(805)968-0128, 961-4203 (Wl 

Lee-Dog Dyer 
939 Camino de! Sur 
Goleta, CA 93117 
(805)685-7892 

SANTA CRUZ EF! * 
Karen De Braal 
POB 344 
Santa Cruz, CA 95061 
(408)335-7768 

YOSEMITE E F! 
Tom Skeele 
POB 272 
Yosemite, CA 95389 
(209)379-2801 

COLORADO EARTH FIRST! * 
Walkabout Newsletter 
Box 1166 
Boulder, CO 80306 

Eric Holle 
1126 James Canyon Dr. 
Boulder, CO 80302 
(303)442-5518 

CSU Earth First! 
Box 708 
LSC CSU 
Ft. Collins, CO 80523 

CONNECTICUT EARTH FIRST! 
Connecticut College EF! 
Bruce Mac Laren & Sam Leubke 
Box 970 
Connecticut College 
New London, CT 06320 
(203)447-7627 

FLORIDA EARTH FIRST! * 
Reed & Myra Noss 
6820 SW 78th St. 
Gainesville, FL 32608 
(904)372-6255 

HAWAII EARTH FIRST! 
Paul Faulstich 
EWC Box 1265 
1777 East-West Rd 
Honolulu, HI 96848 
(808)955-3108 

MAINE EARTH FIRST! 
Gary Lawless 
Gulf of Maine Books 
61 Main St. 
Brunswick, ME 04011 
(207)729-5083 

MIDWEST HEADWATERS EF! * 
Bob Kaspar 
305 N. Sixth St. 
Madison, WI 53704 
(608)241-9426 

Hank Bruse 
KA9TIF (short wave) 
235 Travis Drive 
Wisconsin Rapids, WI 54494 
(715)423-5636 

POB 5625 Chicago Earth First! * 
Chico, CA 95927 POB 6424 
(916)894-7362 Evanston, IL 60204 
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·Paul Rechten 
7405 Shields Rd. 
Harvard, IL 60033 
(815)943-4178 

Twin Cities EF! 
213 W. 26th Street 
Minneapolis, MN 55404 
(612)879-0630 

MISSOURI EARTH FIRST! 
The Gateway EF! Tribe 
POB 1961 
St. Louis, MO 63111 
(314)752-50ll 

MONTANA EARTH FIRST! * 
Yellowstone Ef<'! 
Randall Restless 
Box 6151 
Bozeman, MT 59715 
(406)587-3356 

Wild Rockies EF! 
Jake Jagoff 
834 Sherwood 
Missoula, MT 59802 
(406)549-2485(h) 
(406)243-6273(w) 

Jim Field 
POB 4786 
Missoula, MT 59806 
(406)549-6082 

NEW HAMPSHIRE EF! * 
Daniel Mackay 
POB 865 
Lincoln, NH 03251 
(603)745-3373 

NEW MEXICO EARTH FIRST! 
t' t~\J · 1S< 

Brad Lagorio • 
2405 Meadow Rd SW 
Albuquerque, NM 87105 
(505)873-0299 

Ron Mitchell 
Route 14 Box 257B 
Santa Fe, NM 87501 
(505)473-4203 

Rich Ryan 
456 Amado St. 
Santa Fe, NM 87501 
(505)984-1097 

Claire Cochran 
POB 1184 
Rancho de Taos, NM 87557 
(505)758-9397 

NEW YORK EARTH FIRST! 
Long Island EF! * 
John Edsall & Linda Yuhas 
Box 455 
Plainview, NY 11803 
(516)924-4739 

Long Island EF! 
Box 2036 
Setauket, NY 11733 
(516)862-9450 

. New York City EF! 
POB 20488 
Tompkins Square Station 
New York City, NY 10009 
(212)420-0621 

OHIO VALLEY EF! 
c/o Brian & Theresa Hagemann 
727 ML King Jr Dr #502 West 
Cincinnati, OH 45220 
(513)961-3660 

OREGON EARTH FIRST! 
POB 1437 
Merlin, OR 97532 

TEXAS EARTH FIRST! * 
Barbara Dugel by 
POB 7292 
University Station 
Austin, TX 78713 
(512)441-4288 

Austin Earth First! 
Jean Crawford 
POB 7292 
University Station 
Austin, TX 78713 
(512)459-8833 

East Texas EF! 
Redwolf & Sassafras 
Rt 3, Box 113 
Cleveland, TX 77327 
( 713)592-7664 

VERMONT EARTH FIRST! 
Erik Sohlberg 
RRl, Box 80-A 
East Corinth, VT 05040 
(802)439-6266 

VIRGINIA/DC EARTH FIRST! 
Robert F. Mueller 
Rt. 1 Box 250 
Staunton, VA 24401 
(703)885-6983 

Celeste Kennedy • 
2257 Hatton St. 
Virginia Beach, VA 23451 

WASHINGTON EARTH FIRST! * 
Mitch Freedman 
POB 2962 
Bellingham, WA 98227 
(206)734-6419 

Seattle EF! 
George Draffan 
POB 95316 
Seattle, WA 98145 

North Central WA EF! 
Mike Jakubal 
POB 3566 
Wenatchee, WA 98807 

Shuksan EF! 
David Helm 
POB 1731 
Ferndale, WA 98248 

Okanogan Highlands EF! 
POB 361 
Republic, WA 99166 

Columbia Plateau EF! 
Brian Barry 
913 s. 4lst #17 
Yakima, WA 98908 
(509)965-2241 

Blue Mountain EF! 
Jed Smith & Hugh Glass 
POB 248 
College Place, WA 99324 

Olympic Peninsula EF! 
Robin McMillan 
POB 368 
Port Townsend, WA 98368 

Olympia EF! 
POB 10147 
Olympia, WA 98502 

LOCAL 
CONTACTS 
ALASKA 
Julie McCombs 
POB 954 
Kodiak, AK 99615 
(907)486-6942 

ARKANSAS 
Jerry P rice 
Rt. 2 
Pettigrew, AR 72757 
(501)521-7799 

CALIFORNIA 
Dakota Sid Clifford 
15440 St. Hwy 174 
Grass Valley, CA 95945 
(916)273-7186 
Chuck Youmans 
3105 Prefumo Canyon Road 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 

CONNECTICUT 
Mary Lou Sapone 
POB 3355 
Danbury, . Cf 06813-3355 

Larry Block 
151 Paul Place 
fairfield, CT 06430 
(203)254-3646 

DELAWARE/MARYLAND 
Greg DeCowsky 
Campaign Against 
Ocean Waste Disposal 
POB 831 
Newark, DE 19715-0831 
(301)275-8091 

FLORIDA 
Black Rhino Vegetarian Soc. 
Ma Vy nee 0 . Betsch 
Rt 3, Box 292 
American Beach, FL 32034 

PAN 
do 1507 Edgevale Rd 
fort Pierce, FL 33482 
(305)466-0833 

IDAHO 
Kay Morris 
516 E. Highland View 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208)345-5718 

ILLINOIS 
EF! Edwardsville 
Ramin & Sarah 
110 N. Main, Suite 201 
Edwardsville, IL 62025 
(618)692-1603 

INDIANA 
Marijean Stephenson · 
3415 Stone Road 
Marion, IN 46953 
(317)674-5670 

IOWA 
.John Christensen 
RRl . 
Storm Lake, IA 50588 

MARYLAND 
Leonard J. Kerpelman 
2403 W. Rogers 
Baltimore, MD 21209 
(301)367-8855 

Western Maryland 
Dale England 
814 Stewart Ave #2 
Cumberland .• MD 21502 

,MICHIGAN 
Mary Miceli 
Oakland University 
128 W. Hopkins 
Pontiac, MI 48055 
(313)332-9426 

MISSOURI 
Sue Skidmore 
1364 S. Plaza 
Springfield, MO 65804 
(417)882-2947 

NEWYOkK 
Gary Bennett 
127 Vassar St 
Rochester, NY 14607 
(716)461-0797 

OHIO 
John Katko 
41953 Adelbert 
Elyria, OH 44035 
(216)324-7522 

Craegh Limpach 
161 Courtland 
Elyria, OH 44035 
(216)366-9821 

PENNSYLVANIA 
John McFarland 
POB 179 
·Pt. Pleasant, PA 18950 

David Hafer 
c/o Otzinachson 
POB 65 ' 
Lewisburg, PA 17837 
(717)523-3107 

Antoinette Dwinga 
842 Library Ave. 
Carnegie, PA 15106 
(412)279-8911 

TENNESSEE 
Jeff & Kim Turner 
1726 Forest Ave. 
Knoxville, TN 37916 
(~15)522-8521 

WASHINGTON 
US Friends of the Wolf 
USNW Support Office 
Carl Schwamberger 
3517 1/2 #7 Fremont Ave N 
Seattle, WA 98103 

WYOMING 
Magpie 
655 N Cedar 
Laramie, WY 82070 
(307)7\ -4484 

Earth First! 
Bulletins 

*WILD ROCKIES EF! NEWS
LETTER. The Wild Rockies Earth 
First! Newsletter is now in publication. It 
will serve as a forum for the Earth First! 
perspective in the Rocky Mountains of 
Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho; and will 
report on EF! actions in the region, 
along with information on the issues. 
Discussions of environmental philosophy 
will also be encouraged. For a copy of 
the first edition, write: Wild Rockies 
EF! Newsletter, POB 6151, Bozeman, 
MT 59715. 

*ALTERNATIVE PAPER. Anyone 
interei:::ted in alternative methods of 
paper manufacture (and an article for 
EF!), please write: Joanne Forman, 
POB 1101, Ranchos de Taos, NM87557. 

*RIPARIAN SYSTEMS CONFER
ENCE. On September 22-24, University 
Extension at UC Davis will host the 
2nd "California Riparian Systems Con
ference." For information, contact Dana 
Abell at 916-752-3098. 

*THIRD NORTH AMERICAN BIO
REGIONAL CONGRESS. NABC III 
will take place 40 miles north of 
Vancouver, British Columbia, in the Ish 

-bioregion - "where all the [lsh] rivers 
flow down to an inland sea" (Robert Sund) 
- at North Vancouver's Outdoor School, 
August 21-26, 1988. For information, 
contact: NABC III, Box 99, Lillooet, 
BC, VOK 1 VO CANADA. 

*ZANAMONTANA. One of Earth 
First!'s most talented artists, Mavis 
Muller, who shares her gifts through 
singing, basket-making, and writing, has 
put to words a powerful tale called "The 
Forever Land of Zanamontana." The tale 
was written for children, to cultivate the 
deep ecology ethic of spirited people who 
magically become the wilderness in 
defense of itself; and written for adults, 
to remind them that when believing 
souls unite to challenge the destroyers, 
miracles can happen. The story, illus
trated by Christopher Kent, is ready for 
printing. For the quality printing and 
distribution it deserves, your support is 
needed. Please send your tax-deductible 
donation to the Earth First! Foundation, 
POB 50681, Tucson, AZ 85703, ear
marked for "the Zanamontana Project." 

*ERRATA. The photo of the clearcut 
on p.25 of the last issue should have 
been credited to Joe Cempa. · 

Civil Rights ... 
Continued from page 9 
of extending true legal rights to them. 

Isn't it absurd to assume that their 
rights could be raised in a human court
room with a human jury and judge? 
Think about it in terms of the civil rights 
struggle; a black defendant could not 
expect equality of justice in the court
rooms of the South (or North) from a 
white jury, and they are the same 
species. How could a plague bacillus 
expect a fair trial? (A pox on the judge 
comes to mind.) But if we allow ourselves 
to use a less narrow definition of the 
law than as it is now interpreted by the 
courts, we can draw significant conclu
sions as to the legality of trampling 
mother nature, and about our respon
sibilities, as citizens of the global and 
biological community, in coming to her 
defense. 

To begin, let me suggest that when 
we discuss "the law" here, we are simply 
talking about a shared system of beliefs 
and taboos that are codified within a 
system of justice. Any law derives its 
legitimacy from the acceptance of those 
who come under its real or imagined 
authority. In this respect, all human 
societies have laws, and it could be 
argued that plants and animals do as 
well (especially the social predators). 
Although there also is arguably a "nat
ural law," for the purpose of this discus
sion I shall assume that we humans are 
too stupid to ever learn what it is or 
how to codify or conform to it. All we 
can ever hope to understand with any 
certainty is human law, and we have a 
great deal of difficulty even with that. 

Human law, it seems to me, can be 
divided into two very distinct schools, 
with everything else being a combina
tion of those. First, literally, is Pleis
tocene law, which was developed by 
nomadic hunting bands and which has 
been in use for over a million years. It 
is still used today in various forms by 

continued on page 23 



APPEN OPPOSES 
MISSILE RANGE IN INDIA 

The Asia-Pacific People's Environ
ment Network - APPEN, a coalition 
of over 300 groups in the Asia-Pacific 
Region, coordinated by Sahabat Alam 
Malaysia (Friends of the Earth Malaysia) 
- and members of GANATANTRIK 
ADHIKARSURAKSHASANGHATNA 
(not_ an acronym) are calling on the Indian 
government to immediately scrap the 
proposed ballistic missile base in 
Orissa, Inuia. The people of the Baliapal 
and Bhograi area of the Balasore dis
trict in Orissa, India, were shocked to 
learn in 1985 that their 400 square miles 
on the east coast abreast the Bay of 
Bengal have been earmarked for a mis
sile base, called the "Nation!\! Testing 
Range" by the Ministry of Defense, and 
that they must vacate their land in the 
"interest" of the nation. 

In July of 1985, the Orissa Chief 
Minister declared that the Union govern
ment urgently needs the National Test 
Range, · from which to launch missiles 
with ranges of 1000 to 5000 kilometers. 
Missiles with such ranges usually carry 
nuclear warheads. Today only USSR, 
USA, UK, France, China, Italy, and 
Canada have missiles with this capacity. / 
Given the treaty of 1971 between USSR 
and India, this test range would likely 
be a military base for . the former. The 
project appears to the local people as 

another effort of one of the superpowers 
for world hegemony, with India being 
used as a pawn in the war strategies. 
It bears mentioning that the 150 wars 
fought since 1945 have been on the ter
ritories of the Third World, killing over 
20 million people. 

Local agitation against the proposed 
missile base began in October 1985 and 
initially involved signature campaigns. 
Due to the firmness of the state, the 
agitation has evolved into the most 
militant peace movement India has ever 
experienced. Since 1986, volunteer 
squads have successfully prevented the 
entry of the government officials and 
police forces. There are round-the-clock . 
vigils at all checkgates in all 126 villages 
in the threatened area. At the sight of 
any alien person, the volunteers blow 
their conch shells and immediately hun
dreds of women, men, and children 
gather at the spot and drive away the 
intruders. 

Many organizations have been formed 
to fight the missile base, notably a stu
dents' front, women's front, children's 
front, fisher-people's front, teachers' 
fronts, and civil liberties organizations. 
Recent additions to the list oftest range 
resisters include death squads. This 
demonstrates that it is a life and death 
issue. Demonstrations, wall postering, 
processions, and other actions are oc
curring throughout the state. Popular 

slogans include: "Declare Indian Ocean 
as peace zone," and "Scrap Indo-Soviet 
treaty." 

In contrast to the militant spirit of 
the people, the opposition political par
ties are concerned with selection of an 
alternative site. The J anata Party has 
even suggested some tribal areas as al
ternatives. 

To force the local population to cease 
their oppm;ition to the proposed missile 
range, the Orissa government began an 
economic blockade in January 1987. The 
government has prevented the import 
of essential commodities and restricted 
the transport of local cash crops like 
betel leaves, coconuts, cashews, and 
bamboo products. Tpe blockade has se
verely hurt the Balipal farmers. The 
Orissa government has issued eviction 
orders to about 110,000 people and has 
assured them alternative accommoda
tion and employment. Yet, since the en
tire Orissa coast is densely populated, 
there is no room for relocated popula
tions. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Pleao;;e address 
polite letters to: Mr. Rajiv Gandhi, 
Prime Minister's Office, New Delhi, 
110011, INDIA. Send copies to APPEN 
and to campaign coordinator 
Gangadhar Panigrahi, President, 
Ganatantrik Adhikar Suraksha 
Sanghatna, Kedar Couri Chhak, 
Bhubaneswar- 751001, Orissa, INDIA. 

- APPEN, c/o SAM, 43 Salween Rd, 
10050 Penang, MALAYSIA. 

CANADIAN CORPORATION 
CONTAMINATES 
CALAi.l\JCAN BAY 

The Asia-Pacific People's Environment 
Network (APPEN) and members of 
Lingkod Tao-Kalikasan in the Philippines 
are gravely concerned over the plight 
of 20,000 fishermen and their families 
whose fishing grounds at Calancan Bay 
in the Philippines are being choked by 
copper tailings dumped by the Marcopper 
Mining Corporation. Coral reefs are 
being buried, seawater poisoned, and 
fish killed or driven away. Tailings have 
accumulated up to 5 kiloi;netres from 
shore. The last remaining portion of the 
fishing ground, the wide rock reef, may 
soon be covered by mine tailings. Before 
the advent of Marcopper, Calancan Bay 
teemed with fish, including anchovies, 
slipmouths, roundacad, plotossid, cat
fishes, tunas, sharks, rays, cavallas, 
mackarels, goatfishes, surgeonfishes, 
lizardfishes, carangids, nemipterids 
and various coral reef fishes. Since 
Marcopper started dumping in the bay, 
the catch has been reduced by about 90%. 

Marcopper Mining Corporation is a 
leading copper mining firm established 
in 1964. Performance Investment Cor
poration , a Marcos-owned company, 
holds 48% of the stock. The other joint 
venture partner, Placer Development 
Ltd. of Vancouver, Canada, has 40% of 
the stock, and the balance is held by 
public shareholders. Marcopper con
ducts open-pit copper mining at the ore 
body of Mt Tapain, which is 700 metres 
high and located at the centre ofa small 
island in the bay. 

In 1983, after 8 years of dumping into 
Calancan Bay, tailings covered more 
than 38 square kilometres. The dump
ing has reduced the number of species 
present as well as the populations of 
species remaining. By 1979, the number 
of algal species had already been re
duced by 40% and benthic invertebrates 

continued on page 17 
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Order directly from local groups; 
not from Tucson! 

EQUAL RIGHTS 
FOR ALL SPECIES! 

EARTH FIRST' BIODIVERSITY TASK FORCE 

WOLVES or EQUAL RIGHTS bumper 
stickers only $1.00 each, or dig deeper 
and help us liberate a lizard, give-a~ 
snake-a-break; protect the Wild Gila 
Onion, Dunes Tiger Beetle, Northern 
Bog Lemming, Florida Panther, and a 
host of other wild and wonderful critters. 
EARTH FIRST! BIODIVERSITY 
TASK FORCE, Route 1, Box 232, Par
kersburg, WV 26101. 

These - advertisements offer 
merchandise which entirely benefit 
local Earth First! groups or other 
preservation groups deserving your 
support. Order directly from the ad
dress in each ad and not from this 
newspaper. These ads are placed free 
to support EF ! local groups and 
other important groups. 
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STOP 

RAINFOREST 
ESTRUCTION 

BOYCOTT 
RAINFOREST 

BEEF 
A Rainforest T-shirt 

with a message! 
5 color on white 100% cotton 

Beefy-T 
$11 ppd - send check to: 

Texas Earth First! 
POB 7292 

Austin, TX 78713 

STICKERS WITH A 
DISTINCTIVE MESSAGE! 
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NOT JUST '~GITATORS" 

INFURIATORS! 
BUMPER STICKERS FOR 

FREDDIE TRUCKS (or yours). 
cheap and difficult to remove!!! 

I' Price: FREEi if you're 
broke. Otherwise by dona
tion. Proceeds to direct 
action. Specify quantity. 
Please include postage. 
Mike Jakubal, _ pob 2962 
Bellingham, WA 98227 
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. Cruise Sh'ips Become Garbage Scows 
Crew members on the Scandinavian 

Star and Veracruz cruise ships have 
appalled their passengers recently by 
tossing bags of trash, mattresses, and 
sewage overboard into the Gulf of Mexico 
near the mouth of the Florida's Manatee 
River. Sea Escape operates the 926-pass
enger Scandinavian Star out of St. 
Petersburg; Bermuda Star Lines operates 
th€ Veracruz out of Tampa. Both ships 
offer affluent vacationers "cruises to 
nowhere" featuring gambling and related 
debauchery. Because they cruise off shore, 
owners of the two ships evade state 
gambling laws. The state Department of 
Environmental Regulation has received 
complaints of garbage floating to shore, 
but, as of late last year, had not taken 
measures to stop the dumping. (St. 
Petersburg Times) 

Gorillas Denied Fossey's Estate 
At her death - murdered in her base 

camp in Rwanda by poachers - Gorilla 
researcher and preservationist Dian 
Fossey left her estate, worth $170,000, 
to the conservation charity she had 
established, the Digit Fund. However, 
deepening the tragedy of Dian Fossey's 
death, her mother recently won a New 
York judge's declaration of the invalidity 
of her will. Rather than aiding the Moun
tain Gorillas she loved, her estate will 
enrich her mother and wealthy step
father. Fossey had failed to obtain the 
signatures of witnesses to the will. Soon 
after 'seizing the estate, Fossey's mother 
signed rights to .her daughter's papers 
over to Warner Books. The revenue of the 
film based on those papers is expected 
to reach $5 million, none of which will 
aid Africa's precariously low population 
of Gorillas. (New Scientist, 1-28-88) 

Were They Wearing Bermuda Shorts? 
Meanwhile, guerrillas in El Salvador 

have launched a new offensive in their 
war against the El Salvadoran govern
ment. It is aimed at cows. In early 
De(!ember, 100 rebels executed 204 
purebred· brown Swiss milk cows on a 
big dairy farm owned by a wealthy 
Salvadoran family. A clandestine rebel 
radio station proclaimed the attack as 
the initial strike in a new economic 
destruction campaign. The campaign's 
slogan is, "Everyone eats, or no one 
eats." The goal is increased wages for 
rural workers. The rebels announced 
that they would soon attack more cows 
owned by rich farmers and ranchers. El 
Salvador being an agrarian society, the 
recent killings have been controversial 
even among insurrectionary sorts. One 
leftist political analyst complained, "This 
is- absolutely crazy . . . Even though 
these were definitely oligarchic cows." 

Rats Rebel Against Rich, Too 
The roof rats of Coachella Valley, 

southern California, are particular about 
the places they colonize. Unlike their less 
discriminating cousins, the Norway rats, 
they attack homes of the wealthy. Roof 
rats (Rattus rattus) have invaded the 
misplaced desert "oases" of Palm Desert, 
Indian Wells, and Palm Springs. The 
Riverside County agricultural commis
sioner's office has distributed hundreds 
of pints of the rat poison Diphacinone 
to residents displeased with seeing rats 
in their swimming pools and citrus trees 
or peering in their windows. 

Viamortology Emerges as New Field 
of Inquiry 

An estimated 1 million animals per day 
are killed by vehicles on roads in the US 
- not counting insects, the number of 
which killed is many times as great. In 
effect, for each human fatality on the 
US roads, 80,000 animal fatalities occur. 
The Animals Agenda (POB 5234, 
Westport, CT 06881), which has published 
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valuable information on this grim topic 
(October issue), blames lack of decent 
public transportation and lack of driver 
education for the shocking number of 
deaths. Animals' Agenda explains that 
in the US, only the number of animals 
killed for food exceeds the number killed 
on roads. Among the most common vic
tims are birds, skunks, snakes, turtles, 
frogs , toads, armadillos, and domestic 
animals, in addition to the diminutive 
creatures which are obliterated by the 
millions each night. 

A small number of people have begun 
dealing with this tragedy in onecormore 
of several ways: Some have stoppe,ldriv,i 
ing at night, when:ih>sdispropnruonate:> 
number of the deaths occur. Some have 
stopped driving. Some have built tunnels 
beneath roads for the creatures that 
creepeth. Some have decided that if ani
mals are to be killed on roads, they ought 
to be subsequently utilized. Thus, a 
brave and nimble few have begun gather
ing road-kills for food and/or garments. 
Some among the latter group have begun 
using Roger Knutson's thoroughly re
searched guide to identifying crushed 
creatures. Flattened Fauna: A Field 
Guide to Common Animals of Roads, 
Streets, and Highways (Ten Speed 
Press, 1987) is an indispensable book for 
those wishing to · identify road-kills, 
whether for culinary purposes or simply 
for edification. 

Salamander Salvation Secured? 
Many of us have heard it said that the 

future is in plastics. Of course, it doesn't 
take a college graduate to recognize the 
inanity of such a suggestion. However, 
for the salamanders of Amherst, Mas
sachusetts, plastics may indeed deter
mine the future. Aco Polymer Products 
has invented a· plastic concrete which -
may prove ideal for construction of tun
nels beneath roads through which mig
rating salamanders may pass. Each 
spring, salamanders migrate from their 
homes in the woods back to the waters 
where they were born and where they 
subsequently spawn. Myriads die on 
roads during migration. Emulating ef
forts in Europe (e.g., toad tunnels in En
gland), environmentalists have proposed 
a tunnel beneath a road in Amherst. The 
tunnel would be made of plastic concrete 
because such concrete is stronger than 
conventional concrete and better for am
phibians' skin because it stays wet 
longer. Salamander savior Bob Winston, 
who one night escorted 80 salamanders 
across the dangerous Amherst road, 
hopes Amherst's attempts to aid amphi
bians will be repeated throughout the 
country. 

Incestuous Directorates Gain 2 
The August 1987 bulletin of the Citi

zens Clearinghouse on Hazardous Waste 
reports that William Ruckelshaus, for
merly Reagan's head of the Environmen
tal Protection Agency, joined Browning
Ferris Industries' board of directors in 
June. CCHW also reports that the Na
tional Wildlife Federation· added Dean 
Buntrock, head of Waste Management 
Inc - the biggest toxic dumper in the 
US - to its board of directors 

Hippo Attacks Sierra Clubber 
A three-ton Hippopotamus charged 

and injured a woman, with the unlikely 
name of Ellen Blassingham, on a Sierra 
Club hiking safari in Kenya. The Hippo 
stormed out of thick brush, which is 
abundant in Tsavo National Park, seized 
Blassingham in its jaws and commenced 
shaking her. The Hippo dropped her 
after being shot twice by· the park 
ranger, who was leading the . group. 
Sadly, the ranger then pursued and 
killed the disgruntled Hippo. Nurses 
soon tended Blassingham's broken arm, 
broken leg, and deep lacerations from 
the Hippos's foot-long incisors. Back in 
the United States, Blassingham under
went surgery to mend her sciatic nerve; 
but the damage was severe, and she'll 
probably never run again, whether . or 
not she's being charged by a Hippo. 

Blassingham no longer considers hiking 
safaris safe, and has sued the Sierra Club 
for failing to inform her that Hippos are 
dangerous. If she wins her case, the Club 
could lose $2.5 million. George Winsley, 
Club outings department director, said 
he thought this was the first attack on 
a Sierra Clubber by a Hippo, although 
experts say that Hippos cause more 
deaths and serious injuries in Africa than 
any other wild animal. They have sharp 
teeth and can sprint up to 40 MPH. 
(Philadelphia Inquirer, San Francisco 
Chronicle) 

Asian lchthyic Events 
Induce Mortalities 

In Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, nine 
people died and six were hospitalized 
after eating a poisonous globefish at a 
family gathering. Far to the north, a 
train on Asia's highest railway bridge, 
in the mountainous region of Kasumi on 
Japan's west coast, derailed and fell onto 
a fish factory. Blown off by a wind gust, 
the falling coaches demolished the fac
tory and an adjacent house, killing five 
workers at the processing plant and one 
railwayman. 

Washington Prof Hopes to Kill 
Sasquatch 

Look out Nagasaki. Grover Krantz 
wants your hide! 

Apparently unaware that mounting 
evidence suggests that the legendary 
Sasquatch is, in fact, the cumbersome 
yet ubiquitous, unshod Mike Roselle, 
this Washington State U. anthropology 
professor intends to hunt down and kill a 
specimen of Bigfoot in the Pacific North
west woods. By so doing, Krantz says, 
he will irrefutably "establish their exis
tence, and then they can be protected." 
(Arizona Daily Star, 2-23-88) 

att Aims Against AIDS 
Former Interior Secretary Jame 

Watt stated in a speech in February at \ 
Weber State College in Utah that he 
favors establishment of isolation camps 
for AIDS patients. Criticizing the 
lackluster efforts of people to control 
"the first politically protected disease in 
America," Watt dared voice the question 
that torments us all: "Do you want an 

\ AIDS victim to sneeze on your salad ... ?" 
t (SF Chron, 2-29-88) 

~-mffges-.ff~ 
the Black Lagoon 

A man cycling past a sewage plant in 
Embakasi ·(near Nairobi, the capital of 
Kenya, and Nairobi National Park) was 
attacked by a Hippopotamus which had 
just extricated itself from a wastewater 
pond and was, understandably, vexed. 
The man soon became vexed himself, as 
the Hippo bit him on the buttocks. He 
was hospitalized with severe injuries. 

In an apparently unrelated animal at
tack nearby, African Elephants trampled 
a man ·to death in the village of Vuria 
near the Tsavo National Park. The cause 
of their dissatisfaction is ·unknown. (AZ 
Daily Star, 2-29-88) 

Black Caviar Sold on Black Market 
A special Soviet police force has been 

established to combat the illicit trade in 
black caviar poached in the Caspian Sea. 
The taking of caviar, which is the roe 
(mass of eggs in the ovarian membrane 
of female fish) of sturgeons, threatens 
populations of these large fish. Unfortu
nately, the effectiveness of the special 
force recently came into question when 
one of its members was caught with 346 
kilograms of caviar on his person (figura
tively speaking, of course). The contra 
band was traced to an armed · poachers' 
camp on' Agrakhanslri Bay, where poachers 
were found slitting the bellies of female 
sturgeon to extract the caviar. (Traffic 
Bulletin VoL VIII No 3) 

Hitchcock Was Right! 
Indeed, for aviators the world over, the 

birds are a cause of unending anxiety. 
In the US alone, birds hit planes more 
than 1200 ~mes a year. (See past NNN 
stories fol\ examples.) These "bird 
strikes," as I pilots call them, cause an 

annual $25-40 million of damage to air
craft, according to the Federal Aviation 
Administration. Forty-four per cent of 
the birds involved are gulls. The birds' 
primary means of plane disablement in
clude smashing windshields, breaking 
propellers, and clogging engines. So con
cerned has the FAA become that it has 
passed standards of bird-proofness, as 
it were, for airliners; and is investigating 
methods of deterring birds from air
ports, where many of the bird strikes 
occur. At some airports, San Francisco 
International in particular, birds appear 
to be employing mass blockades in their 
anti-aircraft efforts. Flocks of starlings 
gather on San Francisco runways, much 
to the consternation of airline and FAA 
officials. Officials are experimenting 
with cracker shells and bird distress calls 
to repel birds from runways . Yet even 
if such tactics prove effective, birds in 
the sky will remain an obstacle to human
ity's invasion of the airways. Indeed, 
FAA aviation-avian collision expert Mike 
Harrison recently stated: "You cannot 
build a bird-proof airplane." (San Jose 
Mercury News) 

One incident of avian ecotage bears 
special mention here: Last December, a 
flock of Snow Geese pelted the Presi
dent's "doomsday jet" - one of the four 
planes designed for the President's use 
in case of nuclear war. The geese de
stroyed two. of the Boeing 747's four en
gines and damaged a wing, but the crew 
was able to land the plane safely. The 
damage cost an estimated $2 million. The 
geese may have been protesting the fact 
that the National Emergency Airborne 
Command Post has four doomsday 
planes reserved for civilian and military 
leaders to use to escape into the air in 
the event of nuclear attack. (SF Chron, 
12-12-87) Each of the planes features 
computer and communications equip
ment which would enable the President 
and advisors to direct a US nuclear coun
terattack from the air - that is, unless 
the birds prevent them. 

Divers Discover Huge Fist 
Near Rhodes, Greece, divers have dis

covered an object on the ocean floor 
resembling a huge clenched fist. They 
speculated that it may be part of the 
ancient Colossus of Rhodes. Earth 
First!ers with anthropolpgical bent, how
ever, have opined that it dates back long 
before the flowering ofGreek culture, 
back to the Pleistocene, to the age of 
the Neanderthal. 

Goose Dive-bombs Hunter 
Ignoring what he subsequently 

realized was a warning honk, an elderly 
hunter late last year was "knocked out, 
cold as a cucumber" by a 10-pound 
Canada Goose at which he had just shot. 
The hunter, appropriately named Walp, 
suffered head and shoulder injuries, and 
spent two weeks in the hospital. Sadly, · 
the goose's gunshot wounds were fatal. 
(SF Chron) 

Pheasant Ruptures Spleen Down 
Under 

Not its own, however; it was that of 
the wife of the Aussie who shot it. In 
its dying moments, the pheasant crashed. 
into the back of the hunter's wife, an 
artist who was sketching a landscape at 
the time, but who stopped as her spleen 
ruptured. (The Sun, 4-1-88; courtesy of 
Wildlife Protection Agency, POB 61, Col
lins St, Victoria, 3000 AUSTRALIA) 

CUT May Cut 
Church Universal and Triumphant is 

considering logging in the Tobacco Root 
Mountains near Montana's Deerlodge 
National Forest. CUT owns 1280 acres 
there, as well as a large parcel on the 
north edge of Yellowstone National Park. 
CUT has already logged small sections 
of its Tobacco Root land and is negotiat
ing with lumber companies to cut more. 
(Missoulian, 12-16-87) CUT is also hoping 
to develop geothermal energy resources 
on its land near Yellowstone Park. 

Zimbabwe Poachers Shot on Sight 
Despite being embroiled in two guerrilla 

wars, Zimbabwe Prime Minister Robert 
Mugabe two years ago dispatched 100 men 
and women to protect the dwindling 
populations of Black Rhinoceros and 
other animals being destroyed by 
poachers. Patrolling 8000 square miles 
of hot Tsetse Fly country in the Zambezi 
River Valley and wearing combat 
fatigues and toting automatic rifles, 
these rangers have orders to shoot 
poachers on sight. So far, they have cap-



tured 22 and killed 29. Black Rhino num
bers in Africa have plummeted from 
65,000 in 1970 to less than 5000 today. 
Zimbabwe's Black Rhino population in
habiting Mana Pools National Park is Af
rica's last viable breeding herd. Zim
babwe's Department of National Parks 
and Wild Life Management has relocated 
about 200 rhinos to parks and game 
ranches south of Mana Pools Park. Zim
babwe officials say that though most of 
the poachers are indigent and unedu
cated men from across the river in Zam
bia, the real source of the problem is 
North Yemen, where ceremonial daggers 
made of rhino horn remain a symbol of 
a man's virility (not virulence, as should 
be the case). (SF Chronicle, 9-27-87) 

Pulp Mill Poisons Herons 
A BC Forest ·Products pulp mill at 

CroffOh on VancouverTsian ritish Co
lumbia, is ap en y poisoning a nearby 
colony of Great Blue Herons. Last 
spring, the herons' 57 nests hatched no 
eggs. A federal government lab analyzed 
the eggs and found them contaminated 
with 2,3, 7,8-TCDD, one of 75 dioxins and 
secmrtl oniy to raaloactive plutonium in 
poisoning potency. Great Blue Herons 
are considered an indicator of pollutants, 
as they forage in industrialized es
tuaries. While the Canadian Wildlife Ser
vice did not explicitly blame BC Forest 
Products, CWS biologists maintain that 
the chemical signature of the contamin
ant in the eggs is "most similar'' to those' 
of a1oxms founds in clilorophenols used 
in wood processing. (Vancouver Sun, ll-
87)Tox1cs from pulyrmills are one of the 
major environmental problems in parts 
of eastern Canada, as well. 

Boycott "The Winter People" 
Those of you who go to movies would 

do well to avoid "The Winter People," 
starring Kurt Russell, two live Grizzly 
Bears and one Grizzly hide. Shortly after 
film producer Bob Solo advertised for a 
Griz skin, a hunter .arrived with a kill 
so fresh that bystanders were aghast at · 
the "gamey smell." (~ew York Newsday, 
11-24-87) His nose perhaps rendered im
potent by years of snorting, Russell 
without hesitation wrapped himself in 
the skin, and shot the scene, a staged 
brawl between himself and the declawed 
bear. 

Cry Back the Quagga 
In 1883, the last Quagga - a subspecies 

of the Plains Zebra, native from Kenya 
south to South Africa - died in the 
Amsterdam Zoo in the Netherlands. Two 
years later, the South African govern
ment (never to be accused of prematurely 
promulgating progressive programs) out
lawed killing Quaggas. Along with 
rhinos, Wildebeest, and Gemsbok, the 
Quaggas had been largely exterminated 
by farmers seeking to eliminate compe
tition with their livestock. Now, how
ever, scientists think they may be able 
to bring back the Quagga by selective 
breeding of Plains Zebras which exhibit 
Quagga characteristics. The major pheno
typic difference between the Quagga and 
still extant Plains Zebras is the colora
tion and striping of the hide. The Cape 
Province Department of Nature and En
vironmental Conservation has captured 
10 zebras from Namibia and four from 
Zululand, all apparently partaking of the 
remaining distinguishing Quagga genes 
within the Plains Zebra gene pool. Scien
tists will breed these zebras (not liter
ally) and their offspring for at least 10 
years, three _generations, to try to re
create, as it were, Quaggas. Aside from 
hide pattern, scientists think the Quagga 
differed only in terms of its voice. They 
admit doubt about their ability to re
create the Quagga cry. (Sacmmento Bee, 
12-22-87) 

Rogue Elephants Need Sanctuary 
As we read of yet another elephantine 

rogue on the rampage in Asia, we are 
affirmed in our conviction that Doug 
Peacock's proposal for a Rogue Grizzly 
Bear Sanctuary needs to be translated 
into the Asian context and implemented 
there for Asiatic Elephants and other 
species which, with increasing fre
quency, are retaliating against encroach
ing humans. The most notable recent 
series of rebellions has involved an In
dian (Asiatic) Elephant in the remote 
northeast state of Meghalarya, India, 
who is eating his victims. Unfortunately, 
Indian authorities have put a ransom on 
the head of this vegetarian-turned-hu
manitarian. Last year, .the behemoth, 
who periodically storms out of the jungle 

near the border of Bangladesh, trampled 
huts in 10 villages and killed and ate 5 
people. 

Meanwhile, in Jakarta, Indonesia', the 
reform school for elephants has found 
homes for 14 recent graduates. Sadly, 
10 will be subjected to the degrading 
lives of circus performers in the US. The 
other 4 will go to Brunei. What their 
fate there will be remains uncertain, 
though it is not thought that they will 
be permitted to proceed to institutes of 
higher learning. (WA Times, 2-9-88) 

One of the many disgruntled elephants 
in Bangladesh, we may figuratively say, 
is on a highway to that school, or a fate 
worse. This elephant, when recently p:i-o
voked by a blaring car horn, chased the 
vehicle down a hill, off the road, and into 
the safety of the trees, then trampled 
the vehicle and its driver to death. The 
driver, Moazzem Chowdhury, was an en
gineer working on a water project at the 
time. (LA Times, 2-4-88) Whether the 
elephant's action was in protest of the 
water project (or in protest of 'the 
driver's pretentious name) has not been 
disclosed. 

German Protesters Turn Pro 
West Germans have, apparently, s11ch 

a compelling propensity toward protesta
tion - witness the dozens of huge anti
nuclear riots in West Germany in recent 
years - that a demonstrators' rental 
service has been established in Berlin 
and Frankfurt. The demonstration mer
cenaries hope to sell their services to 
Germans who remain disturbed by the 
status quo, but lack the enthusiasm to 
protest in person any more. The service 
offers a wide array of protests, ranging 
from a single protester on a bicycle ped
dling ecological messages, to a 100 person 
action featuring 15 punks, 2 Protestant 
clergy persons (available in collar, for a 
10% surcharge), and one "genuine Central. 
American insurgent." Renters select their 
preferred degree of violence or lack 
thereof. Choices include "violence against 
property only," but should not exceed 
"well, who started the violence, any
way?" (World Press Review, 2-88) While 
news of this service may cause some us 
to fairly chortle, let us recall Machiavelli's 
provocative discussion in The Prince on 
the merits of employing mercenaries. 

Fur in England Labeled 
Steel-jaw leg-hold traps have been 

banned in 60 countries, including Eng
land but not including the United States. 
British furriers thus import trapped furs 
from the US. While the British govern
ment rejected environmentalists' bid to 
ban such furs from the country, the gov
ernment did recently agree to require 
labels on trapped fur coats telling how 
the animals were trapped. 

Anthropology Find May Support 
Foremanism 

By now, readers of this Journal are 
aware of Dave Foreman's bizarre hypoth
eses regarding the imminent ice age, the 
inherent decadence of Homo sapi,ens, and 
the scattered survival of the Neanderthal 
gene among contemporary humans. 
Rather than guffaw uproariously at 
Foreman's seemingly tendentious rea
soning, however, it would behoove us to 
judge his premises on their own merits, 
rather than on the scientific merits of 
their chief protagonist. Indeed, one of 
Dave's dogmas recently may have been 
lent marginal credibility by the discovery 
of 92,000 year old fossils of anatomically 
modern humans in a cave in lower Galilee, 
Israel. This find more than doubles the 
accepted age of the earliest modern 
humans, and supports the Afro-genesis 
theory. According to this theory, early 
humans evolved in Africa, not in several 
places independently, and were not di
rect descendents of Neanderthals. Many 
scientists now think proto-humans split 
into two main groups about 100, 000 years 
ago, one remaining in Africa, the other 
migrating to Eurasia. (Sac Bee, 2-16-88) 
The cave fossils indicate that modern 
humans settled southwest Asia before 
Neanderthals arrived. (Neanderthals 
lived in different parts of Asia and 
Europe from about 200,000 years ago 

' until 35,000 years ago.) This may cor
roborate Foreman's hypothesis that 
Neanderthals and early humans (Cro
Magnons) mixed genes before the Nean
derthals were eliminated - thus the 
Neanderthal gene that periodically re
appears in the likes of St. Theresa de 
Avila, John Muir, Mary Wollstonecraft, 

and Rachel Carson. (St. Theresa and her 
Church might dispute the claim that she 
was part Neanderthal). As for Foreman's 
Ice Age hypothesis: he's clinging to it 
tenaciously despite the growing consen
sus among the scientific community that 
the Greenhouse Effect is causing a global 
warming. Foreman sides with such 
minority scientists as James Lovelock in 
believing that the mainstream scientific 
community is deluding the masses. In a 
future issue of the Journal, we hope to 
settle the Abbey vs Foreman debate: 
"Fire or Ice: Which Will Consume Hu
manity."· Ed, being a desert rat, is cheer
ing for global warming to end the indus-• 
trial plague. 

Biotech Used Backward 
We are dismayed to report tha~ndY&;;.. 

trial Worker reports that the icago 
'taaaer reports that University of _fils
consin . scientists .. .re:gort t n fo add a 
gene to types of trees grown or pape 

a wou m e the trees more rem§~ 
~to weed killers. In effect, rather 
than try1ffg to m!il{e the trees more resis
tant to insects and other "pests" (as less 
unreasonable biotechnologists have long 
promised), so that fewer chemical appli
cations?ia~ "needed," the Wisconsin 
genetic engineers are seeking to make 
the trees able to withstand heavier doses 
of such chemicals. 

Senator Advocates 
Worthless Exchange 

Senator Tim Wirth (D-CO) has pro
posed an international exchange sure to 
anger animal rights activists. Noting the 
success of recent US-USSR culture ex
changes, Wirth suggested that the next 
trade ought to be American rodeos for 
Soviet Cossacks or a Republic of Georgia 
riding team. The Soviet culture minister, 
Vasily Zakharov, visiting the US in Feb
ruary, was not enthusiastic but promised 
to consider it. He proposed a more 
reasonable program of joint US-USSR 
art exhibitions in both countries. (NYT, 
2-3-88) What with Reagan reigning, and 
the embarrassing actions of various US 
Congresspersons, one might reasonably 
fear. that the US is coming to be viewed 
as a nation given to buffoonery. 

International . .. 
Continued from_page 15 

by 40%. 
The environment inland is being dam

aged too. Tailings have amassed to form 
a veritable desert in the bay. During 
the dry season, winds carry the fine 
particles inland, covering agricultural 
lands, destroying plants and con
taminating water. 

When Marcos fled the Philippines in 
February 1986, hopes soared that the 
new government of President Corazon 
Aquino would aid the fisher families. 
In November 1986, the National Pollu
tion Control Commission (NPCC) or
dered Marcopper to transfer the tail
ings to its inland tailings pond. But this 
has not been implemented, and the 
NPCC was abolished with the reorgani
sation of the Department of Environ
ment and Natural Resources. Attorneys 
representing the fishers have appealed 
to the new Secretary of Environment 
and Natural Resources to resume public 
hearings and to proceed with establish
ment of the Pollution Adjudication 
Board. 

WHAT YOU CAN DO: Ple.:ise ad
dress polite letters to: President Cora
zon Aquino, Malacanan Palace, Man
ila, PHILIPPINES; Secretary, De
partment of Environment and Natu
nil Resources, Visayas Avenue, 
Quezon City, Metro Manila, PHILIP
PINES; and John Walton, President, 
Placer Development Ltd, PO Box 
49330, Bentall Postal Station, Van
couver, BC, V7X IPL CANADA. Send 
copies to APPEN and to campaign 
coordinator Ma Aida Velasquez, 
Lingkod Tao-Kalikasan, PO Box 3153, 
Manila, PHILIPPINES. 

-APPEN, c/o SAM, 43 Salween Rd, 
10050 Penang, MALAYSIA 

US GARBAGE IMPERIALISM: 
Now that South Africa has become a 
scapegoat for many of humanity's in
adequacies and frustrations, American 
money goons have found it a convenient 
land in which to unload banned and 
dangerous poisons. The herbicide 2,4-D 

(a key ingredient in the infamous ''.Agent 
Orange" sprayed in Vietnam to destroy 
huge tracts of rainforest) is being pro
moted for the sugar cane plantations 
of Natal, South Africa's eastern pro
vince. Stockpiles of herbicides and in
secticides produced in the United 
States that have been banned for use 
in the US are being dumped on Third 
World countries by US corporations. · 
Also, the US is seeking international 
dumping grounds for the astronomical 
amounts of toxic chemical and nuclear 
wastes that it produces. 

SOVIET DESTRUCTION OF AF
RICAN WILDLIFE: Since the late 
1950s, the Soviet Union has sent an es
timated · 50 million automatic weapons 
(such as the AK-47) to "liberation" 
movements throughout the African con
tinent, · and more are being brought in 
regularly. These weapons can now be 
found in most, if not all, African coun
tries. Supporting so-called "liberation 
struggles" has amounted to nothing 
more than Soviet neo-colonialism 
spreading Soviet control in a mineral
rich continent. This mass importation 
of modern weapons has had a disastrous 
effect on African . wildlife and tribal 
peoples. 

"Liberation" in Africa has become a 
hollow term. With exploding human 
populations and consequent ecological 
degradation (deforestation, overgraz
ing, etc.) there will not be liberation 
for anyone except elite members of de
spotic regimes that stay in power by 
brute force. At present, the AIDS 
epidemic represents the strongest po
tential check on human population 
growth. It is thought that some areas 
of central Africa - where AIDS is most 
prevalent - may experience some de
gree o(depopulation by the early part 
of the next century. 

Concurrent with the withdrawal of 
European colonialism from Africa dur
ing the 1960s and '70s, the Soviets tried 
to replace the old colonial power struc
tures with their own brand. By intro
ducing an exotic, white man's ideology 
(Marxism) into a continent with strong 
tribalistic traditions and their own 
dynamic political frameworks, the 
Soviets have catalyzed yet another vir
ulent cause for fighting in a region al
ready riddled with conflict. White Rus
sian Marxism simply does not work in 
black Africa. Look at the Soviet Union's 
three alleged success stories: Ethiopia, 
Angola, and Mozambique. The results 
of forcing Marxism upon diverse, 
tribalistic, agrarian peoples have been 
mass starvation, cultural disruption, in
terminable wars and innumerable re
fugees. 

Whereas a generation ago, most Af
ricans (and "great white hunters") pur
sued the herds of wild animals with 
bows and poison-tipped arrows, spears, 
or hunting rifles, today's "sportsman" 
(every poacher, criminal, and bush ban
dito) can slaughter many animals in a 
matter of minutes with the efficient dis
charge of an AK-47. 

A case in point: a senior wildlife offi
cial in Zambia recently stated that the 
nation's wildlife is being decimated at 
an unprecedented rate. Poachers are 
using sophisticated weapons left over 
from the days of the Rhodesian Civil 
War. Even though 25 poachers have re
cently been shot dead in Zambia's war 
against poaching, the overall situation 
is grim. In one district that had 8000 
Black Rhinos in 1975, fewer than 200 
survive today. Africa's Black Rhino 
population as a whole has crashed from 
an estimated 100,000 during the 1960s 
to about 4000 today. 

While the poachers have AK-47s and 
in some cases have organized and inter
nationally sponsored pqaching gangs, 
the wildlife scouts, rangers, and anti
poaching patrol persons are armed only 
with hunting rifles for self-defense. 
Many heroic wildlife protectors have 
been murdered in the line of duty. The 
story is the same in most of Africa's 50 
plus countries. African game rangers 
must now be trained in anti-terrorist 
tactics as well as anti-poaching skills. 

Just a decade ago, great numbers of 
large mammals such as the African 
Elephant, Black Rhino, Giraffe, and 
Wildebeest could still be seen inside and 
outside of game parks. Now it is rare 
to see large mammals outside of Africa's 
wildlife reserves, and populations 
within some reserves are being drasti
cally reduced. 

-Moses Harris, biologist in Africa 
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Jol\Ji Muir 
Cottld Have 
Been Another 
Edison 

by Jeff Poniewaz 

John Muir could have been another 
Edison. He had that kind of mechanical 
genius. When he was 20 and still lived 
on his father's farm in Wisconsin, he 
constructed intricate gadgets whittled 
out of hickory. They much impressed 
university scientists when he displayed 
them at a fair in Madison in 1860. 

But he also had a genius for Nature 
observation and appreciation. And ulti
mately his love of Nature prevailed over 
his love of machines. But it took an ex
perience comparable to Saul's on the 
road to Damascus. 

In 1867, when he was 29, he was a 
factory laborer in Indiana. One night 
he stayed late at the factory to adjust 
·a new belt on a machine. Suddenly the 
sharp file he was using slipped, flew 
up, and pierced his right eye. Without 
saying a word he walked to a window, 
his hand cupped over his eye. There in 
the moonlight, he saw the white aque
ous humor of his eye drop into his hand. 
The sight in that eye vanished. The 
other eye went sympathetically blind. 
For a month he had to stay in a dark 
room while· doctors hoped the aqueous 
humor would regenerat.e. 

His sight then returned and he celeb
rated by walking 1000 miles to the Gulf 
of Mexico. From there he took ship 
around South America to California, 
where he rescued the redwoods from 
extermination. In California he became 
the Moses of Wilderness, leading as 
much of the wilds as he could beyond 
human bondage. 

"God has to nearly kill us sometimes, 
to teach us lessons," he declared when 
his vision returned. Later he wrote, 

. "John the Baptist was not more eager 
to get all his fellow sinners into the Jor
dan than I to baptize all of mine in the 
beauty of God's mountains." 

He had planned to take ship to J:\:razil, 
to explore the Amazon Forest. But due 
to a fever he contracted in the Deep 
South, which was already more tropical 
than this Scotsman was used to, he de
cided to bypass the Amazon for Califor
nia instead. 

The redwood trees never needed a 
John Muir more than the Amazon 
Forest needs a John Muir now. Every 
day, 144,000 acres of rainforest are cut 
down - an area the size of Indiana each 
year. These rainforests are geysers of 

Logger's Diary 
(The Turning Point) 

es• "" C,.,w•e 

life-giving oxygen that nourish the at- by Mark Gaffney 
mosphere of the entire planet. Once 
they're cleared, they can't grow back, Cameron Pass, Colorado, 1977 
and in most cases the soil turns to de- Nov 19: High winds on the pass today. 
sert. For a few years, though, wealthy Made worse because the swath for the 
men can become wealthier by grazing new highway was widened. My section 
cattle on the ruins - cattle to supply now is just a narrow strip of forest un-
cheap beef for pet food and fast-food naturally exposed. By 11 AM big trees 
restaurants. Turning rainforests into were blowing down all around me. Too 
hamburgers is an even more insane dangerous to work so I packed it in. 
waste than turning redwoods into Nov 21: What a night! Around three 
grape-stakes. I woke up in a cold sweat, shaking all 

Henry Ford was the first to propose over. I dreamed how the big trees got 
the eradication of the Amazon -so that together, conspiring to rub out us cut-
rubber tree plantations could supply ters - one at a time. God, there's such 
tires for his automobile assembly lines. a narrow margin of safety as it is. Like 
But the technology did not then exist the close call I had last week when a 
to effect such vast destruction. Today big spruce slipped off the stump. It 
the technology does exist and is exter- happened so fast there was no time to 
minating 100 acres per minute. react. It just missed crushing me like 

John Muir and Andrew Carnegie both a fly. I almost crapped in my pants. 
came to America from Scotland in the By the time I got back to sleep it 
1840s. In the . American history was starting to get light. Later, at work, 
textbook most wid.e~. usedjpgolleges ,,. "· . I was like cold molasses all morning, 
in 1968, Carnegie receives seven page . watching every move, and getting al-
citations in the index. Muir isn't even most nothing done. But by noon I was 
mentioned! A good gauge of our so- ok, back in the old groove. 
called civilization. Had Muir pursued Nov 22: Big storm moving in. Winter 
his technological rather than his has been late this year. We've been lucky 
naturalist tendencies, he might not have until now. The big plows worked all day 
been overlooked by Bruce Catton and to keep the road open to the Cameron 
his co-editors in 1968. Summit. Yesterday the operation over 

What John Muir said about the sheep on Deadman Mountain shut down for 

Shutting off the saw, I gaped at that 
big carcass of a tree, maybe 36 inches 
on the butt, an inexplicable feeling com
ing over me. 

Thousands, maybe tens of thousands 
of times I'd dropped trees like that one. 
No big deal. So what's so damn special 
about this one? Hell, I used t o love to 
watch 'em fall. 

That's when I noticed the stump, sap 
still flowing up through the frozen 
ground. I guess that's what did it. Some
thing just snapped. I felt dazed. I re
member I turned, and looked across the 
widening gash spread before me. The 
huge clearcut would never recover. Too 
exposed to wind. Most of the thin top
soil had already blown away. It should 
never have been cut. I wasn't even 
aware of the cold anymore, just kind of 
sick inside. It was weird. Then - can 
you believe it? -· I started blubbering 
like a little kid. 

In a minute or so I came to, though 
it seemed like hours. Picking up the saw, 
I realized it was finished. My days as 
a logger were ended. I retraced my 
steps to the pickup. 

By then, I was feeling light all over. 
And cozy warm. The snow had stopped. 
The storm was breaking up. Way off in 
the West toward the Medicine Bow 
Range the sky was already Clearing. 

in Yosemite is f::Ven more accurate con- r----------------------------• 
cerning the cows of the Amazon. They 
too are a plague of "hooved locusts." 
The Amazon Forest is worth more than 
1000 Brazilias, just as Hetch Hetchy 
was worth more than 100 San Francis
cos ! But whereas the planet could sur
vive the flooding of Muir's beloved 
Retch Hetchy Valley, it might not sur
vive the desertification of the Amazon. 

As Muir saved the redwood t rees 
from the sheep-herders, so someone, or 
ones, must save the rainforests from the 
hamburger-herders. A few years ago 
my heart sank to hear that an area of 
rainforest equal to the state of Pennsyl
vania was being wiped out annually. In 
the July 17, 1985, Milwaukee Journal 
I read it was an area equal to an Indiana 
per year. The March 31, 1986, US News 
& World Report said it was a Nebraska 
per year. Next year will it be a Texas 
or Alaska? 

Earth's rainforests need all the John 
Muirs they can get. Let's get it down 
to a Rhode Island next year. And zero 
the year after that. 

Jeff Poniewaz, poet and essayist, is 
the author of the highly acclaimed 
Dolphin Leaping In The Milky Way 
(available from EF! books). 

the winter. 
Nov 25: This will be the final entry. 

Today was one in a million. I will tell 
it just as it was. For some reason I re
member every detail so vividly. 

It was a gray dawn and bitter cold. 
No more wind. Light snow was still fal
ling as I trudged to work, saw in hand, 
down the line of pickup trucks. Engines 
idling. Muted talk from the heated cabs. 
No men, just fogged windshields. Smell 
of coffee. Tough to get going. 

The logging dock was empty except 
for Frank, trying to start the cherry 
picke~. I wave good morning. "God 
damn it's cold" is all he says, stamping 
his feet. 

Then I turn to the left, off the road, 
through Friday's timber. Fresh snow, 
knee deep. Making trail, snaps of twigs 
beneath, down tpe clean lodgepole 
break to the virgin stand. I pause, alone 
now. Everything so different in the new 
snow. A camp robber bird squacks on 
a branch overhead. Is it a welcome or 
a warning? Maybe for the first time 
ever, I ask myself: why am I doing this? 

Cold creeping in. Keep moving! I 
check the saw. Oil and gas ok. Chain 
tension right, Switch ON. Throttle set. 
The ripstart: yank once, twice, three 
times. The 262 Husqvarna comes 
screaming to life. Shrouds of steel-blue 
smoke. Its shrill wail ... a killing song. 

First tree of the day, a grandaddy yel
low pine. Sizing it up and down, I move 
in: quick bite of the chain, saw eating 
wood, huge chips, smell of pitch, wedge 
flies. Now the back cut, straight, 
momentary pause, then the shudder ... 
tree ripping free . Looking up, I step 
back, standing clear. 

The topple: slow at first .. . and, I 
can tell, right where I wanted it, gain
ing speed and momentum slowly, stead
ily, the final rush to eaith. Snow and 
branches flying. · 

All done in a few brief seconds and 
so unthinking, like Jack the logger at 
the Town Pump last weekend. God was 
he ever plastered. His rank answer 
swept aside philosophy: "Loggin' ain't 
for pussies~ kid" he said just before he 
barfed all o~er the bar. What a clod! 

Coyote at 
.the Movies 

by Tim McNulty 

We've all seen it before 
Weyerhauser, Georgia Pacific, Simpson 
Timber, Crown - the same forestry 
promo film, rundown of the industry 
from forest tree to suburb box; but 
when Coyote got hold of the lost film 
can, and took a look at the end of the 
reel, he knew immediately how to run 
it, and invited all his friends . 

So - the finished tract houses and 
tormented lawns and shrubs, that so 
upset and displaced all the animals 
there, became the beginning. 

"Here we are," said Coyote, and all 
agreed. 

But suddenly there appeared a crew 
of human workers who carefully and 
quickly began taking the houses down 
- shingle by board by window by door, 
and loading the pieces into trucks. In 
a flash the trucks had delivered the 
lumber to a great lodge Coyote told 
them was the lodge of Many Healing 
Wheels, told them he'd been there him
self at night and seen it all. Inside, the 
great wheels, with teeth sharper than 
Beaver's, spin all the boards back into 
logs again. No one had ever seen any
thing like this. (Even Coyote was taken 
aback at the sight.) And in awe they 
watched the logs be carried by huge 
machines larger than elephants and 
loaded onto long trucks which-driving 
backward so the trees could steer them 
to exactly where they wanted to be -
carried them through many small towns 
far into the mountains on special roads 
built just for them. It was such a won
derful sight even the Old Man himself 
had to smile. All those old trees going 
back home. 



THIS ISSUE: PAGANISM 
PAGANISM, NATURE, . AND 
DEEP ECOLOGY 

by Alan R. Drengson 

If we accept current hypotheses 
about human origins, we must acknowl
edge that humans lived for a long time 
without the benefit of what we now call 
science. Our distant ancestors did not 
live in cities or villages, but in the 
wilderness. Not long ago the rural vil
lage was the main home for most people. 

The cultures that existed before the 
rise of agriculture tended to be 
nomadic. They had neither urban cul
ture nor writing. They had a different 
sense of time and history than what de
veloped after the literate revolution. 
Human religions tend to vary in form 
depending on the technology practices 

I 
of their social context. Primitivism, as 
a form of religion that is Nature
oriented, is how we might refer to the 
religions of humans prior to the agricul-

(

Y1 tl!ral and literate revolutions. By 'primi
tive' (or 'primal') we do not mean un

i sophisticated or crude, ·but original, 
1 first or initial. . 

The word 'pagan' came into use in the 
Roman world in Christian times to refer 
to the religions of those who were not 
Christian "soldiers." 'Pagan' meant a 
peasant, a country dweller, one who had 
not heard and taken to heart the "word" 
of Christ. Although it sprouted in a con
text of tribal, agrarian religions, Chris
tianity took root in the West in the urban 
centers of the civilization. Thus, it 
tended to associate itself with the liter
ate traditions and texts. In the western 
cities, it supplanted the older Greek and 
Roman polytheisms. It was with these 
that it largely came into conflict, and 
it was these to which the term 'pagan' 
was first applied. Hence, 'pagan' meant 
someone who was not Jewish or Chris
tian, and who continued to practice the 
rites of the old polytheistic religions and 
the pre-Christian, agricultural societies; 
but it also began to be applied to the 

About Nerthus 
With this issue of Earth First!, we 

begin a new semi-regular supplement 
entitled Nerthus. The purpose of 
Nerthus is to bring together in one 
forum various opinions on topics of 
interest to the radical environmental 
movement. By concentrating on one 
theme at a time, Nerthus will help give 
an overview of the approaches the EF ! 
readership is bringing to the project 
called Deep Ecology. Appropriately, 
then, our inaugural issue deals with 
paganism, which might be termed the 
first form of Deep Ecology. I thank Pro
fessor Drengson, Fridjon Stephansson, 
and Cecelia Ostrow for their contribu
tions; the many other people whose 
manuscripts we could not use due to 
lack of space; and the folks at the EF ! 
Journal who made Nerthus possible. 
We welcome suggestions on topics you 
would like to see discussed in this for
mat, and we hope you'll contribute to 
a lively debate by submitting thoughtful 
manuscripts. 

Nature religions of nonagricultural 
peoples. 

The polytheistic, pagan religions of 
both the Greeks and the Romans had 
earlier, non-literate origins. They went 
back to the religions of the hunter
gatherers, the tribal cultures of the 
primal <(or first) peoples, which pre
ceeded the rise of agriculture and urban 
civilization. 

Although it attempted to eliminate 
paganism, Christianity has some of its 
own roots in various forms of paganism. 
Without an understanding of these pagan 
backgrounds and their connection to 
Nature, it is difficult to understand 
Christianity in a fully · historical and 
philosophical sense. Christianity bor
rowed liberally from pagan festivals, 
rituals, and holidays, and it was infil
trated by certain forms of pagan religious 
vitality in its earliest teachings. Although 
they were written down in Greek, Chris
tian texts recounted sermons and teach
ings delivered, for the most part, outside 
the cities, by a teacher named Jesus, 
who spent much time in the wilderness. 
His teachings were a further develop
ment of an older, oral tradition, upon 

(

which Judaism was based. 
The Gospels are filled with positive 

references to Nature, and many of 
Jesus' stories and sayings evoke our 
deepest feelings for the natural world. 
Indeed, some interpretations of Chris
tianity emphasize these connections, and 
this gives rise to the type of respect for 
Nature found in the poems and writings 
of St. Francis - patron saint of animals. 
In addition, those interpretations of 
Christianity which hold that the world 
is the body of Christ view the whole 
world as sacred. The body truly is, in 
this view, the temple of the Lord, and 
the Earth is His cathedral. The world 

las body of Christ doctrine has many af
finities with older pantheistic, primal, 
Nature religions. 

In the next issue of Nerthus, the re
lationship between Deep Ecology and 
science will be discussed. Although ecol
ogy itself is a science, tensions exist 
between Deep Ecology and the scientific 
world view. Are the two compatible? Are 
movements like John Berger's Restora
tion Ecology, with its use of engineering 
and scientific models of nature, the road 
radical environmentalism should take, 
or are they merely another excuse for 
continued management of wilderness? 
What are the roles of science and scien
tists in the environmental crisis and its 
solution? 

Submit manuscripts to Nerthus, POB 
3897, Anaheim, CA 92803. · 

.-Christopher Manes 

'The elements of paganism in Christ
ianity which most concern us here are 
those having to do with the older Nature 
religions, for it is the insights of these 
religions that connect Deep Ecology and 

~
the Old Ways. From an understanding 
of this conjunction of elements, we can 
get some sense of what is meant by a 
future or neo-primitive. 

In the ancient, oral, nonagricultural 
religions, Nature was the primary sub
ject of worship and source of ritual. In 
pagan practices were preserved complex 
patterns of diverse cultural elements, 

LI. 
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conveyed through oral traditions and ac
tive participation: Nature's patterns 
and meanings are pervasive, and woven 
through the fabric of their way of life. 
Each person is a source of knowledge 
of Nature. The perception of the natural 
world is holistic. It is not based on 
analysis or quantification. It involves a 
direct, firsthand experience of the ap
parent patterns of Nature, its course, 
its ongoing creative flow. Various forms 

[ EF ! editor's note: We have a topic 
to suggest: "Is Deep Ecology IBM
Compatible?" There has, thus far, been 
little questioning of environmentalists' 
increasing reliance on computers. Are 
computers truly a boon to our preserva
tion efforts? Are they an example of 
appropriate technology? Will they con
tribute to a decentralization of power 
within national political systems and/or 
within the environmental movement it
self? Will they empower local activists? 
Or are complicators instead an example 
of dangerous high technology, which 
will lead to greater power for those with 
money, and which will render local im
pecunious activists impotent as informa
tion increasingly becomes accessible 
only via computer? Or are computers 
neither good nor bad, their worth to 
be judged based only upon how they 
are used?] 

of paganism involve such practices as 
shamanism, celebration of the Great 
Spirit, divination, trance-speaking, 
magic, witchcraft and the worship of the 
great Goddess. Christian opponents of 
paganism associated these with the 
devil and Satanism, but the devil is a 
Christian concept, and Satanism is an 
aberration of the goodness and love of 
Christianity - these traits turned into 
their opposites. It has nothing to do 
with paganism. 

In some respects, it is misleading to 
call the Nature Ways of paganism ''reli
gions," since the term 'religion' normally 
suggests something formally organized. 
Indeed, Martin Buber and others have 

noted that Christianity became a religion 
based primarily on systems of beliefs 
and . propositions. As such, it substi
tuted secondhand knowledge for first
hand experience. During certain periods, 
Christian society was dominated by tex
tual interpretations and disputations. 
As it developed in Europe, it was a reli
gion of the book and cathedral, not one 
of the plain and grove. The older Greek 
and Roman polytheisms were religions 
of the grove and field, agricultural or 
agrarian Nature religions that were de
scendents of the Old Ways of hunting 
and gathering cultures. The preoccupa
tion with cathedral and text as opposed 
to Nature, and the rift between city and 
country, were sources of <;onflict between 
Christians and pagans. 

Early Christian doctrine was power
fully influenced by philosophies that 
had their ultimate source in the earlier 
hunting and . gathering cults. However, 
mainstream Christianity turned away 
from the implications of embodied life 
as celebrated by the primal religions. 
Instead, it emphasized disembodied 
existence, the glory of the spirit alone. 
Christianity was directly influenced by 
Gnosticism, and Gnosticism was formed 
from the spirit/body two-world ontol
ogy of Neo-Pythagoreanism and Neo
Platonism. Earlier Pythagoreanism 
went back through the Orphic cults, 
thence to the shamanism of hunting and 

continued on page 20 
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argued that current industrial practices, 
coupled with human population levels, 
have created a network of problems that 

Continued from page 19 

gathering primal religions. For the 
Gnostics, that which is of the body is 
mixed with delusions; it is temporary, 
and not of fundamental importance. 

It is doubtful that this dualism was 
any more than conceptual and exposi
tional for Pythagoras. It was not, in 
other words, a deep ontological divide, 
but was used· for purposes "bf spiritual 
cultivation. Unfortunately, over time 
dualistic ontology prevailed, and it was 
this which influenced the development 
of early Christianity through Gnosti
cism. Christianity, in departure from 
the Gospels, came to deprecate the 
body and things associated with it, such 
as this world. Christian attitudes toward 
human sexuality, Nature, paganism, 
and the Earth, were all influenced by 
this spirit/matter dualism. Major forms 
of Christianity in time became a religion 
of the other world. The pathologies of 
such other-worldliness are well-known, 
and though it is important at a certain 
stage in one's development to be able 
to distinguish between mind and body, 
spirit and matter, it is also important 
not to turn this into an ontological gulf 
that depreciates the embodied life. 

It is worth noting that most of the 
major-religions arose about the same 
time. When we say "major religions" 
we refer to Christianity, Hinduism, 
Judaism, Buddhism, Confucianism and 
to the other religions of civilizations 
which are large and complex organiza
tions. One of the dominant characteris
tics of these religions is that they have 
soteriological (salvational) structures. 
A soteriological structure presents a 
diagnosis, prognosis and therapy for the 
ills of the human condition. For example, 
Christianity and Buddhism describe the 
human condition as fallen or unen
lightened. This is state of sin or samsara 
from which we want to be released. 
(Here the problem of evil or of dukkha 
is also addressed.) There is a higher, 
perfect state (kingdom of heaven, or 
nirvana), and it is possible for humans 
to reach it. Both religions offer practices 
which will enable the person to purify 
or perfect the self so as to realize a state 
of bliss, completion and resolution of 
life's fundamental anxieties. In the 
major religions, then, humans are seen 

We find nothing like these 
soteriological structures in 
paganism. Primal pagans 
accept the world as it is, and 
try to align themselves with it. 
There is not an ideal state to 
which Nature will be called in 
the 'future. Nature is already 
perfect as it is. 
as living in a state of disharmony and 
imperfection, and there · is something 
they can do to transcend this state. 

We find nothing like these soteriolog
ical structures in paganism. Primal 
pagans accept the world as it is, and 
try to align themselves with it. There 
is not an ideal state to which Nature 
will be called in the future. Nature is 
already perfect as it is. The aim of pagan 
religions is to continue and to have the 
Earth continue. The pagan finds com
pletion and meaning through participa
tion in this world. Thus, at its best, 
primal paganism is a highly adaptive 
religious, ecological practice. 

To be sure, there are forms of 
Buddhism and Christianity in which it 
is said that our principal problems are 
caused by ignorance of our own true 
nature, and so an ignorance of Nature. 
Zen Buddhism was strongly influenced 
by ancient Taoism, and in Japan by Shin
toism, and these both go back to the 
shamanistic paganism of hunting
gathering cultures. In them, Nature's 
way is seen as the Way. In Taoism, one 
does not strive to follow Nature. On the 
contrary, striving will put one in conflict 
with It. Nature does not strive. Yet It is 
bountiful. Going with the flow of Nature 
is not a matter of calculation but of holis
tic responsiveness. This should not be 
understood as quietistic mysticism -
which is how it has often been inter-
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preted - but as a practical understanding 
of and adaptation to the natural world. If 
an understanding of this conjunction of 
elements, we can get some sense of what 
is meant by a future or neo-primitive. 

The primal Nature religions were a 
central part of human life for thousands 
of years prior to the rise of agricultural, 
urban society. They did not have the 
soteriological structures of later reli-

' gions, precisely because those who 
dwelt in Nature did not feel dislocated, 
nor did they see Nature as something 

I
.to transcend or control. Their stories, 
rituals, dancing and songs kept them 
\tuned to the creative processes of Na
'ture, for all that they needed to know 

threaten to destroy the planet. What 
needs to be stressed is that the failure 
of industrial society to value Nature as 
more than resource or instrument has 
made it impossible for it to solve its 
"environmental" problems without 
transforming itself, for these are not 
environmental problems, but failures of 
character and culture. 

Many agree (e.g., Deep Ecologists, 
social ecologists, et al) that fundamental 
changes in industrial society are neces
sary, if we are to survive. Our survival, 
it is clear, depends on the continued sur
vival of Nature wild and free. To ensure 
this, large wilderness areas must be pre
served, for wilderness is Nature as it 
is in and for itself. It is, most com-

to thrive was continuously revealed by pletely, the uncontrolled development 
the processes of Nature within and of the world as a creative evolutionary 
around them. In sum, the paganism of process. In pagan Nature religions, this 
the Old Ways was an ongoing, creative is a major theme: The world is an on-
cultural process. It was not bound by going, creative process to which we 
texts or central authority. It was not a must pay close attention. We come to 
product of one or two minds, but of the know jt by letting it speak to us, by 
community as a whole. It was an expres- being in it in a myriad of ways. So, be 
sion of Nature's spontaneity. the tree, be the wolf, the flowers, and 

The paganism of the agricultural the mountains. They teach us how to 
societies could be said to represent reli- live with ecological wisdom. We know 
gions of transition. Roman and Greek these things from Native American 
polytheisms, for example, retained spirituality. 
many of the characteristics of the primal In the primal religions, it was com-
religions, but they gradually became mon to gain one's adult identity by 
less participatory and more urban cen- spending time alone in the wilderness 
tered. As Christianity developed in the in fasting and purification. After a 
literate urban centers, it displaced this ) while, visions and animal helpers would 
paganism rooted in the agricultural 1 appear. One's sense of identity would 
countryside. In more recent times, as v- be extended, made more complete. This 
Christianity paved the way for the de-' direct contact with Nature was the 
velopment of modern science, its own -'7_ I pagan's main source of inspiration and 
desacralization of the world lent force \~\i creativity. For primal pagans, every
to the conjunction of science and tech- '!' thing in Nature is a teacher. By this 
nology in the creation of modern ind us- \approach, primal pagan cultures were 
trialism, a social form almost devoid of able to maintain harmony with Nature 
respect for Nature. Modern industrial for millennia. 
culture in turn not only undermined An ecological understanding of en-
pagan cultures everywhere on Earth, it vironmental problems helps us realize 
also came into conflict with Christianity. that our war with Nature is ultimately 
This brings us to the current situation. a war against our own kind. Science 

Modern, Western, industrial culture, alone cannot solve our problems, for 
regardless of ideological or cultural con- commitment to saving the Earth and 
texts, is a religion of the fourth wave. respect for Nature are not scientific; 
In the first wave were the prim:il pagan they are moral and religious. Further-

. religions; in the second were the pagan more, they require holistic understand-
polytheisms of the urban agricul- ing, and there is no science for the 
turalists; in the third was the urban creation of holistic vision; this is more 
Christianity of Western historical cul- art than science. 
ture; and in the fourth is the secular Here is where Deep Ecology comes in. 
religion of progress, of · urban indus- When ·we use _the term 'Deep Ecology' 
trialism. Its ideals exclude the last here , _we refer to the philosophical ap-
vestiges of paganism, for paganism, as proacp described by George Sessions, 
we have noted, has its roots in the wor- f Bill Devall, Arne Naess, and others. 
ship of Nature. This brings us to these , rThey have emphasized that the Deep 

(

questions: How is paganism relevant to ~ \ Ecology approach acknowledges the 
our current problematic, and how is_~ needs for direct experience of Nature, 
Deep Ecology connected with this? Is \I large wild. erness, recognizing the inher
the vision of the future primitive a vis- ~ I ~nt value of all beings, and the need 
ion of a new Nature religion, a new form uor Self-realization and maturity. Using 
of primal paganism? Naess' terminology, we can say that the 

First, our problematic: It need not be follower of the Deep Ecology Way prac-

tices extended self-identification. In 
this extended identification one not 
only realizes the inherent values of Na
ture, one realizes a much larger Self. 
This extension of self-identification also 
involves an extension of one's concerns, 
commitments, and political actions. This 
sense of extended caring was expressed 
well in Spinoza's observation that we 
are as large as our loves. Love of one's 

Science alone cannot solve our 
problems, for commitment to 
saving the Earth and respect 
for Nature are not scientific; 
they are moral and religious. 
Furthermore, they require 
holistic understanding, and 
there is no science for the 
creation of holistic vision; this 
is more art than science. 

self, to be complete, must be love of 
others and the Earth. An understanding 
of this love opens the way to a rapproch
ement between the Christian teachings 
of the Sermon on the Mount and the 
respect for Nature at the heart of primal 
paganism. It also allows us to see how 
other religions, such as Buddhism and 
Hinduism, can enter into this enlarged 
ecosophic dialogue. Deep Ecology pro
vides a philosophical framework that 
allows the gathering of -these diverse 
elements together in a coherent way 
relevant to our contemporary world. 

Future primitivism involves the re
emergence of the primal Nature reli
gions, not as a refuge from contemporary 
responsibilities, but as part of a new, 
more vital culture involving a synthesis 
of the deep ecological elements of our 
traditions with new forms of technology 
practice and self-cultivation that enable 

· the modern urban human to reconnect 
with the body and Nature. Deep Ecology 
as articulated by Naess, and by Sessions 
and Devall in their book Deep Ecology, 
is a philosophical approach with religious 
dimensions. These dimensions indicate 
the importance of living and acting in 
certain ways, not just thinking a certain 
line. The roots of future primitivism and 
Deep Ecology are both in the immediate 
experience of Nature as a perfect, living 
and creative process. 

The animism of paganism involves the 
insight (shared by Deep Ecology) that 
Nature is not controlled from one place, 
but is characterized by myriads of be
ings, each striving to realize itself, each 
expressing its vital nature spontane
ously. The overall harmony of Nature 
is the collective result of these actions 
and interactions. Because humans are 
self-reflexive, culture-creating, lan
guage-using, intellectual animals who 
develop egos, they can fall out of har
mony with Nature, if they become too 
wedded to past cultural and personal 
forms. If our habits and cultural forms 
are making us sick, we should change 
them; if they are making others sick, 
we have moral obligations to change 
them. 

Each human, including the urbanite, 
has a deeper Self that can connect with 
the old Nature religions. Various pagan 
elements can surface and reassert them
selves in wilderness journeys, but also 
in such practices as meditation and gar
dening. These revelations are part of 
the deeper ecological relations of the 
Self. Paganism and Deep Ecology are 
both centrally concerned with this ecol
ogy of Self-self. Paganism can be seen 
as an aesthetic, religious process; Deep 
Ecology as a philosophical, religious 
one. Saying this does not deny to either, 
elements of the other. The contemporary 
resurgence of paganism is fo part an 

. attempt to escap"e from current realities 
to an earlier time of less hazard, but it 
is more than that, for it is also part of 
Nature's reassertion of our connection 
with the Earth. Properly understood, it 
is a call back to reality, sanity and life. 

Alan R. · Drengson is an Associate 
Professor of Philosophy at the Univer
sity ofVictoria, Victoria, B.C., Canada 
V8W 2Y2. He is the author of Shifting 
Paradigms: From Technocrat to Planet
ary Person and the editor of The 
Trumpeter, an ecophilosophy journal. 
"Paganism, Nature and Deep Ecology" 
will a,lso appear in the next issue of 
The Trumpeter. 
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PAGANISM AS RESISTANCE 
by Christoph Manes 

I do not knaw much about gods; but I 
think that the river 
Is a strong brawn god 

T.S. Eliot 
Only a god can save us 

Martin Heidegger 

It probably is no coincidence that Ice
land was both the last outpost of 
paganism in Europe, and the last bastion 
of resistance to the rise of European 
feudalism. The relationship between 
Iceland's religion and its independence 
evidently wasn't lost on the Norwegian 
King, St. Olaf, who schemed to Chris
tianize the Icelanders as vigorously as 
he did to subjugate them. History proved 
his strategy effective, though it took a 
little longer than he had hoped - 265 
years after he met a watery death at the 
hands of pagan Vikings unsympathetic 
to his church-going megalomania. Simi
lar patterns linking primal religions to 
non-hierarchical, Earth-harmonious 
ways of life, are woven into the fabric 
of history, from the Ainu of the Japanese 
archipelago, to the Indians of the Amazon 
basin. In its unrelenting march across the 
globe, civilization consistently represents 
paganism as an obstacle, somehow inti
mately associated with independence 
from central power. 

What did St. Olaf and the thousands of 
other proselytizers for civilization know 
that we don't? If the general goal of 
radical environmentalism is to resist the 
ever-widening control of Technological 
Culture over nature and human nature, 
we should examine civilization's percep
tion of paganism to see if it holds any 
knowledge we can use strategically. In 
an unthematized way, we can already 

l ' see a connection. The rise of radical 
I · environmentalism and neopaganism oc
I ! curred almost simultaneously, no doubt 
! i in response to the same concerns over 

~
. he desacralization of Earth that mod

rn industrial culture represents. Coin
- identally, the official "rebirth" of 
paganism in Iceland, under the auspices 

' of Sveinbjorn Beinteinsson, took place 
; in 1972, the same year the Norwegian 
', thinker, Arne Naess, wrote his historic 
article laying out the concept of Deep 
Ecology. (St. Olaf would turn in his 
grave, if he had one.) The large number of 
neopagans in the radical environmental 
movement confirms the fact that people 

1 
l involved in the struggle against accumu-jf 

1 lated power sense an affinity between{J 

l 
Deep Ecology and "The Old Ways," as 1\ 

Gary Snyder calls primal religions. The 
purpose of this article is to thematize 
that affinity. In particular, I want to 
consider what paganism offers in resist
ing the way power works in today's hier
archical society, not only in terms of 
philosophy, but in actual social practice. 

'Paganism' itself is too broad a term, · 
including as it does not only the animism 
of hunter-gatherer tribes, but the rather 
stuffy polytheism of agricultural states 
like Egypt, Greece and Rome - which 
proved all too compatible with centralized 

. I .power. For the former, then, I reserve \j 

I ,the term 'primalism', meaning the entire If 
religious complex of preagricultural I 

/

peoples, including animism, animatism, \ 
t shamanism, and ancestry worship. For 1\ 
t \what Professor Drengson calls "third 
\ wave" religions (see his accompanying 
• article), i.e., Hinduism, Buddhism, 

Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, I'll 
use the term 'ethical religions'. This is 
meant to emphasize the fact that all 
these religions concentrate on human
ity's ethical nature. They all concern 

By converting the world into 
values, the ethical religions 
play an indispensable role in 
the way power relations work 
in hierarchical societies. In 
the discourse of civilization, 
the projects of hierarchical 
states are validated in terms 
of value, so that the real 
action of these projects - the 
accumulation and spread of 
power-disappears from view 
in the shimmer of ethics. 

themselves with generating "moral" or 
"right" behavior, and create institutions 
to encourage or enforce that end: mon
asteries, churches, schools, courts. I 
realize this is a reduction. Certainly some 
ethical religions, such as Buddhism, have 
proved less serviceable to the accumu
lation of power than others. Moreover, 
there are different forms of each of 
these religions: Meister Eckhart's 
Christianity is quite unlike Jerry 
Falwell's. Nonetheless, taken as a 
whole, over a long historical process, 
the ethical religions have been and re
main the vectors of civilization and its 
power. 

To see how civilization makes use of 
religion, therefore, we begin with the 
ethical religions. The most obvious way 
in which they are implicated in the 
power relations of organized societies 
is through the support their cosmologies 
give to civilization's values. Even a brief 
look at these cosmologies indicates that 
they all represent the universe as a 
hierarchy - if not in actual physical 
terms as in the Bible, then in ethical 
terms as in Buddhism. The universe has 
an order, proclaim the ethical religions, 
and humans can discover it through rev
elation or self-examination. By their 
content, then, ethical religions lend 
metaphysical credence to the "orderli
ness" of civilization and its power 

relations , providing it with a universal 
analogue to its various historical forms. 

But beyond the specific details of cos
mology, the very attempt to represent 
the world totally in terms of some prin
ciple of order fixes the world in a valu
ational framework. The values may vary 
with the particular religion - so that 
Christianity, Judaism, and Islam see 
the world as the expression of God's 
goodness, tainted by its contrary, sin; 
while Hinduism distinguishes Atman, 
the divine within man, from the illusory 
reality around him; and Buddhism em
phasizes the all-encompassing effects of 
desire, and their relinquishment through 
nirvana. In the very process of valori
zation, however, regardless of the form 
it takes, a problematical relationship be
tween humanity and nature is created, 
which is intimately associated with 
civilization. As Heidegger says in his 
Letter on Humanism: [P]recisely 
through the characterization of some
thing as "a value," what is so valued 
is robbed of its worth. That is to say, 
by the assessment of something as a 
value what is valued is admitted only 
as an object for man's estimation. But 
what a thing is in its Being is not 
exhausted by its being an object. 

By converting the world into values, 
the ethical religions play an indispensable 
role in the way power relations work 
in hierarchical societies. In the dis
course of civilization, the projects of 
hierarchical of states are validated in 
terms of value, so that the real action 
of these projects - the accumulation and 
spread of power - disappears from view 
in the shimmer of ethics. To give an 
example, sexual behavior became a 
locus of values in the early stages of 
.prganized society. A biological act was \ 

f/tran.sformed into a s?cial means of. reg- I 
J /Ulatmg human bodies (What Michel ) , 
i Foucault calls "bio-power"), through the / 
\promotion of such values as increasing ' 
population, the economic productivity of 
the nuclear family, or in more recent 
times the industry of pleasure - as sup
ported by increased consumption. The 
particular values aren't of fundamental 
importance and critical thinking need 
not - indeed, should not - take them 
seriously. What is important is the fact 
that civilization relies on a "totalization" 
of value; that is, values represented as 
universally applicable - to everyone, 
everywhere, at all times. Through to
talized values, organized societies have 
at their command a medium in which 
to propagate the kind of human be
havior upon which they depend. Whether 
that means plowing a field, working in 
a factory, or dropping an atomic bomb, 
the discourse of civilization can find an 
alibi in values - such as God's command
ments, "progress," or humanism in its 
traditional or more arabesque forms 

THE IMPORTANCE OF RITUAL 
by Fridjon Stephansson 

I I am a gothi of Asatru, the original 
religion of my ancestors who roamed 

/ the Scandinavian peninsula for 

1 
thousands of years, causing trouble and 

! generally having a good time before the 
\ coming of Christianity. Because of this, 

I participate in many rituals, some 
which celebrate the progress of the sea
sons, others the progress of human life: 
birth, landtaking, marriage, death. In 
our modern world, with its reliance on 
scientific knowledge, many consider 
these rituals silly and superstitious. Yet 
these same people participate in their 
own curious rituals - watching the even
ing news on TV, driving to work, having 
medical examinations. Such rituals are 
silly in a deeper, more harmful way (and 
as to being superstitious, what else 
would you call going to see a doctor?). 

The rituals of Asatru (and of all the 
ancient religions based on nature) re
mind us of Reality, a reality that is often 
obscured by science and the distracting 
rituals of modern society. In our dis
tracted consciousness, we become ob
livious to the way the world really 

works, which has nothing to do with 
commodity exchanges and traffic lights. 
When spring returns, for example, we 
hardly notice, because the artificiality 
of our lives hides our connection with 
the seasons. In ritual, however, we can 
see this connection again. 

There is great misunderstanding 
about rituals and what they honor. Our 
ancestors associated the progress of 
nature and human life with particular 
dieties. During Winter Nights (October 
11-17 in the old Icelandic calendar), they 
performed rituals in honor of Frey and 
the disir (female fertility spirits) by 
pouring mead on the ground. I do this 
today. But to science, these divinities 
do not exist _and therefore the ritual is 
meaningless, or at best merely psycho
logically gratifying. If the gods were 
what science, in a popularized, debased 
fashion, conceived them to be-imaginary 
oversized human figures living off in 
heaven - it would be correct. But this 
characterization of divinity is not what 
we honor. Obviously, in order to under
stand and talk about the gods, we use 
human terms and imagery, but they 
refer to the forces working in nature 

(and therefore in human existence). 
Modern science confuses a description 
of natural processes for an understand
ing of them. No matter how much one 
describes nature, one cannot isolate the 
forces that make the process coherent. 
This is what ritual celebrates, and this 
celebration clarifies our connection to 
nature in a way scientific knowledge 
cannot. 

There is nothing supernatural or occult 
about this (though Asatru and other 
nature-based religions have traditions of 
acquiring transcendental knowledge). It 
is natural to be aware of one's connection 
with the forces of nature. We had to go 
out of our way to forget this connection. 

i, During pagan rituals, we become natural \ 
~ by addressing ourselves to the way things · 
( really are. Only abnormal people don't 

take part in such rituals, caught up as 
they are in the rituals of modern society, 
honoring the machine and the artificial 
constraints of today's super governments. 

Science has a problem with the idea 
of "natural" man. It states that man has 
no essence, but is merely a sociological 
cipher, infinitely adaptable to his sur
roundings, like quicksilver. Yet, we 

(e.g., Murray Bookchin's "social ecology" 
and its apologetics for civilization's power 
structure in such giddy definitions of man 
as "natural evolution knowing itself'). 

We tend to think of power only in 
terms of its ability to repress behavior. 
The king's army puts down an insurrec
tion, the police arrest a criminal, a prin
cipal expels a student - this is tangible 
power. But, as Foucault has so convinc
ingly argued (in Discipline and Punish
ment particularly), the power of or
ganized societies is also generative. It 
causes people to act in certain ways, 
not only by the limited means of coer
cion, but by creating a field in which 
such actions are "just," "moral," 
"good," "civilized." Values envelop the 
members of organized societies, and act 
as alibis for the accumulation of power, 
which defines civilization. 

I'm suggesting that the ethical reli" 
gions are more than just · a convenient 
repository of metaphysical concepts and 
images that civilization draws on; they 
are, in their axiological structures, ere-· 
ations of civilization to be used as alibis 
for the accumulation of power. Some of 
these alibis are painfully obvious today. 
The agrarian states, for instance, 
adapted late pagan theogeny into the 
concept of the divine origin of kings. 
When Christianity made supernatural 
copulation disreputable, feudalism used 
Christian doctrine to construct the 
divine right of kings. The historical 
alibis are endless, but once their myth
ological source falls into desuetude, we 
can discern a singular process occurring 
all along: organized societies using values 
to accumulate and augment power. 

The situation becomes confusing 
when new, more efficient forms of social 
domination develop new, more efficient 
alibis, such as nationalism or the En
lightenment concept of "the natural 
rights of Man." The result is that the 
ethical religions momentarily take on 
the role of opposing the further envelop
ing of nature and human nature in civili
zation's power. A complexity also arises 
in the fact that some, if not most, of 
the myths that displaced the ethical reli
gions still act as alibis for power today. 
Therefore, the many thinkers who have 
analyzed the role of religion since the 
17th century find themselves recon
structing history according to a uni
verse of discourse surrounding these 
prevailing myths. The gradual eclipse of 
religion in the waxing power of science 
is represented as "progress" in actuality 
(by traditional humanists), or in posse 
(by Marxist historians). Even Max 
Scheler, whose description of science as 
Herrschaftswissen - "knowledge for 
the sake of domination" - influenced 
Heidegger and initiated the questioning 
of scientific neutrality, still saw the rise 

continued on page 22 

know that in the dim past, people of 
every tribe took part in rituals to 
nature. Moreover, the force of ritual 
existence lives on today, disguised 
under officially sanctioned holidays. We 
celebrate Christmas in· December, but 
only because the pagans who were con
verted to Christianity refused to give 
up their native festival ofjol (Yule), cel
ebrating the returri of the lengthening 
of days by bringing evergreens into the 
house, lighting a special fjre , giving 
gifts - all the rituals that live on today. 

Fridjon Stephansson is an Icelandic 
gothi (priest) of Asatru, the indigenous, 
shamanistic religion of Northern 
Europe, also called Othinism. 
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-PAGANISM AS 
RESISTANCE 
Continued from page 21 Civilization uses religion. But what 
of modernity as a radical shift away from is the reason for its antagonism toward 
the relatively benign religious values of ,primalism? Simply put, organized so-
the Mid?le Ag~s. This stanc~ has intro- Jtj_ foi~ties hm'.e. never succeeded in using 
duced itself mto the environmental I'~ lpnmal religions to accumulate power. 
debate in the form of arguments for ~ In fact, as Professor Drengson notes, 
Christian stewardship, whose advocates the elements of primalism that live on , 
(followers ofTeilhard de Chardin, Wendell in polytheistic paganism and ethical reli-
Berry) claim it to be the answer to the gions act as loci of resistance within 
scientific reductionism destroying the those religions, emerging from time to 
environment. (And perhaps it is - what time, for example, in the writings of 
it isn't, however, is an answer to the Meister Eckhart and St. Francis. 
general power relations of civilization, We can distinguish a number of gen-
which have other ways of destroying the era! characteristics of primalism that re-
environment besides science: the sub- tard its assimilation into hierarchical 
lime Christian metaphysics of medieval societies. Again, within the broad range 
feudalism, for example.) To "explain" of primal religions, there are probably 
the declining fortunes of ethical reli- exceptions to these characteristics; but 
gions in the last three centuries, there on the whole they apply. 
is no need to delve into the teleologies i 1 1. The world is alive. Primalism gen
of "progress," the dialectics of history, ! ; erally conceives ofa world spirit, under 
or the rising tide of nihilism - one \ < numerous names, which is the origin of 
merely has to look at the surface of 1 \ all things and to which all things return. 
events to see the operation of power r/ This not only includes humans and ani
finding more complete methods of domi- I;; mals, but stones, waterfalls, mountains, 
nation. We might reverse Scheler and :/ and so forth. The world, therefore, is 
characterize civilization as wissen- \\ a community; the same force that ani
produzierende H errschaft - domination ~ mates people brings forth the cherry 
that produces knowledge - whether i. tree, the scorpion, and the cliff. This 
scientific or religious is hardly decisive. corresponds with our factual knowl-

Ethical religions may be able to resist edge of biology, geology, and cosmology, 
some forms of power accumulation - a knowledge which unfortunately has 
threatening the environment, espe- been assimilated into the valuational 
cially those associated wjth the modern framework of civilization's myths. In the 
myths that displaced the central role observation of nature, there is not one 
of religion. But ethical religions can scrap of evidence that humankind is any 
never offer resistance to civilization as more unique or important or "creative" 
a whole, because they count among its than lichen (unless of course one defines 
many children- more beautiful, perhaps, , these concepts tendentiously). This 
than the dreary scientific offspring view of the world is unserviceable to 
that disinherited them, but kindred civilization's need to totalized values. 
nonetheless. f 2. Time is cyclical. In particular, the 

(This doesn't in any way suggest that j'i world doesn't have a telos, a universal 
people who practice ethical religions goal governing everything that happens 
don't fit into the radical environmental ; (or at least such a telos is not intelligible 
movement. A Deep Ecology perspective I l to us). Even if, as is often the case, 
can arise from many sources, as Devall primal myths include a catastrophic end 
and Sessions explain in their book, Deep to the world, this is usually represented 
Ecology. Ultimately, resistance is a as a prelude to a reconstituted Earth, 
personal commitment related to action, · · beginning the cycle again. (This kind 
not ideology.) of myth bears a striking similarity to 

the Big Bang/Closed Universe theory, 
which has received so much scientific 
attention recently.) Primalism, then, 
doesn't supply a universal principle that 
organized society can use as an alibi for 

: ,its projects. 
j ~ 3. This life is more importar:t tha"! 
jlhe next. The field of comparative reli
gion traditionally views primalism as 
"undeveloped" because its mythic narra
tives give only the vaguest portrayals 
of the afterlife. This misses the point: 
primal peoples usually aren't very in
terested in life after death. This life is 
sufficiently full to hold their attention. 
Elaborate concepts of the afterlife seem 
to be the product of societies under the 
-influence of groups whose concentrated 
power and abstracted, specialized way 
of life generate speculation about their 
souls' ultimate fate, as part of their 
obsessive desire to transcend nature. 
The Egyptian aristocracy is a case in 
point, with its ludicrous monuments to 
death. 

In the observation of nature, 
there is not one scrap of 
evidence that humankind is 
any more unique or important 
or "creative" than lichen. 

These aspects of primalism render it 
indigestible to organized power. But 
more importantly, primalism avoids the 
kind of totalization of the world which 

-civilization requires. Value in primal 
religions (e.g., as presented in the 
Havamal, an Old Norse shamanistic 
text) doesn't pretend to be universal 
truth that should envelop every. indi
vidual at all times. Killing causes strife, 
but sometimes is necessary. Stealing is 
bad, but some people deserve to be plun
dered. Adultery usually causes problems, 
but it won't consign anyone to hell. In 
·other words, the values of primal peoples 
usually present themselves only as ob
servations of what often happens to men 
and women trying to get along in this 
contingent world, not as metaphysical 
injunctions. This is, no doubt, one of 
the reasons primal peop!es never felt 
the urge to proselytize as those of 
ethical religions do. 

Finally, the structure of primalism is 
non-hierarchical, non-authoritarian. 
Religious institutions either do not exist 

NATURAL CONSCIOUSNESS 
by Cecelia Ostrow 

The primary fact of natural 
consciousness is that everything is 
alive. Everything is conscious, intelli
gent, and unique. When you are in this 
consciousness you are in the natural 
world. Natural consciousness perceives 
the world in a way diametrically opposite 
to nearly everything we have learned in 
our "civilized" world. In the urban world 
that our people have created out of a 
consciousness alienated from nature, 
most things appear dead, expendable. 
I will call this world, the "rational" 
world, as opposed to the world ofnature. 

In the rational world, most events are 
believed to be trivial functions which 
lead to a few "significant" experiences. 
In the natural world every event and 

' You have to go to a wilderness to 

!
every being is significant. 

encounter the depth of the mind of 
\ natfil"e. Go to th• wild"t ploce you can 

find. Go alone. Groups of people bring 
the city with them when they go to the 
forest, talking of other places, other 
times. 

Go to the same place many times. I 
once thought that animals just roamed 
around out there, that you could plunk 
a deer, say, down anywhere in the woods 
and it would do fine . Then I noticed 
that I almost always saw the same ani
mal in the same place at the same time 
of day. Animals have their homes in 
places that they know. In the same way, 
it's important for us to establish 
"spiritual homes" in wild places. After 
spending time in a place, you know the 
individual trees and other plants of the 
place. You begin to feel how the plants 
feel. 
When you enter a world filled with in
telligent beings, some of them will be 
drawn to communicate with you and to 
be your friends. Everything in the 
world is always speaking, just as our 
bodies are always broadcasting mes-
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sages. We "read" people's "body lan
guage" to understand their true mean
ing or intent, which may have nothing 

• . to do with the words they speak. True , 
communication among humans is car-~1 

-' ried on at the psychic and physical ' 
l 1evels. It is the same with all beings. 

1
11 A relationship between a human and ~ 
, . a nonhuman is conducted in the same I 
i: way as a relati~nship between two hu- '! 
\ '. mans, except that the nonhuman does l \ 
'~ not say human words. Words are often ' 

barriers to communication, because 
each of us gives personal connotations 
to words which may not be shared by 
the person with whom we are trying 
to communicate. In interspecies com~ 
munication, when you pick up the \~
thought of a natural being your natural I~ 
consciousness translates the thought l 
into your personal, idiomatic language}J., 
so you can understand. 

In the wild place you visit for 
your spiritual home, choose an area 
small enough that you can hold it all in 
your mind at one time. For example, I 
have been drawn this year to establish 
a spiritual home in the lower part of 
Eagle Creek Canyon, in the Columbia 
Gorge, near Portland, Oregon. When I 
am there, I feel a focused, powerful 
energy from the basalt cliffs there. 

Let your intuition guide you to the 
natural beings in your spiritual home 
who have something to communicate to 
you, where you can feel their energy 

-the strongest. I am usually drawn to , 
·the oldest beings in a place - the oldest \\ 
trees, dead snags, rocks or streams. l 
They have been there the longest; and 
they are not so caught up in the pro~ess 
of growing and surviving as the younger 

, beings are. 
CROSSING THE LINE: It is some

times difficult to get your mind out of 
the city and to focus it on the here-and
now of natural life - that is, to get it 
to cross from the rational into the nat
ural world. Crossing that threshold may 

take time. Many people become bored 
or uneasy after a short time in the 
woods because they are not able to 
enter the natural world. The more times 
you establish contact with the natural 
world, the easier it will be to cross over. 
The following suggestions may help: 
1. Allow yourself the time you need to 
relax and to slip into a natural conscious
ness. Avoid making plans for your time 
in the wild place. Don't expect too much 
of yourself. Be grateful for whatever 
you receive. 
2. Notice the rhythms of the water, 
wind, rocks, plants. Notice that they 
each have a different kind of life. 
3. Drink the water if you can. Water ) 
from every creek tastes different. 
Drinking the water of a place is a sac
rament, one of the first ways of"becom
ing one with" that place. Notice the in-

-telligence of the water. 
In the city we spend a lot of energy 

blocking things out - noise, ugliness, 
trash. In the wilderness, we must learn 
to do the opposite. Becoming sensitive 
to the movements and moods of the 
plants, to the interlocking rhythms of 
everything around you, is the key to 
entering the natural world. 

How do you know whether or not the 
thoughts you receive are true? In grap
pling with this question, I ask myself: 
how does the information feel? Does it 
enlarge my understanding of the world? 
Later I ask: did I receive added informa
tion on later journeys into nature to sup
port the initial communication? is be
lieving these new things helping me? 

Cecelia Ostrow is a singer and song
writer, who has played a central role 
in the struggle to preserve old growth 
forest in the Pacific Northwest. 
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or are limited in authority. They are 
rarely involved in regulating behavior. 
Shamans, witch doctors, priestesses, 
sibyls are invested with a certain 
amount of power, but generally it is 
negative and discontinuous, repressing 
rather than producing certain activities. 
These religious figures aren't leaders in 
the sense of possessing and enforcing 
a continuous regime of power over the 
community. Even in their roles as 
"wise-men," these figures hold only a 
discontinuous power, for their knowl
edge comes into play only in certain 
unusual circumstances, such as famine 
or plague. In contrast, the wise-man 
or guru or master of the ethical religions 
totally envelops those -who seek his 
knowledge. It is another example ·of 
organized power, as the incredible be
havior it generates (asceticism, self
mutilation, abstinence) should suggest. 

Primalism has demonstrated its his
torical incompatibility with the forms 
of power that have plundered Earth. 
Does it offer, however, a viable oppo
sition to civilization's present form: 
Technological Culture. Obviously, a 
primalism reconstructed from scholarly 
knowledge is not the same as the 
primalism that inhabited the natural 
world. But perhaps afuture primalism 
can assist in the reinhabitation of that 
world. 

First, on the large scale, the experi
ence of space, time, and value in 
primalism is as valid today as it was -
for our ancestors. If Deep Ecology is 
to articulate a new vision of the world 
- one that is not another totalization 
easily converted into an alibi for power 
- then the fact that civilization rejected 
primalism suggests that its world view, 
its localized ethics is a good place to 
look for a model. Ideas like the Gaia 
hypothesis and bioregionalism seem to 
be steps in that direction. 

Second, primalism also seems to resist 
Technological Culture on the personal 
level. The practice of primal rituals is 
subversive. This is suggested nega
tively by the hostile response it elicits 
from privileged speakers of hierarchical 
power, such as ministers and scientists. 
And positively, primal rituals screen out 
the "techniques of the self' (to use 
Foucault's phrase) with which Tech
nological Culture envelops us - psycho
therapy, improvement of productivity, 
consumerism. Rituals have no "purpose," 
if we mean this in a technological, eco
nomic sense. But in their attentiveness 
to natural cycles, to biological space, 
to localized values (the rising of the sun 
over this place, the birth of this child, 
the coming of this spring), they nullify 
the regime of totalized experience. 

One must be careful, of course, in 
offering answers to the environmental 
crisis rather than action, insofar as such 
answers can help fuel the totalization 
of the world that civilization uses to 
keep intact the "circuitry" of po)!.'f~r -
among institutions, fields of knowledge, 
and techniques of the self - responsible 
for 10,000 years of environmental abuse: 
manifested as agricultural states, 
feudalism, capitalism, socialism; as 
medical science, humanism, "social ecol
ogy." Ifby resisting civilization's power 
'relations, intellectually and physically, 
we can short out that circuitry, we will 
need no answers. As an open form, use
ful in exposing civilization's alibis and 
undermining the techniques of the self 
which Technological Culture encourages, 
primalism has the potential to assist 
radical environmentalism in forging this 
ethics of resistance. 

Christoph Manes, a regular contrib
utor to EF!, has an article appearing in 
the next 'issue of Environmental Ethics. 

A Note on the Name 
'Nerthus' 

Nerthus was the name under which 
the indigenous, pagan tribes of Central 
and Northern Europe worshiped 
Mother Earth. According to the Roman 
historian Tacitus (1st century CE), 
when her image was drawn about the 
land in a sacred chariot, days of rejoic
ing followed and no one took up arms 
or practiced war. Our publication is 
undertaken in the same spirit as this 
joyous procession to the Earth Goddess. 
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Roselle ... 
Continued from page 14 
the last disappearing bands of indigen
ous peoples fortunate enough to live in 
the more remote and unspoiled parts 
of this ravaged planet. It is an orally 
codified, highly specialized and ex
tremely sophisticated legal system. It 
is also effective and just. The highest 
penalty for any crime under this system 
is banishment from the tribe or band. 
Imprisonment is unheard of as a means 
of punishment, yet societies that use 
this time-honored system have ex
tremely low crime rates by our stan
dards. It also respects the Earth and 
non-human life. 

Next we have post-Pleistocene or 
modern law, sometimes referred to as 
"the whiteman's law" or the "system." 
It doesn't matter if you go back to Ham
murabi, Plato, Cicero, Confucius, the 
Magna Charta, Thomas Jefferson or 
John Mitchell. It is the law of the white 
man over the red man, the law of the 
farmer and herder over the hunter
gatherer, the north over the south (or 
vice versa), rich over poor, possessed 
over dispossessed, etc. "The law;' as 
~once said, "~!l.!l'.L 
pretty." Modern law has been anti-

eartii, and oppressive even toward the 
humans who come under its power. It 
has upheld as legal many actions that 
have since brought great shame on what 
we call civilized society. Governments 
have carried out policies of genocide and 
plunder that were justified as being 
within the law. Later courts have 
judged some such actions illegal under 
domestic and international law. 

However, modern law interpretation 
is not static. That legal rights for all 
living things are not spelled out speci
fically anywhere is no argument that 
they do not exist. Recall that Blacks 
and Native Americans were long denied 
full legal protection under the law by 
nearly every court in the United States, 
yet it was eventually decided that those 
courts acted illegally. In other words, 
the US Supreme Court did not mag
nanimously award Black and Native 
Americans rights that they did not have 
before. They merely recognized the 
rights Blacks and Native Americans had 
already held but which had been denied 
to them in other courts. The principle 
here is what has become known as the 
"evo~ill_Qf libeJ:tY·" 
"'"rhis prlnclPle is adaressed clearly in 

the Ninth Amendment, where 'Jui.. 
enumerated rights" are discussed. (Al
tnottgh-e6rr~s still insist this re
ference is only to unenumerated states' 
rights, a big issue of the day, the fram
ers undoubtedly recognized that they 
may have missed something in writing 
the Bill of Rights.) Here the framers 
state plainly that simply because cer
tain rights had b~en enumerated and 
recognized as inalienable, they were not 
claiming that additional inalienable 
rights did not also exist. Rights that 
we enjoy today thanks to this amend
ment are the right to vote, the right 
to travel, and the much discussed right 
to privacy. 

But the Ninth Amendment also says 
so.mething else. li_1s an . adnuss10rrth:llr 
th~oi,..awic-all-~t:.l:ie., iiffi'fe-ct;
tfiat it is not a static concept b ut a 
dynamic process through which we seek 
justice. This is why the framers made 
the statement, "~e hold tb~ruths 
to be self ev· nt. By using the words 
· se evi ent," they were stating clearly 
that everyone should be able tO]ttasp 
~pts containe mt e document 
'the writing anci.llp_on which much 
U~ law lS based. They were implying 
that JUSt because a law has been written 
by Congress and signed by the Presi
dent and survived the Supreme Court 
does not mean it is automatically legiti
mate . 'J'.he Ninth Amendment recQK:_ 
nizes that the Iaw itself exists some
~~re outside t !je mstitutions designed 
to protect it, and is not a pro uctor 
tfiose msbtuhons. The ultimate.author
it on the rinc1 les Of law is in the 

jndiyiduals who Jiye 11nde.i:z or accor m~ · 
to, the legal system in question. That 
is why juries are supposooTooe com
prised of one's peers. 

Today, all international and common 
law recognizes the existence of a 
"higher law" and a community 
member's responsibilities toward up
holding contemporary moral principles. 
That is why a. "necessity" or "choice of 
evils" defense is allowed in mosf modern 
legal systems. When the system fails, 

and everyone admits that it does fail 
f'~cas10naj}y._an_ind@ffiiaI _as only his· 
1 or her conscien e to consult for ~1-
dance. If you a~an in iviOilal decide to 
break the established law to uphold 
what you believe to be a higher princi
ple, you have a right to do so, providing 
the crime you seek to prevent is greater 
than the crime you are committing, and 
that other legal remedies have been 
exhausted. You also have the right to 
intervene in the commission of a crime. 
You can even use force. Killing someone 
is a crime, unless you .can prove-b.eyond 
a reasonable doubt to a jury that it is 
in self defense. 

When modern law speaks of rights, 
of course, it is speaking of human rights 
in the anthropocentric sense. Since 
most people don't extend their sense of 
community to include non-human life, 
they thirik it preposterous to assume 
that bugs have rights too. But deep 
ecologists - like their predecessors, 
the hunter-gatherers - consider them
selves members of a community that 
includes all forms of life. Recognizing 
the rights of all living things can also 
mean accepting and experiencing the 
natural world as "self." This recognition 
is based on two key principles: first, that 
we are all citizens of a global biotic com
munity, each having the same right to 
fulfill its unknown measure in its own 
smaller community; and second, that 
membership in a communit i .l!Q,t 
~are noJightiuu:.re
~onsibilities. (I am assuming here that 
rights imply responsibilities and vice 
versa.) By this reasoning, non-humans 
are fully protected under a common, or 
community, law, and any action that UI,!:.. 
fairly or_!:!!!.necessanl threatens othgr 
community members is illegal, whether 
)pd Meese or Don Hodel thinks so or 
not. 

--:rthas been said that an injustice to 
one is . an injustice to all, and that no 
man or woman can be free until all men 
and women are free . But if we cannot 
stand alone in the universe, one species 
of 10-50 million, and live as human be
ings, then we must accept that the 
otherness of the natural world is just 
an illusion, and that freedom cannot 
exist on this planet until the other life 
forms are free from exploitation and ex
termination as well. It is not a question 
of aesthetics; it is the burning question 
of survival. The Snail D_iyj;er ~ riggt 
to exist becaul;~ Js~Slll:YUa~ e 
Im ~~ctl)'. to .W.:Vi\Cal. By. " ul
surv1 val" I mean not mer l~an sur
vfvaCO_ut thaj:,~o th entire commumty
of life on Earth. ~ 

·-yo~have to be a flag-waving 
patriot to argue that the kind of land
raping occurring today is illegal under 
the existing law of the land. And we 
don't have to talk like granola-crunching 
hippies to make a strong defense for 

~: [·' the rights of the natural world. Dammit, 
. , I the natural world does have a legal right 

'to exist, and if we don't start screaming 

1 
it from every mountain top and every 

1 
courtroom in the land, we could be 

' guilty of complicity in the most horrible 
1 holocaust imaginable - the willful de-

struction of entire ecosystems for short
\' term profits. 
\ If, as I have argued, non-humans have 

legal rights under modern law that have 
been violated, and the war against 
Earth is an illegal war, then what are 
our legal responsibilities in this regard? 
For this we can find some help in the 
Nuremburg Principles, which were 

. aaopted by the US at the Nazi war 
crime trials after World War II. The US, 
in adopting the principles, accepted 
them as the highest law of the land. 
Although there is no official mechanism 
for enforcement, violation of interna
tional law is a crime, and violators can 
be prosecuted and sentenced by a court 
of international justice. Enforcement is 
then possible through voluntary sanc
tions. Thus, international law is not 

the Grizzly Bear to live in his/her nat
ural habitat. The Grizzly Bear is thus 
not the property of the Game and Fish 
Department, but a plaintiff, and should 
be listed as such on any claims against 
the government, or any other institu
tion or person who infringes on his/her 
rights. By this reasoning, a lawsuit 
would not be called Earth First! vs 
Chevron Oil, but Ursus horribilis, et 
al, vs Chevron Oil. Jerry Spence, the 
well-known trial lawyer (representing 
Silkwood, won the case vs Kerr McGee), 
in his original complaint against the US 
Forest Service and Getty Oil in the Lit-

powerless. tle Granite Creek lawsuit in northwest-
Judges in this country have been re- ern Wyoming, went one step farther and 

luctant to implement the Nuremburg even listed the rocks and lichens as 
Principles, or even allow the arguments plaintiffs. The court, of course, ruled 
upon which they are based into the cour- that they had no standing, but such de-
troom. (How they would implement the cisions need to be appealed to higher 
Principles is a complex issue, but simply courts, if only to bring our claim to the 
by allowing the necessity defense, they attention of the public in our attempt 
would allow the jury to decide for or to establish precedents. 
against the Principles.) The necessity Some favorable precedents have al-
defense has been tossed-nut m many ready been established. Laws against 
~ases mvolvmg protesters attempting animal cruelty have been an important 
to protect old groWth forests and en- step toward actual "animal rights," and 
dangered species, and expert testimony the growing animal rights movement 
has been disallowed. Until we gain a , does see these laws as establishing legal 
fair trial, this defense will go largely rights for non-humans, even if in a li-
untested. , It is up to us to bring this mited sense. This right to freedom from 
rpiscarriage of JUStlce to the attention cruel and unusual treatment must be 
of the public by confronting the legal seen as a right of the animal and not 
system with sound legal arguments to of any human party that may find such 
support our claims, both inside and out- treatment offensive, however, for it to 
side the courtroom. When we say we be viewed as a real step toward standing 
support direct action, we automatically in a courtroom. 

. bring in the legal system. While it is a In criminal cases, where protesters 
, \ mistake to get bogged down by the sys- are on trial for intervening in ecologi-

l
i .' tern to the point where the original issue cally destructive acts, and seek to em-

is- lost, the courtroom is an important ploy the necessity defense, these defen-
L forum in wnich to defend the rights of dants must be clear on their purpose 

tli.e natural world - especially since - which will hopefully be to establish 
we're so often busted for breaking the "rights" for the natural world. This Is 

\ "law." difficult because jurists usually try to 
I: Part II: Strategies for the New Civil disallow any testimony in front of the 

Rights Movement jury that does not pertain to the particu-
Today, environmental law - whether lar criminal statute violated, such as 

it be derived from the National Environ- trespass or obstruction. Often the pro-
mental Policy Act, Endangered Species secutor enters a motion to eliminate the 
Act, or other legislation, and whether necessity defense, and the judge 
it be civil or criminal - is inherently agrees. 
anthropocentric. This, as I stated ear- Most necessity defenses depend heav-
lier, is due solely to our legal concept ily on expert testimony by recognized 
of community. So the principal goal of authorities on relevant subjects. In 
any biocentric legal strategy is to ex- cases involving citizens who obstructed 
pand that concept of community, or, as the logging of old growth forests, ex-
William 0 Douglas argued in Sierra perts on forestry, hydrology, and wild-
Club vs Rogers Morton, the famous life biology were prevented from testify-
"Mineral King" lawsuit, to give "stand- ing that there was an irreparable harm 
ing" to non-humans. occurring which the defendants sought 
--Standing is all-important in modern to stop. 
law; anifTSCUrrently given only to rec- However, a creative defense can be 
ogmzed members of the community, the attempted in the pre-trial stage where 
human members. When any case conies judges are more willing to listen to evi-
before the court today, the plaintiff, or dence that they feel might prejudice a 

. the £arty bringing the ch?s of illegal jury. While this type of defense will not 
con uct before the ben , must be a likely affect the outcome of the trial, it 
pm:§on with standing, and must be able can educate the community if the news 
to prove damages to his/her rights in media shows interest. 
order to prevail against the defendant. These expert witnesses should no ~ 
In a case involving the pollution of a testi ex ve about resources and 
stream by industries upstream, a economics. Whenfever possible, _the. \ .. 
human defendant would have a legiti- issues of reliiious reedo_!!!, i_!lterde;rum,-
mate claim by proving that his/her 1. ~encth.,ana species rights and rights ot 
drinking water was made unsafe for ' otner natural enfahes should be raised. 
human consumption; or that fish were We should attempt to enlist high profile 
harmed, causing him/her economic experts like Paul Ehrlich and Norman 
hardship; or that by threatening the fish Myers when possible; but we should also · i 
with extinction, the industries violated ' '/ seek testimony from philosophers like \ 
the Endangered Species Act, which was ', Bill Devall and Dolores LaChapelle, and I 
enacted to protect the human environ- f / medicine men and shamans like Raoni, 
ment. The ,.E_arty is prevented from · and traditional American Indian religious 
brin~ng suit agamst the polluters on leaders. We should be bold because the ~ 
behaf of the fish themselves, muCh less t ·( stakes are high. We might even .bring)· 
'on behalf of the stream (which many eagle feathers and buffalo skulls and 
people throughout the ages have seen shaman's drums into the courtroom and 
as a living entity). practice our religion in the same way 

In this way, modern law sees all non- Christians are allowed to do. 
human life as property, a concept that This new civil rights movement is our 
clearly has its roots in the development only hope. 1'-!;:i.tional Parks, National 
of economies heavily dependent on ag- · Wildlife Refuges, and Wilderness Areas 
riculture. One need only to read Chief have never rotected .a sm le species 
~ great speech to see that this from ex mction. Witness the rizzly 
concept is by no means universal, and ~ear m Yellowstone National Park, the 
that it represents the most important closest thing we have to sacred land in 
difference between what I have called, the US. We must shift the focus from 
for lack of better terminology, Pleis- land management to civil rights for all 
tocene law and post-Pleistocene law. pe p e. e r e peo , peop~ 
Modern law accepts a Biblical view of deeF"'peo , ss o er eo le and 
the world, in which God created the 15 yon . .. to its ogica cone swn 
earth for man to use, whereas the older Sffigre-celled arasite eo le. e ebate 
established law accepts what I consider o ay 1s not be ween althus and Marx, 
a more rational view - that the land it is between the Bible and the shaman's 
does not belong to the peo)?le, the drum; let's not get sidetracked when we 
people belong to the land. - defend our rights as free people, al 

Smee this latter principle is funda- equal, under the creator. 
mental to any deep ecological system 
of jurisprudence, We must make it cen
tral to any legal actions we take on be
half of Earth. We do not defend the 
Grizzly Bear, we defend the "right" of 

The contemplative and elusive Mike 
Roselle is thought to have a personal 
stake in this crucial issue. Allegedly, 
he is one of the Sasquatch people. 
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ROUND RIVER RENDEZVOUS '88 
9th Annual 
Round River Rendezvous -
June29throughJuly4, 1988 
- Kettle River Range of 
Northern Washington 

We reached the old wolf in time to 
watch a fierce green fire dying in her 
eyes. I realized then, and have known 
ever since, that there was something new 
to me in those eyes - something knawn 
only to her and the mountain. 

-Aldo Leopold 

For those who have never been to a 
Round River Rendezvous; it's a time to 
get involved in Earth First! decision 
making; it's the time to learn what other 
EF! groups are doing, and it's the time 
to make contacts around your bioregion, 
the nation, and the world. Local groups 
should . be thinking about upcoming 
events, actions, regional rendezvous; .. 
that can be planned during the bioreg
ional caucuses, tentatively scheduled for 
Friday. Any bioregions. that would like 
to host a bioregional potluck, please let 
the RRR committee know, at POB 5871, 
Tucson Arizona 85703, Attn: 88 RRR 
Committee. The annual EF! circle meet
ing, tentatively schedu'led for Wednesday 

Schedule of Events 

grazing, and media. Folks interested in 
leading a workshop can contact the com
mittee by using the cutout slip provided 
at the end of this article. 

The RRR committee will have a greet
ing table to help orient people, provide 
information, collect donations and sell 
the 1988 RRR t-shirts. ·There will be an 
opening circle meeting Wednesday morn
ing. Each subsequent morning there will .. 
be a brief circle to present the schedule 
for the day. Each evening there will be 
a circle meeting to discuss ·the day's 
activities and to bring up any problems 
that may have arisen. After these evening 
meetings, a noted speaker or musician 
will entertain us. 

will be brought up at the evening circle 
meeting and resolved by consensus. 

The RRR committee encourages all EF! 
groups to bring literature (newsletters, 
proposals, articles, leaflets etc.) and 
merchandise prepared by your . local 
group. Areas will be set up for local 
groups to display literature and merchan
dise. Local group's merchandise will not 
be sold at the Journal merchandise table. 
Each group wanting to sell merchandise 
must make its own arrangements. Tables 
and tarps will be needed for these areas. 
Please bring such items. 

Once again the time is nearing to re
kindle that smoldering fire and renew 
your strength among friends and cohorts! 
The 9th annual Round River Rendezvous 
will be held from June 29 (Wednesday) 
through July 4 (Monday), in the Kettle 
River Range of Northern Washington. 
The site will be in the Mt. Leona area 
of the Colville National Forest, adjacent 
to the Kettle Range National Recreation 
Trail and the Profanityfl'win Sisters 
roadless area. 

(These are in addition t,o daily workshops, potlucks, and featured entertainment.) 

Art and music are important parts of 
the Earth First! movement. We are for
tunate to have many talented artists and 
musicians that keep the energy of the 
movement high and provide avenues 
through which Earth First! ideas can be 
passed. All musicians are encouraged to 
bring their instruments and join in the 
many jam sessions that form spontane
ously. Musicians that would like to 
perform for the masses during the 
Rendezvous or at the Rally need to send 
a postcard (see the cutout below) to Skoal 
Vengeance, POB 361, Republic, 
Washington 99166. Only artists/activists 
that show Earth First!/Deep Ecology 
themes in their work will receive approval 
to display works. Since most Earth First! 
artists are associated with an EF! group, 
the RRR committee is asking each artist 
planning to show art to get an EF! group · 
to sponsor the work. Work out mutually 
agreeable conditions where part of the 
artist's take will be donated to that 
group. These artists will display their 
work in the local groups' merchandise 
area. Artists arriving without a sponsor 
will be asked to find one. These conditions 
will also apply to musicians who wish 
to sell tapes not already being sold 
through the Journal. 

For the folks that can refrain from 
running off into the backcountry of this 
beautiful area, not to be seen for the 
remainder of the Rendezvous, many 
events are planned. Activities will include· 
a Council of All Beings, the Redneck 
Women's Caucus, bioregional caucuses, 
the annual EF! circle meeting, and the 
Sagebrush Patriots Rally. Workshops 
are scheduled throughout the Rendez
vous, another dust raisin' footstompin' 
maypole is being planned, and bioregional 
sponsored potlucks will be held most 
evenings. Finally, something different 
will be organized this year. A volleyball 
tournament has been planned for July 
4 to introduce a little competition be
tween bioregions. Bring your volleyballs 
and nets and partake of the chance to 
thrash an opposing bioregion on the 
volleyball court. Prizes will be awarded. 

Wed., June 29 (full nwon) 
RRR intro circle 
EF! annual circle meeting 
RRR opening/full moon ritual 

Thurs., June 30 
Redneck Women's Caucus 

Fri., July 1 
Council of All Beings 

afternoon, is a time to have a say about 
what is happening within the Earth First! 
movement. Workshops are a time to 
learn about a wide variety of topics and 
to meet some of the most knowledgeable 
people on a particular issue. Tentatively 
scheduled workshops include those on 
wolf reintroduction, Grizzly, Gray Wolf 
and Mountain Caribou issues/habitat de
struction, offshore issues, old growth 
protection and alternatives to "chemical" 
forestry, wilderness preservation and the 
Canadian National Parks, Deep Ecology, 
"Resourcism" and the illusion of control
ling nature, tree sitting, Journal article 
writing, local group mailings and mer
chandising, Hanford Reactor/uranium 
mining, rainforest destruction, over-

Sat., July 2 
bioregional caucuses 
Maypole 
Sun., July 3 
Sagebrush Patriots Rally 
Salmon feed 
Mon., July 4 
Volleyball tournament 
EF!/RRR closing circle meeting 

Canadian participation will be a major 
part of this Rendezvous. Orrie Amnos 
and Trudy Frisk of Kamloops, B.C. are 
organizing things from the Canadian side. 
Questions or comments can be sent to 
Trudy Frisk, 6009 Dallas Dr., Kamloops, 
B.C., Canada V2C 829. 

Although the committee has worked 
hard to avoid problems that have come. 
up at past Rendezvous, inevitably, prob
lems will arise. The RRR committee 
does not want to be a c-entral authority. 
If a problem does occur, handle it in a 
decentralized fashion: do something 
about it yourself! If that does not work, 
then inform the RRR committee. Those 
problems that cannot be solved by the 
RRR committee and the concerned party 

Although no anonymous letters about 
dogs at the RRR were received by the 
committee this year, the consensus is 

To Kamloops Vancouver 
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To Republic: coming from the north and east; ~e · l-90 to Spokane, then take Washington Highway 2 to 
Wilbur, 0.5 miles west of town take Washington Highw,ay 21 north to Republic. Highway 21 crosses the Columbia 
River by ferry (free, hours from 6:30 am to 11:30 PM, 7 days): coming from the west or south; take 1-84 to 
U.S. 97, then north to Tonasket, then east on Washington Highway 20 to Republic. Alternatively, one could 
get off of 1-84 at the Umatilla exit (coming from the west) or the Hermiston exit (coming from the east) and 
follow the signs to Kennewick. From Kennewick take 395 north watching for signs to Lind. Just out of Lind 
take Washington Highway 21 north to Republic. From Republic to the RRR site: take main street (Clark) 
north to "T" intersection, take right, W. Curlew Lake Rd, county 270. Follow for 10 miles to end, turn left, 
then 3 miles to Malo. Turn right on St Peters Ck. Rd., county 584, follow for two miles then take righ"t at 
"Y" (south fork, to FS 400), then 3.5 miles to left turn on FS 2040, then 3.5 miles to end of road (all miles 
are approximate). The 15' quads for the RRR site and sun·ounding area are Curlew, Republic, Sherman Peak, 
and Togo Mountain. 

To WiJbur 
via Free \\ erry 

I 
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Mike, Greg, Da,rryl, and the Spikettes in action at the '87 Rendezvous. 

that dogs can be a nuisance and should 
not be brought to the RRR. Please leave 
your dogs at home. If you bring a dog 
and complaints are made against that 
dog, you will be asked to remove the 
beast from the area. 

Kids are encouraged to come. Activities 
will be planned for them each day. If you 
do bring a little Earth First!er, please 
volunteer some time at the kids area or 
plan an activity for the kids. Anyone is 
welcome to bring items to entertain the 
kids. Questions or comments can be sent 
to Sue Coleman at POB 361, Republic, 
Washington 99166. 

How are you getting to the RRR? If 
you're driving and see a hitchhiker with 
an RRR sign, pick them up. If you're a 
hitchhiker, an EF! RRR sign might get 
you a ride to the site. If you are driving 
and have room in your vehicle, please 
contact the national ride coordinator, 
your local ride coordinator or local con
tact. If you need a ride, contact the same 
people. Don't call the Tucson number! 
Don't wait until the last minute to make 
arrangements! We may need volunteers 
to pick up folks at airports (Spokane? 
Seattle?). We need more ride coordinators! 
To be a ride coordinator, contact Greg 
Wingard (see below) or your local contact. 
Those who have already volunteered are 
listed below. These folks are doing a 
tough thankless job, so let them know 
you appreciate what they are doing. 

Greg Wmgard (National Ride Coordinator) 
18848 SE 269th . 
Kent, Washington 98042 
(206) 324-1014, 631-3075 or 872-8200 

Todd Shulke (Southern California) . 
POB 674 
Del Mar, CA 92014 
(619)481-6784 

Karen Pickett (Northern California) 
POB 83 
Canyon, CA 94516 
(415) 849-4232 

Greylock (Northeastern) 
POB 836 
Pittsfield, MA 01202 
( 413) 442-3038 

Gary Schiffmiller (Southwestern}!"' ,, .,,.; 
POB 8659 "' '"' l~noi);'"'oid 
Santa Fe, NM 87504 ' " 
(505) 455-3128 

What should you bring to the RRR? 
1) This article. 
2) A $25 suggested donation or whatever 
you can afford (cheap for six days of 
camping, entertainment, workshops, a 
Salmon dinner, etc.). 
3) Your own food, beer, wine, cooking and 
camping equipment (there are no central 
kitchen areas, although there will be 
communal fires), more fermented/distilled 
beverages than you'll consume, food for 
potlucks. 
4) Plenty of filled water containers. At 
this time the potability of water at the 
site is unknown. There are springs, but 
the area is heavily grazed. If needed, · 
daily water runs can be made. Swimming 
holes can be found on the Kettle River, 
15 miles from the RRR site. 
5) Both warm and cold weather clothes 
6) Love and energy for the best group 
of Mama Earth protectors around. 

You might also want to bring writing 
material, art supplies (for banners, 
announcements, children etc.), tarps, 
ropes, bicycles, and firewood (pickup on 
the way): 

Places to patronize and avoid on the 
way: The Ferry County Coop (in Republic 
on Clark Street) will offer member dis
counts to all EF!ers for the duration of 
the RRR. They have bulk foods and rea
sonable prices on beer. Showers (25 cents) 
and laundry facilities are also located at 
the Coop. Republic Drug, on Clark Street, 
is a good place to buy film, books, cards, 
etc. Avoid the S & S gas and quick-mart at 
the intersection of Washington highways 
20 & 21, and the Malo store (coyote killers). 

The committee will seek volunteers for 
various tasks. Please come prepared to 
help. We will need folks for the greeting 
table, water runs, parking cars, trash 
recycling, plus other small tasks. The 
volunteer list will be at the RRR 
greeting table. · 

Earth First! is a feeling or a spirit in each of us that tells us things are not right 
on this planet. We must all fight for Gaia. To continue this fight, each of us needs 
support. This support comes from the Earth First! movement. The Round River 
Rendezvous is one small . part of that support system. 

See you in the Kettle River Range. 
In wildness is. the salvation of the world. Perhaps this is the hidden meaning in 

the howl of the wolf, long knawn among rrwuntains, but seldom perceived among men. 
-Henry David Thoreau 

Sagebrush Patriots Rally Participants and Workshop Leaders Registration Canl. 
Cut this out and send it to the address belaw /yy June 1. 

Typeofgig: _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(i.e. spea!Cer, musician, entertainer ... ) 

Amount of time needed: ----------------------

Preferredtime: -,-- ---c---- -----------------
(Rally or another time; if Rally, what time?) 

Workshop title: ------------- -----------

Length of time for the workshop: -------------~----

Preferred day for workshop: --------------------

Send to: Skoal Vengeance, POB 361, Republic, Washington 99166. 

l 
11'DCJIC , 

) ,,, RElllEWS 

By Edward Abbey 

Review of FEAR AT WORK: JOB 
BLACKMAIL, LABOR,, AND THE 
ENVIRONMENT, by Richard Kazis 
and Richard L. Grossman; the Pil
grim Press, NY, 302 pages. Available 
from Earth First! POB 5871, Tucson, 
AZ 85703 for $12 postpaid. 

This is a good book, concisely writ
ten, thoroughly documented, and to my 
knowledge the first and only book to 
deal with the subject of corporate 
blackmail as wielded against working 
people, industrial communities, and the 
American environmental movement. 

The technique is old, simple, firmly 
established: whenever some branch of 
our industrial empire is faced with labor 
demands for safe and healthy working 
conditions, or with proposed regula
tions that would restrict an industry's 
traditional freedom to pollute the air, 
the water, the land, then the managers 
of that particular industry invariably 
begin making threats, sometimes sub-

. tle, sometimes plain and crude, against 
the livelihoods of their employees 
and against the welfare of the local 
community. 

Kazis and Grossman supply many con
vincing examples. "In January, 1971, in 
one of his first acts as administrator of 
the new Environmental Protection 
Agency, William Ruckelshaus ordered 
the Union Carbide Company to comply 
with air pollution cleanup deadlines at 
its Marietta, Ohio, metals plant. The 
company announced that it could reduce 
the plant's sulfur dioxide and particu
late emissions only by shutting down 
two boilers and laying off over 600 
workers." 

This particular blackmail attempt 
turned out to be a bluff. As Kazis and 
Grossman report, Union Carbide 
backed down from its layoff threats 
when local citizens and the Oil, Chemi
cal and Atomic Workers Union offered 
strong resistance; instead of shutting 
down two boilers and laying off 600 
workers the plant switched to low
sulfur coal, complying with pollution
control deadlines, and did not have to 
furfough anybody. 

Another example of industrial 
blackmail was the supersonic transport. 
plane, the once-famous SST. Aerospace · 
companies, their indentured politicians 
- such as Henry Jackson, the Senator 
from Boeing--, and Nixon administra
tion officials united in promoting the 
project, claiming that it could "create" 
200,000 new jobs and save the American 
aviation ·industry. Nevertheless the 
scheme was defeated by a coalition of 
scientists, engineers and environmen
talists. The result? The money which 
would have been invested in the SST 
was invested instead in the production 
of the newer, more fuel-efficient planes, 
like the 747 jumbo jet, which have be
come the mainstay of Boeing's commer
cial fleet. Meanwhile the taxpayers of 
England and France have lost billions 
on the jointly-financed Concorde flying 
machine. 

Corporate interests are seldom very 
subtle when they make their pitch for 
industrial growth at the expense of en
vironmental safety. In testimony before 
the California State Energy Commis
sion in 1979, David Packard, chairman 
of the Hewlitt-Packard Company, tried 
to twist arms with the following remark: 

~f the Diablo Canyon [nuclear paw
erplant] is not brought on stream this 
year, our company will clearly have to 
re-evaluate its decision to build a major 
facility in Roseville .... 

At the same meeting, Robert Wilson, 
president of Memorex Corporation, pro
vided the "global perspective": 

rt the United States continues in its 
infinite wisdom to strangle itself on 
energy problems , we'll have to go else
where. We need to look not only between 
states, but between countries. 

In most cases corporate ·blackmail is 
not a bluff. Industrial interests not only 
play the states against one another, forc
ing them to compete in the effort to 
attract industry and thus maintain em
ployment, but play the the international 
game as well. The flight of American 
capital to overseas investments, where 
labor is cheap and environmental regu
lations weak or nil, has been going on 
for many years and is one of the primary 
causes of the prolonged economic slump 
in this country. 

Such blackmail is effective because 
"employers control the jobs. Political 
leaders, workers, and the public do not. 
For this reason both the public and its 
elected officials are vulnerable." 
Whether corporations actually do move 
or not, their threat to do so is always 
credible. In addition the corporate sec
tor has other ad vantages over the public 
- not only economic power but control 
of information, and the ability, through 
ownership of the media, to set the limits 
of public debate on national needs and 
priorities. · 

Kazis and Grossman demonstrate 
that this process of corporate domina
tion of our economy, politics and society 
has been going on for a long time - for 
at least a century .:_ as industrialists 
used their power over jobs to discipline 
the workforce, to oppose environmental 
regulations, to promote the mythology 
of never-ending material growth, and 
to buy into and thus effectively control 
our political institutions. As Will Rogers 
once said, "We Americans have the best 
politicians that money can buy." 

But although the corporate power is 
awesome, it is not, our authors assure 
us, all-powerful. Learning from our his
tory, we see that workers, by organizing 
themselves, have managed to win much 
of the struggle for workplace rights - · 
shorter hours, higher wages, healthier 
working conditions. The environmental 
movement, too, during recent decades, 
has succeeded in placing some limits cin 
the power of an undemocratic, cent
rally-managed industrialism. Grossman 
and Kazis show that the interests of 
these two movements are complemen
tary rather than in conflict, that an 
awareness of mutual concerns is grow
ing, and that iflabor unions and environ
mental organizations begin, in the fu
ture, to support one another, to work 
together, then there is a good chance 
that our social economy can be placed 
under majority control, with industry 
forced to serve the welfare of American 
citizens as a whole rather than the in
terests of the corporate-governmental 
bureaucracy. What they propose, in 
short, is an extension of the democratic 
process to include the employer-em
ployee relationship. When that happens 
it should possible, they argue, to pro
vide useful work for all ·and a clean, 
healthy, spacious human and natural 
environment. 

A tall order. But the alternative -
our drift toward the "re-industrialized" 
technocratic state - is much too ugly 
for free men and women to accept with~ 
out a fight. We are faced once again 
with the choice that has become as old 
as civilization: resistance or another 
form of slavery. 

Edward Abbey is the author of Down 
the River, Good News, The Monkey 
Wrench Gang, and other books. 
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Conservation Biology and the 
by Mitch Friedman (C) 

This article is excerpted from the 
book Bcosystem Conservation: a pro
posal for the Greater North Cascades 
Ecosystem, M. Friedman, Ed., ·which 
will be published this summer. 

QQnservht~1~:iol~fe'.- is a new and ac
tive branc 1 m . e science of ecol-
ogy. It considers the applications of 
ecological theory and knowledge to con
servation efforts. The development and 
utilization of this new discipline is a wel
come advance in conservation, where 
biological considerations have tended to 
be overcome by political and economic 
forces , in part due to a relative lack of 
solid data on which to base decisions. 
Soule (1985) refers to conservation bio-
logy as a E~\t~iplire, because it.; 
will often a e a~ed in the ab
sence of certaintJ;:_- it does not have 
tfie luxury of time that~~ 
requires. 
--wrufe' we may never know the exact 

survival requirements of species and 
ecosystems, we do know that our coU=.. 
servation efforts have been inade u e. 
· ur nature reserves are to ens in com
parison with converted habitat, and our 
endangered species programs deal with 
a tiny fraction of the species facing ex
tinction. In tracing the causes for this 
cns1s, and proposing remedial 
strategies, conservation biology hope
fully will play a pivotal role in averting 
the biological disasters which now ap
pear imminent. 

In his description of conservation bio
logy, Soule (1985) asserts that the fiel 
musfm egra e e 1ca norms along wjth.. 
its ecoloJ[cal postulates. Conservation 
·efforts, IiKe all Iiuman actions, rest on 
philosophical assumptions. We integ
rate these with the "facts" regarding 
what is necessary to sustain life on the 
planet. 
. We assume that more appropriate 
than questions of nature management 
are questions of human management: 
how can we fulfill human needs in ways 
that conserve the natural world? How
ever, this chapter does not reflect the 
authors' views on what our ultimate con
servation goals should be. It only seeks 
to offer useful guidelines for conserving 
at least a minimum of biotic diversity. 

At this point, a clarific:ation of defini-
tions is necessary. l~ moge,~\~~se~L 
~rms 'conservation an p at10n' 
are often usea mterchan eabl .~ 
consistently . or our present pur
p~ definitions suggested by 
Frankel and Soule (1981) are useful. 
Preservation " rovides for the mainte
nance of indivi uals or grou s u no __ 

e1r evo ut10na c an e." Conser
va 10n will "denote olicies ai1Cri)ro-

s or e ong-terrn retpntion of 
Iljirural communities under conditions 
~icli prov1 e or the potential for cou
~~wng~olution.." Frankel (1974) recog
n es a genetic estate which must be con
sidered in conservation efforts. Al
though the time for conservation action 
is now, the action must consider the 

~~~~~~~--------

evolution~f specie~ 
~ processes into the futurf.. 
~introduces the concept of an 
"evolutionary ethic" which would ing
rain this consideratilin in human deci
sion-making, in much the same way that 
Leopold (1966) advocated a "land ethic." 

Zoos, botanical gardens, and systems 
of small nature reserves may "preserve" 
species. However, only reserves large 
enough to not only ntam functionaL 
popufations of all native species, J;mi. 
~lso to allow for the perpetuation of nat;:: 
ural processes and relationships, and 
genetic ada tation to the changes In 
t ese, will "conserve" species an nat
ural diversity. 'l'fos 1s a crucial d1stmC
tion. Land management policies which 
seek only to preserve have value in the 
present context of nature - they help 
to "save all the parts" (Leopold 1953). 
But nature is a dynamic contimmm 
witlUn-which the present is relative!~ 
ms1gnifican.h. 
'--'fherefore, <;mly policies which pro
mote the future self-sustainability of 
ecosystems and their constituent 
species are of true conservation value. 
ft is this distinction between short-term 
preservation and long-term conserva
tion which makes clear the inadequacy 
- at both national and global levels -
of most of today's nature reserves and 
environmental policies. This distinction 
explains why we are proposing ecosys
tem conservation for the Greater North 
Cascades Ecosystem (GNCE). 

***** 
Soule and Simberloff (1986) recognize 

three objectives in the establishment of 
nature reserves: the protection of en~ 
dMgered, endemic, ana other species 
Of Concern (ffos Implies tfie protection 

··or habitat for these species); the conser-
yat10n of functionin communities· and 
the mamtenance o 10tic diversity, or 
the maximum number of species. I eX
pand the last · objective to mclude the 
definition of diversitv contained in Wil
cox (1984), which ~'iso considers·~ 
genetlediversity within species, and of 
the ecological functions that each 
species performs. 

''An exammatiOn of these objectives 
reveals an important point: Not all con
servation efforts are equal. Virtually 
any significant human action stands to 
benefit certain species while harming 
others. But "species must be wei hed 
not simply coun ' 1amon 1976; 
a so see arris 1984) . Therefore, while 
practices such as clearcutting may ben
efit an assemblage of species, often in
cluding game animals, and may even in
crease the . total number of species in 
the area, we must ask if these are the 
species about which we are most con
cerned (Noss 1986). Replacing a few 
rare species with mal!L common ones 
aoes not represent enhanced diversity. 
The third obJective, then, is not simply 
maximizing diversity, but maximizing 
native diversity. 

With .the abo;e objectives in mind, 
we must address the question of where . 
to locate nature reserves. Areas of high 
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incidence of endangered and endemic 
species, and areas of high diversity, are 
good candidates for reserves (Wilcox 
1984). Furthermore, it is prudent to lo
cate reserves where they will have long
term conservation potential, secure 
from anthropogenic (human induced) 
disturbance (Soule and Simberloff 
1986). This latter point has ramifica
tions not only for site selection, but also 
for appropriate planning and manage
ment of the surrounding area after the 
reserve is established. 

Guided by the above criteria, the 
Greater North Cascades Ecosystem ap
pears as a good candidate for ecosystem 
conservation. It contains habitat and/or 
extant populations of several 
Threatened and Endangered animal 
species, including the Grizzly Bear, 
Gray Wolf, Bald Eagle, and Peregrine 
Falcon, as well as the Northern Spotted 
Owl, 'which has·heen proposed for list
ing as Endangered. It also contains two 
plant species listed under the En
dangered Species Act - Rock Willow 
and Thickglume Reedgrass - and 55 
plant species listed as Sensitive. 

Moreover, the GNCE is the only area 
extant in the Northwest where a large, 
self sustaining wilderness, which fulfills 
the unique requirements of all its 
species, is still possible. This statement 
will be supported in the remainder of 
this chapter, which reviews the litera
ture of conservation biology, especially 
island biogeography (species to land 
area relationships), species conserva
tion (criteria for minimum viable popu
lations), and nature reserve systems. 

~D BIOGEOGRApHy~ 
:: ~ogeography is the discipline 

which studies the ecological characteris
tics of islands. These can be actual is
lands, where the land area differs rad~ 
ically from its surroundings (as with 
oceanic archipelagos and terrestrial 
mountaintops), or habitat patches on 
the mainland, such as a marsh or a pris
tine forest surrounded by functionally 
different second growth forest or ag
ricultural land. This is because habitat 
islands share many of the ecological 
characteristics of real islands. 

The first theory of island biogeog
raphy was formulated by MacArthur 
and Wilson (1967.)_They suggested that 
the capacity of an area to sustain species 
was related to the area's size and its 
distance from other "islands." Extinc
tion rates are related to island size 
(amount of available habitat). The dis
tance between islands affects immigra
tion rates, although these are often 
higher for habitat patches than for real 
islands because the intervening areas 
may not be totally uninhabitable. 

Local extinction- when a population 
in a particular area dies out - is a com
mon occurrence in nature (Ehrlich et 
al 1980). Various local perturbations 
(e.g., forest fire) and demographic influ
ences (e.g., poor breeding year, disease) 
can cause populations to decline to the 
point of extinction. The probability of 
extinction is greater in small areas be-

. cause they support •smaller populations 
and less habitat diversity than larger 
areas (Wilcox 1980; Karr '82). 

Local extinctions are normally offset 
by recolonization from outside popula
tions (MacArthur and Wilson 1967; Dia
mond and May '76; Ehrlich et al '80). 
Therefore, although the species as
semblage (what species are actually 
present) in an area is continually chang
ing, the overall number of species re
mains more or less constant. This 
number is related directly to the size 
of the habitat "island." 

The likelihood that a species will re
colonize an area in which it has become 
extinct is related to the distance from 
the area to. other areas populated by 
that species which may act as sources 
of immigration (individuals dispersing 
from one area may settle in a different 
one). Therefore, the number of species 
present in an area is related not only 
to its size but also to its distance from 
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other similar habitats. A species cannot 
recolonize an area if it is physically un
able to get there. 

As an area is reduced in size, and/or 
the distance to other communities 1s m
creased, due to human activity or other 
causes, the number of species populat
!fil]Iie area w:lll !:§lgx· from the histor
ical value to a lower one (Diamond 1972; 
Miller and Harris '79;-Wilcox '80; Karr 
'8.2)._ .This means that when a habitat 
island, for instance a National Park sur
rounded by National Forest, is reduced 
in size (e.g., by clearcutting along Park 
boundaries), the number of species in 
that island will decrease. The emgirical 
eyidence for the relaxat10n eftect is 
alarming, and makes clear ffie urgent 
need for us to reevaluate our conserva
tion strategies and remedy the situa
tion. 

Weisbrod (1976) found that of 68 mam
mals historically native to Mt. Rainier 
National Park in Washington, 18 had 
been extirpated by 1920, and 31 were 
gone by 1974. Newmark (1987) found ab
sences of historically present species in 
all but one of 14 North American Na
tional Parks that he examined. 

Soule et al (1979) considered the fu
ture of large mammal species for 20 re
serves of various sizes in East Africa, 
including the massive Tsavo and 
Serengeti National Parks. They project 
that all of the reserves will suffer extinc-
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Figure 1. This figure shows the number 
of species on a single island being at 
equilibrium where the immigration 
curve intersects the extinction curve. 
(After MacArthur and Wilson, 1967'.) 

tions in the near future. Their study 
predicts that a typical reserve, if it be- -
c~mes a habitat island. w1!1 lose almost 
ha f of its large mammal species over 
tile next 500 years. Smaller reserv.l's 
may lose up to 88% of their large mam
mals over the course of 5000 years. This 
·study assumed tl'ie contmuat10n of "be
rugn negle~" or .!iuman nonmanage--
~ (wfoc is an opbm1sbc assump
tion. 
1'tn'iinpo1tant debate within the liter
ature of island biogeography concerns 
the best conservation strategy for pre
serving species. This debate focuses on 
whether a single large or several small 
reserves of equal total size would be 
more effective (Simberloff and Abele 
1975 and '82; Abele and Connor '76, 
etc.). 

One important consideration in this 
debate is that, while many small re
serves would contain a greater number 
of species, they might not be the species 
with which we are most concerned. Fur
thermore, there is apparent disagree
ment over the time scale of concern. If 
one accepts that long-term species sur
vival and evolutionary potential are es
sential ingredients in conservation 
strategy, then a single large reserve is 
clearly preferable (Soule and Simberloff 
1986). 

In the. latter paper Simberloff, the 
most noted advocate of the system of 
several small reserves, concedes that 
while these may contain more species 
than a single large reserve of equal total 
area, the system would promote extinc
tions. This is because the individual re
serves would not be large enough to con
tain viable populations of the existing 
species. Once again, note the distinction 
between preservation and conserva
tion. With several small reserves, not 
only would extensive and exE_ensive. 
species management be necessary, bute, 
the evolutionary potential of the system. 
would be disrupted, probably leading 
to ecosystem disintegration and extinc-
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tion of native species. 

Another important consideration in 
this discussion is habitat fragmentation 
(Wilcox and Murphy 1985; Wilcove et al 
'86) . Fragmentation not only reduces 
the total size and insularizes a habitat 
(as chscussed above), but also cha~ 
its ecological charac!,er. 'A good example 
of this is the case of the_ Northern Spot
ted Owl which, in the western Cas
~es only in old growth Douglas 
Fir forest . 

In a managed landscape with a mix 
of several forest stages, if enough old 
growth remains within the owl's home 
range it may be able to satisfy certain 
survival requirements. However, this 
fragmentation increases the amount of 
"eage," tfie mterfaces between habitat 
t)Tpes . Edge areas are ood habitat f · 
the Barre w , w ich com etes for re
sourc · , an even excludes, the 
~potted Owl. It is not enough to pre.;;. 

' serve somE'habitat for each species. if 
we want to conserve ecosystems; the 
habitat must remam m the conditiol£. 
ulliler wfoch the resident speciea 
'evolved. For this reason, National 
Forests, under present "multiple use" 
management, may not be effective na
ture reserves for many species. 

Historically, National Parks and 
otfier reserves have been established ac
cord mg to political, or otherwise no -

10 ogica consi erations (Runte 1979, 
Newmark '85, Wilcove and May '86). To 
conserve species diversity, the legal 
boundaries of nature reserves should be 
congruent with natural criteria (New
mark 1985). For instance, a reserve may 
be large while still not protecting the 
ecological integrity of the area. 
Everglades National Park is a large re
sitr\le wlllch was established for the pur
pose of biological conservation. How
ever, the ecosystem is being severely 
im acted' fi human activities in u -
meam areas outsi e t e ega oun -
aries of the Park (Kushlan 1979). 

Newmark (1985) suggests t'fiat re
serves contain not only entire water
sheds, but at least the minimum area 
necessary to maintain viable popula
tions of those species which have the 
largest home ranges (discussed later in 
the chapter). Others have stated. that 
complete, intact ecosystems should be 
preserved (Terborgh and Winter 1980; 
Noss '85). We adhere to these consider
ations in proposing ecosystem conserva
tion for the GNCE. 

•ma ll 
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Figure 2. This figure shaws haw the 
equilibrium number of species on is
lands varies both with the size of the 
island and its distance f rom other is
lands . The circled intersection indi
cates the relative number of species on 
a small island which is relatively far 
f rom other islands. (After MacArthur 
and Wilson, 1967.) 

SPECIES OF SPECIAL 
CONSIDERATION 

.An element of panic is yresent within 
the literature of conseryation biolog"i_ 
·as-wen as withm the conservation com
·:1numty m en . This panic originates 

re ommantly from the growing aware
ness of the increasing rate of species 
extinction. · 

We presently have scarcely a clue of 
the total number of species on the plan
et, with estimates ranging between 3 
and 50 million. Yet, some researchers 
are predicting that anthropogenic ex
tinctions, at current rates (which do not 
consider military disasters or other un
predict able catastrophic events), may 
eliminate as many as a third of the plan
et 's species over the next several dec
ades (Myers 1987). 

While most of these extinctions are 
occurring as the result of tropical rain-

forest deforestation, the same proces
ses are occurring in temperate areas , 
including the United States (Wilcove et 
al 1986). Unfortunately, the general con
cern which led to the passage of the 
Endangered Species Act in 1973 has not 
oeen sufficiently sustained to assure the 
diligent application of the Act since that 
time. -------~-----., 
~ e extinction of a species represents 
f not only the loss of a unique genetic 

message which resulted from countless 
years and unknowable influences, it also 
represents the severing of myriad 
ecological ties; thousands of ears o 

vol tion rinding to a halt . ost spe
cific parasites an mu ua is s disappear 
immediately, and a ripple effect may re
verberate through the ecosystem. The 
extinction of keystone species, those 
that play a particularly crucial role in 
community dynamics (Paine and Vadas 
1969), may have unP,r,~jctable . .1;,eco_n- ; 
dary and tertiary effects (Terborgh and 
Winter 1980), including alteration of 
community structure and additional ex- -
tinctions. 

Not all species are equally likely to 
go extinct . Those species that are ex
tinction prone require special protec-
tion. · 

Several large carnivores native to the 
GNCE, such as the Grizzly Bear, Gray 
Wolf, and Mountain Lion, because of the 
perceived threat they pose t o human 
life and property, have been the victims 
of direct human persecution. This has 
caused the extirp-ation of these species 
throughout much of t heir historical 
ranges. However, even without this per
secution, these species exist naturally 
at low population levels. This results 
from their large home range require
ments, which are common to large 
bodied, high trophic level (top of their 
food chain) species. Populations of such 
species are predisposed to extinction, 
especially when confined to small areas 
(Terborgh 1974). 

Other species which are associated 
wit h pristine areas, such as the Wol
verine and Northern Spotted Owl, -are 
vumerable oecause of their !united dis
persal and colonization abilities (Ter
borgh 1974). For these types of species, 
the obvious solution is the protection 
of very large sanctuaries , where human 
contact and habitat disturbance are 
minimized. 

Natural rarity may be the best indi
cator of high probability of extincti 
· er org ; ur e an umphrey 
'87; though Karr ('82) disagrees). This 
criterion includes the low density 
species mentioned above, ijiecies which: 
sP,ecialize in habitats distributed in 
~atches (Klrtland's Warbler, Henslow's 

p w), and species near the limit§. 
of their geographical range (Lynx in the 
GNCE). 

Other factors that suggest that a 
species may be prone to extinction (Ter
borgh 1974; Karr '82) include:..._extreme 
endemism; colonial nesting (e .g., Pass
enger Pigeons, sea turtles); specializac 
tion on patchily distributed.i fluctuating» 
food resources (boreal raptors, frugi
vores, msectrvores and nectivores); and 
mJ.gratory behaviQr which exposes a 
species to pressures and changes over 
a wider area. 

POPULATION VIABILITY 
The study of population viability 

maintenance has been stimulated by the 
mandate in the.,National Forest Mana!{e
ment Act (36 CFR 219.19) to "maintain 
viable populations of existing native and 
desired non- native vertebrate species 
1n the planning area." Shaffer (1981) de
:tfried vhrbihty as the likelihood that a 
population will continue to exist in an 
area. Because the Act says nothing 
about tfie fame scale of reference, one 

·may assume that long-term viability, on -
the scale of evolubonary processes, is • 

1ntended. 
- ExttrrCtion has many causes. These 

may act alone or in combination to elimi
nate a species once its population has 
fallen below a certain threshold. This 
section discusses some of these causes, 
as well as the concept of minimum via
ble populations MVP) - the determ1-

on of the threshold level above 
which a population must remain to sus
tain long-term viability. "Even if a re-

St ehekin Valley 

. fuge contains all the habitats necessary 
for ,all species of concern, there will still 
be quick extinction of those species that 
cannot maintain an MVP" (Soule and 
Simberloff 1986). 

We maintain that the highest utility 
of MVP determination is not in the set
ting of ultimate population manage
ment goals, but as a measuring tool by 
which t o gauge the sufficiency of our 
nature reserve systems. If a reserve is 
not large enough to su~port at least 
,1)1VPs of all native species , then more 
land must be added to that reserve. 
Whereas some biologists (Salwasser et 
al 1984) advocate intensive manage
ment and monitoring programs to re
tain species at only mid-range viability, 
we dispute both the et hics and the 
achievability of this practice. That 
balancing the fates of species and 
ecosyst ems is viewed as a "professional 
challenge" by some forest and wildlife 
managers is unconscionable. 

Soule and Simberloff (1986) divide the 
causes of extinction into two general 
categories: extrms1c and intrinsic fac
tors. Both ca1egories operate primarily 
at low population levels. Extrinsic fac 
tors include environmentrustochastlclty 

<(unpredictable events or changes, such 
as major fires) and deleterious interac
tions with other species (such as disease 
epidemics, increases in predation, 
changes in competitive advantage). 
Healthy, genetically diverse popula
t ions may be able t o survive or adapt 
t o these changes, whereas a small popu
lation may lack the numbers , genetic 
variation , or the t ime to adapt and 
evolve in pace with the change and 
therefore be forced into extinction. 

Extrinsic factors also include changes 
induced by humans, such as habitat 
fragmentation and insularization. A 
habitat area reduced to too small a size 
cannot support viable populations of 
species dependent on that habitat type. 
Such areas will come to "mirror the 
species composition of the surround
ings,'' causing extinction of native 
species (Diamond et al 1987). 

Intrinsic factors include demog
raphic stochasticity, social or behavioral 
dysfunction, and genetic deterioration. 
Demographic stochasticity involves ran-
~o=~n yv~s, sucli as the poss~; ~; ;spring of one sex 
will be born in a given year. This factor 
is only likely to threaten very small 
populations, perhaps 20 individuals or 
less (Soule and Simberloff 1986). Social 
dysfunction is the breakdown oftheiiOr
mal behav10r necessary to contmue a 
populat1on. '!'fie extinction of the Pass
enger Pigeon may have been due in part 
to social dysfunction. One theory is that 
this species could breed only in huge 
congregations of many millions, which 
could no longer be attained after the 
population was reduced below a certain 
level. Therefore, the population went 
from many to none in a single genera
tion. 

The last intrinsic factor, genetic de
terioratio is complex, but m general 
it can e reduced to two effects, inbreed
ing and drift.:.. Inbreeding is tht matmg 
oT related individuals, which is more 
likely to happen in a small population 
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because a larger proportion will be of 
the same lineage than would be nor
mally. Since they have a common origin, 
related individuals are more likely to 
carry the same recessive genetic mater
ial. Therefore, the probability that an 
offspring will be homozygous for a de
leterious gene, and so express that 
characteristic, is increased. 

Jnbreeding may result in a physiolog
ical d1soroer (e.g. , hemophilia in hu
mans), reduced resistance to disease, 
etc. The demographic effects of this, 
such as lower reproduction and recruit
ment rates, are known as inbreeding 
depression. This is the greatest threat 
to the short-term survival of small o - \ 
1~110~ a er 1986, cited in IGBC 
1987). It is most dangerous in species 
which normally "outbreed," such as 
Grizzly Bears and other promiscuous 
animals. Species which normally in
breed, such as wolves, may have evolved 
mechanisms for reducing the deleteri-

I 
I 

ous effects of inbreeding. Among out
breeders, inbreeding probably becomes 
a serious concern in populations below 
50-100 individuals (Soule 1985). 

Drift is the loss of variation sim ly 
du ran om samplinf of the po;eu a
tlon's genebc material.n a small popu
lation, over successive generations 
many alleles are either fixed (become 
constantly present) or lost. Lost alleles 
represent reduced genetic variation~ 
~population loses this variation, its abil- / 
ity to adapt and evolve are dimmished. 
'fhis is the most serious threat to long
term viability. An effect ive populat101'f'" 
(the number of actually breeding indi
viduals) of 500 is necessary to offset 
genetic drift (Shaffer 1986). 

Both inbreeding and drift reduce 
genetic variation. A population de
creased to ten individuals may be ex
pected to .retain 95 per cent of the orig
inal variation after one generation; 50 
individuals would retain 99 per cent 
(Harris '84). If a small population which 
has ex erienced these effects for m3!)Y -
generations s ou recover, I woiiIO re
qmre a eat deal of time to regain that 
variation throug gene IC mu a 1Qns. 
Meanwhile, the population would be 
plagued by the deficiencies caused by 
the loss of variation. This is called a 

J>ottleneck effect. 
F'or unnaturally small populations of 

large species, problems are further ag
gravated because the other, smaller 
species with which they .compete may 
not be experiencing the same reduction. 
Therefore, it is possible that an ecosys
ttlm will evolve while a few species are' 
left behind, - helpless to adapt arul -
coevolye due to their insufficientpopu:--' 

-ration size and low genetic variation 
(Frankel and Soule 1981). 

Yet ~volutionary progression wll 
often not keep pacewith human distl!!'.
fiances. KnlJiropogemc changes m the 
eliVironment, such as induced species 
imbalances, increased landscape diver
sity, foreign chemical applications, and 
acid precipitation, may be expected to 
increase selective pressures upon 
species. Paradoxically, we are reducing 
species populabons to levels at wfocfi 

ttri'lle'll on page 28 
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they will be unable to adapt at the same 
' ime that we are makin ada tation i -
perativ arr1s 84). 

While many of the causes of extinc
tion are at least partially understood, 
very little is known about how they may 
operate synergisfacally to cause un
foreseeable extinction (Gilpin and 

ou e 1986). "In certain circumstances, 
an outcome induced b_y synergisms can 
b"e-"llwnOie order of magnitude greater 
tllan the simple sum Qf..the.c.omp.onents." 
(M°yers 1987). 

All of these considerations must be 
integrated in the determination of a 
minimum viable population. Jt is usu
atrylffipractical and unnecessary to 
manage for MVPs of any but a few 
large, low population s ecies in an 
El_CO m. se ese species tend.,, 
t011:ive greater requirements (for range_ 
area;Iood supply, etc.), it is assumed 
tfi~tneseare satisfied then the per
sistence of other species is ensured (Wil
cox '84). While this assumption may not 
always be true, this rationale is used 
by the USDA Forest Service for their 
"minimum management requirements" 
and ... dicator s ecies" programs. 

The common metho or determining 
MVPs is to use computer simulation 
models. These mg.ae!s require varlQ_us 
population parameters obtamed from 
field data. These include the effective 
population size (as opposed to the cen
sus population size), and the mean mor
tality and reproductive rates. Because 
these values vary greatly between 
species and populations and oveftlnle, 
tlle results of the s1mulabons also vary. 
Suchy et al (1985) found MVP estimates 
(using the model from Shaffer 1981) for 
the Q.rizzl;y Bear population in the 
Yello~stone Ecosystem to be highly 
sensitive to changes in the parameters. 
Harris et al (1987) found significant dif
ferences in MVP estimates for the same 
population just by adding either a two 
or an eight year old female. 

In Shaffer's original simulations 
(1981), he found a population of 30-70 
Grizzly Bears to have a better than 95 
per cent probability of surviving for at 
least 100 years, and recommended a 
minimum effective population (breed
ing adults) of about 50. Shaffer and Sam-

son (1985) revised this figure to 50-90 
bears - depending on the percentage 
of females reproducing, average litter 
size, age at first reproduction (for both 
sexes), and cub sex ratio. Suchy et al 
(1985) estimated 125 bears to be the 
MVP. However, none of the above incor
porated enetic.stochasfac1t or the os-
1 1lity of natura catastro hies into 

their mo e s affer 1981). These· con
siderations would cause the MVP to in
crease substantially (Shaffer and Sam
son 1985). All of these studies were 
further criticized for not includin_g 
enough simulation runs, which signific
aajJy alters the resiili:S (Hams et al 
1987). 

Shaffer (1986, cited in IGBC 1987) 
suggests that effective populations of 
500 or more are necessary to offset 
genetic drift. Salwasser et al (1984) 
make the general statement (without 
formal calculations) that several large 
populations (greater than 500 each) a-rei 
necessary for long-term viability _:_ on 
the order of millennia. Lande and Bar
rowclough (in Soule 1985) propose effec
tive populations of several hundred to 
retain variation for quantitative traits, 
and larger populations to retain qualita
tive traits. The situation may have best 
been summed up by Soule and Simber
loff ('86), who stated that there is no 
magic number or even protocol for de
termining MVPs; common sense based 
011 available data is the state of the art. 

RESERVE SYSTEMS 
Frankel and Soule (1985) state: 

"Species must have the capacity for con
tinuous adaptation. Programmes which 
wck this potential should not be cloaked 
1p. the banner of 'conservation'." In the 
same chapter, these authors argue that 
an area on the order of 600,000 square. 
km (approximately equal to all of 
Washington and Oregon) is neGessary 
for speciation of birds and large mam
mals. Speciation is the differentiation 
of existing species into new species. It 
is the process by which species diversity 
is generated. Although within the pre
vailing political context of the United 
States we don't presently have the op
tion to meet the land area needs of speci
ation, with rapid action we probably can 
slow the onslaught of extinctions. 

One of the three objectives for nature 
reserves mentioned early in the chapter 
was the conservation of functioning 
communities. In light of the species
area relationships associated with is
land biogeography, the way to ac
complish this objective is to start with 
a big nature reserve (Diamond 1976; 
Terborgh and Winter '80); Soule and 
Simberloff '8.3; Newmark '87). This re
serve should be congruent with..E.iolog:-, 
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Figure 3. The relationship between Na
tional Park size and number of extinc
tions. The points represent 14 western 
North American National Parks. 
(From Newmark, 1987.) 

ical boundaries, containing at least the 
·upstream area of watersheds (Kushlan 
1979), but preferably entire watersheds 
and enough area to support viable popu
lations of the largest free-ranging ani
mals native to the area (Newmark 1985). 
If such area requirements cannot be 
met under existmg conditions, habitat 

· restorat10n efforts shouta be maae 
(Noss 1985). 

The establishment of a large ecosys
tem reserve is a good start at conserv
ing the biotic diversity of an area, but 
it is not the entire answer. The land
scape should contain a network of re
serves (Diamond 1976; Kllshlan '79; 
~83; Harris '84; Wilcove and May 
'86; Soule and Simberloff '87). In such 
a network, large reserves conserve 
ecosystem processes, while smaller re-

"" serves may have more specific objec
tives, such as maintaining a particular 
species (Kushlan 1979). However, re
serves smaller than a certain minimum 
size, perhaps a few hundred acres (Jan
zen 1~83; Wilcove et al '86), will fail to 

DEAR NED. LUDD 
DEAR NED LUDD is a regular feature in Earth First! for 
discussion of creative means of effective defense against 
the forces of industrial totalitarianism. Neither the Earth 
First! movement nor the staff of Earth First! necessarily 
encourage anyone to do any of the things discussed in 
DEAR NED LUDD. ··~'~f -~1)~ 

't\~J~~ ':~l Mysterious Wolf Posters 
in Washington Draw Media 
Attention to Reintroduction 
Issue 

A mysterious poster on the topic of 
wolf reintroduction, printed on official
looking National Park Service and Forest 
Serv;ice letterhead, has been appearing 
in forests around western Washington, 
according to a report published in the 
Tacoma News Tribune. The poster is 
"mysterious" because both agencies deny 
that they are studying the feasibility of 
wolf reintroduction, and profess ignorance 
as to who prepared and distributed the 
posters. 

The posters promote a favorable image 
of the wolves, stating that there has 
never been a single documented wolf at
tack on humans in the history of North 
America, that wolves keep deer herds 
healthy by culling old and sick animals, 
and that wolf-livestock confrontations 
usually result from poor ranching prac
tices. The posters acknowledge that wolf 
reintroduction would require a reduction 
in cattle grazing on the public lands, but 
point out that this is Jong overdue, any
way. The posters solicit public comment 
on wolf reintroduction. 

Forest Service and Park Service offi
cials were quoted as saying that posters 
"might represent a statement by some 
organization." They say they know of no 
government plan to reintroduce Gray 
Wolves, which were exterminated from 
western Washington by the 1930s. 
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Both Steve Kuntz, director of Wolf Vl~ ~~\ ' : 1>• :: \ 'l 1 ty. 
Haven, an organization near Olympia · J, ' · ·.; \ I 
which cares for wolves raised by resear- /J/tvc/y(4'{1( 
chers and private individuals, and Kelly locks efficiently. Take an ordinary paper 
McAllister, a biologist with the state De- clip and straighten out the last couple 
partment of Wildlife, commented on the of inches - except for a small hook on 
general accuracy of the poster's state- the end (see diagram). Simplyjam the 
ments on wolf behavior. McAllister did straightened clip into the key channel 
not think reintroduction of wolves · in as far as it goes and break off the re-
western Washington was a good idea, mainder. The hook insures that the clip 
due to potential conflict with humans, remains in the channel so a key cannot 
but added that the question was possibly be inserted. Rumor has it that a Jegis-
academic, since wolves may be rein- lator in Albany once lost a committee 
troducing themselves into Washington position because he couldn't get into his 
from British Columbia. office to obtain important papers for a 

Dear Ned Ludd, 
Your method of using copies of copies 

on a photocopier for sending com
muniques, etc., when you don't want the 
authorities to be able to identify the 
source, is effective. Here's another, quite 
simple method which achieves the same 
results: Type through about five sheets 
of paper onto a carbon sheet. You'll 
notice that the lettering is indistinct, and 
hence, hard to identify as to source. Also 
note that if you're using a cloth type
writer ribbon, this method makes the 
thread count of the ribbon unreadable 
(thread count is part of typewriter iden
tification). Making a xerox copy of the 
above will make the source even harder 
to identify. 

Here's a simple method for jamming 

committee hearing - a result of this little 
trick. Try it! 

- Bob 

file notch 
halfway through 

/ 
Dear Ned, 
Having been pissed off about cattle 

mashing the life out of wilderness for a 
long time, I was delighted to find that, 
in many areas, an effective and beautiful 
solution is ready at hand. 

I refer to D1elphinium trolliifollium, 
a.k.a. Poison 1\)elphinium, a wildflower 
common to mountainous areas through-

preserve the characteristics for which 
they were established. Reserves should 
be connected by various types of cor
ridors (Simberloff and Cox 1987; Noss 
'85 and '87). The overall goal of the re
gional approach is to restore and con
serve the entire complement of prehu
man disturbance diversity (Noss 1983, 
'85). 

The boundaries of this ecosystem con
servation proposal are included in the 
map and compendium parts of this 
book. The total area being proposed, 
including the Alpine Lakes Wilderness 
Area - connected to the rest of the 
ecosystem by a ten mile wide habitat 
corridor east of Stevens Pass - is ap
proximately 20,000 square km. Without 
any detractions from this proposal, the 
GNCE reserve may be able to support 
viable populations of Grizzly Bear (with 
mid-range, 500-1000 years, survival 
likely) and all other native species, in
cluding Gray Wolf (ifreintroduced), and 
Northern Spotted Owl; while also con
serving the old growth forest ecosys
tem. 

In the context of the Cascade Range, 
this proposal only represents the large 
reserve. It is just a part of the network 
of habitat reserves which should be es
tablished to conserve the biotic diver
sity of the region. The importance of 
making the GNCE the large reserve in 
this network is that it is the only remain
ing area in the Cascades that retains 
the potential for ecosystem conserva
tion. In fact, few other areas in the con
tiguous states remain sufficiently intact 
that an entire ecosystem can be pro
tected. Unless swift action is taken, the 
GNCE will join the long list of degraded 
and dysfunctional ecosystems in the US 
and the world. 

Mitch Friedman is an ecologist, 
whose studies have focused on marine 
ecosystems as well as the GNCE. For 
a co'PY of the bibliography accompany
ing this chapter, or for a copy of the 
book, contact Mitch (see Directory). 
This book has been partially funded by 
the EF! Journal Research Fund, a proj
ect of the Earth First! Foundation. Tax
deductible contributions to the EF ! 
Foundation (POB 50681, Tucson, AZ 
85703) for the Research Fund will make 
more articles like this possible. 

out the West. It's also sometimes called 
Giant Larkspur. My Audubon book even 
notes, "Cattlemen, who despise them be
cause of their toxicity, call all species 
'larkspur."' 

The species loves wet, sloping areas 
and I sometimes see it growing densely 
in meadows and alongside small brooks, 
especially where it gets a little shade. 
Its seed pods dry around September, de
pending on local conditions, and are 
easily gathered in quantity. So, fellow 
members of the Meadow Beautification 
Society, how's about shifting the balance 
of the wildflower population in a few of 
your favorite meadows next spring? 

The clincher for me was a conversation 
I had with an unwitting Freddie in 
California's Marble Mountain Wilderness 
last summer. I asked why I saw so many 
fewer cattle than in other nearby moun
tains, and he told me they couldn't run 
more than a few in that area because of 
the presence of Delphinium! Seems once 
the grazing pressure gets to a significant 
level, the cows start eating the stuff, and 
it's bye-bye, Bossie. 

Planting Delphinium probably isn't 
illegal, but it's subversive enough that 
you probably wouldn't want to get 
caught anyway, especially by a rancher. 

- Dirt 
continued on page 34 



The Neanderthal Gene 
By Dave Foreman 

For me and for thousands of others 
with similar inclinations, the most im
portant passion in life is the overpower
ing desire to escape periodically from 
the strangling clutch of mechanistic 
civilization. To us the enjoyment of sol
itude, complete independence, and the 
beauty of undefiled panoramas is abso
lutely essential to happin_ess. 

- Bob Marshall 

There are some who can live without 
wild things, and some who cannot. 

- Aldo Leopold 

In the early 1970s, The Wilderness 
Society began a national series of per
sonal development workshops in order 
to equip conservation activists with 
"people process skills." I remember sit
ting in a get-acquainted circle of fifty 
people in a Howard Johnson's in Salt 
Lake City in 1973 while each of us re
lated what had brought her or him into 
conservation activism. Apart from the 
heartfelt (and inspirational) passion 
that characterized each person's state
ment, what struck me was that there 
was no single theme uniting our commit
ment to wilderness. For some, a particu
lar incident in childhood was remem
bered; for others, there had always been 
a connection with "things wild and 
free." Some had parents who took them 
to the big outside, others had to find 
that path by themselves. Some had 
been struck as Saul en the Road to 
Damascus; for others, there never had 
been any sense of being "reborn" or 
awakened. 

In dozens of similar conferences, all 
with the same opening session, this lack 
of pattern was repeated. It was noticed 
and became a topic of lively conversa
tion among a few of us junior members 
of The Wilderness Society staff (who 
had endured many of these workshops). 
What made us wilderness nuts differ
ent? Why did we passionately hunger 
after goose music? Why did most people 
care less? If there was some common 
source of enlightenment, a certain fac
tor we had all experienced, a particular 
trigger to pull, then we only needed to 
duplicate it for the mass of humanity 
and everyone would want to preserve 
the wilderness! 

Sadly, there was no thread, no com
mon strand we could discern that pulled 
wilderfreaks to the wild. The diversity 
of wilderness activists in terms of lifes
tyle, personality, work, location, age, 
background, income, politics, and 
philosophy was mirrored in the reasons 
why they worked for wilderness preser
vation. 

Finally, one of my colleagues half-jok
ingly suggested the "wilderness gene." 
Maybe attachment to the wilderness is 
determined not by one's experiences, 
but, rather, genetically-like eye color. 

Over the years, as I've chewed on his 
idea late at night, I've accepted it more 
and more. To speculate even further 
afield , maybe this wilderness gene 

reaches far, far back into our evolutio
nary history as Homo sapiens, back to 
the first of our species - the Neandert
hal. Unlike our own bull-in-the-china
shop kind, there is no evidence that 
Neanderthals ever got out of balance, 
ever upset their environment, ever for
got their place in nature, ever caused 
the extinction of other species. (It was 
fully modern humans who were in
volved in the extinction of the Pleis
tocene megafauna 12,000 years ago.) 

Perhaps as the Cro-Magnons moved 
into Neanderthal territory, displacing 
them and cau.sing their extinction, 
Neanderthal genes were picked up by 
the Cro-Magnon gene pool (through 
tried and true techniques) and drifted 
along for these past thirty millennia be
neath the surface, bubbling up now and 
then in a Lao Tzu, a St. Francis, a 
Dogen, a Mary Wollstonecraft, a 
Thoreau, a Muir, a Mary Austin, a 

Rachel Carson. 
To approach this midnight theorizing 

from another angle, let's consider the 
role we modern humans play in the over
all ecology of our planet. If we accept 
the Gaia hypothesis that Earth func
tions as a single organism, then where 
do we humans fit in? The modern 
bearers of Classical Greek rationalism 
and hubris proclaim that we are the 
nervous system of the planet, the brain, 
the communication aspect, that we are 
ensconced in the driver's seat. Wiser 
heads, such as the eminent University 
of Chicago historian William H. 
McNeill, instead compare us to a di&. 
~· 

Looked at from the point of view · of 
other organisms, humankind . . . re
sembles an acute epidemic disease, 
whose occasional lapses into less viru
lent forms of behavior have never yet 
sufficed to permit any. i!OOally ·stable, 
chronic relationship to establish itself 

I fully agree with McNeil!. In our de
cimation of biological diversity, in our · 
production of toxins, in our attack on 
the basic life-support system of Earth, 
in our explosive population growth, we 
humans have become a disease - the 
Human pox. 

The bodies of individual creatures, 
when confronted with disease or an in
vasive organism, produce antibodies 
and send out the Marines - white blood 
cells (phagocytes), who, without regard 
for their own welfare but only for the 

sake of the greater body, fight, consume 
and overpower the invading disease or-
ganisms. , 

And perhaps that is exactly what has 
happened. As the Humanpox has de
veloped from a simple, uncomfortable 
localized skin rash to a systemic life
threat, Gaia has reached into the dis
ease itself for antibodies. That long
buried Neanderthal gene has been 
pulled to the surface and, in grim re
tribution for the slaughter of Neandert
hals by modern humans (Cro-Magnons), 
a new race of Neanderthals, humans 
who love the wild, whose prime loyalty 
is to Earth and not to Homo sapiens, 
have been born, who will fight like anti
bodies and phagocytes for the wild, for 
the precious native diversity of our plan
et. (Of course, there may well be other 
antibodies being mobilized - such as 
Daniel Conner suggested about AIDS 
in the Yule 87 issue). 

A;wild flight of fancy? Perhaps. Un
scientific? Thoroughly. But I think 
about it on stormy nights, while sipping 
yesterday's wine and smoking cigars, 
when the moon is "a ghostly galleon 
tossed upon cloudy seas." Antibodies~ 
Antibodies against the Humanpox. The 
revenge of the Neanderthal. The Wilder
ness Gene. 

Antibodies need no justification. 
Their job is merely to fight and destroy 
that which would destroy the greater 
body of which they are a part, of which 
they form the warrior society. 

I think I'll go out and engulf a Forest 
Supervisor. 

Letters ... 
Continued from page 3 

do to themselves." Our intellectual . 
minds lead us to believe that we did 
weave the web of life. Ritual can help 
us come to know that we are strands, ' 
and to celebrate our strand-hood. 

We modern, industrialized humans 
have a lot to learn - or rather to re
member - about ritual. The primary, 
and hardest thing for us to learn is that 
we are not "doing" it! Surrendering to 
the non-human and the local spirits takes 
trust and humility. For me, working 
with ritual, alone and in groups, is a 
radical act. ('Radical' = from the roots.) 

Penelope's last paragraph, in which 
she urges us to "invent \\7ild, joyous fes
tivals of earthly life" and to learn from 
"the mating dances of cranes and the
howling of wolves," sounds totally 
right. I would call these rituals in the 
deepest sense. I hope our paths cross 
one day so we can dance these dances 
together. 

-,Jan Fowler, Virginia 

Earth First!ers, , 
In the Brigid Edition, Darryl told us 

how to use copies of the Generic Chal
lenge forms. Here are a few more tips: 
The forms, which are mailed to the 
California Department of Forestry, chal
lenge the timber harvest plans for spe
cific forests. If you don't have the THP 
number needed to fill out the form; call 
someone who does - another EF! 
group who has the notification list. 

I've taken Generic Challenge forms 
to campuses in L.A., set up booths and 
allowed · interested young folks to save 
a tree. All they have to do is fill out a 
form, sign it, and I'll mail it in! Even 
spoiled L.A. brats can save a tree! To 
add popularity, I've sold chocolate trees 
and bunnies. My booth also helps edu
cate the masses of specialized clones at 
our public schools. • 

If interested in more info, call or write 
me: Arctic Annie, 4642 Lemona Ave, 
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403; 818-501-7641. 

Gentlemen, 
We,...Mrs. Hi~rrow's 5th grade class, 

would like you to know that we have 
written to the California Fish and Game 
Commission telling them that we don't 
like their decision to let hunters kill 
cougars. 

We would like to know if you can 
suggest anything more we can do. 

We like what you are doing to help 
endangered species and would like 
to have more information about your 
organization. 

-Mrs. Harrow's class, Winnekta Ave 
School, 8240 Winnekta Ave, Canoga 
Park, CA 91306. 

Ed. note: After considerable debate, 
the editors judged it premature to send 
Mrs. Harrau/s class copies o/Ecodefense 
or tools recommended therein. Instead, 
we sent the Journal and we urge readers 
to send them letter-writing ideas on 
wildlife issues. 

Not enough room for grizzly-bear cubs ... 
No safe habitat for wolf cubs .. . 

. Condors gone from the skies . . . 
Human primate population has increased 
beyond sane limits. 
The time has come for drastic action . .. 
No more mild tactics! 
It is time for a grassroots movement to 
provide instant population control. .. 
IT IS TIME FOR ... 

5-f__~H-
Sisters League Against Sperm 
Habitation 
Vasectomy squads covering the Earth 
A one child limit for all. 
If you try to seed more than your share, 
We are ready and willing to pounce. 
Your little wigglies will no longer 
make it to that gateway. 
Tremble in fear ... 
If you are unwilling to take care of 
the problem yourself, 
SLASH will take you on. 
Choose the time and place for your own 
voluntary treatment, 
or SLASH will find you. 

THIS WILL BE YOUR 
ONLY WARNING!!! 

SLASH Central, Redwood Valley, CA 
... formally Concerned Primate Alliance 
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Restoring the Earth 

Of Corporate Scum and Dirty Fingernails 
by Jamie Sayen 

Restoration led to the founding of 
Earth First!. When the Sierra Club and 
The Wilderness Society proposed saving 
only 35 million of the 80 million acres 
identified in RARE II, some felt we 
needed the 80 million and Wilderness 
Recovery. 

-Dave Foreman, January 14, 1988 

Billed as running the gamut "From 
Chevron to Earth First!" the "Restoring 
the Earth" conference held in Berkeley 
from January 13-16 had the avowed pur
pose of building a national restoration 
movement. This first-ever assemblage 
of restorers, academics, experts, politi
cians, and folks with dirt under their 
fingerna1ls was an important event in 
the history of the environmental move
ment. To call it a success, however, 
would be premature. 

Any first step is experimental in na
ture. This conference was no different, 
and I urge readers of this essay to bear 
in mind that I am grateful to the organiz
ers for the wonderful work they did in 
conducting this exciting, if flawed, first 
restoration conference. Nevertheless, I 
will level some sharp criticisms and urge 
the restoration movement to make funda
mental adjustments in the organization 
offuture gatherings ofrestorationists. 

The conference drew over 9DO partic
ipants, including hundreds of speakers 
from all across the US and beyond. The 
dozens of workshops ranged from wilder
ness recovery to the use of mycorrhizae 
in forest restoration. 

Obviously, schedule conflicts were un
avoidable, but some were particularly 
unfortunate. For instance, the wilder
ness restoration panel and the wildlife 
restoration panel were held at the same 
time. A poet once asked, "Who can tell 
the dancer from the dance?" How can 
we restore wildlands without restoring 
wildlife? .. 

This example illustrates one of the 
problems I had with the conference. In 
our dominant paradigm, we focus on 
specific issues, such as the reinhabita
tion of falcons, wolves or salmon. In con
trast, the Earth First! holistic vision 
places the reintroduction of wolves, fal
cons and salmon in the conte~t of the 
entire ecosystem to be restored. The 
goal is not simply wolf recovery; the 
goal is the health and viability of all 
native species and ecosystems in a bio
region. The wolf, falcon, salmon are in
dicators of systemic health. They are 
the totem spirits of the ecosystem proj
ect. 

This comparison of viewpoints reve
als the two main groups represented at 

; the conference: the mainstream, gener
. · ally (but not rigidly) anthropocentric, 

reformers of the dominant paradigm; 
and the biocentrically-oriented, grass
roots restorationists - the dirt under 
the fingernails (duf) crowd. There was 
communication between the two 
loosely-defined groups, but in the end, 
each spoke its own language. 

The heart of the conference for a 
number of Earth First! types in atten
dance was the dirty fingernail crowd. 
Nevertheless, there were some exciting 
developments in the mainstream. Be
fore describing the underground, bio
centric conference, I will discuss the 
mainstream conference. 

The one unforgivable blunder of the 
conference organizers was to give rep
resentation on numerous panels and in 
workshops to PR lackeys from land-rap
ing corporations like Chevron and BHP
Utah Minerals International. For in
stance, on a panel titled "Restoration 
of Large Geographic Areas," Roger Nel
son, BHP-Utah's manager of corporate 
environmental quality (perhaps in 
charge of perfuming t}le corporate re
strooms?) spoke about the work BHP 
is doing in restoring wild areas they are 
raping. He never addressed the topic 
at hand as he droned on with his corpo
rate PR BS. 

The audience frequently proved to be 
more informed than VIP panelists. One 
questioner charged Nelson with mining 
Wilderness Areas, and wondered why 
BHP was not instead looking for copper 
in disturbed areas, including dumps. 
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Nelson replied that they will never 
have to mine the dumps for copper, be
cause each year they become more 
sophisticated in their ability to mine 
more copper. Nelson then offered his 
solution for wilderness preservation: 
let's use aluminum instead of wood to 
make 2 X 4s for construction because 
there's such an abundance of aluminum 
on earth. 

Actually, maybe those corporate lac
keys should be thanked for their comic 
relief. Indeed the best quote of the con
ference came from Ray Krauss of the 
Homestake Mining Co. (a sponsor of the 
conference). He opened with the ques
tion: "Restore the Earth to what?" He 
then answered, without appreciating 
the irony: "To the Ice Age?" I doubt I 
was the only Neanderthal in the audi
ence to answer "Yea, brother" to that 
one. 

The corporate BS artists wasted · 
enormous amounts of panel time debat
ing issues which ought not even have 
been raised. During a panel on "San 
Francisco Bay Area Restoration 
Needs," corporate lackeys gave deliber
ate misinformation which forced the re
sponsible panelists to refute the corpo
rate untruths. 

This is a critical problem, and the re
storation movement must not self-de
struct over this issue. Should the corpo
rate despoilers be allowed into our 
movement? Would a doctor hire Typhoid 
Mary as his nurse during an epidemic? 

I suggest that corporations · be re
quired to restore the damage they have 
inflicted on Earth. Until a corporation 
eliminates all ecologically inappropriate 
actions, it should not be invited to help 
plan the healing work its greed makes 
necessary. 

One of Dave Foreman's remarks at 
the conference is germane here: "We 
should be willing to use all tools" avail
able to us, from filing lawsuits to pulling 
survey stakes. The Christian Science 
Monitor (2-2) quoted Dave in a sub
sequent article, but the sentences im
mediately preceding read: ''And preser
vationists' traditional distrust of the pri
vate sector is receding . . .. " This is a 
bizarre juxtaposition. Dave is right: use 
all tools, even Chevrnn's money if you 
can get it, but don't be beholding to · 
the bastards. 

The issue of corporate raper restora-

tion leads into the problem of mitiga
tion. Is it the role of the restoration 
movement to mitigate the damage, or 
is it the role of the restoration move
ment to work to stop further damage, 
preserve all wild areas and begin the 
healing process for the damaged 90% 
of Turtle Island? 

Among environmentalists, there was 
a general sense that mitigation is 
doomed. Michael Fisher, the new execu
tive director of the Sierra Club who 
often sounded like an Earth First!er, 
warned participants: "Don't get con
fused with mitigation." 

Meca Wawona, one of the most 
eloquent biocentrists of the conference, 
is a tree planter in northern California. 
Discussing mitigatory tree planting, 
she confessed, "We feel like we are 
maids of the timber industry." 

The restorl\tion movement must re
sto1'ei-the d'an?age inflicted by timber, 
cattle and mining cretins, but, as Meca 
said, "We have to stop the problem 
that's causing the need for restoration." 
In short, restorationists should not be 
maids; they should be guerrilla healers. 

Although, as I said, there were really 
two different conferences, there was 
agreement over many critical issues. 
Time after time speakers of all sorts (ex
cepting, of course, corporate lackeys) 
called for preservation, prevention, 
monitoring, and funding the restoration 
movement with the Pentagon budget. 

Marion Stoddart, a leader in the 
clean-up of the Nashua River in New 
England, warned: "We can't restore an 
extinct species." She added that resto
ration is an expensive, last-ditch effort 
to undo human-caused damage. "It is 
far less costly to prevent destruction." 

The Sierra Club's Fisher said the 
"highest priority" facing restoration en
vironmentalists is the preservation of 
the remaining 10% of wilderness in Tur
tle Island. "Restore the 90%," he urged, 
"but not at the expense of the 10%." 

David Brower pointed out that you 
can't restore wilderness, you can only 
preserve it. (While technically true, this 
should not deter folks involved in 
wilderness recovery.) Dave Foreman 
pulled together the twin necessities of 
preservation and restoration. "It's 
damned exciting to say not one more 
redwood will be cut down," he roared. 
"But it's just as exciting to see the Griz 

Humboldt County EF!ers at the base of"Greg's.Tree," All Speci~s Grove. 
Photo by Berberis nervose. 

back in California." 
Then Foreman lost control and 

blurted out, "I want to compromise." 
Yes, campers, Dave used the C-word: 
"I want 50% of the US wild. I want to 
compromise. No Griz in L.A., but Griz 
in Los Padres .... " 

Before mentioning a few ~pecific ap
proaches to restoration, a general com
ment on restoration is in order. Keynote 
speaker Stewart Udall quoted Robert 
Frost: "Let grow." Udall reminded us 
that Nature, not humans, will do most 
of the restoring. For proof of this, one 
need look no farther than the regener
ated forests of the Appalachians. 

Frost's point is crucial, but tricky. It 
should not be an excuse for non-action , 
but, rather, a guide to what is appropri
ate and what is not appropriate for 
human restorers to attempt. Prevent
ing clearcut-caused landslides from 
ruining salmon spawning grounds is 
clearly an appropriate activity. Planting 
non-native species to create a park-like 
atmosphere is not. 

The issue of monitoring restoration 
work was raised. Fisher stressed the 
importance of follow-through "in terms 
of centuries," and he proposed that 
Sierra Club groups monitor each Na
tional Forest for the long haul. Randy 
Stemmler, one of most respected re
storationists of the duf variety, said 
monitoring helps restorationists avoid 
repeating mistakes. He has a small re
storation business, and a lesson he has 
learned therefrom is that when writing 
a contract, restorers should factor in 
costs of the monitoring process. 

There was general consensus among 
committed restorationists that restora
tion work should be done in a watershed 
or bioregional context. Restoration 
work on an estuary implies considera
tion of the health of the headwaters. 
One participant voiced a complaint 
EF!ers have often made: that the En
dangered Species Act gives the US Fish 
and Wildlife Service the power to man
age by species, but not by habitat or 
ecosystem. 

The Pentagon budget was a favorite 
target. Stewart Udall pointed to a paper 
from the Lawrence Livermore Lab 
which says we can delay or defeat the 
Greenhouse Effect by planting trees. 
(Does it mention eliminating the root 
causes of the problem?) "We shm~ld 
spend Star Wars' budget on planting 
trees," he opined. 

David Brower suggested giving the 
job of undamming Hetch Hetchy to the 
Army Corps of Engineers, on the Pen
tagon budget. Steve Rauh, a co-founder 
of the Fate of the Earth Conference, 
urged joining the concept ofrestoration 
with work for peace: " ... spend the mil
itary budget on restoration." 

Ted Means, an Oglala Lakota, urged 
the restoration movement to include the 
native perspective. "We are masters of 
survival." He said that his people are 
obligated to make a decision on how it 
will affect the seventh generation 
hence. 

Conference organizer John Berger, 
author of Restoring the Earth (1985), 
deserves the gratitude of all re
storationists. On the first day of confer
ence, he remarked, "The same intelli
gence which humanity used to subdue 
the Earth must now be used to restore 
it." I would warn, however, and many 
Earth First!ers would agree, that we 
mtist subdue that manipulative, 
exploitative, Cartesian intelligence in 
order that we may recover Earth Wis
dom to guide our restoration work. We 
must also avail ourselves of the knowl
edge of biocentrically-oriented 
ecologists, biologists, geologists, etc. 

At the otherwise disappointing panel 
on "Restoration of Large Geographic 
Areas," Meca Wawona said that because 
she expects the economy to break down 
soon, and what little money is available 
for restoration ~o go to dealing with 
hazardous waste, she thinks it urgent 
that "we find a way quickly to innoculate 
into our society a restoration ethic and 
a connection with our lifestyles." She 
outlined three approaches to 
watershed/land restoration: 

1) The agency approach with experts, 
bureaucrats and large budgets (relative 



to grassroots efforts). Problems with 
this approach include: hierarchy, lack of 
long-term monitoring, and lack of in
teraction between expert designers and 
workers. 

2) The back to the land movement 
("reinhabitory people," in Gary 
Snyder's words). Newcomers work with 
old-timers to restore damaged areas. 
This method relies heavily on a barter 
economy rather than a bureaucratic 
budget. It leads to community interac
tion, and often to more effective solu
tions because the projects are designed 
by the people who inhabit the region 
'and must live with the results. 

3) Forest workers coops, such as the 
Hoedads in the Pacific Northwest. 
Rather than merely planting a cut-over 
area, these groups have a lasting in
volvement in the results of their work. 
Their contracts with agencies call for 
payment of a fee for planting the trees. 
A bonus is paid in the fourth or fifth 
year based on the survival of those 
trees. 

All three approaches have merit, and 
we should never arbitrarily limit our
selves when choosing tools for restora
tion. Nevertheless, the back to the land 
and coop approaches, with their grass
roots basis, are generally the most ap
propriate approaches for a biocentric re
storation movement. We should find 
ways to work with agencies and ex
perts, and try to gain some of their fund
ing, but we should not depend on them 
and not tailor projects to win their favor. 

The most exciting parts of the confer
ence for me were not the large panels 
I've been discussing, but the workshops 
in which grassroots restorationists de
scribed trial-by-trial efforts to restore 
damaged portions of Earth. It is from 
the vision and commitment of these 
reinhabitory people that a bioregion
ally-focused healing movement will 
evolve. 

The workshop on the Mattole River 
Watershed restoration project was one 
of the highlights of the conference. 
Freeman House, a member of the Mat
tole Restoration Council (MRC) and au
thor of the superb essay "Totem Sal
mon," set the tone for the workshop: 
"You can't save the Earth without sav
ing the culture." This was no an
thropocentric claim. Freeman and his 
co-workers approach their work as in
habitants asking, "What is the approp:ri
ate way to live in this place?" 

David Simpson described the Mattole 
watershed: The 64-mile northern 
California river is never more than 20 
miles from the coast. The area receives 
between 80 and 200 inches of rain each 
winter. From May to September, it re
ceives zero inches. From 1948 to 1975, 
about 90% of the old growth forests 
were removed. Cutting has lead to ero
sion which has silted up the river. The 
decline of King and Silver Salmon in 
the Mattole was due to the cutting. 

In the mid 1970s, grassroots restora
tion projects began. At the time, there 
were only about 200 King Salmon in the 
river. A hatchbox program to trap 
spawning salmon was instituted. Eggs 
were taken from the salmon, placed in 
a hatchbox, and layered with gravel. A 
filter system filtered out silt. There was 
a 90% success rate of fry released by 
this project. 

But, David concluded, this was just 
a "holding action." Workers realized 
habitat restoration was the key to the 
restoration of the King Salmon. Almost 
nothing was known about the Mattole 
in a scientific sense, so they began a 
survey of the watershed under the gui
dance of a fisheries biologist. Twenty 
residents walked 260 linear miles of the 
Mattole watershed to map salmon 
habitat. The survey identified where 
King and Silver Salmon spawn~ The re
sults were printed in a pamphlet. 

The survey pinpointed a number of 
specific problems to address. Road im
pact mitigation, vegetation. enhance
ment, and stream clearance were most 
critical. The California Conservation 
Corps has since helped with stream 
clearance. The MRC, although an inde
pendent grassroots outfit, has found 
working with the Cal CC to be reward
ing. This is an example of how grass
roots efforts can be helped by the 
agency approach without relying on it 
exclusively. 

By 1983, the Mattole restorationists 
found their organizational structure in
adequate. The Mattole watershed 

covers 302 square miles. Its folks are 
widely dispersed, and many have no 
phone. To deal with this situation, the 
Mattole Restoration Council was 
formed. It has three types of members: 
tax exempt groups, less organized 
groups, and individuals. A "Friends of 
the Mattole" was started for supporters 
outside the region. 

The Council now sponsors fundrais
ers and raffles, and produces a restora
tion newsletter. It has some agency and 
foundation funding. 

Richard Ginger described a riprap 
project done in his area. He and his 
co-workers used horses to pull debris 
out of the river. To stabilize the bank, 
they dug down to a solid base and laid 
stones. 

David described the Honeydew land
slide which occurred in the spring of 
1983. Massive amounts of debris slid 
into and dammed the Mattole. By break
ing the slide into component parts, the 
daunting repair work has become less 
overwhelming. The Mattole Watershed 
Salmon Support Group mapped existing . 
landforms, so that erosion and landsllde 
activity can be monitore.d'..with photo 
documentation and surveying. 

The MRC continues to monitor sal
mon mortality, and keeps comparative 
figures for the size of the salmon run. 
They believe that approximately 25% 
of the King Salmon in the Mattole are 
fish they have released. In closing, 
Freeman explained that the MRC now 
needs a long-range planning process to 
save ecosystems. "After eight years, 
we're just beginning." The MRC has in
volved children in the fish release pro
gram and surveying, thus preparing the 
·next generation of restorationists. 

(The MRC and its newsletter can be 
reached by writing Box 160, Petrolia, 
CA 95558. Send them a few green
backs.) 

Another excellent workshop was "Re
storation of US Hardwood and Conifer
ous Forests." Meca Wawona spoke about 
the need for us to reduce per capita 
use of forest products, because the 
Forest Service is always using the ex
cuse of demand to justify overcutting. 
To the question of how to reverse the 
long-term impact of )TIOnoculture on 
soils, Meca said, "Let succession hap
pen." She advised planting legumes and 
vetch to help prepare the site. Rock dust 
can help the mineralization process. 
Tony Look, a redwood planter and foun
der of the Sempervirens Fund, added 
that Ceanothus is a good soil prepara
tion. 

Randy Stemmler spoke about insta
bility. The easiest to treat is surface in
stability, usually caused by roads. 
Mulch and broadcast seeding will halt 
this before it leads to more serious ero
sion. A more difficult task is halting ero
sion from gullies, roadcuts, clearcuts, 
and altered drainage routes. Proper 
placement of rocks will provide lateral 
support. 

There was much talk about tree plan
ting. One problem grassroots tree plan
ters have is in winning acceptance from 
the Forest Service. Tree planter Andy 
Lipkis said, "We were attacked for not 
knowing what we were doing, and all 
we wanted to do was help." He added 
that there are sympathetic folks in the 
FS, and they should be sought. To win 
Forest Service support, he advised, 
first do a small project well. 

Meca Wawona pointed out that grass
roots groups have been calling their Na
tional Forest managers to offer help 
after last summer's fires in the North
west. Their calls have not been re
turned, and FS resources are being di
verted to salvage cuts. 

For tree planting, Lipkis recom
mended using surplus resources like 
cardboard milk cartons. Meca 
suggested open-ended containers to 
avoid J-roots. Tony Look said a one gal
lon container is the best size for regen
eration. Meca said that in China each 
person past the age of eight is respon
sible for planting one tree per year and 
tending it. 

A fascinating discussion of "The Use 
of Mycorrhizae in Forest and Other Re
storation" was too technical to go into 
deeply here. There is a great need for 
someone to write about soil-building 
and mycorrhizal fungi from a biocentric 
perspective. 

Mycorrhizae or "fungus-roots" are 
critical to the health of soil, plants and 
trees. Dave Perry from Oregon State 

U and Ted St. John from UCLA de
scribed the symbiotic relationship be
tween the fungus and the tree. Mycor
rhizal fungi help connect the roots to 
the soil. They help transplants survive. 
They promote rapid growth and they 
aid in drought resistance. The fungi 
cover the surface of mineral grains, wea
ther them and extract the nutrients for 
their root hosts. Mycorrhizae also pro
tect plants against pathogens. 

A clearcut causes the rapid decline 
of rrtycorrhizae, and the longer the delay 
in reforestatfon, the greater the loss. 
They return slowly. One reason for the 
decline of tropical rainforests is the loss 
of mycorrhizae after a cut. Herbicides 
also destroy mycorrhizae, thus 
preempting natural recovery processes 
and throwing the system into a down
ward spiral. While most plants can be 
grown by artificial means, without 
mycorrhizae, they become addicts de
pendent on the artificial nutrients. 

Randy Stemmler observed that in old 
growth forests trees are in communica
tion with one another because their root 
systems are linked by the mycorrhizal 
fungi. Dave Perry added that studies 
have shown that two plants without 
mycorrhizal fungi interact very nega
tively. Two plants with mycorrhizal 
fungi interact very positively. 

It's time to return to the question 
posed . by Homestake Mining's Ray 
Krauss: "Restore the Earth to what?" 
His facetious answer: "To the Ice Age," 
sounds good to me; but strictly speak
ing, it is impossible because of the 
thousands of extinctions which have oc
curred since the ice last receded. 
Nonetheless, the ultimate aim of resto
ration~ work must be the reestablish
ment of functioning whole ecosystems. 
Only large wild tracts will permit all 
native species and communities to re
sume their disrupted evolutionary 
dance. Ultimately, the aim of the resto
ration movement must be the restora
tion of wildness on Earth. During the 
transition period (all that any of us liv
ing will ever know), the restoration 
movement must deal with the most de
leterious effects of our world-culture's 
anti-Nature death trip. But our sights, 
as restoratfonists, must be set higher. 

The conference's "Wilderness Resto
ration" panel only began to broach the 
subject. Stemmler opened the panel 
with the observation that you can't re
store wilderness, but you can restore 
wildness by creating conditions in which 
Nature can "re-wild" herself. The first 
step, he said, is to find the basic cause 
of disruption and then to create condi
tions for natural cycles to resume. 

Restorers should use natural mater
ials like rock and split stakes rather than 
rebar. Care should be taken not disturb 
one area when getting materials to re
store another area. Plantings should be 
in wild patterns, not in rows. 

Jim Eaton, executive director of the 
California Wilderness Coalition, em
phasized that Nature will do most resto
ration work: "Put a hole in Hetch 
Hetchy Dam and walk away. It'll come 
back in time.') 

A problem with existing Wilderness 
Areas, Eaton said, is that they are not 
complete ecosystems. Even the large 
areas may only contain the summer 
range for some native species, while 
lacking migration routes. An important 
part of wilderness restoration work is 
identifying critical components of each 
ecosystem to be restored: summer and 
winter ranges, migration routes, buffer 
zones and connecting corridors to other 
wild areas. 

Dave Foreman made the depressing 
observation that because of acid rain, 
the introduction of exotics and other 
human-caused disruptions, there prob
ably is no true wilderness left on Earth. 
He then discussed active versus passive 
restoration. Just by stopping the dam
age of a road or two (especially along 
riparian areas), enormous wilderness 

areas can be recreated. A classic exam
ple is the Magruder Corridor in the Sel
way-Bitterroots. Close that road and
bingo - six million acres of Wilderness. 
Active restoration work should be 
within the context of the preservation 
of existing wilderness and reestablish
ment of big wild areas through road, 
trail, bridge and dam closures and the 
elimination of welfare grazing on public 
lands. 

Meca Wawona and Jim Eaton dis
cussed last year's fires in the Northwest 
as an example of natural restoration. 
Meca pointed out that while many trees 
died, others survived despite losing 
their crowns: "The forest is still there 
with its microclimates and niches." Her 
advice: "Leave them all." Jim indig
nantly added that the media had writ
ten sensational headlines proclaiming 
400,000 acres destroyed. "No," Jim in
sisted, "they were burned, not de
stroyed. This has created an amazing 
mosaic of recovery." 

In the September 1986 issue of Earth 
First!, Reed Noss contributed a "Recipe 
for Wilderness Recovery." The article 
ought to be read by all restorationists. 
Reed identified the major threats to 
wilderness as: habitat fragmentation, 
bad boundaries, bad air, bad manage
ment, and loss of native diversity. Re
covery should be guided by the specific 
natural history of the bioregion. There 
must be large and multiple preserves 
scattered throughout each bioregion 
which represent the full biogeographic 
spectrum. These areas must be con
nected by wild corridors and buffered 
from the impacts of"civilization." Care
ful efforts must be made to reconstruct 
the pre-settlement floral and faunal pat
terns. It must be remembered that the 
goal is not the re8toration of "museum 
pieces" of natural history. Evolution, 
genetic diversity, and natural speciation 
and extinction are the dances we wish 
to preserve, not some static picture of 
beauty. Here is an area where biocen
tric academics and dirt under the finger
nails restorationists can and must work 
together. 

I hope the next restoration confer
ence will be held somewhere in the 
wilds, like the Mattole watershed. 
There should be less time spent in VIP , 
panels and more time planting trees. 
In return for the host watershed's hos
pitality, conference participants could 
help move a few tons of ro.cks. In addi- ; 
tion to being good for body and spirit, 
this would weed out the fainthearted: the 
corporate shucksters, experts with clean 
fingernails, and ivory tower academics. 

Jamie Sayen i,s the coordinaror of the 
EF !'s PAW t,ask force. An avid student 
of restoratwn ecology, Jami,e seeks infor
mation on restoration efforts, w be used 
in articles for our Journal. Send w the 
PAW address in the EF! Direcwry. 

'Readers seeking information on resw
ration may wish w read such bioregional 
journals as Katuah (POE 638, Leicester, 
NC 28748; $10/yr), Siskiyou Journal 
(POE 989, Cave Junction, OR 97523), 
and Raise the Stakes (Planet Drum, 
POE 31251, SF, CA 941.31). Additionally, 
there i,s now a Society for Ecological 
Restoration and Management (UW Ar
boretum, 1207 Seminole Hwy, Madi.son, 
WI 53711). Membership costs $25 and 
includes their journal Restoration and 
Management Notes. Also for $25 you can 
join Earth Island Institute, which is de
voting much attention w restoration. The 
latest issue of Earth Island Journal 
includes an 8-page insert on restoring 
the Earth (300 Broadway, Suite 28, SF, 
CA 941.33) . 

&search for this article (i.e., Jamie 
Sayen's trip w the Restoring the Earth 
Conference) was suppq:rted lYy the Earth 
First! Journal Research Fund. Tax-
deductible contributwns w the Fund can 
be made lYy sending a check w the Earth 
First! Foundation, POE 50681, Tucson, 
AZ 85703. 
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NEVADA ''WILDERNESS'' BILL 
LOOMS AHEAD 

Nevada. To most, the name conjures 
glittering casinos, topless showgirls in 
sequins and exotic headdresses, and 
"stars" like Wayne Newton. There's 
another Nevada, however. This is the 
Nevada scorned by the high-speed 
traveler on Interstate 80 - the desolate 
waste of sagebrush steppe and seem
ingly barren mountain ranges in the 
distance. Desolate. Barren. 

These images have even affected the 
conservation movement. No national 
group has ever treated Nevada as more 
than an afterthought; none has ever 
committed a portion of the resources to 
save the Nevada Wilderness that they 
have allocated to other, more "scenic" 
states. 

But beyond the bright lights of Las 
Vegas and Reno, off the four lanes of the 
Interstate, away from the cat hfYUse or 
rural bar and slot machine emporium, 
lies the real Nevada. The Great Basin. 
Basin and range. Empty valleys car
peted in sage with herds of Pronghorn 
flashing the bright white of their rumps; 
valleys that stretch your eyes further 
than you thonght you could see. Valleys 

Nevada Wilderness: 
How little do we save? 

by Leon Czolgosz 

Nevada is one of three western states 
which have not yet passed a National 
Forest Wilderness bill. In fact, Nevada 
has less designated Wilderness than any 
other western state - at present the 
64,000-acre Jarbidge Wilderness in the 
Humboldt National Forest is Nevada's 
only official Wilderness. This is not be
cause of a lack of suitable wildlands -
3.4 million acres of Nevada's National 
Forests were listed as "roadless" during 
the RARE II study by the Forest Service 
in the 1970s. Nor is it because Nevada's 
National Forest lands lack classic scenery. 
Indeed, while popular concepts of what's 
"scenic" should· have no bearing on 
whether or not an area is to be preserved 
as a Wilderness, Nevada's unprotected 
wildlands have their share of alpine 
lakes and snow-capped peaks. Nor is the 
delay in passing Wilderness legislation 
the result of a lack of support for Wilder
ness by Nevadans - polls have shown 
a majority of the state's residents sup
port at least some degree of Wilderness 
protection. The difficulty in passing a 
Nevada Wilderness bill acceptable to 
conservationists lies with the nature of 
the opposition. For many years, mining 
and ranching interests have dominated 
the state's politics. To these groups, in 
recent years, have been added the 
energy companies. These people, al-· 
though numerically small in what has 
become an increasingly urban state 
(most of Nevada's population now lives 
in the Las Vegas and Reno areas), still 
exert tremendous influence on the 
state's politics, including the US Con
gressional delegation. 

In 1985, the Sierra Club and the 
Friends of Nevada Wilderness (a coali
tion of 26 civic and environmental or
ganizations) called for Wilderness desig
nation for 21 areas in Nevada's National 
Forests, with a total acreage of 1. 5 mil
lion acres (the Forest Service recom
mended, in RARE II, that only 11 areas 
totaling barely more than 500,000 acres 
receive Wilderness protection). In the 
99th Congress several Nevada Wilder
ness bills were introduced. One of 
these, introduced by Representative 
Harry Reid (D-NV) - now a US sena
tor - passed the House. Although this 
bill, when introduced, called for the de
signation of 939,000 acres of Wilder
ness, by the time it passed it had been 
reduced to a paltry 592,400 acres in 11 
areas. Passage of this bill was compli
cated by ongoing efforts to establish a 
Great Basin National Park, and by the 
fact that in Nevada's Senate delegation 
at the time there was virtually no sup
port for Wilderness - a bill introduced 
by Senators Paul Laxalt (R-NV) and 
Chic Hecht (R-NV) would have pro
tected only 137,000 acres in 4 areas. It 
is probably fortunate that no Nevada 
Wilderness bill passed both the House 
and Senate in the 99th Congress, as this 
meant the above bills died. 

In the current session of Congress, 
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flowing like seas, breaking against the 
far mountains. Mountains rising up a 
mile or more to hidden glacier-gouged 
basins with tiny lakes glistening like 
jewels in the dry air of this cold desert. 
Forests of Aspen, Mountain Mahogany, 
or White Fir cloaking the high basins, 
the rolling summits. And above all, the 
patriarchs, gnarled, weathered, and 
deeply wise with their millennial lives 
- the Bristlecone Pines. 

Is Nevada empty? Desolate? Barren? 
Is all the action in the casinos? All the 
beauty in the haughty showgirls? Are 
the sage-filled valleys and blue moun
tains on the horizon good only for the 
sheepherder, the cowman, the trapper, 
the two-bit miner with a bulldozer? 

Ask the Mountain Lion in the Grant 
Range. Ask the Bighorn on Arc Dome. 
Ask the Elk in the Schell Creek Range. 
The Lahontan Cutthroat in the Toiyabe 
Crest. TheGoldenEagleover Mt.Moriah. 

Listen to the answer whispered by the 
ancient limbs of the Bristlecone. 

They know. 
- Dave Foreman 

prospects initially looked good for 
Nevada wilderness. In April 1987, a bill 
was introduced in the House of Repre
sentatives by Reps. Buddy Darden (D
GA), Peter Kostmayer (D-PA) and 
Richard Lehman (D-CA) which called 
for the establishment of 19 Wilderness 
Areas in Nevada's National Forests, 
comprising 1.4 million acres - almost 
as much as the state's environmentalists 
were requesting. Unfortunately, this 
bill was overlooked in favor of a bill by 
Rep. James Bilbray (D-NV), who had 
succeeded to Harry Reid's House seat 
when Reid replaced Paul Laxalt in the 
Senate. As passed by the House, Bil
bray's bill (R.R. 2142, the Nevada 
Wilderness Designation Act) calls for 
protecting 731,000 acres in 14 areas, 
while releasing Nevada's remaining Na
tional Forest roadless lands - over 2.5 
million acres - for "multiple use." 
While Bilbray's bill has some good fea
tures - fairly good proposals for some 
important areas, such as Arc Dome, 
Table Mountain (home to Nevada's 
largest Elk herd), Schell Creek Range 
and Mt. Moriah - it leaves out the fol
lowing areas which are included in the 
conservationist proposal: Elk Mountain 

l. Excelsior 
2. Boundary Peak 
a. Spring Mountains 
4. Arc Dome 
5. Alta Tuquima 
6. Tuble Mountain 
7. Crant Range 
~-Quinn Canyon Range 
9. Currant Mountain 

10. South Snake 
IL Mt. Moriah 
12. Schell Creek Ran1te 
t:t Ruliy Mountains 
14. Jarbidsce Additions 
15. East Humboldt 
16. Santa Rosa 
17. Toiyabe Crest 
18. Mt. Rose 
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to abolish both of Nevada's National 
Forests and turn their lands over to the 
BLM. More about "enhancement" later. 

Several of the areas which would be 
designated Wilderness under H.R. 2142 
were substantially reduced in acreage 
from the original provisions of the bill 
by the House Committee on Interior 
and Insular Affairs. The Ruby Moun
tains area, already missing some impor
tant portions, lost several thousand 
more acres to accommodate an existing 
helicopter skiing operation. Even worse 
than this was the removal of substantial 
acreage in the Currant Mountain area, 
Quinn Canyon Range, and Grant Range 
at the behest of Exxon Corporation. 

Exxon, which shot approximately 400 
·.miles of seismic lines in the three areas, 
lobbied House members for their exclu
sion from the wilderness bill because 
"preliminary results" of the seismic 
studies supposedly indicated the poten
tial for oil and/or gas deposits. Exxon's 
lobbying efforts included a private 
meeting with House subcommittee 
members and Congressional staff in 
November in which Exxon released 
"proprietary" (i.e., confidential) infor
mation from their surveys in the Grant 
Range to justify massive exclusions in 
both the Grant and Quinn Canyon 
Ranges from the Wilderness bill. This 
was despite the fact that Exxon acknow
ledged that after spending at least $30 
million in Nevada since 1984 searching 
for oil and gas (including $4 million for 
a dry hole in the Owyhee Basin) they 
have made no discoveries to date. 
Moreover, no one on the Congressional 
staff was qualified to correctly interpret 
Exxon's data - nor could they submit 
it to unbiased, outside "experts" due 
to its "proprietary" nature - a neat 
"Catch-22" situation. The seismic line 
in the Grant Range which provided 
Exxon's lobbying data was shot in Sep
tember, 1987, and since analysis of seis
mic data is a complicated and time-con
suming process, the material Exxon 
provided Congress less than two 
months later is dubious at best. Yet the 
Interior Committee agreed to the dele
tion of27,000 acres from the Grant and 
Quinn Canyon Ranges, leaving.a butch
ered, 28,000-acre Grant Range and a 
19,000-acre Quinn Canyon proposed Wil
dernesses. 

The Grant Range, in the Humboldt 
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19. Sweet "·ater Mountains \ a 
20. Pearl Peak 
21. Elk Mountain • PropoSe<i .Wilderness 

• Existing Wilderness 

(on the Nevada-Idaho Border), Pearl 
Peak (in the southern Rubies, but sepa
rated from the main part of the range 
by a road), Excelsior (a large roadless 
area with contiguous acreage in Califor
nia, notable for containing much land 
that has never been grazed), the Sweet
water Mountains (another area with 
contiguous wild country in California), 
and the Toiyabe Crest (a large area to 
the north of Arc Dome, but separated 
from that area by roads, and containing 
part of the Toiyabe Crest Trail). In ad
dition, H. R. 2142 would designate the 
Mt. Rose area near Reno as a "National 
Recreation Area," whereas the conser
vationist proposal would establish a Mt. 
Rose Wilderness. 

In addition, H. R. 2142 has been com
plicated by the addition of a provision 
to transfer almost 900,000 acres of land 
now administered by the Bureau of 
Land Management to the Forest Ser
vice. This transfer, originally termed 
the "National Forests and Public Lands 
of Nevada Enhancement Act," grew out 
of a citizen reaction to the Reagan Ad
ministration's proposal, a few years ago, 

National Forest, contains Troy Peak, 
over 11,000' high, as well as a particu
larly fine Bristlecone Pine forest. The 
area is significant enough to have at
tracted the attention of John Muir in 
the 19th Century. The Quinn Canyon 
Range, to the south, is noted especially 
for its numerous springs which, along 
with its remoteness, make it particu
larly valuable wildlife habitat. As if the 
butchery of these areas was not enough, 
similar, although smaller, deletions 
were made in deference to Exxon in the 
Currant Mountain area, leaving only 
32,000 acres earmarked for Wilderness 
designation. This area is also in the 
Humboldt National Forest, in the White 
Pine Range about 35 miles southwest 
of Ely. Current Mountain contains a na
tive herd of Bighorn, only recently dis
covered, as well as an area of native 
vegetation which has never been grazed 
by domestic livestock - an area recom
mended by 'the Forest Service as a Re-
search Natu~al Area. · 

In short, Congress accepted Exxon's 
word without question, setting a bad 
precedent for 1 wilderness battles else-

1 

where. It was · interpreted as such in 
an oil industry publication, Inside 
Energy, in the Nov. 23, 1987 issue, ex
cept that the oil industry viewed it as 
a good precedent. 

"Enhancement": As mentioned ear
lier, H. R. 2142 would also add about 
895,000 acres of BLM lands to the 
Forest Service. Most of this land would 
be transferred to the Toiyabe National 
Forest; a small amount would be trans
ferred to the Inyo National Forest. This 
transfer, or so-called "enhancement," 
grew out of opposition by Nevadans to 
the grandiose "Interchange" proposal 
first aired by the Reagan Administra
tion a few years ago. Under this original 
proposal, large tracts of land adminis
tered by the Forest Service were to be 
transferred to the BLM and large tracts 
of BLM land were to be transferred to 
the Forest Service. The purpose of this 
exchange was to consolidate the land 
holdings of each agency, and hence to 
save money by allowing the elimination 
of some jobs. The total amount of land 
involved in the exchange was massive: 
some 35 million acres. The impact of 
the exchange would have been substan
tial in Nevada: Both the Toiyabe and 
Humboldt National Forests would have 
been abolished and their lands transfer
red to the BLM. (The "Interchange" is 
far from dead; in a modified form it is 
still endorsed by the Administration. 
Congress, however, has thus far been 
unreceptive to any large-scale exchange 
of lands between the two agencies.) 

The proposal to eliminate Nevada's 
National Forests met surprising opposi
tion in the state. Not only did conser
vationists oppose the proposal, so also 
did many state and local politicians, rep
resentatives of the tourist industry, 
local newspapers, and even some ran
chers. This opposition eventually 
coalesced into an organization, The Na
tional Forest Task Force of Nevada. The 
Reagan Administration finally backed 
off on the Nevada portion of the "Inter
change." Not content with merely pre
serving Nevada's National Forests, the 
Task Force began campaigning to add 
to their size. This campaign became 
known as the "greening" of Nevada, a 
reference to the fact that National 
Forest lands appear in green on high
way maps of the state, and that without 
those Forests much of the state would 
appear as blank spots on the map. 

In response to the Task Force's recom
mendations, legislation was introduced 
into the 99th Congress which would 
have increased the size of the National 
Forests in Nevada. Although this legis
lation passed the House, it never came 
to a vote in the Senate. Similar legisla
tion was again introduced in the current 
session (H.R. 267 in the House, S. 59 
in the Senate). Originally, this legisla
tion called for adding well over·500,000 
acres of BLM lands to the Toiyabe Na
tional Forest. About half of this land is 
in the Spring Mountains near Las Vegas 
and the remainder along the "Sierra 
Front" near the California border, be
tween Reno on the north and the White 
Mountains on the South. Many of the 
areas proposed for transfer are areas 
popular with recreationists from Las 
Vegas and Reno. 

Up to this point, the attitudes of most 
Nevada conservationists toward the 
"Enhancement Bill" ranged from 
lukewarm support to relative indiffer
ence. However, when "enhancement" 
was added, at the last minute, to Bil
bray's wilderness bill, many conser
vationists began to have second 
thoughts. The reason was that, with vir
tually no advance notice, another 
312,000 acres in the Hot Creek Range 
(as well as the adjacent Little Antelope 
Range and Little Fish Lake Valley) 
were added to the list of BLM lands to 
be transferred to the Toiyabe National 
Forest. Previously, advocates of "en
hancement" never mentioned the Hot 
Creek Range. Its sudden appearance 
in the bill is curious, to say the least. 
In fact, some Nevada conservationists 
think the addition of the Hot Creeks 
was purely at the request of the Forest 
Service, in effect, a "land grab." 
Perhaps it's only coincidence, but a 
House staff member, Jim Bradley (who 
works for Rep. Bruce Vento), used to 
be the public affairs officer for the 
Toiyabe National Forest. 

The Hot Creeks lie immediately east 
of the Monitor Range, currently a part 
of the Toiyabe National Forest. It is an 
ecologically sensitive area. Conser-



Ruby Mountains, Nevada . 

vationists are concerned because the 
Hot Creeks contain four Wilderness 
Study Areas (WSAs), and three of these 
are recommended as "suitable" for 
Wilderness by the BLM - Morey Peak, 
Fandango and the Antelope Range. 
(The fourth WSA, Rawhide Mountain, 
was found by BLM to be "unsuitable.") 

These WSAs include a perennial 
stream (in the Morey Peak and Fan
dango areas) and a wide variety of wild
life, including Mountain Lions, Mule 
Deer, Bighorn Sheep, and Elk, as well 
as wild horses. The Antelope Range 
(where BLM found 83,100 acres suitable 
for Wilderness) contains much country 
never grazed by domestic livestock, as 
well as numerous archeological sites. 

H.R. 2142 specifically states that 
these four WSAs are to be managed as 
Wilderness Study Areas under the pro
visions of section 603(c) of the Federal 
Land Policy and Management Act of 
1976 (FLPMA) until such time as Con
gress either designates them Wilder
ness or releases them for potential de
velopment. H.R. 2142 also says that any 
time after enactment of the Nevada 
Wilderness Designation Act, but no 
later than 60 days after the date on 
which the President submits to Con
gress the last of the Administration's 
recommendations for BLM Wilderness 

. (which is supposed to be no later than 
1991, according to FLPMA), the Secret
ary of Agriculture is to submit to the 
President and Congress recommend
ations for (or against) Wilderness desig
nation for the WSAs which would be 
transferred from BLM to the Forest 
Service under the Act. Since section 
603(c) provides the guidelines which the 
BLM is already using for interim man
agement of Wilderness Study Areas, it 
might seem that the fate of these areas 
will be unaffected by their transfer to 
the Forest Service. But most Nevada 
conservationists are not so sure. 

Nevada conservationists are almost 
unanimous in their view that statewide, 
the BLM has been doing a better job 
of protecting Wilderness Study Areas 
than has the Forest Service. They also 
agree that the BLM has been more 
generous in its Wilderness recommend
ations than has the Forest Senrice. 
Therefore, they are worried that trans
fer of the Hot Creek Range and sur
rounding areas from BLM to the Forest 
Service will lessen the chances, in the 
long run, for establishment of adequate 

Photo by Dave Foreman. 

Wilderness Areas in the Morey Peak, 
Fandango and Antelope Range WSAs. 
Nevertheless, most major conservation 
groups are not taking a stand against 
the exchange. The thinking seems to 
be that the most important thing is to 
pass an acceptable statewide Wilder
ness bill, and if it's necessary to take 
"enhancement" as part of the package, 
so be it. (One exception is the Nevada 
Outdoor Recreation Association, and its 
outspoken and knowledgeable director 
Charlie Watson, which is opposing the 
land exchange, so long as the Hot Creek 
Range is included.) 

Meanwhile, until the US Senate 
takes action, we are no closer to having 
a Nevada Wilderness bill than we were 
in the last session of Congress. Senator 
Harry Reid has introduced a Wilderness 
bill of his own, S. 1138. Reid's bill is 
inferior to the House bill. It leaves out 
three areas which are in H. R. 2142, and 
proposes a total acreage of only 599,000. 
The areas left out are Currant Mountain 
(one of the areas eyed by Exxon), Santa 
Rosa (a mountain range in the Hum
boldt National Forest north of Win
nemucca), and the Schell Creek Range 
(Reid apparently left out this last area 
in deference to some constituents in Ely 
who supported him on the Great Basin 
National Park issue but who don't want 
Wilderness designation for the Schell 
Creeks). On the plus side, Reid's bill 
designates a 26,000-acre Mt. Rose 
Wilderness, something that's not in the 
House bill. Field hearings on Reid's bill 
are supposed to be held in May. 

So far, the land exchange has not been 
tied to Reid's Wilderness bill. A sepa
rate bill, S. 59, sponsored by Reid and 
Senator Chic Hecht (R-NV), calls for 
the transfer of over 500,000 acres of 
BLM lands to the Forest Service. This 
bill deals with the Spring Mountains 
and the Sierra Front, but a8 yet the 
Hot Creek Range is not part of the pack
age. To this extent, S. 59 is not espe
cially objectionable to Nevada conser
vationists, but the bill does contain un
acceptable language regarding water 
rights, language which is not in H.R. 
2142. This language would deny to the 
federal government reserved water 
rights in the newly designated National 
Forest lands (and would also relinquish 
existing water . rights on the small 
amount of National Forest lands being 
transferred to the BLM). 

What is likely to happen to Nevada 
Wilderness? The feeling among most 
Nevada conservationists seems to be 
that this session of Congress may pro
vide the best opportunity to pass a Na
tional Forest Wilderness bill. Even the 
advent of a Democratic administration 
in Washington (which is by no means 
assured) won't necessarily improve the 
prospects for Wilderness in Nevada, 
since the Democratic leadership would 
defer to the wishes of Democrats in the 
Nevada delegation, none of whom sup
port as much Wilderness as conser
vationists would like. Yet even H.R. 
2142 is inadequate, and Reid's Senate 
bill is far worse. Nevada conser
vationists may have erred when they 
made their "reasonable" 1.5 million
acre proposal, since this proposal al
ready excluded a number of deserving 
areas (for example, the Copper Moun
tain area in the Humboldt National 
Forest of northeastern Nevada is highly 
regarded by Elko conservationists, yet 
does not appear in the Nevada conser
vat ionists' proposal) and truncated ac
reage for other areas. Yet the politicians 
(as might be expected) only looked on 
the conservationists' proposal as a basis 
for further "compromise." 

What should be done? Readers 
interested in learning more about 

Nevada's National Forest wildlands 
should contact the Sierra Club's 
Northern California/Nevada Field Of
fice (5428 College Ave., Oakland, CA 
94618; 415-654-7847). The Sierra Club 
has a 5-minute sound film of the pro
posed Arc Dome Wilderness which they 
will loan to interested parties. However, 
time is of the essence, since action on 
the Senate version of the Wilderness 
bill may occur at any time. Write your 
US Senators and tell them that all 
Nevada roadless lands should be pro
tected as Wilderness. At the very least, 
the following areas should be added 
to S. 1138: Schell Creek Range, Santa 
Rosa, Currant Mountain, Excelsior, 
Thiyabe Crest, Sweetwater Mountains, 
Pearl Peak and Elk Mountain. Tell 
them that Current Peak, Grant Range, 
and Quinn Canyon Range should not 
be reduced in size to accommodate 
Exxon's wishes, as was done in the 
House of Representatives. Tell them 
that you do not want the Hot Creek 
Range added to the lands being ex
changed by S. 59, and that you want 
the language in S. 59 denying the Forest 
Service reserved water rights in the 
newly-designated National Forest lands 
deleted from the bill. Send a copy of 
the letter to your representative. 

Springtime in the West Fork 
by Ed Grumbine 

There is no canyon like the West Fork 
anywhere in the canyonlands of southern 
Utah. Its mouth is utterly stark, a broad 
wash ringed with sandstone towers and 
absolutely dry; In spring, the wet green 
season, tufts of dry grass trace circles 
through sand in their search for water. 
I am not sure of where they find it. The 
desert wind prods them on, accom
panied at times by dark thunderclouds, 
lightning, and brief squall§ of rain. Yet 
the rain must wait for miles before it 
can gather into pools up canyon. Only 
in summer flash floods does water ever 
skim the mouth of the West Fork. 

I have spent parts of seven springs 
exploring the West Fork. Though near 
a main route of backcountry foot travel, 
I have seen only one person there aside 
from my university students. Maybe 
thirty people a year travel into its long 
wild upper reaches, home of cougar and 
coyote. 

Yesterday, Beth and I left our field 
studies group and went searching for 
spring up the West Fork. Having been 
hiking for a week, we knew the green 
advance to be early. On south facing 
talus, desert mallows are blooming 
orange and barrel cacti buds flame red 
in close-knit clusters. Already we have 
reveled in warm nights as well as days. 

A few miles up canyon the Cedar 
Mesa rocks close in and the West Fork 
becomes water-pooled, stitched with 
rush and horsetail, shaded with unfold
ing cottonwood. The new leaves are 
half-way out. Last year we had to wait 
until near the end of April to feel the 
first leaf-shadow. 

Knowledge of the canyon comes in 
bits and pieces. 

We stalk a lone Yellow Rumped War
bler hunting insects in a cottonwood. 
Dropping down to sagebrush, edging 
new territory, the warbler is chased by 
a male Says Phoebe. Birds, even the 
breeding phoebe, are drifting forms . 
Few winter in the West Fork, and the 
migrational rhythm has just begun. 

Crouched over a pool we watch two 
Woodhouse's Toads mating. The male 
mounts the female from the rear and 
holds on for hours as his partner lays 
long necklaces of eggs. He releases a 
cloud of sperm over the fresh jewels, 
and backwaters blossom with the deli
cate strands. At night we go to sleep 
surrounded by the ancient amphibian 
chorus. · 

carpus, the mountain mahogany. 
Flower buds tip the branch ends and 
new leaves, reminiscent of alder, stand 
an inch long. 

Below the jam of logs and boulders 
another Cercocarpus, the narrow
leaved species, has come down to drink 
of the dry crystals of the wash. On bare 
slickrock few shrubs are so common, so 
perfectly fit for burning desert life. The 
twigs of both species add a pungency 
wilder than mesquite to grilled meats. 

Our lungs taste desert air and we 
desire cool water. Our thirst reminds 
us of the hot days to come, for this is 
only April. 

We dip into a flowing pool and lay on 
slabs to dry. A slight pressure on my 
ankle announces Lizard Man. Without 
moving I squint at him in recognition. 
He senses my body heat, does not move. 
I shut my eyes and relax a path for him 
to follow. It takes him six minutes to 
trace a route from ankle to breast, 
shouldering off to my elbow, dropping 
back to stone. I get up completely dry. 

Beth is drawing a mat of phlox, the 
upstream side brown from bearing the 
brunt of floods. Fifty flowers lift from 
the downstream edge of the colony. 

We part and I drift down canyon. In 
my pocket I finger a potsherd, Kayenta 
Anasazi, the pattern black on white. In 
Salt Lake, a friend pressed it into my 
hand asking me to take it back to the 
canyons. 

The sherd comes home to the West 
Fork, place of warblers , sandstone 
needles, mating toads, and shrubs with 
narrow leaves, gifts of encounter in this 
dry country. 

I too bear a gift of return. 
The Anasazi hunted the West Fork, 

grew diminutive corn and beans. They 
left their mark on canyon walls, under 
hidden overhangs and alcoves. 

Up a certain side canyon I return in 
spring and bury the sherd by a painted 
wall where no one knows the genus or 
species but yet, through the bones, 
discovers Place. 

The West Fork in spring, new buds, 
returning birds, breaks this news to me. 

By a jump of purple sandstone, ----.-fii--j~jii~~;;;~~~~~~~ 
stretching out of old flood debris, we ·~ _ _ - - · 
find a grey-stemmed clump of Cereo- - - -- - =====-- --=-
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NED LUDD ••• 

Continued from page 28 

Dear Ned, 
In 1987, after an accident at a sawmill 

in Ukiah, California, the public was led 
to believe that a new and sinister hazard 
had been loosed upon the nation's forests. 
Metal objects stuck in tree trunks! With
out substantiating evidence, Earth 
First! was accused. 

Later, while browsing through a text 
on metal detectors (Detector Owner's 
Field Manual, by Roy Lagal) I stumbled 
upon a picture of a man searching logs 
for metallic objects. The picture's cap
tion stated that if these objects were not 
found "they could cause a great deal of 
costly damage to expensive saw blades." 
And the "instrumentation for the pur
pose here described will result in saving 
countless dollars in sawmill operations." 
(Note the emphasis on dollars rather 
than safety.) 

Knowing that the EF! movement was 
founded in the early 1980's, I wondered 
when this classic was published. In
terestingly, it was in 1976, several years 
before the founding of Earth First! 

Some Earth First!ers accept the deter
rent value of tree spiking. However, in 
order for spikes to be an effective deter
rent, their presence must be publicized. 
For deterrence to be effective, you must 
tell the world. 

Anyway, the accident raises an in
teresting question: If an individual 
spikes a forest and publicizes same, and 
loggers harvest this forest and someone 
gets hurt in the process, who's responsi
ble? 

I don't know, but my guess is that, as 
society is presently structured, the final 
answer will have something to do with 
dollars and deep pockets. 

By the way, where was OSHA in all 
this? Are there no safety requirements 
on sawmills? (Maybe they're busy on 
more important stuff, working out the 
dimensional requirements for toilet 
seats for Stealth bombers.) 

Another interesting question: what if 
those notified of spikes simply throw the 
notification away? They can later deny 
that they received it. I'd suggest a regis-
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tered letter with a return receipt, but 
that would seem to present security 
problems .... 

-,I orge J educ 

Dear Jorge, 
While the reference in the metal detec

tor book may have referred to the sort 
of junk metal sometimes unintentionally 
introduced into sawlogs (old fence 
staples, nails from hunters' camps and 
the like), the origins of tree spiking go 
way back, to the days of the Industrial 
Workers of the World, if not earlier. 
You're right about the necessity of send
ing warnings about individual spiking in
cidents, for deterrence as well as ethical 
reasons. As for your last point, sending 
your warning to more than one party -
such as to the logging company or saw
mill and a local newspaper - should les
sen the chance that someone will delib
erately ignore a warning. 

- Ned Ludd 

Dear Ned Ludd, 
Recently in Joshua Tree National 

Monument I found several "lizard traps." 
Near the main highway, at the base of 
Joshua Trees, were 20-oz. jars buried up 
to their necks, the opened mouths at 
ground level. Inside the jars was wind
blown sand, and in one, a half-dead lizard. 

The mini-tiger traps are no more, but 
I wonder what they were placed there 
for - a survey of local reptile and insect 
populations? 

-Ducks 
Ecodefense Supplement 

Planned; Comments from 
Readers Invited. 

The editors of E codefense are planning 
to issue a "supplement" to the last edition, 
rather than workon a third edition, with 
all the repetition that would entail. The 
"supplement" will contain all new material 
- new monkeywrenching techniques as 
well as improvements on old techniques 
- and will probably be a relatively small 
and inexpensive (hopefully!) pamphlet. 
We are hoping to have the volume ready 
by the spring of 1989. Reader suggestions 
(especially field-tested techniques) are 
solicited. Send to POE 5871, Tucson, AZ 
85703. 
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Thomas Morton Alliance 
51 Plover Road 

Qu~0:, MA 02169 

Faerie Fire is a member group 
of the TMA and its newsletter 
is a biannual supplement to 
the Merrymount Messenger. 

TRANSFORM YOUR CON
SCIOUSNESS 
For free information, write to 
Westgate House, 56 Westgate, 
San Francisco, CA 94127 

THE RECYCLING WORKS! 
18 pages of Bold Recycling 
Strategies and other trashy 
ideas. Only $3 (ppd). 
ENVIRON - 1 
100 Mt. Olympus Dr. SW 
Issaquah, WA 98027 
Save The Environment 

WILD AMERICA 
IS OUR CAMPUS 
Career programs leading to 
AA, B.S. and MS. degrees 
You can't fully learn about the envi· 
ronment by sitting in a classroom. 
Our expeditions are small groups of 
inquiring college, high school, grad
uate students and faculty who travel 
across America as a learning com
munity. As we camp out September
May or summers-hiking, canoeing 
and skiing-we visit people and 
places to encounter deep ecological 
problems, society and self. Our 4-
week to 4-year cross-cultural studies 
-Newfoundland to California- lead 
to naturalist, outdoor and educa
tional livelihoods. 

The Expedition Education Advan
tage. Q incorporates all previous 
undergraduate coursework, Q of
fers accredited career internships, 
independent study, life experience 
credit and transferable coursework, 
Q awards financial aid and career 
startup funding. 
Send for complete information packet or inquire: 

National Audubon Society 
Expedition Institute 

Sharon · Conn. 06069. 
(203) 364-0522 

Students are admitted regardless of their race, 
sex, religion or national origin. 

The Merrymount Messenger is the 
ne•"sletter cf the TMA, an inter
national network of politically 
active Pagans that wo_rk and 
network for: 

Pagan Rights 
Earth Defense 

Women's Liberation 
_ Lesbian and Gay Liberation 

Indigenous Peoples rights 
Etc., Etc. Etc. 
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as U.S. stamps. Int'! Reply Coupons. U.S., 
Canadian ar English CU1TCncy; or checks and/or 
M.O.'s made out the l:A.S.HI 

ADVERTISE IN 
EARTH FIRST! 

Reach thousands of refined minds 
with your slick Madison Avenue mes
sage in our high-toned, sophisticated 
publication. Rates are as follows: 

Half Page $300 
Quarter Page $150 
Eighth Page $80 
Column inch $10 

Columns are 2 114 inches wide. There 
will be a minimum $25 extra charge 
for any ads that are not camera-ready. 
Ads that are not the proper width will 
be returned or they can be PMTed to 
fit for an additional $10 charge. Class
ified ads are available for 40 cents a 
word ($5 minimum). Send your ads to 
EF! POB 5871, Tucson, AZ 85703. 

···········••********** 

The WEJ is a monthly 
newsletter listing environ

mental jobs throughout 
Western North America, in
cluding Canada. If you are 
looking for a way to help 
Grandmother Earth in a 

western bioregion, please 
contact us for subscription 

information: 

WOLVES 
and Related Canids 

4526 San Taela Ct. Woodland Hills, CA 91364 
(818) 348-9451 

60-page magazine devoted to the education on 
wolves (both captive and wild), with 
supplemental information regarding foxes, 
coyotes and other wild members of the Family 
Canidae. Designed to create public awareness 
regarding the hunting/trapping of Alaskan 
and Canadian wolves, and what concerned 
animal rights activists can do to halt the 
slaughter of these magnificent creatures. 

other1 month. 
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ARMED WITH VISIONS 
Poetry and artwork should be sent to Art Goodtimes, Box 1008, Telluride CO 81435, al

though you should know that we are several years worth of visions in arrears and only the 
indispensably exquisite will jump ahead of the long line. 
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Truth & Witnesses 

-from Drawknife (1985) 

If you feel it 
believe it. 

If you see it 
believe half of it. 

If you heard about it 
then you just heard about it. 

Doc Dachtler 
Grass Valley 

···~··~··~··;t.;··~··~ .. ~··~··~ .. ~··~··:e;··~··~··~t·~· •; ... ~ .. ~ •• :;:, ,:;:,,:;:.,:;:,,:;:,,:;:.,:;:,,:;:,,:;:,,~ .. ::: •• :::. ,:;: •• ~. t! 

Hiding 
I'm tucked away now 
From the rest of the crazy world 
Looking out over the mountains 
Beyond the river bel_ow me 
I'm not so afraid of the world anymore 
Because although I know it's still out there 
There is all this peace around me 
Keeping me hid 
I'm safe 

Forgive me 

Laura Ramnarace 
llfeld 

that I choose to pay homage 
beneath the pines 
rather than under cathedral ceilings, 

but I'd rather hear the birds 
and wind as it whistles through the trees. 

I'd rather worship beneath the clouds. 
A weathered stone is more comfort to me 
than a cushioned pew. 

Dee Sadauskas 
Morris Plains 

Clear Cut 
Just once 
I'd like to see 
one tree 
among the silent ranks 
awaiting chainsaw death 
yank a root 
from the ground 
and kick a logger 
a good one 
right 
in the seat 
of his workpants 

Ruth Gow 
Sequoia 

The Revolution 
at the Zoo 

Trained to bark, the seal sings 
Falsetto near the closing time. 
The penguin sprouts most comely wings. 
The gator carpets over the slime. 

Sing long and loud, sing every way, 
"Long live the revolution!" 
The leopard casts a bust in clay. 
The chimp perfects his elocution. 

Gregory McNamee 
Tui:son 

all rights reserved to the authors 

Night Hiking 

my first stars. 
my fir:>t memories. 

close by to stonehenge 
cow's cream warm 
on strawberries still dewy, plucked in the dawn. 

my first poem. 

My parents gone off to London ... 

crying 
to dampen the fire in my heart 
the loneliness in my child soul 
standing in my crib 
looking out into the night 
seeing stars courting the dark 
feeling them blink at me and comfort me 
like a heavy blanket 
woven in the mills of Glasgow 
one side white wool, the other side black wool. 

roses in the garden, living roses 
quivering under the raindrops 
reflecting the rainbow 
caressing the earth 
blanketed by green and 

When the full moon rose 
the three of us were 
half-way up the steep side 
of Balsalm Mountain. 
No flashlights, talking 
to keep our nerve up 
of what meant most to us, 
we climbed single file hard 
uphill through virgin 
hemlock forests, the breath 
burning in our throats. 
Resting, we fell silent 
and heard how the mountain 
sings at night, how the falling 
stream cut below the high path 
struck music from the rocks. 

Michael Perkins 
Glenford 

Pollution 

those who love the Earth love the Land 
those who love the Land love the Water 
those who love the Water love the Air 
those who love the Air love the Earth 

Misha Cadaxa 
Tucson 

all the other colors given to us 

All the colors given, all the songs 
Tenmile _, .. ,.- ·;s~ 

arising 

here on earth, here on earth. 

Our place bf birth. 

Judy Radspinner 

The Bell Tolls 

They slip quietly into extinction. 
Little fragile ones, 
Dusky seaside sparrows, 
Mission blue butterflies. 
Great peaceful giants, 
Elephants, whales. 
Earth's jubilant mosaic, 
Dimming. 

We have, 
As sharks in a blood frenzy 
Drawn in for the kill, 
Put a price 
On all that is bright and beautiful. 
Ivory, fur, flesh, feathers. 
As moneylenders in the temple 
Life is our stock exchange. 

I would, 
With the heaviness of my pain, 
With the flood of my tears, 
Purge Earth. 
I would make the forests green again. 
Cleanse the oceans 
Wash the clouds and the winds. 
And, in the ecstasy of love, 
Listen to the Earth sing again. 

Mary de La Valette 
Peabody 

-
. 

; . 

In a logged over meadow 
looking down into the mouth 
of the valley at dusk 
it is quiet here 
but for the sound 
of the on coming wind 
in the stunt growth fir 

the long crease 
that Suicide Creek makes 
toward the dim lights 
on the Umpqua river 
falls away into shadow 

there is still red sky 
to the west 
where the sun parts again 
the logger's slash 
far toward Coos Bay 

they have left nothing here 
but the names 
and this brain like silence 

Stephen Meadows 
Santa Cruz 

••••et••••••••••·•·•••••••·•·•••••••••••••••••••·•~•·te•e•t••••••1· •••••• ...................................... 
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liiitl 
Earth First! 

Men with pith hehnets and ·nets 
Are stalked by butterflies 
And bitten to death 
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Daniel Remington 
Deer Lodge 
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~EARTH FIRST!~~ 
TRINKETS & SNAKE~ .OIL 

DON'T DELAY-DO ITTOIJAY ! 
SURE IT'5 PAINFUL-BUT TH\f.JK OF IT 

AS A VACCINATION ~GA\NST LOGGING 

.!i1)I.~ 
11!11 

II 
im!iY::.\H\ ii i \

1 

WHY? 
B[CAUS[ WILOf.RNE.SS IS RAPIDLY DISAPPEARING 

IMMUNIZE YOUR f AVORITf FOREST! 
DON'T DELAY 

- DO IT TODAY! 
This tree-spiking poster is sure to 
infuritate Freddie when affixed 
with flour paste or stapled to their 
campground bulletin boards. 81/2 
x 11" copy for copying free with 
SASE. 

ONLY YOU CAN PRlV£Nf CLEAR curs! -
SMOKEY 

THE BEAR 
CHAINSAW 

LETTER 
For posting on Freddie bulletin 
boards at campgrounds or .... This 
81/2 x 11 inch poster tells it like it 
is. Send us a SASE (self addressed, 
stamped envelope) and we'll send 
you afree copy suitable for copying 
at your local xerox machine. 

NATIONAL 
WILDERNESS 

PRESERVATION 
SYSTEM MAP 

The US Geological Survey has pro
duced an excellent large map (40" 
x 25") of the United States showing 
designated Wilderness Areas color
coded to the managing agency -
Forest Service, Park Service, Fish 
& Wildlife Service, and BLM. One 
side features the 48 contiguous 
states, the other features Alaska 
and Hawaii and a list of all units 
of the Wilderness System and 
their acreage by state. Scale is 
1:5,000,000 and the information is 
current to Jan. 1987. Rivers, state 
boundaries and major cities are 
also shown. This map is a must 
for all wilderfreaks both as a wall 
decoration and as an information 
resource. $3.25 postpaid from EF! 
in Tucson. 
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SMOKEY 
& FRIENDS 

COLORING PAGE 
For kids of all ages or for posting 
at Freddie bulletin boards. One 
side has the standard Freddie 
"Smokey's Friends Don't Play 
With Matches" cartoon to color; 
the reverse has the unauthorized 
"Smokey's Friends Play With 
Chainsaws." A good 81/2 x 11" copy 
suitable for xeroxing free with a 
SASE. 

CAMO CAPS 
We've got a variety of camouflage 
baseball caps. They come in either 
woodland or desert camo, 100% cotton 
or mesh backs. They all have adjustable 
tabs so one size fits all. The EF! fist 
logo and the words "EARTH FIRST!" 
are printed in black. Be sure to specify 
what style you want or we'll send you 
what we have most of. $8 postpaid. 

NON-CAMO 
CAPS 

For you non-militaristic types out there, 
we now have a ·non-camouflage cap -
the fist and "Earth First!" in black ink 
on a tan cotton cap with either cloth 
or mesh back. One size fits all. 
$8 postpaid 

NEW MUSIC 

Dakota Sid "No Mercy" 
Dakota Sid's latest (and best!) album 
features the powerful song "Greenfire" 

. , created on EF! roadshows along with 
· the hit of the '87 Round River Rendez

vous "It's All Bullshit!" Also includes 
"Their Brains Were Small And They 
Died," "It's All Right Kid," "Expanding 
Universe," "Redwood," "2187," "The 
Seed " "Smoke " "No Mercy " "Trouble 
Deep," and "Nirvana City Blues." $10 
postpaid first class mail. 

Austin Lounge Lizards "Creatures 
From the Black Saloon" $9 postpaid. 

Darryl Cherney "I Had To Be Born 
This Century" $9 postpaid. 

Lone Wolf Circles "Full Circle" $10 
postpaid. 

Lone Wolf Circles "Tierra Prim
~ra!""The Deep Ecology Medicine 
Shows." $10 postpaid. 

Dakota Sid " ... For The Birds" $9 
postpaid. 

Greg Keeler "Songs of Fishing, Sheep 
and Guns in Montana" $9 postpaid. 

· Greg Keeler "Talking Sweet Bye & 
Bye" $9 postpaid. 

SILENT AGITATORS 
Fun to stick anywhere - bar 
bathrooms, Freddie offices, trail 
registers. . . wherever the evil ones 
need to know that we are about and 
watching. 

EARTH FIRST! FISTS 
Green EF! fist logo with words 
"EARTH FIRST! No compromise in 
defense of Mother Earth" in red ink. 
1 o/s inch diameter circles. 30 for $1.25 
postpaid. 

ANTI-GRAZING 
A grazing cow and barbed- wire with 
the universal "no" slash, and the words 
"Free Our Public Lands!" and "Stop 
Destructive Welfare Ranching End 
Public Lands Livestock Grazing." 15/s 
inch diameter circles. 30 for $1.25 
postpaid. 

COORS 
Spread the word on these villains. Black 
words on green stickers. 2 x 3 inch 
rectangles. 10 for $1.25 postpaid. 
Coors is Anti-Earth 
Coors is Anti-Women 
Coors is Anti-Labor 
AND IT TASTES AWFUL! 
BOYCOTT COORS 

"TOOLS" 
The late John Zaelit's Monkeywrench 
and Warclub design is back by popular 
demand. Brown design with "Earth 
First!" in. green on 15/s inch diameter 
white circ;les. 30 for $1.25 postpaid. 

Greg Keeler "Bad Science Fiction" $9 
postpaid. 

Katie Lee "Fenced!" $12 postpaid. 

Katie Lee "Ten Thousand Goddam 
Cattle" $14 postpaid. 

Katie Lee "Love's Little Sisters" $12 
postpaid. 

Dana Lyons "Our State is a 
Dumpsite" $6 postpaid. 

Mokai "Clearcut Case Of The Blues" 
$9 postpaid. 

Bill Oliver "Texas Oasis" $9 postpaid. 

Bill Oliver & Friends "Better Things 
To Do" $9 postpaid. 

Cecelia Ostrow ·~11 Life Is Equal" 
$7.50 postpaid. 

Rainforest Information Centre 
"Nightcap" $10 postpaid. 

John Seed, Bahloo & Friends "Earth 
First!" $9 postpaid. 

Jon Sirkis ·~Few Less Colors" $9 post
paid. 

Watkin' Jim Stoltz "Spirit Is Still On 
The Run" $9 postpaid. 

Walkin' Jim Stoltz "Forever Wild" $10 
postpaid. 

EARTH FIRST! 
EMBROIDERED 

PATCHES 
This embroidered patch features the 
green fist and the words "EARTH 
FIRST!" and "No Compromise." Green 
and black on a white 3" diameter round 
patch. $3.50 postpaid. 

HAYDUKE LIVES 
EMBROIDERED 

PATCHES 
These are black 3 inch diameter round 
embroidered patches with a red 
monkeywrench and the words 
HAYDUKE LIVES in red. $3.50 
postpaid. 

WINDOW STICKERS 
EARTH FIRST! FIST Green EF! fist 
with the words "EARTH FIRST! No 
compromise in Defense of Mother 
Earth" in green on a 3 inch diameter 
white vinyl circle. 4 for $1 postpaid. 

NO COWS Cow and barbed wire in 
black with "universal no" red slash and 
circle. Words: Free Our Public Lands! 
Stop Destructive Welfare Ranching End 
Public Lands Livestock Grazing. 3 inch 
diameter white vinyl circle. 6 for 
$1 postpaid. 



BUMPERSTICKERS 
Unless otherwise indicated, our 
bumperstickers are green lettering on 
long lasting white vinyl and are $1 post
paid. *Starred bumperstickers are 
multi-colored with designs and are 
$1.25 postpaid. 

AMERICAN WILDERNESS * 
LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT ALONE 

(with red, white & blue US flag) 

ANOTHER MORMON ON DRUGS 

BACK TO THE PLEISTOCENE 
(With "Ned liudd" logo) 

BOYCOTT COORS "BEER" 

DAMN THE CORPS NOT RIVERS 

DREAM BACK THE BISON 
SING BACK THE SWAN 

EARTH FIRST! 

ESCHEW SURPLUSAGE 

GET LIVESTOCK OFF 
OUR PUBLIC LANDS 

(red on white -free with SASE) 

HAYDUKE LIVES 

HUNT COWS - NOT BEARS 

HUNTERS: 
Did a cow get your elk? 

I'D RATHER BE 
MONKEYWRENCHING 

(with Monkeywrench!War Club logo) 

IF YOUR PECKER WAS AS SMALL 
AS MINE, YOU'DNEEDAMUSCLE 

WAGON, TOO! 
.(Important note: This bumpersticker is 
- hopefully! - not for your own 
vehicle, but to surreptitiously paste on 
a jacked-up muscle Wagon you find in 
the local shopping center parking lot . 
Don't get caught! These stickers are 
constructed out of ·cheap paper with 
permanent adhesive to maximize the 
difficulty of removing them. Special 
price: 12 for $5 !) 

MALTHUS WAS RIGHT 

MUIR POWER TO YOU* 
(white and black on brown 

with face of Muir) 

NATIVE* 
(blue words with blue, 
green & white globe) 

NATURE BATS LAST 

NEANDERTHAL AND PROUD 
(With "Ned Liudd" logo) 

NO SCOPES! 
SAVE MT. GRAHAM 
(with no scopes logo) 

OIL AND BEARS DON'T MIX 
(with bear logo) 

PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT 
STOP PUBLIC LANDS 
LIVESTOCK GRAZING 

PUBLIC LANDS GRAZING = 
WELFARE RANCHING 

REDNECKS FOR WILDERNESS 

RESCUE THE RAINFOREST 

RESIST MUCH, OBEY LITTLE 

SAVE THE YELLOWSTONE 
GRIZZLY 

(red & brown with bear 
& no ski area design) 

SAVE THE WILD 

STOP THE FOREST SERVICE 
SAVE OUR WILD COUNTRY 

STOP CLEARCUTTING 

STOP WELFARE RANCHING 
(red on white - free with SASE) 

SUBVERT THE 
DOMINANT PARADIGM 

THINKGLOBALLY - ACTLOCALLY 

VOTE GREEN 

WOLVES! - NOT COWS 

T-SHIRTS 
MOTHER GRIZZLY AND CUB 

A pretty EF! shirt! A lovely full-color mother grizzly and cub against the rising sun on 
a light blue shirt. 100% cotton available in short ($11 postpaid) or long sleeve ($13 postpaid) 
or 50-50 french cut ($11 postpaid). "American Wilderness - Love It Or Leave It Alone" 
slogan. Art by Susan Van Rooy. 

AMERICAN CANYON FROG 
Roger Candee's popular American Canyon Frog (Croakus abyssus pistojfus) with the 
message ''AMERICAN WILDERNESS LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT ALONE." A very 
colorful 4-color design on a grey 100% cotton Beefy-T. $11 postpaid. 

TIIE CRACKING OF GLEN CANYON DAMN 
Jim Stiles' infamous masterpiece. Keep on praying for that one little precision earthquake! 
Black design on blue heather 75/'2fJ blend. $9 postpaid. 

DEFEND TIIE WILDERNESS 
The monkeywrencher's shirt. Art by Bill Turk. Silver design on black 100% cotton Beefy-T 
for night work. $9 postpaid. Also available in black long sleeved Beefy-T ($11 postpaid) 
or black french-cut 50/50 blend ($9 postpaid). 

EARTH FIRST! 
Fist logo with words "EARTH FIRST! No Compromise in Defense of Mother Earth!" 
in black on green or red 100% cotton Beefy-T or french cut 50/50 blend. $9 postpaid. In 
kid's sizes, too! Only color is green, 50/50 blend, sizes XS - L. $6 postpaid. Be sure to 
specify kid's when you order. 

11 ! . '',·.])·)Jf;f:)1rooi1 
John Zaelit's powerful impression of wilderness defense both old and new - the 
monkeywrench and stone club crossed. Black design on tan or blue 100% cotton Beefy-T. 
$9 postpaid. 

NED LUDD BOOKS 
The Ned Ludd Books logo of the Neanderthal with a Monkeywrench and the words "Back 
to the Pleistocene" and "Ned Ludd Books." Black ink o~ a tan shirt. $9 postpaid. 

AMERICAN WILDERNESS - LOVE IT OR LEAVE IT ALONE 

NED LUDD BOOKS 

f ·o·RDER .. FORM···EARTH .. Fl1i.srr·!···TR.iNKErr·s1 
: Make out check<" to "Eaith First!" or send casl1. Mail to Earth Fil'st' POB 5871 "'ic·-·011 AZ gi:;~fO '·' Plea 'e al lo tl 1 f' : • • . • . . • • . •• , 1 L ~) • ( u d. ~ · \i\' 11·ee ,,vee (S 01· ... 
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. 
Color Size Amount . 

-

. 
• • • • . 
• . . . . . 
• . . 
" Sub-total . 

Add 7% sales tax • . 
• 

if AZ delivery. • . . 
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BACK ISSUE RECYCLING SALE! 
Several of our Back Issues are in ex
cessive supply and we plan to recycle 
them in a· couple of months. Before 
we do that, we want to give subscribers 
an opportunity to add Back Issues of 
Earth First! to their collections. Until 
June 1, 1988, we will fill orders for 
Back Issues for shipping costs only. 
To calculate the shipping costs, sim
ply send us a check or cash for the 
number of Back Issues you wish based 
on the formula below. Orders will be 
filled as long as supplies last or until 
June 1, then excess numbers of Back 
Issues will be recycled and the price 
for Back Issues will return to normal 
($2 apiece or $1 apiece for 5 or more). 
Order from POB 5871, Tucson, AZ 
85703 and please send us a street 
address so we can ship UPS. 
5 issues or less - $3.00 
Add 50 cents for every additional 5 
issues. Eleven to 15 issues, for example, 
would be $4.00 total. . .... . . _ 

YULE Dee. Z1. 1181 (\W. U, No. u) Fint Earth 
Firat' Road Show· Oil Leasing in Wildemesa Areas; 
EF! Preserve Sy8tem; Many early photos of Earth 

~.iiGID Feb. 2, 198Z (\vi. II, No. III) Earth 
fuat! bye!¥f (~ted from T~ Prog
mrsiw); m~w_readers;OilLeas
ing_in Wil emesl! Areas. 

gOSTAR Mardi 20, 1982 <Vol. II, No. IV) Mar
die Murie Interview; Canyonlands Nuke Dump; 
EF' meeting in Eugene. 
BELTANE Mll,Y 1, 1982 (Vol. II, .No. V) Little 
Granite ~~HverBy; ~ Road; 
John CroV' s · ·on br. .Chim _Blea; 
Monke~nchiri ismo rews; J ail: A Primer. 

LITHA June 21, 1982 <Vol. II, No. VI) Lit~le 
Granite Creek; Moab Roads a BLM WSA; <;:him 
Blea on Babies; Dinkey Creek & McKinley 
~uoias; What To Do as an EF!er; Canbou m 
Mame. . 
- LUGHNASADH Aug. l, 1982 (Vol. II, No. vm 
Rendezv~at 1· tie Granite Creek; Dustrud Re: 
signs as r od\clanmiyder o~ Violence, 
Canyon! !iiMp; -~e Grarute Survey 
Stakes Pulled. . 
- ·sAMHAIN Nov. l, 1982 (Vol. Ill, No. I) BLM 
Rotten in Utah by Clive Kincaid; Ed Abbey on 
B<ioks & Gurus· Bob Marshall's 1927 Inventory of 
Big Wilderness'; Dear Ned Ludd/Closing Roads; 
Foreman Runs for Sierra Club Board; Mama Rue 
on Samhain- Bill Devall on Nuclear War; Foreman 
on Endange°red Species & Wilderness; How To Do 
An EF! Wildemes,"-_Pro.!><!sal. Vi.-~1 u::--n1) 
-"E-oST~aftli . 21, 191!3 ( 01. II • • .. o. .. 
Franklin River Blockade in Australia; Sal~ Creek 
Blockade· GO Road and Bald Mt Road; Chim Blea 

!~~rti;. :."":ii:o:~on r: ~~ 
White C d ld daho); Ned 
Ludd/Cu · rch; owie on the Wilder-
neas Act; Road Show Diary; EF! in Sonora; Spurs 
Jackson on Books; Ed A:Pbey on The Big ~s; 
Navajo Sam; Nairasaki Johnson on Tactics; Mama 
Rue on EOlitar; Creative Littering. 

BEl!tANE M~ 1; 1983.(Vol. Ill, No. IV) Bald 
Mt Blockade; GO Road; Howie Wilke on Modera
tion; EF! Wyoming Wi!demeBB Propoaal; Canyon- · 
lands Nuke Dump; Maze Tur Sands; EF! Smashes 
Earth Last!; Ned Ludd/Helicopters; California 
Desert Sellout by BL.M; Otter G'Zell on Whales; 
Mama Rue on Beltane; Reenchantment of the 
World Review; John Seed on Australia Rainforest . 
Direct Action; Bigfoot Interview. 

LITHA Julie Zl, 1983 (Vol. III, l~. V) Wilder
ness Wu- in Oregon; Bald Mt.Blockaders' Personal 
Accounts; Mama l\ue on Summer Solstice; EF! Wtl
demess Preserve System and Map; Head of Joa
quin on Utah; EF! Glen Caroion Demolll!tration; 
Franklin River Victory in ~ Ned Ludd/ 
RadiQ!I; GO Road Stopped; Reform of the Forest 
ServiCe; Ed Abbey on .Con#eience of the Con
ql!efC!r. 

BRIGID Felt. 2, 198'4~f. rv; No. IIU Oregon 
RARE II Suit; EF! Idaho Wilderness Proll08al; 
Tuolumne; Forest Service Arrogance; Ned Ludd/ 
Smoke &mbs; Head of Joaquin on Trapping; Coors 
in Shenandoah. . · 

EOSTAR March 20, 198' (Vol. rv, No. IV) 
Burger King Protest; Shipwrecked Environmen
talism; Solomon Island Rainforest Action; Bald Mt. 
Road Crumbles; Solltheril Utah Wilderness; Dave 
Brower/Muir's Disciple by Bill Devall; Ned Ludd/ 
Tree Spiking & No Evidence; Mama Rue on En
lightenment; 1984 Road Show; Photos of Daintree 
Buried Protestors. 

BELTANE May 1, 1984 (Vol. IV, No. V) Cabinet 
Mts Grizzlies & Mining; Forest Service Appeals 
Form; Wolke on the Role of EF!; EF! Owyhee Wil
derness Proposal(ldaho, Oregon & Nevada); Angel 
Dustil!g Grizzlies; Middle Santiam; Colorado Rec
reation Dollars; EF! Arizona Wilderness Proposal; 
Arctic Wildlife Refuge Violated; Bolt Weevils; De
vall on the Australian Environmental Movement; 
Ned Ludd/Survey Stakes & Disabling Vehicles; 
Deep Ecology & Reproduction; Save the Tuolumne 
Rally. 

LITHA June 20, 1984 (Vol. IV, No. VI) Middle 
Santiam Blockade; Chim Blea on the Big Outside; 
Cabinet Mts & Grizzly; Coors in Shenandoah; 
Saguaro National Monument Mine; Murder on Key 
Largo; Burger King Demonstrations; Daintree 
Rainforest; Ned Ludd/Rising & Falling Birds; EF! 
Protest s Canyonlands Nuke Dump; Sterile Forest 
Review; Basic Principles of Deep Ecology; Sin-
kyone Continues. . _ 

LUGHNASADH Aug. 1, 1984 (Vol. IV, No. VII) 
Middle Santiam Blockade; EF! Occupies Montana 
Senator's ; N~rth erican Bioregional Con-
gress; H d iver o~, onECivil 
Disobed nee; Pet eum o · Wilder-
ness y ; vryt' Ycu ve 'lb 
Know e F1 rvice l by Bobcat; 
Sacred Cows; Foreman on Professionalism; Hunt
ing Wild Life; Devall and SeBSioll8 on the B<ioks 
of Deep Ecology. . 

-8AMHAIN Niw. 1; 1984 {Vol. V, No. I) EF! Oc
cupies Regional Forester's Office (Oregon); Har
desty Avengers Spike Trees; Old GroWth Rallr; 
"What Do You Expect To Accomplish?"; Cop Raid 
on Bald Mt; Your Taxes Destroy Rainforest; Down 
(With) The Amawn; Green Politics; Elfbusters; 
Roxby Downs in Australia; Wilderness - the 
Global Connection; Ned Luddl\\hler & Madlines; 
Forest Service Appeal Form; Everything You Ever 
Wmted To Know About The Forest Service Part 
2 by Bobcat; Direct Action by Devall & SeMinll8: 
Gaiy Snyder: Song of the Taste; Beyond Sacred 
Cows; Stiles in Defense of Dogs. 

YULE Dec. 21, 1984 (Vol. V. No. II) Texas Wil· 
demess LolD!ed; 30,000 Miles of Road in RARE 
II Areas; ""!Jrideer-Teton Forest ' Supervisor 
Alaska: Kadashan, Denali, & Johnny Sagebrush 
.Middle Santiam Trials; Japan Grizzly; German 
Nuke Dump; Chipko; Solomon Islands Rainforest 
Daintree Rainforest Buried Protest; Environmen 
tal Professionalism Discussion; 1984: Wildemesi 
Boom or Bust?; A National Range Service; Non 
Game; Devall on Whither Environmentalism? 
Cecelia Ostrow on Deep Ecology; Hardesty Mt 
Tree Spiking; Ed Abbey on Ecodefenae. 

BRIGID Feb. 2, 1985 (Vol. V, No. III) Mearef 
Island; Military Land Grab in West (Supersonic 
Overflights); Mission Sym5·um; FS Employment 
Tyranny; National Park ! · · , Florida Panther: 
Shooting W>lves from Air; edral Forest Peti· 
tion; North Kalmiopeis; 9~cizing the Environ· 
mental Movement; En~,of the Yellowstone 
Grizzly?; In Defe1111e of W!8tem Civilization; Stop 
Planting Trwt· Ned Ludd/Biirfoot. 

EOSTAR Mum 20, 1986 .<Vol. v. No. IV> 
Rocky Mountain Gas Drilling; EF! Gives DOE 
Nuke \\Ute; Montana Wildemees Demos; Yel
lowstone Grizzly Management; TeUB Demo; Rain
forest Report; Swedish River; ~ NF; South
ern Utah; King Range; Areti_c NWR J:>eaec:rated; . 
J08eph Canyon; John Day Mining; Great Exchange; 
Acid Rain; In Defense of Humor; Wilke on Bunt
in"' Napsaki on Symbols & Lifestyles; Biocen
triii'm o~ Civilir.ation; Ned Ludd/Advaneed 
Billboarding. 

BE LTANE May 1, 1985 (VoLV. No.VJ Yellowstone·s 
Watergate, Snowmobiles in Yellowstone, Alabama Wilder
ness, Denali Mine, Grand Canyon Mine, Middle Sant iam, 
·welfare Ranchers, Great E xchange, Welcome to Eart h 
F'irst!, Critters Protest Bighorn NF Plan, RNR Manage
ment, Beaverhead NF, Pine Beetles, African Parks 
Poisoned, Real Environmental Professionalism, Dark Side 
of Wilden1ess, Review of Fmgtnented Forest . 

LITHA .June 21, 1985, (Vol. V, No. VJ) Roan r'renzy, Tree 
Climbing Hero, Old Growth Actions in Oregon. EF! Guide 
to NF Planning, Aircraft in Grand Canyon, Mt. Graham 
Observatory, ,Jarbidge Elk, Hells Canyon, Grand Canyon 
Mine, Rainforest Insert & Ten Questions, King Range, Mike 
.F'rome on Fat Cat Conservationists, Review of Meeting the 
Expectations of the Lmul. , Review of In the Rainforest , 
Strateb-ric Monkeywrenching, Advanced Tree Spiking, 
Tyrone (WI) Nuke. 

LUGHNASADH August 1, 1985 (Vol.V, No.VII) Battle 
for Millenium Grove, 3 Bears in Yellowstone, Oregon Over
view, Montana (Hall Creek Well , RARE II bill, Swan Range 
Motocross), Yellowstone Bison, Mike Frame on YeJJowstone, 
Washington Rendezvous, Ozark NF, Stikine River Dams, · 
Mogollon Rim Logging, Salmon River, Mt. Rainier Shit, 
"85 RRR, Dreaming Big Wilderness, Jeff Sirmon, 'I\:ee Spik
ing & Moral Maturity, Deep Ecology & Life Style, Blade 
Ruiner: Tree Pining, Wolke Busted, Fire Stops Logging, 
Hands-On Fo)•estPlanning, Valve Lapping Compound, Lone 
Wolf on Animal Music, Reviews: Enierald Forest, Grnen 
Poli tics , Chuang Tzu , l ntcrntl E wvi·1: Policy. 

MABON September 22, 1985 (Vol. V, No. VII I) Arizona 
EF! (Overvi e\'~ .. , Mt. G}·aham, Grand Canyon Mines & 
Helicopters, Cliff Damn, Coconino Roads), Texas Wi lder
ness Logging, Milita rization of the ~'est, Nevada Wilder
ness, F rance Sinks Rainbow \VatTior, Notes from a J\fatm·ing 
Tree-Hugger, Utah BLM Wilderness, Gila Wilderness, 
Stikine River. Florida Wilderness Recovery, Eastern F'ore:-t 
P reserves. Natives & Natural Peoples, Ecological Decay/ 
Poiitical Violence, Blade&iner: Cei-amic Spikes, Lone Wolf 
on Country .Musfc. Reviews: Who Speaks /Or WoU; Seehi/J 
Green . . Pa~nble o.( Ilic 1hf,e.~ . iVaf,nral Alien. 

SAMHAIN November! , 1985 (Vol.V I, No.I ) Batt.le for 
The Bem·. Mt. Graham Scopes, Clockwork Grizzly, Ski 
Ye ll ow~Lone, Grant Village, Montana E F! Climbs Marnis 
Pass Monument, Hells Canyon Logging, Austalian Wood
chippi ng. Colorado Water Diversions, Environment & 
Peace, Slein Valley (BC) Logging, Louisiana-Pacific Strike , 
Camel Cigs Against Rainforest, Carole King on Idaho \Vil
derness, Rainforest lnsert , Mann Creek (JD), Wild Hon;es, 
Second Thoughts on Fire, Blade Ruiner: Ceramic Spikes 
1 I , A Cop on Security, Lone Wolf Circles on Poetry, Recom
mended Periodicals, Reviews: Cry Wolf, Meares Island, 
Ew1h Wi.wlo111 . 

YULE December 21, 1985 (Vol. VI, No.II ) Highjacking 
of FOE, Colorado E F! , Texas EF1, EF! in Souther11 Califor
nia, Bay Area EF!, Maine (Big A Damn, Str~ight Bay 
Damn), Sinkyone, Congress on Griz, Pinnacles Pigs, SS 
Watt , J apan, Biitish Columbia Wilderness Logging, Think
ing Like a Rainfo1 'Cst, Big Mountain R:elocat ion. Australia 
Update, Intemational Rainforest Conference, Blade 
Ruiner: Quartz 1'ree Spikes, 1'1.'apping, Wolves & Moose in 
Alaska, Bioregional Approach to Wilderness, Montana Sell 
out, Spotted Owls, Lone Wolf Circles on Indian Music, Re
views: Jli1,rning Point, Nuclear Battlefields, Declaration of 
a J-lael ic, Death of Nctfum , Americm1 H~tnt ing Myth, Pnr
a/,le qf the 'lii bes reply. 

BIUGID Febmary 2, 1986 (Vol. VI, No. Ill) Cut ting 
the Tongass. Dian Fossey, CO EF! , '86 RRR. Gallatin NF. 
Oregon Update, Colo. Aspen. Calif. Condor, Desert Eagles, 
Hall Creek Protest, Bnmeau Snail, Bleeding Utah , EF! 
Acid Rain, Texas Boggy Creek, Designer Gene!:; , Seed in 
India, South Moresbyi World Rainforest Repor~ #5, Fore
man on Cowboys, Stoddard on Death , Feb. Pagan Festivals, 
Wue1thner on Forest Fire, Technology & Mountain Think
ing. Spiking Refinements, Lone Wolf Circles on Gary 
Snyder, Stephanie Mills: R RR Thoughts, R_eviews: Books 
on Mountain Lions and Grizzlies. 

EOSTAR March 20, 1986 (Vol. VI, No. IV) Howie J ailed; 
Yellowstone Supt.: "Shove It !"; Fishing Bridge Suit; Mon
tana Road Show; ~'lathead NF Plan; Nat'! Old Grnwth Cam
paign; Hells Canyon; Tahoe NF Plan; Taxes & F01·est De
st111ction; Hierarchy & Grassroots in Sien·a Club; Suwannee 
River; Snoqualmie River; Texas Pipeline; Cheyenne Bot
toms; Restoring Salmon St1·eams; Howling Wilderness'!; 
Gourd of Ashes; Desertification & Plant Genetic Resources; 
Wagon Wilderness; Suburbanizing the Bush; Public Interest 
Law Liability; Lone Wolf Circles on Folk Music; BC Rejects 
Native Management; Reviews: Sacred Paw, Gift ing Birds , 
Restoring the Ea1th, State of the World 1985, The Eaith 
Speaks , Language of the Birds, Mad Max & Streetwise, 
Fire From the Mountain; Ned Ludd: Radios, Mountain 
Bikes; Legend of Tiny Tonka; Desert Rivers; Notes from 
Ultima Thule. 

························································································~ •Earth First! The Radical Environmental Joumal - is an independent e~ti~y within the b_road ~arth First! moveme~t and : 
• rves as a forum for the no-compromise environmental movement. Subscr1pt10ns go to publish this newspaper and to fund a • 
•Se . "b d I e : variety of Earth First! actions. Please subscribe or resubscri e to ay. : : 

• • ' 'Earth First! LIFE SUBSCRIPTIONS - Tired of that little red check mark every year? Want to really help Earth First! ' ' 
! and insure that you'll get Earth First! The Radical Environmental Journal for life (yours or ours - whichever is shorter)? 
: Then become a life subscriber. Send us $300 and you've got it. 
• 
:GIFT SUBSCRIPTIONS - Introduce others to Earth First! and receive the EF! bumpersticker of your choice or 30 silent 
:agitators for each gift subscription you make. Indicate your address and what you would like on the sub form. 

:J{eep us informed of address changes. -The post office 'Nill charge us 30¢ for an address correction and won't forward your paper. .. 
• 
:clip and send to EARTH FIRST! P.O. Box 5871, Tucson, AZ 85703 
• • • ·-----• ·-- ---• .. 
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Here's $15 or more for a one year subscription to Earth First! 

Here's $15 (or1 $25/foreigri/first class) to resubscribe to Earth First! 
Here's an extra $10. Send Earth First! First Class 
Here's $25 (US funds only)-_ Send Earth First! to me First Class 
elsewhere outside the USA. 

m Canada or Mexico or surface mail 

Here's $40 (US funds only). Send me Earth First! Air Mail outside the USA. 
We are a government agency or an exploitative corporation. Here's $50 for a subscription ($75 for First 
Class mail). 
Here's $300 or ~ore f~r a life subscription to Earth First! 

Please send a gift subscription to the person below. Here's $15 or more. 

liELTANE May .l, 1986 (Vol.VI. No. VJ EF~ Utah BLM 
Wilderness Proposal; EF! Griz. Recovery Plan; Why 
Grizzlies Die in Y'stone; Neches River; BLM-FS Inter
change; MeinOri~ of a Tree .Climber; Acid Rain in BWCA; 
Los Padres NF; San Bruno Mt; Colo Aspens; Mt. Graham; 
Anti-herbicide ReSearcher Fired; Poisoning Saguaros; Eat
in1r fu; If Nature Mattered; Smokey the Bear Sutra; Animal 

, Rights vs. the Wilderness; Civilization Act; Schmookler on 
Anarchy; Rainbow Permit Controversy; Rocky Mt. Front 
- American Serengeti; Recreat ing Ohio Wilderness; Won
derful 'Famine; Frome on Conservation; Lone Wolf Circles 
on Poems by Jose; Reviews: Gathering. the Desert. Good 
Wild Sacred, Building the Green Movement, Africa in 
CrisUi, and the W>rk ofPeter Matthiessen; Ned Ludd on 
Outlaw's Bible; Money in your Coffeepot. 

LITHA June 21, 1986 (Vol. VI, No. VI) Idaho 
Compromise; World Bank Demos Set; 4 An·ested in Texas; 
Internat'l Law & Monkeywrenching; Fishing Bridge 
Protest; Grand Canyon Aircraft; Stanislaus NF Protest; 
Long Island (WA) Cedars; Massachusetts E F!; Florida 
Panther; AZ & CO Acid Rain Actions; Mt . Graham Demo; 
Millennium Grove Update; North Kalmiopsis; Restoiing 
Colorado Wilderness; Green Conf. Mired in 
Anthropocentrism; World Rainforest Repo1t #6; Hawaiian 
Native Rights; Chicken of the Desert; Diversity?; Lone Wolf 
Circles on Katie Lee and Cecelia Ostrow; Chim Blea on 
Deep Ecology vs. Animal Rights; "Wilderness Restoration 
in Appalachians; Animal Thinking; Reviews of Promised 
Land, Vegetation Changes an Western Rangelands; Devall 
reviews new books on Muir; The Future Of 
Monkeywrenching. 

LUGHNASADH August 1, 1986 (Vol. VI, No. Vil) 
Fishing Bridge Action; 1986 RRR; Yellowstone: 
Backcount ry, TWA; Glacier Park Griz; John Seed on India: 
Verde Damn; British Columbia Wilderness; Whaling 
Update; Malaysian Park; Owyhee Mountains; Romancing 
A Planet; Wilderness in Me; World Rainforest Repmt #7; 
Greenpeace vs. The Bomb; Killing Wildemess; Manes on 
Anarchy; Abbey on Anarchy; Cult of Tl:·ec-Cutters; 
Population & Justice; Reviews of Grizzly in Southwest, 
Modern Crisis; Chim Blea on Babies: Ned Ludd on Effective 
'I\·ee Spiking. 

MABON September 23, 1986 (Vol. VI, No. VIII) Sea 
Shepherd in Farnes; \\'yarning Oil Protest; Mining Threatens 
Wilderness System; Albe1ta Kills Giiz; Sheep Kill G1izzlies: 
Boating in Yellowstone; Exxon in. Northwoods; Wenatchee 
NF Protest; EF' ! Spills Uranium at Grand Canyon; EF! 
Foundation; Ohio Wilde111ess _Recovery; NABC II ; Virginia 
Wilderness; .John Zaelit Jn Memorium; World Jfainforest 
Report #8; Los PadJ'es NF Wilderness; Nuke:; in Bavaria; 
Cows in Capitol Reef NP; Wolves Return to Montana; 
Sustainable Agticulture?; Noss on Wilderness Recovery; 
Holistic Range Management; Lone Wolf Circles reviews 
Kate Wolf, Bill Oliver, Greg Keeler. and Nightcap cassettes; 
Review of Gary Lawless poetry; Ask Ned Ludd; Deep 
Ecology name. 

SAMHAIN November 1, 1986 (Vol. Vll. No. I) World 
Bank Protests, Four Notch Godzilla, EF! NM BLM 
Wilderness Proposal, Kaibab NF, Grand Canyon Uranium, 
Mt. Graham Scopes, New England Rendezvous. California 
Rendezvous, Technology Free Zones, Inyo Ski Area, 
Wetlands, Yellowstone Griz March, Fishing Bridge, 
Biodiversity Forum, WA E F!, Cont rolled Buniing, 
Technology & Mortality, Shays Rebellion, Predator Control, 
Mike Frome on Denali, Grey Seals, Gaia Medi tations, Devall 
on "E nvironmental Agenda fo1· Future," Zu Zaz's Close 
Shave, LWC on Poetry, Nukes in Scotland, J apan's Bird 
Islands , Reviews of Working the Woods Working the Sea, 
Glint at tlU! Kindling. Dwellern in the Laiul, Killing the 
Hidden Waters, Conserving Bfological Diversity in NFs . 

YULE December 21, 1986 (Vol. VII , No. ll) Road Frenzy 
Continues, Raid on Reykjavik, Lisa Bruhn, Texas 
Rendezvous, Grand Canyon J;>emo, Old Growth Redwoods 
Threatened, Condor Action, California Desert, Mendocino 
NF, Eldorado NF, Alaska Park Wilderness Studies, Four 
Notch Suit, Arctic Wildlife Refuge, Foreman/Peacock/ 
Sessions review Alston Chase's Playing God in Yellowstone , 
WRR #8, Aboriginal Dreaming, Wue1thner on Old Growth 
Forests America F'rom The Bluff, Schmookler to 
Anarchlsts, Wuerthner on Wilde111ess Management, Ned 
Fritz on Fire, David Haenke on Bioregionalism & E F! , 
Voices for the Wilderness, Freddie fot Cops Danger to 
Monkeywrenchers. BRIGID February 2, 1987 (Vol. VII , 
No. III) Sally Bell Redwoods Saved , Grizzly Delistin~, 
Exxon Mine Stopped in WI, G1·iz & ORVs, Rocky Mount.am 
Front Oil Wells , OLE Powerline (NM), Capitol Reef NP 
& Cows , Condor Capture, NM EF'! , Four Notch (TX), 
Tongass NF, White Mt NF, Inyo NF, Ecosystem 
Conference, Gila Trout Restoration , World Bank Demos, 
Florida Panther Restoration, Controlled Bun 1ing 
Defended, Stoddard 011 "Progress," Dian Fossey, LWC on 
Struggle, Range Conversion, Equilibrium in Ecosystems, 
Science & Wilderness, Leonard Peltier, Sea Shepherd Saga, 
Roselle to Watson. Robin Wood, Billboarders Caught, 
Reviews of Full Circle , Desu Uzala, Wilderness 
Visionaries , Pope & New Apocalypse, Shou.ld Trees Have 
Standing, Win.terkill , Chaco Coal S candal. 

EOSTAR March 20, 1987 (Vol. Vll, No. IV) Kalmiopsis, 
Grand Canyon Denver Action, Bugis Gargis, Douglas 
Smelter Closed, Wolves: BC-NM-WI, Montana Wilderness, 
California Mou ain Lions, Mt. Diablo Grazing, LA EF!, 

French Nuk ly pfl2· uktit, s· a Nevada Test 
Site, Midge an, E Fou da , gi ier Road (ID), 
Merrimack Ri o or am rwater NF, 
Wilderness d & ung, Mon ana Wildemess Vision, 
Ron Coronado on Iceland, Watson Replies to Roselle, 
Virginia Wilderness, 111.WA Wimps, Forest Service Lies , 
Stoddard in Africa, Overpopulation & Sourdough, Foreman 
on Vision Passion Courage, Overpopulation & 
Industrialism, Genetic Engineering, Secret Life of Muir, 
Lone Wolf Circles on Dakota Sid & Lounge Lizards, Anarchy 
is Baggage, Reviews of Realms of Beauty, On Seeing 
NaJ.ure ; Muir Among the Anima ls, Wolf of S hadows, 
Nature's Unruly Mob, Uncertain ty on a Hinialyan Scale, 
The PlUmed S"1pent. 

BELTANE May l. 1987 (Vol. Vll , No. V) Grand Can.Yon 
Uranium, Kalmiopsis Action, White Mt NF Smog, CA 
Mountain Lions, Mt. Graham, MAXXAM, Quebec Hydro, 
Whopper Stopper, Florida Stinkholes, Seal Slaughter, 
Japanese Pimte Whaling, Arctic NWR, Tongass NF, Six 
Rivers NF Coca Cola in Belize, WRR #9, Wuerthner on 
Alaskan N~tives, End of American Wilderness, Appalachian 
Mts Wilderness Vision, Is Deep Ecology Deep Enough?, 
Third Wave Environmentalism, Population & AIDS . 

LITHA June 21, 1987 (Vol. VII, No. VI) MAXXAM 
Protests, Strawberry Liberation Front, Washington EF! 
Update, Kalmiopsis Actions, Two Forks Damn (CO), Last . 
Condor, Santa Rosa Sewage, Mountain L10ns: CA-NM-AZ, 
Griz & ORVs, Burr Trail, Mt. Graham Red Squirrel, 
Appalachian Rendezvous, Council of Al~ Beings, Penan, 
North Pacific · Driftnets, Whopper Stopper, California 
Desert EF! Proposal, Grand Canyon Uranium Map, SW 
Lobo, Dark Side of Wolf Return, Animas Mts (NM), Indian 
Rainforest Park in Panama, Deer & Wolves, Wolverines , 
Bones Greens-Deep Ecology-Animal Rights , Mark 
Hatfield Exposed, Gary Snyder: Alaska, Lone Wolf Circles 
on Women's Poetry, Nagasaki on Spiking, Potato Liberation, 
Chim Blea Reviews "The Mission," Reviews of Idaho 
Mountain Ranges, State of the World , Birds of Prey, 
Beach.es Are MCflJing, Bombs in Backyard, Cadillac Desert. 

• • ·- ---- I'm broke. Please send me a subscription for $. ___ _ 

LUGHNASADH August I, 1987 (Vol. Vll, No. VII) 
Grand Canyon Uranium, Kalmiopsis Shutdown, Bruce 
Boccard, Elk Mt (NM), Yellowstone Griz, Biotech in 
Wisconsin, Elwha Damns (WA), Arches NP Burning, EF! 
Biodiversity Project, Seed Road Show, Michigan UP 
Wilderness, Prescott NF, MAXXAM Redwoods, 87 RRR, 
WRR # 10, Wuerthner on Ecological Indian, Foreman on 

9 Bioregionalism, Chim Blea on Spirituality, Conservat ion 
• Spectrum, Junk Mail, Religion of Science, Devall on Primal • •-----• • 

Please change my address. My old zip code was: - - ------------ ------------ : People & Deep Ecology, Species & Standing, Bearshit 
e Poetry, Lone Wolf Circles on Orea Music and Paul Winter, 

•Name ______ ___ _ _ ___ _________ -:----------------------~ 
• 

e DH Lawrence & Deep E cology, Reviews of E yes of Fire , 
E arlh Drearns . • • • • • 

• 
!Address---------~------~---·--------------

• • 
: City State _ Zip : 
• • 
: The EF! subscription list is kept entirely confident ial. You are welcome to use an alias. Make sure the mailperson knows that : 
fl James What (or whoever) is getting mail at your address. · . · • 
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MABON September 23, 1987 (Vol. VII, No. VIII ) 
Redwood Tree Climbers, Washington Old Growth, Elwha 
Damn Crack. Washington Griz Road Closures. San Bmno 
Action, MAXXAM Sues, Dri ftnetters "'lee Sea Shepherd, 
Kalrniopsis Kangaroo Court, Retum of the Wolf, Elk Ml, 
Aerojel Land Swap, Maasai , Wolf at the Door (short stO!-y), 
Free Our Public Lands! . Gt""a.zing Action, Anarchists vs. 
Schmookler, George Sessions on The New Age, Gary Snyder 
on Reinhabitation, Prioritize Leiter Writing, Drawing the 



In order to make the important - and often hard-to-find - books of Deep Ecology 
available to Earth First! readers, we are continually expanding our line of mail 
order books. If you have a suggestion for other books we should offer, please let us 
know. All prices listed are postpaid. 

NEW BOOKS 

CADILLAC DESERT 
"The American West and Its Disappearing Water" by Marc Reisner. Meticulously 
researched and remarkably readable, this is the epic story of America's water "de
velopment" and a fine history of the Bureau of Reclamafion and the Army Corps 
of Engineers. It features engineering "triumphs" and dam failures, irrigated deserts 
and poisoned water. tables, along with a cast of thousands ranging from thugs like 
William Mulholland who brought Los Angeles water from the Owens Valley, to evil 
bureaucrats like Floyd Dominy who literally screwed himself out of his job as Corri
missioner of Reclamation, to phony environmental ·politicians like Mo Udall, Cecil 
Andrus and Dick Lamm, to heroes like David Brower. An essential primer for anyone 
interested in Western water issues (reviewed in EF!, Litha 1987). Paperback, 582 
pages. $11 postpaid. 

THE WHISPER BEHIND THE WIND 
By Walkin' Jim Stoltz. A collection of poetry by a longtime EF! musician. These 
are words inspired by open skies, wild creatures, and cross-country hikes longer 
than most of us will ever attempt. Songs from the heart and the land. Paperback, 
44 pages. $7.50postpaid. 

COMPANION TO A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC 
"Interpretive & Critical Essays" edited by J . Baird Callicott. Aldo Leopold perhaps 
thought harder than anyone else in 20th century America about wilderness and our 
relationship to it. His posthumously published book A Sand County Almanac ranks 
as the finest discussion of conservation ever written. In this collection of essays by 
leading historians and conservation thinkers, Professor Callicott has produced a 
sustained study of Leopold from perspectives of art, philosophy, history and social 
commentary. An excellent book. Paperback, 308 pages. $14.50 postpaid. 

FEAR AT WORK 
"Job Blackmail, Labor and the Environment" by Richard Kazis and Richard L. 
Grossman. Are jobs and environmental protection incompatible? Blowing apart the 
economic myths that have put labor and environmentalists at odds with telling anec
dotes, careful history and social analysis, the authors make a powerful argument 
for greater cooperation between the labor and environmental movements. Both au
thors were founders of Environmentalists for Full Employment. Grossman has also 
been Executive Director of Greenpeace and is a constant and constructive critic of 
cooption and compromise by the big national environmental organizations. See Ed
ward Abbey's review in this issue. Paperback, 306 pages, index. Special discounted 
price of $9.50 postpaid. 

ONSERVATION BIOLO 
"An Evolutionary-Ecological Perspective" edited by Michael E. Soule and Bruce A. 
~.!cox. An anthology of important papers by leading researchers in four · parts: 
· cological Principles of Conservation, Consequences of Insularization, Captive Prop
agation and Conservation, and Exploitation and Preservation. Raymond Dasmann 
writes, "I believe Conservation Biology is one of the most important books on con
servation that is now available. If I had my way it would be required reading for 
everyone actively concerned with conservation." If you want the best scientific 
ammunition for a preservationist point of view, here it is - fully loaded. 395 pages, 
index, bibliography, paperback. $26.50 postpaid. 

CONSERVATION BIOLOGY 
"The Science of Scarcity and Diversity" edited by Michael E. Soule. This is a follow-up 
to the . previous "Conservation Biology" (see above) and is just as important with 
25 chapters by leading experts covering Fitness & Viability of Populations, Patterns 
of Diversity and Rarity: Their Implications for Conservation, The Effects of Frag
mentation, Community Processes, Threats and Management of Sensitive Habitats 
and Systems, and Dealing With the Real World. A must for serious defenders of 
natural diversity. 584 pages, index, bibliography, paperback. $29.50 postpaid. 

BEYOND THE WALL "Essays From The 
Outside" by Edward Abbey. $9 
DESERT SOLITAIRE By Edward Abbey. 
$4.50 

THE JOURNEY HOME "Some Words in 
Defense of the American West" by Edward Abbey. $10 

BACK ISSUES 

Line According to Wilderness, LWC reviews Jeff Poniewaz 
& Walkin' Jim Stoltz, Reviews of Rise of Urbanization, 
Green Alternative, Utah Wildlands, VoiceB From Wollaston 
Lake, Altars Of Unliewn Stone, The Wolves Of Heaven. 
SAMHAIN Na.ember 1. 1987 (Vol. VIII, No. I) Hodel At 
Retch Hetchy, Texas Freddie Gestapo, Four Notch, Rogue 
Griz Sanctuary, Helicopter Buzzes Grizzlies, Black Bear in 
S. Appalachians, World Bank Blockade, World Wilderness 
Conference, Alpine Lakes Mining, Lou Gold Escapes Bald 
Mt, Yellowstone Wolves, CA Lions, Siskiyou NF Plan, 
Virginia FS Demo, Mt Diablo Cows, Woodpeckers Rebellion 
Pow Wow, Tarzan & Jane in Redwoods, Alien-Nation, 
Whither EF!?, Taking Up Bookchin's Challenge, Chim Blea 
on ''Why The Venom?/' Foreman on Sanctuary, World 
Rainforest Report # 11, Reviews of Conservation Biology, 
Desert Smel!B Like Rain, Arctic Dreams, Vermont's 
Northeast Kingdom, North Woods Preserve, Boundary 
Marking, Folky Bear, Lone Wolf Reviews Keeler/Lyons/ 
Cherney, Streeter on Leopold. YULE December 22, 1987 
(Vol. VIII, No. Ill Malaysia Crackdown, Fishing Bridge 
EIS, National Day of Protest Against FS, Letters Re: 
''Whither EF!?.'' BLM vs. Pygmy Forest, Box-Death 
Hollow Drilling, Mexican Wolf Re-intro Killed, Wolf Actions, 
Yellowstone Wolves, Icelanders Oppose Whaling, Grand 
Canyon Uranium, Mt. Graham Sellout. Elk Mt (NM), AZ 
Welfare Rancher Protest, NM ELM Wilderness, AIDS & 
Gaia, Miss Ann Thropy to Alien-Nation, Devall on "Deep 
Ecology and Its Critics," EF! Tabloid, Review of Tierra 
Primera, Judge Blasts MAXXAM, Court Spares CA 
Cougars, Lone Wolf Reviews Mokai/Wells, Ned Ludd on 
"Safe Typing of Communiques." BRIGID February 2, 1988 
(Vol. VIII, No. Ill) Stop the Forest Service by Howie 

ONE LIFE AT A TIME, PLEASE By 
Edward Abbey. Signed by the author. Paperback, 
225 pages. $9. 00 postpaid. ' 

SLICKROCK By Edward Abbey and Phillip 
Hyde. $27 

.Wolke, Barstow-Vegas Race Sabotaged, David Gaines_~!P. 
Dinkey Creek, Challenging CA Timber Harvest Pliins, 
Montana Wilderness Association Sell-out, Alaska Parks 
Wilderness, Hydra ORV Race (CO), Kalmiopsis Fire, 
Spanish Waste Dump, Ocean Garbage, Oldman River Dam, 
W..ckersdorf, FS Attack on Gila NF (NM), EF! AZ ELM 
Wilderness Proposal, Vermont's Northeast Kingdom, White 
Mt NF Plan (NH), Randall O'Toole on "Reforming the 
Forest Service," Lone Wolf Reviews Amerindian Music, 
Deep Ecology & Magic, Natural Areas Conference, 
Wilderness Recovery, Technology & the Rumford Effect, 
Reason & 'Ilme, Behaviorism & Environmentalism, 
Reviews of Robinson Jeffers, Byrd Baylor, Kingdom in the 
Country, Environmental Effecf.8 of ORVs, Ley Hunter, 
Monarch Butterfly, Pagans for Peace, New Catalyst, 
Katuah, Edward Abbey and Wendell Berry, Ned Ludd on 
Spiking Paper Pulp/Water Pipelines/Advanced Road 
Spiking, EF! From a European Perspective. 
EOSTAR March 20, 1988 (Vol.VIII. No. JV) BC Forest 
Service Primer by Howie Wolke, Wolf Kill Protests, Roselle 
Sentenced, Fish Town Woods, Salvage Logging in N. 
Kalmiopsis, Dolphin Slaughter, Sea Shepherds Return to 
Iceland, EF! Activists Conference, Stumps Suck!, Gallatin 
Forest Plan Appealed, Animal Damage Control Program, 
Byrd Baylor on ADC, Realm of the Bog Lemming, Alaska 
Land Grab, EF! CA Redwood Wilderness, The Whale War, 
The Natural Alien: Hurrw:nkind .and Environment, 
~lderness and the American Mind, Sabbaths, Diet For 
A New America, OfWolves And Men, Notes From Nee-Beel
Ha, Greek Language Problem, Nedd Ludd on anti-spiking 
legislation/balloons threaten powerlines/butyric acid/ 
healthy tree spiking. 

NED LUDD BOOKS RELEASES 
(Published by Ned Ludd Books and available from Earth First! at a 40% discount 
plus shipping for wholesale orders of 5 or more.) 

THE EARTH FIRST! LI'L GREEN SONGBOOK 
78 terrific Earth First! songs by Johnny Sagebrush, Cecelia Ostrow, Bill Oliver, 
Greg Keeler, Walkin' Jim Stoltz and others from Australia and America. Guitar 
chords are included with most songs. An absolute must for every true-green EF!er 
to sing along with our minstrels or to play them yourself. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
$4 postpaid special to Earth First! subscribers only! ($3 plus shipping for wholesale 
orders of 5 ormore.) 

ECO DEFENSE 
''.A Field Guide to Monkeywrenching - 2nd Edition" edited by Dave Foreman and 
Bill Haywood with a Forward! by Edward Abbey. Greatly expanded.and revised to 
308 pages of detailed, field-tested hints from experts on Tree-spiking, Stopping 
ORVs, Destroying Roads, Decommissioning Heavy Equipment, Pulling Survey 
Stakes, Stopping Trapping, Trashing Billboards, Hassling Overgrazers, Leaving No 
Evidence, Security ... and much more. Heavily illustrated with photographs, dia
grams, and cartoons. $13.50 postpaid ($7.20 plus shipping for wholesale orders of 
5 or more). 

The Earth First! 

Li'l Green 
Songbook 

Johnny 
Sagebrush 

and Friends 

RESIST MUCH, OBEY LITTLE "Some 
Notes on Edward Abbey" edited by James Hepworth 
and Gregory McNamee. $9 

LAND OF LITTLE RAIN By Mary Austin 
with an introduction by Edward Abbey. 107 pages. 
Paperback, $8. 
BLUE DESERT By Charles Bowden. $19.50 

FROG MOUNTAIN BLUES By Charles 
Bowden and Jack DxkinJ!!I. $22.50 
KILLING THE HIDDEN WATERS 
"The Slow Destruction Of Water Resources In The 
American Southwest" by Charles Bowden. $9 

THE WOLF IN THE SOUTHWEST 
"The Making of an Endangered Species" David E . 
Brown, editor. $11 

THE PATHLESS WAY By Michael Cohen. 
$14.50 

DEEP ECOLOGY "Living As If Nature 
Mattered" by Bill Devall and George Sessions. This 
groundbreaking book presents the philosophical 
fundamentals for the defense of Earth, discussing 
biocentrism, intrinsic value, and ecological resisting. 
Appendices by Dolores LaChapelle, Gary Snyder, 
John Seed, Carolyn Merchant, Robert Aitken, and 
Arne Naess. 263 pages, paperback. $11.50 
THE NATURAL ALIEN "Humankind and 
Environment" by Neil Evernden. $14 

TROPICAL NATURE "Life and Death in the 
Rain Forests of Central and South America" by 
Adrian Forsyth and Ken Miyata. 248 pages, index, 
bibliography, paperback. $9 postpaid. 

THE AMERICAN CONSERVATION 
MOVEMENT "John Muir and His Legacy" by 
Stephen Fox. $16.50 

STERILE FOREST "The Case Against 
Clearcutting" by Edward C. Fritz. $6.50 
TAME WILDERNESS By Dennis 
Fritzinger. 20 fine poems inspired by the wilderness. 
$6 postpaid. 
PROMISED LAND ''Adventures and Encoun
ters in Wild America" by Michael Frome. Hardcover, 
312 pages, originally priced at $18.95. Signed by 
Mike Frome. $12 postpaid as a special for EF!ers. 

WHOSE WOODS mESE ARE "The 
Story of the National Forests" by Michael Frome. $10 

BATTLE FOR THE WILDERNESS By 
Michael Frome. We are offering a reprint from 
Westview Press at a considerable discount from their 
regular price thanks to Mike's generosity and our 
desire to' 'get thiS crucial book into the hands of 
more EF!ers. A new preface updates it. Paperback, 
240 pages, references, index. $20 postpaid. 

A WILDERNESS ORIGINAL "The Life 
of Bob Marshall" by James M. Glover, $20.50 

CRY WOLF! By Robert Hunter and Paul 
Wiltson. $9 

THE GIFTING BIRDS "Toward An Art Of 
Having Place And Being Animal" by Charles Jones. 
$18.50 
EARTH FIRST "The Struggle to Save 
Australia's Rainforest" by Jeni Kendell and Eddie 
Suivids. This beautiful book documents the campaign 
to preserve Aussie rainforests through non-violent 
direct action. It is not only a major historical document 
of the radical conservation movement, but a source 
of inspiration to tree-buggers everywhere. 167 
pages, hardcover, $25 postpaid. 
EARTH WISDOM By Dolores Lachapelle. 
Large-format paperback, 183 pages. $15.50 postpaid. 

BEAR MAGIC By the National Grizzly Growers. 
Chapbook. $3.50 postpaid. 

ALWAYS COMING HOME By Ursula K. 
LeGuin. Paperback, 562 pages, $6 · 

HALF PRICE 
SALE ON 

EARTH FIRST! 
"LI'L GREEN 

SONGBOOK" FOR 
SUBSCRIBERS 

ONLY! 
As a special bonus to subscribers 
of The Earth First/ Journal, we are 
offering copies of The Li'l Green 
Songbook for one half their cover 
price plus shipping. 78 terrific Earth 
First! songs by Johnny Sagebrush, 
Cecelia Ostrow, Bill Oliver, Greg 
Keeler, Walkin Jim Stoltz and 
others from the US and Australia 
are included with guitar chords for 
most songs. An absolute must for 
every true-green EF!er to sing 
along with our minstrels or to play 
yourself. $4 postpaid. 

A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC By Aldo 
Leopold. Paperback, $9.00 

ARCTIC DREAMS By Ban-y Lopez. $6 
OF WOLVES AND MEN By Ba1TY Holstun 
Lopez. $16.50 

THE SNOW LEOPARD By Peter Matthi~n. 
$5 
NEVER CRY WOLF By Farley Mowat. $4.50 
SEA OF SLAUGHTER By Farley Mowat. 
A landmark study of the historic and on-going 
destruction of wildlife (seabirds, other birds, bears, 
wolves, fish, whales, seals) along the northern Atlantic 
seaboard of North America. USA Tuday says that 
"Sea of Slaughter deserves to stand with. Rachel 
Carson's Silent Spring as an outstanding indictment 
of man's stupidity in alienating himself from nature." 
Paperback, 437 pages, $11.50 

A WHALE FOR THE KILLING By 
Farley Mowat. $5.00 

THE DESERT SMELLS LIKE RAIN 
''A Naturalist in Papago Indian Country" by Gary 
Paul Nabhan. $10 

GATHERING THE DESERT By Gary 
Paul Nabhan. $16.50 

WILDERNESS AND THE AMER
ICAN MIND By Roderick Nash $13.50 

REFORMING THE FOREST SER
VI CE By Randal O'Toole. As Director of CHEC 
(Cascade Holistic Economic Consultants), O'Toole 
has been a continual thorn in the side of the Forest 
Service. The reason is simple: he's smarter than 
they are and has relentlessly exposed and dissected 
inefficiency, incompetence, and stupidity in their 
planning and operating. In this ground-breaking 
book, he proposes sweeping reforms in the struc
ture of the agency and new budgetary incentives 
as the best way to improve management. This book 
is a must for serious EF! National Forest activists, 
even though they may not agree with all of it. 250 
pages, graphs. tables, notes. Paperback, $18.50. 
DOLPHIN LEAPING IN THE 
MILKY WAY By Jeff Poniewaz. $8 

JAGUAR "One Man's Struggle to Establish the 
World's First Jaguar Preserve" by Alan Rabinowitz. 
$22.50 

ENVIRONMENT, DEVELOPMENT 
& NATURAL RE~OURCE CRISIS IN 
ASIA & THE PACIFIC From SAM 
(Sahabat Alam Malaysia - Friends of the Earth 
Malaysia). $16.50 

MOUNTAINS WITHOUT HAND
RAILS "Reflections on the National Parks" by 
Joseph L. Sax. $9.50 

PARABLE OF THE TRIBES By Andrew 
Bard Schmookler. $11.50 

THE OLD WAYS Gary Snyder's remarkable 
volume on reinhabitation. "The wisdom and skill 
of those who studied the universe first hand, by 
direct knowledge and experience, for millennia, 
both inside and outside themselves, is what we 
might call the Old Ways." Six approaches to the 
old ways via poetry, myth, and sense of place. 
Paperback. 96 pages. $5.50 

THE SPIRAL DANCE By Starhawk. Paper
back. $12 

THIS IS DINOSAUR "Echo Park Country 
and Its Magic Rivers" edited by Wallace Stegner. 
$10 

WALDEN By Henry David Thoreau with a 
major introductory essay by Edward Abbey -
"Down The River With Henry Thoreau." Paper
back, 303 pages, $7.50 

More titles to be added. 
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